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ABSTRACT 

Chivalry was the dominant secular ideal of Chaucer's 

time a.nd the nature of his interest in it has naturally 

been the subject of con,jecture. lv'lost judgments, however, 

have been based on an insufficient understanding of the 

historical background. In fact be.th historical and literary 

approaches to the topic of chivalry generally have tended 

to oversimplify the complex of ideas and practices associated 

with the te:rm\9 T_his dissertation- therefore re-examines 

the scope of chivalric theory and practice as a necessary 

preliminary t;o a scrutir:y of _Chaucer's concern with the concept-;; 

The study concludes that chivalric ideas always had 

a..Yl importance disproportionate to the comparatively modest 
) 

practical sig~nificance of actu_al knights and knighthood. 

'J~h.e centrality of thes0 ideas cannot therefore be judged 

by their relation to historical actualities. Their purpose 

was not restric.ted to providing a pattern of conduct for 

knights, nor were they in any way autonomous of medieval 

thought generally. The figure of the mounted warrior, 

thrust into prominence by early medieval military and social 

developments, became the focus for an accumulation of ideas 

and myths, e..nd especially :for theories about the use of 

force ru1d of temporal power and secular life generally. 

Since Chaucer• s knigh-'cs are frequently lovers, 
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special attention is paid within ·tjhis bro<-1d hypot;hesj.s to th " 

role of love :i.n chivalric ideas. While fighting for lo·ve 

appears to have 1)e.en of negligible importan(~e as a factor 

. .. 11 . h' .. .t• t• ., ,,.., :i• • in prac··cJ .. ca :n:i.g. .... ccl.y mo Gl va .ion, wri "Gers OJ. niscurs:i ve 

or specifically chiva.lric treatises either COj_1.d·::n:m.ed it 

and led t() the cul ti vat; ion of chi valr:Lc virtues for their 

own sak:e"" Fighting to gain a woman•s love provides a common 

plot stnwture in the roma.i."'lces, but thCE:ie romances ·ur3uall~y-

cited as ~·ju.stify:ing a definition of chivalr y in amatory te-t:'nL:·, 

On the basiG of ana1;,--ses of 

sev·01~aJ. important romances, especially . Gottfried's ~r~J./!:h'.§~E 

the Prose I1ancelot;, Wolfram's J? er;?; i\r ci ~, ~ .. __ ........... --:'I·: ....... ~ 

thie disse:i.:tation conclu.des that the:ro was a central chi.-\.rr::~.l ~c j ~ 

I 
.?GJ."adition v;hich vievred the p;~1rsuit of love as an invert:;io:c. of 

the knight's responsibilities to God and societ;y'31 

Chaucer's kr..ights do not J."eflect c<mterJpo:r.."a:t•y rJocj. ::;J .. 

ree.li tier~ 1.)ut rather this broader syn"bolie pctentit:i.l .Jt 

of the sign:Lfico.nce of the crusade in the late t·Iiddle Age:s 

reveals that even the Knight of the General J?:rologue iB 

rnainl~l an emblem of' ri:J;ht spiritual oJ:ientation. ro.ther tl':tHJ:t 

a.n <::ndorseme:nt of a specifically knir;htly dn t~'l o:e of co:ute•np· r · y 

c:cusad.e proj ect;s o 

of the Knight and the Squire. 
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of spiritual warfare the Knight is not j~st the specialised 

figure he appears to be. 11oreover in his tale he presents in 

Theseus a knight who maintains the structure of society as 

fa:i.thfully as he himself has def ended the Church, while 

Arcite and I)alamon, li.ke the Squire, represent; a subversion 

of pr oper knightly functions. The "Knight's Tale" sets all 

secular power, of which knighthood is the emblem, in a 

transcendental perspective. 

In other of the Canterbury Tales chivalric references 

are important, though not because of ai1y interplay between 

knir-)ltly . and non- knightly social classes. Characters such 

as the Wife of Bath, . the I'11erchant and the Franklin are to 

be judged partly by the inadequacy of their notions of 

chivalr:y in relation to the symbolism established by the 

contrast between Knight and: Squire. Th.e conflict of lov e 

and knighthood also fu:ethers our under standing of 'l'roilus, 

in which the hero is shovn1 to cho.ose an inappropriate kind · 

of chivalry; in addition the theme is prominent in some of 

the minor poems, especially the. ncomplaint of Marsn. 

v 
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PREFACI~ 

11'his study originated as an examination of the knights 

in Ghaucerf.s poetrye A brief acquaintance with the secondary 

materials on this subject and on that of chivalry generally 

convinced me thp.t any useful contribution to the original 

topic would require a fairly systematic look at the whole 

sub~ject of chivalry and knighthood. Such a task is centri

fugal, le~ding towards a variety of literary and historical 

ma·terials which often bear only a problematic relation to 

each oth0r. As a result this study may appear at times to 

lack a consistent un~ty of focus. In · fact it concerns itself 

with three main subj ec·i;s: the development of the idea of chivalry, 

and .its relation to practical histdrical processes; the connection 

- between chivalry and love in fictional and non-fictional 

medieve._l literature; and Chaucer' s use of the tradition of 

chivalric ide,as. That these three subjects are all necessarily 

connected to each other I hope I have shown in the course of 
~. . rn:r a.lSCUSSJ.on, but I have not attempted to impose a greater 

sense oi' unity than is justified by the hete:-cogeneous nature 

· of th£~ , rnat;erials involved. 

I am indebted to Dr. Chauncey Wood a.nd to Dr. Laurel 

Braswell for their advice, and to Catherine Roberts for her 

encou..ragement. 
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I 

CHIVALRY AND CHAUCERIAN SCHOLARSHIP 

'l~he figure of the knight occupies a salient position 

·in most .readers' experience of Chaucer's poetry. In the 

English-speaking world the General Prologue to the Canterbur~ 

Tales contains what is probably the most widely known medieval 

account of the idea of chivalry. One standard critical 

introduction to Chaucer refers to his "continuing absorption" 

in ideas of knighthood"'1 Another declares that 11 the whole 

body of his work .... is the great document of courtly aJ1d 

knightly values in this period." 2 Another writer has claimed 

that "to Chaucer, chivalry· was a religion", and urged. that 

none of the chief bases of our- judgment of· Chaucer henceforth 

should be his attitude towards chivalry, sirice there is 

nothing, perhaps, that he loved more.n3 Despite these c.omments, 

the us~fulness of the concept of chivalry in Chaucer studies 

remains unclear. It is a subject often relegated to preliminary 

discussions of the social conte~t of the poetrye Chaucer, we 

are told, lived in an t age of ch:5:.valry 1 
, and his writing was 

in some way conditioned by this dominant social ethos, though 

precisely how is not usually explained. Chivalry, it is 

sometimes implied, was a sort of hothouse atmosphere in ·which 

certain unexceptionable vir·tues achieved an exotic ext.ra1.ia.gance 

of growth--an ambience which -the i .. eader must penetrate, but 

is not actually a su.bjec.t of thematic concern in the works 

themselves .. 

' . h WD.J.C.l. 



More detailed studies have been relatively few, and 

have come to conflicting conclusions which I shall ref er to 

shortly. Some of these studies contain what I believe to be 

erroneous readings of Chaucer, but a more prevalent (though 

of course connected) failing is a tendency to oversimplify 

2 

the historical materials they invoke and the manner in which 

they can be applied to the poetry. Few critics display an 

awareness of the scope of the literary and historical problems 

raised by the very concept of chivalry, or have taken into 

account recent approaches to those problems. These are 

necessary starting points, for in this aspect of ChauGer 1 s work 

the historical background has often been declared important 

without being more than superficially examined. 

The reluctance to consider the subject of Chaucer and 

chivalry in more than a very general way has resulted perhaps 

from the assumption of a strong contrast between Chaucer and 

other writers of his time, particularly the authors of 

chivalric romances. Chivalry was a matter of fanciful idealism 

and romance, this objection might run, and Chaucer was mor(~ 

interested in the reo.l world.; it was a matter of extravagar.d; 

heroics, tainted with popular absurdity, while Chaucer preferred 

the un_heroic, even the anti-heroic: the knight in his private 

rather thaE public CG.pacit;y, the lover rather than the fit;hter. 

According to Anna l\il.li11gs, for example, Chaucer "appreciated 

the p:Lc"turesque features of chivn.l:r-y, and admired the nob1er 

qualities of knif;b.thood. e .. but he did not ca.re to sing of arms, 
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chivaJ.=cic 02 heroic. 11 G. G .. Coul ton commented that 11 the liter.:'J .. -

ti.ire o.£.' chi vs.lry .... seems to have touched Chaucer cmaparc:i.ti.vely 

little: he scarcely mentions it but in more or less open 

derision. 11 F. Warre Cornish dec.lared that Chaucer 11 found his 

true expression first after his visit to Italy, where he became 

acquainted with a literature that had all human life for its 

material, not a worn-out cycle of imaginary adventure. And so, 

though he writes of knights and ladies, he does not properly 

belons to the poetry of chivalry. 11 More recently ·111e find 13rewer' s 

asserticn that 11 -the romantic reverence of what was in some 

respeets the adolescent ideal of chival~y finds almost no :place 

in Chaucer. He must have accepted it, when a full grown man, 

as part of tbe normal pattern of life. It r::tay well have 

delighted him as a youth~ but no story of truly Arth11rian 

adventure figures in his poetry. ,A 

'J'he element of truth in ·chese ideas need not be compromised 

by an insistence that it i.s false to equate chivalry with the 

appeal oi' the popular romances, or to think thG.t ChnL1ee::· 1 s 

interest in real people could be inc'lependent of an interest 

in their ideals or delusions. As Huizinga argued oi' medieval 

culture generally, the historian could only discard the idea 

of chivalry 11 if, to unde:cstand the spirit o.f an age, it sufficed 

to know its :coal and hidden forces and not its illusions~ its 

fancies anci its errors. But for the history of civilisation 

eveI·y delusion or opinion of an epoch has the value of an 

imports.nt fact .. n5 

http:respec.ts
http:d.erision.11


In fact Chaucer's concern with chivalry appears initially 

to demand attention on the basis of both the subject matter of 

his poetry and the historical circumstances of its composition. 

Knights and knightly activities play a conspicuous part in 

many of the works, and unless we are prepared·to accept this 

fact unquestioningly as a standard feature of medieval literature 

a number of questions arise \·1hich have not so far been convincint~ly 

answered. Why, .for instance, is the Knight o.f the General 

Prologue described almost entirely in terms of his crusading 

activities? What precisely is the contrast between the Knight 

and his son, and is it a sicnificant one for the rest of Chaucer's 

work? How do the 11 bourgeois" characters react to the Knight 

and his pr·ofession? Why is the Wife of Bath the only pilgrim 

to tell an Arthurian story? Why are January and Arveragus 

(or for that matter the Physician's Virginius) described as 

knights? Is it appropriate to view Troilus, or Antony, or 

Mars, as knights in medieval terms? The list of questions 

could of course be considerably extended .. 

The historical plausibility of the subject results 

from the widespread assumption that ideas of chivalry and 

knighthood. were closely involved with significant social 

and political developments of Chaucer's time. Various 

aspects of chivalry in the later Middle Ages have been thought 

to reflect such phenomena as the decline of feudalism, the 

rise o.f money and of the merchant classes, or the decay of the 

medieval synthesis of temporal and spiritual power which 

found its most perfect expression in the crusades and the 
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nee-monastic crusading orders. It has been customary to 

think of the fourteenth centu.ry--the century of the suppression 

of the Templars, the Great Schism and the start of the Hundred 

Years War--as the period in which royal and national priorities 

decisively prevailed over those of the Church and of Christen

dom as a whole. Chivalry has often been regarded as a casualty 

of such changes in social and political (as well as military) 

realities •. Consequently a writer's attitude towards chivalry 

might be expected to reflect attitudes towards such social 

changes more generally. 

That such shifting perspectives would have interested 

Chaucer deeply is probable in view of the subtlety a.nd scope 

of his social comedy, and his debt to the trad.i tional 

literature of social classes. Moreover no one was better 

placed than he, with his experience of t;he court and of 

European diplomacy, to observe such historical developments 

as there were. It is also possible thst Chaucer's ambiguous 

background made him especially aware of the social connotations 

of knighthood, and the minutiae of' distinctions of rank. 

The ex-Boldie:r' and courtier was also a product of that mercha.nt 

class ·whose increasing weal th marked a shift of' power j_n the 

country, and whose aspirations to greater political participation 

may perhaps be discerned in the careers of Chaucer himself 

and of his son. D. s. Brewer has called him "the new man; 

the literate layman who was not a clerk, the courtier who was 

not a knight"--a man of mixed orie;i.ns despite his high social 

PO C'..; J __ , on 6 
...,.._t.,J.. • In addition it is likely that those of his audience 

http:orie;i.ns
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who were knights--some primarily warriors, others not warriors 

at all--would have listened to such passages as the description 

of one of their order with a lively awareness of social and 

military implications and a keen ear for topical allusion. 

There is then a plausible case for the idea that an 

understanding of chivalry in Chaucer's work vrnuld contribute 

to our sense of his attitude, so often enigmatic, towards the 

age he lived in. Ultimately, however, such an expectation is 

not, I believe, likely to be fulfilled. Our main hope must be 

that a historical approach to the subject will illuminate 

contentious ai~eas of the interpretation of his poetry, by 

indicating the kind of ideas and preoccupations that Chaucer 

may have assumed in his audience. Such results nevertheless 

depend on an adequate gra.sp of the relevant historical materials) 

and these are complex. The range of ideas and activities which 

invoked the name of chivalry may be suggested by analogy with1 

a similarly dominant ideal of our own culture, such as liberalism. 

Faced with this complexity, literary critics have drawn 

somewhat erratically and often simplistically on the findings 

of historical investigations. 

It is somewhat misleading however to think in terms of 

a literary text and a historical context ·when dealing with 

this parti.cular subject. Chivalry cuts across the usual 

demarcations o:f scholarly concern. Historians of various 

areas of medieval life can tell us about its practical aspects, 

whether military, social, political or religious, but usually 
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insist on regarding it as a literary phenomenon as much as 

a historical one. As a result the literary historian is 

left in considerable doubt as to which kinds of historical 

materials about chivalry are relevant to his task, and how 

they can be justly related to literary works. This study will 

attempt to locate the contextual materials that are most 

illuminating in dealing with chivalry in Chaucer's poetry. 

Such materials as prove eventually to be not strictly 

relevant may nevertheless at times be usefully pointed out. 

In the case of writers (such as Flaubert or Virginia Woolf) 

who were in deliberate revolt against established notions 

of the aspects of humanity that writers ought to concern 

themselves with, we need to identify the kinds of subject matter 

that the authors were !:!£! writing about in order to see the 

full significance of those kinds that ·were in fact chosen. 

Even where there was no obvious revolt, as in the case of 

Jane Austen, we may wish to locate the interest of a writer's 

work partly by a process of eliminating the kinds of interest 

that are not appealed to.. This will perhaps explain why I 

shall discuss the historic2.l backg.L'ound to certain features 

of Chaucer's poetry while anticipating some ultimately 

negative conclusions about its direct applicability. Some 

aspects of the poetry which invite historical speculation 

may pJ:ove more responsive to consideration in terms which 

mig.11t be called symbolic. There may be little correlation 

between the significance of chivalry and knighthood when 

considered as internal feattl.res of a work of art and the 



significance of equivalent phenomena in the world outside 

the fiction. Before dealing with the h:.Lstorical background 

directly, however, I wish to consider some of the issues 

raised by existing Chaucer schola .. rship .. 

Discussl..ons of chivalry in Chaucer are scattered 

throughout critical commentary on individual characters, 

tales an.d poems. The most convenie.nt starting point is 

perhaps with the Knight of the General Prologue, in whose 

portrait, it is often assumed, we find the essence of 

Chaucer's thought on the whole matter. A great deal of 

energy and ingenuity has been expended on the search for a 

8 

real-life original. oJ the Knight, and on the related question 

of whether he is a 1 real' , 1 t;y-pical' or 1 id.eal' figu .. r8. '7 

The se&rch has be('n unsuccessful i.n its primary aim, although 

it has established. that there were many people who followed 

a career similar in certain selective i~t::spects to that 

described in the Prologue's list of campaigns, and who had 

tl: . t . t•• f d t•• 8 among le:Lr con .emporaries a repu g:cion or prowess an wor hJ .. ness. 

This is rwt a very llelpful conclusion. It rnig..ht provide 

a basis f'or distinguishing the Knight from Guy of ·warwick (if 

suc.h a distinction were not immediately apparent), bu-c 

decidj_ng whether or not a character is typical of Chauc~er 1 s 

own society can at best be a rough sta.I"ting point for a con-

siderc:d::ion of the artistic choices that produced the selectivity 

of the description. Moreover 1 a.s we shall see, the typical 

knight of tho time is a very problematic figure, perhaps even 
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more difficult to identify precisely than the ideal knight. 

J. M. l·lanly side-stepped these problems when he concluded, 

in an influential essay, that the portrait is of ua figure 

at once realistic and t;y-pical of the noble and adventurous 

idealists of his day."9 But, we might ask, how typical were 

such idealists, and bow many of their characteristic attributes 

and activities are omitted from Chaucer's account? Such a 

description as Manly's blurs rather than makes distinctions. 

Apart from the already noted tendency to distinguish 

Chaucer from other medieval writers (especially romancers) 

by his supposed interest in mimetic realism, other factors 

may have motivated the atterripts to establish the 'realism' of' 

the Knight's portrait. One such factor is the common histor-

ical attitude which puts particular emphe_si3 on the discrep-

ancies between the loftiness of chivalric ideals and the brutal 

realities of medieval warfare. Writers, such as Froissart, 

who often appear unaware of these discrepancies have sometimes 

been harshly treated by modern historia~s, and in fact Basil 

Cottle has taken Chaucer to task in much the same way. O.f 

the description of the tournament in the 11 Knight 1 s Tale" 

he writes: "a poet such as Chaucer should have seen beyond--

and seen through--this costly tinsel to its awful implications 

for his own generation. The fight that follows is not ugly 

gh n 10 enou ..... 

Many commentators have of' course assumed that Chaucer's 

portrait of the. Knight reveals an interest in an ideal rather 
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than in an historical.reality without seeing this as a limita

tion. But several critics have claimed a special historical 

significance in Chaucer's handling of the assumed contrast 

between ideal and real chivalric behaviour. Two basic but 

overlapping approaches may be distinguished here: one view 

claims that t;he Knight's primary significance lies in the fact 

that he was for Chaucer's contemporaries an anachronistic 

figure, with a somewhat outmoded set of values; the other 

approach, which I shall deal with later on, regards the 

Knight's portrait as a condemnation of current. chivalric 

degeneracy. Both attitudes reveal the influence of another 

commonplace from the histories of chivalry, that of the 

supposed decline of c~ivalry. The development of chivalry 

has often been seen as an evolu-tion from barbarism through 

a 'golden age' to decadence and decline; despite the 

inadequacies of this idea (which I shall discuss later), the 

decline of chivalry during the fourteenth century has retained 

its orthodox status in literary history. 

The best-known application of this theory to Chaucer 

is tha.t of Manly, who argued that knights were I·ather an 

anachronism by the time Chaucer was writing, their military 

functions displaced by changing conditions of warfare, and 

their ideals chalJ_enged by the unsympathetic commercial 

values of an increasingly powerful middle class. According 

to Manly's essentially non-evaluative view, the interest of 

the virtues exemplified by the Knight lies in their exotic 

appeal as aspects of an already doomed idealism--an idealism 

that is intense precisely because it is a lost cause. This 
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exoticism o.lso accounts for the long list of place-names from 

thE.~ borders of Christendom included. in the portrait.11 

It would be difficult to find evidence for this 

assumption of thorough-going fourteenth-century nostalgia, 

since the commonest medieval attitude towards social change 

is to see it as a degeneracy to be denounced and reformed. 

Nevertheless, many critics have accepted Manly's assumption 

that Chaucer·' s attitude was one of moral detachment towards 

a fascinating anachronism, often claiming support for the 

idea in the tale the Knight tells. Edward Foster, for 

example, describes the Knight as namiabl:y anachronistic 11
, 

the exponent of romantic ideals which~ nthough necessary, 

are artificial and 1rulnerable. 11 His "rusted and spattered 

armor is the perfect emblem of the way reality intrudes on 

his ideals but cannot destroy them. 11 The impressionable 

narrator of the Prolor)ue "admires him to the point of 

exaggerating his Christian exploits beyond all possibility. 1112 

Foster is not alone in his assumption that the 

"Knight's Tale" in some sense embodies the spirit of chivalry, 

and that therefore any elements incor~gruou.s v:i th what he 

assumes to be this spirit are to be interpreted as satiric 

references to chivalry generally. But like a number of other 

commentators on the tale, Foster does not identify the spirit 

of chivalry more precisely than as a sense of stylised 

cou..2:'t1iness, apparently very vu.lncrable to bathos. Paul 

Thurston a~";rees that "chivalry was fading into th0 past in 

Chaucer's day 11
, and claim.s that Chaucer's response was to write, 
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in the 11 Knight' s Tale 11
, 

11 a satire of cherished c:tdvalric 

traditions. 11 Thurston explains tho..t 11 irnplici t in the poem ••• 

is the delightfully humorous satire that, for the perceptive 

reader, effectively exposes the Knight's exaggerated, naively 

serious interpretation of his material for what it is. ll'rom 

such a point of view, the poem has been demonstrated to be 

a superb satire of the conventions of the chivalric code 

e.s they are displayed by Arci te, Palamon, and Erne lye, and the 

events their emotional involvements ~ive rise to •• ~All 

concerned, including the Knight, guilelessly believe that 

the dictates of sometimes fatuously artificial convention. 

are inviolable 'natural' laws and invol1..mtary expressions of 

the sublime instincts peculiar to those of noble birth. 111 3 

Some critics have taken further this suggestion of 

Chaucer's critical vie\v of chivalry, claiming that Chaucer 

actually disapproves of the Knight end the chivalric world 

he stands for. According to Dean Ebner the Knight is the 

incarnation of worldliness: nHere i.s not an austere and 

pious saint turning from the grimness of warfare to seek 

spiritual solace .... but an ambitious r:ian of the world 

engaged in the active life of seeking glory, power, fame, 

and profit from the holy wars age.inst the I:ifidels. He 

has come ••• to pay his respects to the god of stable pros-

perity .. n He is 11 a man whose own contir..ued successes have 

caused him to dodge, at least for the present, the immir1ent 

d t • 1 .£.> ffl d tl • d f l" n •
114 a.n ragic reve:csa s O.L a uence an · 1e pri· e o.. 1.It.'. • 



For Ch3rles Mitchell the Knight and his entourage represent 

an attack on the falsity of the whole idea of chiYalry, 

conveyed through historical and structural ironies in the 

Prologue. The Knight is lfworthy" only in the sense of having 

courtly manners and martial efficiency; his worldly motives 
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in crusading are shown by his association with the sack of 

Alexandria and other plundering raids, and by his willingness 

to fight as a mercenary for an infidel. 15 

The main problem with most of these opinions is that 

although they claim chivalry was in decline, or anachronistic, 

or that Chaucer was satirising it, they do not explain clearly 

what they assume chivalry we.s. This is not however true of 

Vincent Dimarco' s argument (in a recent unpublished di::3sertation) 

that the Knight embodies a discredited form of chivalry while 

the Squire represents a more desirable alternative. 16 Dimarco 1 s 

basic historical assunption is that ·by Chaucer's time the 

crusading ideal was in disrepute, and certain aspects of 

chivalry along with it. Men were more interested in coexistence 

with Islam in order to exploit the commerce and explore the 

learning of the East. 

The Knight 1 he ru~gues, is an ironic anachronism, 

11 attemptin.g to perform the obligations of the original 

crusading ethic among thieves and scoundrels. 11 Chaucer's 

audience would have realised that the expeditions the Knight 

has been a.ssociated witb were cynically motivated, ill-planned. 

and ult:i..m3.tely abortive.. The failure of Peter of Cyprus to 
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obtain substantial support in the W.:::st for these expeditions 

indicates that his activities were viewed as 11 the treacherous 

upsetting of relatively prolonged harmonious relations between 

east and west in a world apparently reconciled to some form 

of peaceful coexistence. 11 Peter himself, we are assured, was 

widely known to have spent his last yea.rs in ignominious 

debauchery. As for the Teutonic Knights, with whom the Knight 

has also campaigned, Dimarco claims that they were widely 

condemned for unscrupulous territorial greed, and attributes to 

Chaucer's audience the unlikely awareness that. there is an 

11 inherent contradiction in a national and political order 

engaged in supposedly spiritual occupation." No longer 

could "the crusade command the fervid interest of anyone in 

tune with the times. 111 7 

According to Dimarco it is the Squire who is the 

representative of the new age, and the key to this realisation 

lies in his tale, which describes an embassy to the Mongol 

Cambyuskan (Uzbek Khan) from 11 the kyng of Arabe and of' Inde 11
, 

whom Dimarco identifies as the sultan of the Egyptian Marnluks. 

Crusade propagandists in the West had long advocated an alliance 

with the Mcngols (who were thought to be in many ways like 

Christians) against the Moslerns. The Squire has thus, we are 

told, identified the precise historical moment at which, with 

the conversion of Cambyuskan to Islam and the consequent alliance 

between the Mongols and the Mamlulrn, all prospects of Christian 

crusading success came to an end. 11 As a student of the 14th 



century crusades", Dimarco writes, Chaucer 11 must have 
18 realised11 the strategic significance of this development. 

The SquiI·e turns instead to those aspects of the Eaat 

which excited the eager curiosity rather than the crusading 

hostility of the West: its magic, romance and science. The 

gift of the mirror, for instanc~ recalls such legends as 

that of the magic lie;hthouse at Alexandria~ 11 beneath a 

seemingly romantic, imaginary, and apparently fantastic surface 

there exists a substructure of histo::-ical, scientific and 

realistic fact brought to bear on the west from the eastern 

enemj.es of Christendom. 11 The magic gifts "are all linked to 

scientific and quci.si-scienol;ific origins and processes .... The 

Squire, as an intelligent, cosmopolitan, and relatively 

sophisticated young man, is familiar a.nd enthusiastic about 

these new strains of political realities and scientific discover-
10 

ies and speculations. 11 7 

This argument is complemented by the hypothesis 

that chivalry was originally feudal in nature but bifurcated 

into religious and courtly (or 11 amatory 11
) traditions, 

represented by the Knight and the Squire respectively. The 

normal preference of the chivalric manuals for religious 

forms is misleading, claims Dimarco, since they were written 

b1J clerics, whose ideas are 11 commonly not supported in the 

literature.ir Consequently we are asked to see the Knight's 

superficially positive qualities as ambivalent when set 

against more inclusive and satisfactory amatory equivalents of 

them. His 11 troutb.e 11 for instance is not so impressive as that 
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of Troilus; his 11 honour 11
, like tbat of Theseus, is based on 

fame and martial prowess rather than the firmer basis on 

which the honour of Palamon and Arcite is founded: a man's 
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''service in love, both to his lady and to his brother in arms." 

The Knight's "curteisie 11 is contrasted with the combination 

of feudal and amatory courtesy displayad, c:,ccording to Dimarco, 

by Gawain in Sir Gm!IJ'ain and the Green Knight: "That romantic 

courtesy in this poem is ultimately found not inimical to the 

practice of the virtue in its more spiritual formulation 

offers a strong rebuttal from a poem contemporary with Chaucer 

to any argument that denigrates the 'curteisie' embodied in the 

Squire. 1120 

The 'Squire's Tale 11
, for Dimarco, is a redefinition of 

chivalry in a romantic direction, revealing the 11 liL1i tat ions 

of any concept of knighthood d.<;void of love-service of the 

kind most clearly typified by the Squire of the General Prologue." 

The '1Knight' s Tale 11
, accordingly, describes Theseus's rite de 

passa_g~ to true knighthood; his martial prowess is humanised 

by his recognition of "social chivalry1t. 21 

Historical substantiation is conspicuously absent 

from this exuberant argument, alterna.tely ingenious and perverse, 

at crucial points. No solid evidence that the crusading 

principle was discredited is offered. (though enough is known 

of the disr·eputable behaviour of many crusaders) or for the 

assertion that amatory activities were widely considered an 

approp::':'iate part of chivalric behaviour. But if it serves no 



other pu.-rpose, Dimarco's contribution directs attention to 

the kind of evidence which is available to support or refute 

these claims, and to the resulting question of whether these 

are matters that Chaucer r-eally shows a concern with. 

17 

The argument, however, has a further significance in 

sharing with some other recent opinions (shortly to be discussed) 

the assumption of a conflict between religious and amatory 

chivalry. This is an important crux for Chaucer studies--a 

fact that has often been obscured by scholars who assume that 

chivalry was a monolithic system of values. Chivalry and 

love have always been in some wny connected in the literature 

on the subject ( 11 chivalric love" and "courtly love" are often 

used sy::.10nyrnously), and it has long been recognised tbat 

Chaucer's knights are, on the whole, more visible as lovers 

than as fighters. Dimarco is by no means the first to suggest 

that this reflects the nature of Chaucer's main concern with 

chivalry. 

Muriel Bowden's discussion of the subject, for instance, 

is based on the belief that 11 concepts of love had become an 

inherent part o.f the larger concept of chivvlry by the late 

Middle Ages", and that 11 love affairs grew to be as important 

as the fighting for Church and State. 11 In her view appearances 

of the themes of 'courtly love', keeping one's 11 trouthe 11
, 

a.lJ.d even 11 gentilesse 11
, as well as any mention of knightly rank 

and activities, are all indications of Chaucer's absorption in 

the subject of chivalry a Troilus and Crh_seyde, for example, 

is chivalric primurily in that it deals with courtly love, 
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although, "other aspects of" chivalry besides courtly love 

appear •• ~The portraits of Troilus and Diomede, and of [Hecto1J 

are knightly in character. 11 The "Squire's Tale" only 

qualifies as chivalric because the theme of courtly love 

is introduced in the tercelet's faithlessness: 11 Through the 

negation of the tenets of courtly love, there is at least some 

emphasis on one department of chivalry. 11 

Chaucer's interest in knighthood, Miss Bowden claims, 

is shown even by such details as the mention of chivalric 

characters in the "Monk's Tale 11
, or the occasional references 

to them in the 11 Man of Law' s Tale 11 
, where 11 the significance 

for us lies in the fact that there is any chivalric reference 

at all in a narrative devoted to the religious and philosophical 

aspects of fortitude. 11 The same point is made about the 

"Maneiple 1 s Tale 11
, the subject itself of which 11 is, of course, 

not chivalric in any way, but Chaucer's world caused the brief 

inclusion of the formalised, chivalric phrases. 1122 

These comments suggest on Chaucer's part either a 

compulsive and arbitrary introduction of chivalric matters, 

or a somewhat casual use of obvious local colour. Yet 

Miss Bowden claims that in the 'Thopas' "we are constantly 

remindecl ... ethat Chaucer lived in a world where chivalry and 

the implications of chivalry were of great and daily 
?._7, 

importance o " -_r 

She does not, however, consider that it was in any way a 

controversial subject; possible discrepancies between 

courtly love and the values of the Knight of the General 

Prologue are discounted by a claim that is in all respects 



dubious: 

(In the fourteenth century] the devotion to 
the fair lady ••• had disappeared from actuality 
to some extent, although not from the literature 
of the period. Consequently, when Chaucer 
writes of his knigbt as a 11 real 11 person on a 
pilgrimage, love affairs are omitted as being as 
inappropriate as they would be in actuality, and 
the Knight appears to us as a flesh-and-blood 
figure for all his chivalric 11 perfections". In 
some of the Tales, however, where the knight is 
intended to represent.the fictional~~t~er~4is a 
decorous blend of ethics and love-ailair. 
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In actuality then chivalric love-affairs are 11 inappropriate 11
, 

but in fiction they seem to comprise something very like the 

essence of knighthood. 

On the basis of this problematic interpretation of the 

concept Miss Bowden confers the ethical approval of the 

chivalric cod.e on some of Chaucer's rather questionable 

characters. She comments, for example, that although the 

'Wife of Bath's Tale' 11 has little to do with knighthood ••• 

the chivalric enters ••• when the queen and her ladies beseech 

the king to spare the life of the young man ••• thus giving 

Arthur the chivalric opportunity to accede to their prayers. 11 

We are asked to believe that in this tale and in that of the 

Franklin the "choice of' 'gentilesse' as the limiting subject 

seems to be because of Chaucer's own absorption in chivalric 

matters. 1125 

It is :i.n the "Franklin's Talen, according to Miss 

Bowden, that chivalric idealism is most fully displayed. 

Arveragus is a perf'ect knight whose upholding of' his wife's 

'trcuth0' is "plainly chivalricn, as is Aurelius's response: 



.. '),, ... 
c..V 

''the keeping of one's word, the chiv2.lric dictum that 'be 

that sweareth unto his neighbour and disappointeth him not, 

though. it were to his own hindrance ••• shall never fail 11
, is the 

gr·eat fusing element of the "Franklin 1 s Talen. 1126 But the 

idea is not of course primarily a "chivalric dictum". The 

choice of quotation (from Psalm 15) suggests the obvious 

objection that such a quality (even if not, as in this tale, 

distinctly ambiguous due to its context) does not requiI'e the 

support of chivalry in order to be recognised as an important 

virtue, and that the appearance of such a universal virtue 

do.es not in itself make a case for the thematic importance 

of chivalry in the tale. An account of chivalry in Chaucer 

which attempts to rr:ake the subject mean so much ends up by 

eJ..'})laining ver:y little. 

The idea that chivalry for Chaucer was largely a matter 

of cour·tly love has been challenged in various ways. Charles 

Moorman, for instance, assumes that Chaucer was in revolt 

against such an association o.f ideas. While accepting the 

idea that the heyday of chivalry was past, Moorman sees the 

Knight of the Prologue as the embodiment of values which have 

superseded the chivalry of courtly l.ove, and thus the 

representative of a new rather than an obsolete ideal. The 

extravagant bullies of history and of the chansons de E.este, 

and the courtly lovers of· the romances, have been dispossessed 

by a figw:'e of philosophical temperance, embodying "the 

bourgeois ideals of mar:r'iage and natural genti.leme, cor..cepts 

alien to the traditional prc:cc.tices of chi v2.lry 11
: 



In his Knight Chaucer has defined a new concept 
of chivalry for a new a~e, a chivalry stripped 
of its immorality and criminal violence, and 
ready to stand in the midst of the new mercantil
ism as a symbol of the conservative values that 
Chaucer everywhere praises.27 

This polarity between the old and new (or false and 

true) kinds of chivalry is continued, according to Moorman, 

in such tales as those of the i:Jife of Bath and the :Franklin, 

where knights are persuaded to reject the old chivalry of 

arrogant aristocracy and courtly love, while the 11 Squii~e 1 s 
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Tale 11 and the "Tale of .Sir Thopas" satirise the extravagances 

and mannerisms which have no .part in the nev1 chivalry. Moorman 

is working with only the most gene::ralised. kind of historical 

context, but it is worth noting that despite his unlikely 

conclusions be ~grees with Miss Bowden in closely linking 

tradi tionc;~l chivalric ideas with courtly love. 

This last assumption ws.s not in fact seriously 

questioned in Chaucer studies until the appearance of recent 

discussions of the Squire and his relationship t:o +1-ie Kni' ght - Y~- .d • 

Previously critics felt obliged to regard. both the Knight 

and the Squii"'e as exemplars of chivalry, and it is under;-:;tandable 

that their accounts of th.e concept remained vague or confused. 

W. H. Schofield, for instance, approved of the Squire, and 

like Miss Bm·1den claimed that since courtly love was part of 

the chivalric code its frequent appearance indicated the 

extent to which Chaucer saw life in chivalric terms. Yet he 

also e.rgued that the Knizht, comparable in his austerity to 

the Parson, indicates a rejection by Chaucer of contempora~y 
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chivalric extravagance, and a desire for a return to the 

true religious nature of chivalry. 28 
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Some later opinions, however, while sharing Schofield's 

opinion of the Knig..ht, discern in the Squire a kind of chivalry 

which Chaucer disapproved of'. John V. Fleming, for example, 

asserts that the Squire's qualities are 11 characteristic of 

fol amour not of Christian chivalry", e.nd that bis portrait 

11 continues the ironic contrast of the old chivalry with the 

new. 1129 The tale the Squire tells, once regarded as an 

embodiment of chivalric positives, has also fallen on evil 

days, several critics in recent years having seen its chaotic 

organisation and incongrui·Gies as Chaucer's oblique comment 

30 on the Squire's values. Thomas Hatton has argued that the 

tales of the Knight and the Squire represent a consistent 

exposition of the contrast between their tel.lers--a contrast, 

that is, between worthy and unworthy knighthood.31 

The idea that Chaucer wished to attack a certain 

kind of chivalry and praise an alternative kind often seeks 

support in the tbeory (already mentioned) of the 'decline' 

of chivalry--although the assumption that Chaucer was pointing 

out the degeneracy of contemporary ~nighthood is rather 

different from the theor;y of the Knight 1 s anachrc,nism, as 

proposed by Hanly and others~ in that it assumes a moral 

advocacy of some sort of traditional chivalric ideas. But both 

theories share some of the same historieal assumptions--in 

particular the idea that the practical functicns of chivalr;y 

were by Chaucer's time Jess important than its external 
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pageantry o.no. s.0.01::.. ~Tudith Her~ combines both approaches 

in her.· comments on the l~nicht.. On the one hand, tbere is 

11 something 1;.112.:'ec...:.J. E ;:lout his ch<"...:.re.cter ••• He seems to belong 

to some golden past,.n On the other she claims that 11 Chaucer 

felt the ethical imperathres of chivalry at the same time as 

he observed all too clearly the dege~eration of the practice 

from his vantage at court. 11 The only positive qualities left 

to chivalry in the fourteenth century, she concludes, were 

11 gesture and flourish 11
• 32 

This last assumption is used by several critics to 

ex.plain the apparc.:nt 'revival' of chivalry in Edward III's 

reign. Froissart believed that the mid-century saw chivalric 

activity, at least in England, at its apogee. Even Schofield 

conceded th.::i.t in one sense Edward 1 s reign saw 11 the halcyon 

days of English knighthood 11
• Hodern commentary on the 

litsrature of the time has widely regarded this acti·;,ri ty as 

merely a symptom of decadence. The splendour of the epoch was, 

in Ten BriDl('S phre.se, an "Indian summer to the age of chivalry": 

"~rhe spirit of chivalry no longer formed a fundamental 

element, but :mly e.n ornament of life--an ornament, indeed, 

which was made much of, and which was looked upon with a 

sentiment :partaking of enthusiasm."33 

There is not complete ag,-reement on the way this 

supposed hollovmess was regarded by Chaucer. Some critics 

who see the Knight as a rebuke to contemporary degeneracy 

prefer to emphasise Ed.1.J2:L"d 1 s days of triumph and. point to 

the contrasting atmosphere at the court of Richarci II. The 



degeneracy thB.t concerned Chaucer is thus restricted to a 

mainly English phenomenon of the las~ three decades of the 

century, a view that accords with Froissart 1 s lament at the 

condition of English chivalry on his return to England in 1395 .. 34-

D. W. Robertson thus suggests that the Knight's 

portrait is intended to serve as a reminder of the days of 

success against France before the decline in English fortunes 

set in in 1369, and notes that military reverses such as the 

Despenser expedition of 1383 (in which, we are probably 

supposed to imagine, the Squire took part) were widely blamed 

on the degenerate character of the English knights.35 It 

is difficult to imagine the Knight as a direct embodiment 

of national victory in a war whose campaigns are conspicuously 

absent from his curriculum vitae.. Hatton, however, mal<:es 

a similar suggestion, adding that the portrait of the Squire 

may be a direct ad.monition to Richard on his courtiers' 

36 extravagance. 

Stanley J. Kahrl seems to combine the idea of a 

general decadence of chivalry in the century as a whole with 

the notion that Richard's reign offered specific examples 

of such decade11ce. Kahrl sees the formlessness and. .Pointless 

exoticism of the 11 .Squire's Tale 11 as an attack on its teller, 

ei.nd on the decadence of chivalric. practice. With the crusades 

vi~tually defunct, he argues, chivalry at Richard II's court 

became an elaborate game, imitative of romances, finding 

its own debased form of crusade in the Despenser expedition .. 

Kahrl also maintains that one of the main causes of this decli1i0 
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was the extension of knip;hthood to the bourgeoisie.37 

'11he theory that Chaucer was criticising the knights 

of the time is most fully stated by Hatton in an unpublisheu 

dissertation, and his findings deserve summarising here. 38 

Largely from the evidence of the chiva1ric manuals he concludes 

that medieval knighthood had an accepted threefold function: 

defence of the realm, maintenance of the internal order of 

society (often symbolised by the protection of orphans and 

widows), and defence of the Church. On each of these counts, 

he claims, knir)lts in the late fourteenth century were falling 

critically and visibly short of their duties.39 

Concerning the defence of the realm, Hatton argues 

that the Anglo-French war had displayed the inadequacy of the 

feudal levy (with which kn:i.ghthood was closely associated) as 

cl method of military organisation, and demonstrated the need 

for permanent professional armies. In addition the knights 

were tactically obsolescent in battle, not only because of 

their equipment but also because of their individualistic 

conception of honour and consequent lack of discipline. 

Traditional notions of chivalric honour '•.Je:r:e being sacrificed 

to military expediency in such matters as strategic deception 

in war. 40 On contemp0rary disregard of the second duty, that 

of meintaining internal order, Hatton's evidence is much more 

limited, but the st:con~ point of his argument lies in his 

attempt to establish the urgency and importance in Chaucer's 

tir;-ie of the third duty, a knight's obligation tc clofend the 

Church--especially by going on crusade. 

Accoi·ding to H3.ttun, the Knight's career· as recorded 
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in the General Prologue indicates Chaueor's insistence on 

the religious nature of chivalry and especially on the duty 

of crusading. In particular it refle~ts his concern about 

the threatening .situation in the East, and his support for 
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the crusade plans of Philippe de Mezieres, which had attracted 

much support at the :F·rench and English courts (including 

that of John of Gaunt and Sir Lewis Clifford). Mezieres 

had been chancellor to Peter of Cyprus, the leader of 

several of the expeditions mentioned in the Prologue. The 

plans for def ending Christendom and reconquering the Holy 

Land which he tirelessly advocated included the formation of 

a special chivalric order, the Order of the Passion of Christ, 

and an end to the Anglo-French war so that the combatants 

might collaborate in the enterprise. 41 It is with this 

objective in mind, Hatton claims, that Chaucer omitted 

merely nationalist victories from the career of his ideal 

knight. 42 
By contrast the Squire, who is 11 a serious departure 

from the chivalric ideal represep.ted by the Knight 11
, depicts 

the East in his tale as a place of exotic and concupiscent 

attractiveness. 

The argument is continued with claims of contemporary 

chivalric ref er enc es in some of the tales. The 11 Knie.Pt 1 s 

Tale" diagnoses chivalr;r' s corruption and shows how it can 

be restored to Boral health. Theseus~ by his maintenance of 

the social and political order and his uncie:cstanding of the 

key problems of fortune and providence, personifies the 
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ideal from which contemporary knights, represented by 

Palamon and Arcite, have fallen away. The problem with this 

reading is that there is no compelling reason for seeing the 

meaning of the tale as specifically applicable to contemporary 

chivalry rather than to human behaviour generally, since the 

virtues and vices the tale deals with are not thus restricted. 

Hatton however goes further, and states that though the 

tale is not an allegory it contains elements intended to 

suggest the curI·ent poli tice.l situation.. The conflict between 

.Arcite and Palamon recalls the wc..rfare of England and France; 

the countries, lj_k0 the knif}lts, bave become enemies through 

desire for possession, whereas the.y 3hould unite against 

the common enem;y of Christianity. 4 3 The case for such an 

allusion is inconclusive; are we to assume, for example, that 

Palamon and Arci te should unite against their '1comrr.on enemy11 

Theseus? Hatton e.lso proposes that the ViTHr between Athens 

and Thebes is in part a reference to the Anglo-·French war 

(noting that Athens and Thebes are used to refer to E:G.gland 

and France in Lydgate's Si~e of Thebes), though here again 

there is no sugge.stion in the tale itself that the we.r is 

an internecine one which should be halted in order that the 

combatants ean be united against a common enemy. He also 

claims that, just as the death of Arcite makes possible the 

allinnce of' the t\vo cities through marriage, the dea·tb. of 

Richard_ II 1 s wife, Anne, opened the possibility of an alliance 

between England and France through the marriage of Richard 
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44 to Isabella. These clairrm remain at best dubious, and 

Chaucer appears to elude one more attempt to see in his work 

45 a comment on the Hundred Years War. 

Hatton proceeds to an analysis of the "Monk's Tale 11 

from which he concludes that the Monk's attitude towards 
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temporal lordship represents a specific attack on the kind of 

knighthood represented by the Knight, who accordingly interrupts 

him. The 11 Wif e of Bath 1 s 1J:lale 11 is also a comment on the 

nature of chivalry, according to Hatton, who sees it as a 

study of the 'blindness' that results from a total surrender 

to concupiscence. What is not successfully explained, however, 

is why the tale is applicable to cne specific estate of 

. . 'h t th 46 
socie~y more ~ an o ano er. 

The significance of Hatton 1 s argument in its entirety 

lies primarily in its firm attempt at a definition of 

fourteenth-century chivalric vrrlues, and its rejection of any 

intrinsic connection between chivalry and love. As a reading 

of Chaucer, however, it is not totally convincing. The most 

effective of Hatton's analyses are those of the 11 Wife of Bath's 

Tale 11 and. the 11 ::J'ra11klin' s Tale", and do not derive much 

extra import from the premise that the tales are discussions 

of chivalry; nor do the analyses depend to any significant 

extent on the prior establishment of chivalric conventions. 

On the other hand, when Hatton makes a case for direct 

historical allusion the evidence in Chaucer is less than 

compelling. Even on his firmest g,Tound-~the discussion of the 

crusades and the K::iight of the Prologue--we are left with a 
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distinct sense that Chaucer does not tell us enough to 

determine whether he was expressing specific approval of 

the exploits of Peter of Cyprus and the plans of Philippe 

de Hezieres. 

The most recent contribution to the subject is that 

of Jill Mann in an important book on the literary background 

of the pilgrims. 47 She also discusses the Knight of the 

Prologue in the tradition of ascetic crusading chivalry, but 

comes to different conclusions from Hatton's about the 
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significance of Chaucer's choice. Whereas Hatton assumes the.t 

there was one central scheme of chivalric idealism, all 

divergences from which were interpreted as degeneracy, Mrs. 

Mann discerns a variety of emphases within the chivalric 

tradition; chivalric ideals, she claims, did not always 

include asceticism or exclude amatory activities. Chaucer 

makes one choice from among these possibilities by portraying 

his Knight as a miles Christianus, and further refines that 

choice by emphasising the austere crusading function of the 

role :::·ather than the task of staying at home and defending 

the poor and punishing wrong-doers--a duty equally stressed, 

~:rs. Mann reveals, in literature outlinin5 the duties of the 

various estates of society. Langland, by contrast, she claims, 

11 does not put forward the knight's duty to campaign against 

the heathen, because he sees too clearly the demands of 

his role in a social structure at home. 11 The career of 

Chaucer's Knight indicates the 11 absence of such a sense of 

social structure in the general ethic of the Prologue 11
, 
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I 
in that "the relevance of his profession to the lives of the 

rest is not made clear": 

If we examine the Knight's portrait closely, 
we see that the immediate ends of his profession
al activities are undefined. Is their aim 
conversion of the heathen? or their extermination, 
to make way for the permanent occupation of the 
Holy Land by Christians? The Knight's role, as 
it is described in his portrait, is merely to 
fight, ·win, and move on. One might say that his 
cam~a~gns h~ve48 religious character, but not a 
religious §.2,. 

Mrs. Mann's comments are part of her wider argument 
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that the characters in the~rologue are either representatives 

·of a specialised professional world and thus distanced from the 

reader and his direct judgements, or else figures from tradition

al estates satire presented without the traditional pejorative 

descriptive details or vituperation. In this scheme, the 

Knight falls into the former category, the Squire into the 

latter. Although the Squire represents a frequently satirised 

figure in the estates literature, the usual "moral reaction" 

is opposed by the 11 sensuous 11 dete.ils of his description .. 

Moreover he has his own kind of idealism: Mrs. Mann asserts 

that 11 the desire to win the favour of a lady is one important 

motivation attributed to the knight in medieval literature. 11 

Such a motivation,.though frequently attacked, is, she claims, 

appropriate to the Squire's "youth and 'lustiness'--it is 

part of his 'estate' in another of its aspects, and thus 

takes on a relative validity in the absence of any system 

of ethics which would lead us to pref er [either the Knight or 

the Squire] to the other e The onl;y criterion applied is the 
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way in which each measures up to his chosen ideal~n She 

concludes that "admiration of the Knight's ascetic ideal of 

chivalry does not mean, within the Prologue's terms, rejection 

of that of his son. 1149 The historical materials which Mrs. 

Mann uses to reach this judgment are, however~ rather 

selective. I hope to show that the traditional literature 

of chivalry is not so relative in its judgments as she assumes. 

This survey of the major scholarship on the subject 

reveals a considerable range of divergent opinions. Chaucer's 

attitude towards chivalry has been variously construed as a 

concern for contemporary degeneracy, zeal for chivalry's crusading 

function, nostalgia for a doomed ideal, irony to1'/nrds an 

outmoded institution, mockery of artificial aristocratic 

values, preoccupation with the ennoblir ... g effects of love, 

hostility towards h;rpocritical greed, and relativistic contemplation 

of an arbitrary idealism. There is also a variety of opinions 

among critics of Chaucer or.i. what chivalry itself was. Some 

imply that its nature is obvious and self-explanatory; others 

accept the virtues of the Knight of the Prologue as its 

defining characteristics; for yet others it is a vague 

idealism incorporating both Knight .and Squire. It is, according 

to taste, a veneer covering a brutal reality (but no less 

believed in for e.11 that), a code of love, a pattern for the 

courtly life of the nobly born, the habitual mode of thought 

of a professional military class, or a set of specific 

ecclesiastically-sanctioned social dutieso 



We can identify amidst this confusion a number of 

historical factors which require clarification. We must 

ask whether knighthood was perceived. to be in a state of 

irrevocable de~line or anachronism by any of Chaucer's 

contemporaries, and whether they had. grounds for such a 

suppositione Other questions involve the ways in which love 

and noble birth were linked to the idea of knighthood, and 

the attitudes to the crusadesm.d the knight's duty to under

take them ~.;hich were current at the end of the fourteenth 

century. These inevitably become broader concerns at some 

point. We need to find out, for example, whether it is 

possible to identify in the concept of chivalry a coherent, 

homogeneous eth:i.ce.l code, a mainstream of idealism; if not, we 

must determine the relative status of the various interlinJ~ed 

ruotif s that form the wh0le complex of ideas and practices 

associated with the concept. 

Unfortunately it is not possible to consider the 

:i.raportance and significance of the various chivalric 

imperatives without an awareness of the different levels 

and planes on which they existed. We e.re dealing with, amongst 

other things, a set of military skiils, a system of rules 

for the conduct of· war, a system of military and administrative 

obligations in society, a social and religious institution, 

an estate o:c cla,ss, a code of nobili +,y, a notion of just ai.J.d 

honourable behaviour, a literary tradition, a body of 

religious teaching, a store of homiletic commonplaces, 

a central cultural symbolism. Deciding how releva,nt 

these vm'ious a:cea.s are to Chaucer 1 s i:Jri ting also irn.rol ves 



a consid.eration of the i--elationship between f2.ctG and 

ideals, since changes in the practical nature of knight-

hood do not appear to have affected in c.ny direct way the 

allegiance commanded by chivalric ideals. 

In addition we must make more than purely historical 

distinctions if we are not to oversimplify the relationship 

between life and literature. As I have already suggested, 

some of the historical contexts which are proposed in order 

to elucidate Chaucer 1 s meaning may be ambivalent because the 

poet was more interested in the 1 internal 1 literary relations 

of bis characters as symbols than in their 'external' 

references as quasi-historical figures. An examination of 

the preced.ents for the literary use of knights will also 

therefore find its place in this study. We must search 

for such help as history can give} but the conditions on 

which we can use it are ultimately literary ones, prescr·ibed 

by the poet. 



II 

KNIGHTS AND KNIGHTHOOD 

1. Introduction 

The varied career of chivalry as a subject of 

historical interest goes back at least as far as the 

Homantic movement, which found in it o focus for its 

enthusiasm for the Middle Ages, resulting not only in 

profuse literary and artistic treatments but also in 

considerable antiquarian effort. 1 Some nineteenth-

century historians were also drawn to the subjeet by 

the assumption of its continuity wi-:;h thei:r:· own eode 

of gentlemanly behaviour. They saw in chivalry an important 

root of their own century's idea of civilisation, and 

evidence of man's capacity to progress by setting for 

himself ideals of conduct, even though such ideals were 

impossible to attain completely. 

Other approaches to medieval history placed less 

importance on chivalry and took a less sympathetic view 

of its ethical aspects. 'I'hey looked to the past for 

materialist determining factors rather than avowed ideals, 

or searched for signs of the emergence of democracy 

rather tb.an for the elaboration of an aristocratic code, 

and pointed out the great discrepancies between chivalric 

ideals and the actual conditions of medieval life and 
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warfare. Some traditional heroes were re-evaluated as 

men whose excesses were only occasionally tempered by 

a code which in turn was often used to mask their real 

t
. 2 mo ives. Thomas Arnold protested that 11 If I were called 
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upon to name what spi1·i t of evil predominantly deserved the 

name of Anti-Ghrist, I should name the spirit of chivalry--

the more detestable for the very guise of 'Archangel ruined' 

which has made it so seductive to the most generous spirits--

but to me so hateful, because it is in direct opposition 

to the impartial justice of the Gospel, and its comprehensive 

feeling of equal b~otherhood, and because it so fostered a 

sense of honour rather than a sense of duty. 11 3 

Such findings made chivalry's relationship to the 

mainstream of medieval historical study problematic. Some 

writers accepted it as primarily a poetic fiction to be 

explored in literature and other areas in which man's 

imagination was free to express itself; others attempted to 

trace the evolution of both ideals and practices while 

insisting on the discrepancies between the two. Meanwhile 

the chivalric ideal itself tended to be regarded as a 

Sfatisfactorily unified composite. Gautier produced a 

chivalric 1 decalo~~e' of religious and feudal 'commandments'. 

Commentators evidently believed that the honour of the 

warrior n:nd the pride of nobility, inspired by both religion 

and love, IJroduced a fairl;y homogeneous code of conduct, which 

encouraged the idealisation of women in social life and scruples 
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about warfare in times of combat. Failures to maintain 

this synthesis were interpreted as departures from the ideal. 4 

In more recent times, although the assumption of 

a synthesis has survived to some extent, studies have 

tended to emphasise the differences between the various 

aspects of the chivalric tradition--aspects which under 

special conditions produced unique 2.malgamations. The 

separation of real and ideal has been supplemented by 

other distinctions, of which the most common is probably 

a three-part division of chivalry into feudal, religious 

and 'romantic' branches. Of these the first and, to a 

lesser extent, the second have remained within the normal 

province of the social and political historian, for whom 

the knight as wnrrior and knighthood as an institution 

e.re important in the development of feudalism, nobility and 

military organisation. 1 Romantic 1 (courtly, or amatory) 

aspects, meanwhile, have usually been treated separately 

as subjects of literary and related study. H. o. Taylor, 

for exa~ple, dealt with fictional (romantic) chivalry as 

a later and separate development in romances and chronicles 

of historical (feudal and Christian) chivalry. Gustave Cohen 

implicitly divided his treatment of the subject into the 

three parts I have mentioned, while Sidney Painter did so 

explicitly.5 

It is apparent that the concept of chivalry has led 

a very precarious existence among modern historians, liable 

at any moment to break up into semi-autonomous :parts with 



questionable rela.tionshi.ps to each other.. A revival of 

interest in the history of cultural attitudes, however, 
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has revised somewhat the earlier dismissive view of chivalry. 

Since Huizinga's famous defence of the study of man's 

actions in the context of his beliefs, delusions and 'games', 

the usefulness of a rigid separation of 'ideal' chivalry from 

'real' has been challenged several times. Arno Borst asks, 

"Basis und Uberau, durchschneidet diese Scheidelinie nicht 

gerade die Lebensader des Mittelalters, zumindest die des 

m·i ttelal terlichen Ri ttertums? 11 Daniel Rocher has defended 

the idea of. the interdependence of social history and literature 

in studies of the subject, despite the indiscriminate use 

of literary sources by nineteenth-century historians. 6 

Recent study of chivalric ideas has not, however, 

produced a new coherence; instead it has continued the 

process of fragmentation, finding basic conflicts between 

the various chivalric imperatives and discovering, in Rocher's 

words, "1'2tonnante heterogeneite, dans le temps, dans l'espace, 

et meme dans un seul moment et un seul espace, des phenomenes 

recouverts par un unique mot."7 Various attempts to categorise 

chivalric values as homogeneous and monolithic have proved 

t . f ' 8 u.nsa is aci:;ory. E. R. Curtius concluded that "The particular 

charm of the chivalric ethos consists precisely in fluctuation 

between many ideals, some of them closely related, some 

diametrically opposed. The possibility of this free 
. 

interplay, of freedom to move within a rich aad manifold 
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world of values, must have been an J..rrner stimulus to the 

courtly poets. 11 9 J. Bumke, ·who has traced the process 

by which the traditional view of chhralry as a composite 

has been reple.ced by a series of questions about how chivalry's 

seemingly irreconcilable aspects relate to each other, comes 

close to concluding that chivalry as a recognisable entity 
- • ,.iO 

never existea... Rocher stresses the shifting combinations 

of qualities presented in literature as chivalric, but does 

not go so far as Burnke, concluding that chivalry's main 

r·eality lies in its "aspects ~irituels 11 and its literary 

embodiments, each individual writer forming his own synthesis 

from the antinomies and alternatives offered by the whole 

t - . . . 11 raa.1 i;ion .. Painter suggests that while the three 11 sets of 

chivc:.lric ideas" he identifies "were irreconcilable as a whole, 

one could easily choose elements from each to form a consistent 

·1- .;d 1112 composri..e _,_ ea. 
Uncertainty thus characterises attitudes towards the 

question of whether there was one or many concepts of chivalry, 

and also towards the question of the relationship of chi valI·ic 

ideals to historical .realities. Equally problematic is a 

third question which has largely preoccupied historians of 

the subject--that of chivalry's decline and dernise. 1 3 

The assumption of the decadence of chiYalry in the late 
14 Mid.d.le Ages has long been a commonplace. Evolutionary 

schemes, complete with golden ages and periods of decadence, 

have long been notorious in a wide variety of fields for 

their tendency to encourage oversimplifications of historical 
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processes. In the case of chivalry verification has 

proved particularly difficult. For Gautier the decli:o.e 

started with the Arthurian romances; Kilgour's "first 
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and heroic age 11 of chivalry is confined to the era of the 

first tbxee crusades. In so far as the gap between knightly 

conduct and chivalric ideals does not appear to have changed 

significantly throughout the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, 

whatever else did, the golden age of chivalry may be claimed 

as a myth. The degeneracy of contem:porar-y soldiers W<J-S 

castigated as vigorously in the twelfth century as in the 

fourteenth. Yet the idea of decadence has survived the 

inadequacies of the hypothesis of a heyday of chivalry. 

l\fhile it is sensible to assume that there were historical 

processes as a result of which chivalry as an identifiable 

dominant social ethic disappeared or was commuted, we must 

beware of oversimplifying how and when this occurred. 

There are daunting problems in confronting these 

three main historical problems, not the least of which is 

the necessity of scrutinising modern myths about a subject 

which even in the Middle Ages was an intangible blend of 

mythologj-, ideology, and more pragmatic considerations. 

My main assertion will be that chivalry was always primarily 

a conceptual and imaginative phenomenon, in that its existence 

as a complex of ideas and images was autonomous of practical 

considerations; it was never sufficiently simple a formulation 

to be matched comprehensibly against actual conduct. This 



explains why historians have had such problems relating 

the ideal to the real, why arguments about the decline 
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of chivalry (the widening divergence of the real from the 

ideal) have been so misleading, and why attempts to define 

the ideas of chivalry so problematic. As a result of its 

appeal to the imagination (in the modern sense of that 

term), chivalry could unite heterogeneous elements under its 

nominal patronage--practical and ideological considerations, 

discrepant ideas--while at the same time, I shall argue, 

maintaining some sense of clear positives. 

Chivalry is thus a sub,ject which spans the 

realms of action and of literature (for in both the role 

of imaginative concepts is important), though its more intense 

affiliation is with the latter. I will therefore start with 

a brief survey of the historical process from which chivalry 

may be said to have sprung--the rise of the mounted warrior 

to a position of military and hence social dominance. This 

process has been fairly well charted and I shall rely mainly 

on secondary materials. But I will stress that to understand 

the further stage--the development and predominance of chj.valric 

ideas--we cannot rely on factual developments. We must 

turn instead to the way in which the figure of the knight 

caught the medieval imagination, and this requires a close 

look at a variety of primary materials~ 

So loosely defined were the concepts of chivalry 

and. knighthood that almost all medieval writings on warfare 
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are to some extent relevant here., Many are translations 

or adaptations of the fourth-century Roman writer Vegetius, 

and contain discussions of military supply, tactics and 

fortification as well as of the recruitment, training and 

duties of soldiers. Other works concentrate on the conditions 

under.· which wars are just or legal, and on the laws of war, 

adapted from Roman jurists. Important evidence about chivalry 

as a pract:Lcal code of conduct is to be derived from laws 

on such isp,ues as payment of ransom. Many so-called chivalric 

m·anuals deal directly with the duties and appropriate 

qualities of knif)1ts, or the religious symbolism of their 

equipment. In addition, a large number of discursive treatments 

of the subject of chj_valr;t exist in works of a more general 

nature, including sermons, treatises, satirical and allegorical 

poems, and the various forms of 'estates' literature. Many 

useful sources are not of course primarily expository. Ideas 

and preconceptions about knighthood are f'ound in that spectrum 

of narrative works which range from the avowedly historical 

to the clearly fictional, including chronicles, 'biographies' 

of chivalric heroes, chansons de .£5.§:Ste, and romances. Also 

instructive are the numerous metaphorical references to knights 

dispersed throughout medieval literature. 

2. The Real Knight 

The early history of the knight involves two roughly 

parallel historical developments: tl1.e rise of the mounted 

soldier to militar;;r dominance, and the growth of feudalism .. 
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The theory link:ing these two developments was formulated 

by Heinrich Brunner in the late nineteenth century. Brunner 

concluded that the hegemony of the mounted rather than the 

foot soldier dated from the first half of the eighth century, 

ru1d that the confiscation of Church lands at that time by 

Charles Martel to distribute as fiefs to his followers (the 

virtual beginning of feudalism, despite earlier nee-feudal 

customs) was moti-.rated by the need for cavalry. The thesis has 

survived attacks from various directions; in terms of the 

development of both mounted combat and feudalism the events 

of ihe ei..ghth century have been found to be crucial.15 

The reason for this change, as Lynn White has convincingly 

argi:.ed, was the Frankish discovery of the military potential 

of the stirrup, which had come originally from the East: 

"While semi-feudal relationships and institutions had long 

been scattered thickly over the civilised world, it was the 

FrarJ~s alonec •• who fully grasped the possibilities inherent 

in the stirrup and created in terms of it a new type of 

warfare supported by a novel structure of society which 

we call feudalism. 11 '
16 Until that time the dominance of 

the footsoldier, established by the Romans, had prevailed 

in the West, though the role of cavalry had gradually 

increased in response to the frequent challenges and 

periodic successes of mounted troops. The innovations 

which the stirrup made possible--the heavy lance held in 

rest rather than thrown, and the large heavy shield--turned 

the cavalry charge into a formidable tactical weapon, and, 
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in combination with the already-established superior mobility 

of the horseman to and from battles, decisively changed the 

balance of military technoloEy in favour of heavily armed 
1r7 cavalry. 

The cost of the new kind of warfare was, however, enor

mous. Horses were expensive (and expensive to keep) and so 

\\ere the armour and equipment required to take full advantage of 

the opportunities the horse offered. Furthermore, over the 

centuries, the knight's armour (and eventually that of his 

horse) became more and. more elaborate and heavier,- and the 

horses required to bear this weight lare;er and stronger. 

The maintenance of a cavalry force required that a ruler 

endow a number of his subjects with considerable amounts 

of land in the form of fiefs held in return for military 

service, or else that he maintain them in his household. 

Gradually the former method became the most usual. Supported 

in this way, a man was enabled not only to afford the 

equipment but also to develop the physical condition and 

professional skills reQuired for the new kind of fighting. 

Understandably the possession of this equipment and the skill 

to use it bestowed a special military esprit de corps, 

sharply differentiating the horsemen from those who 

fought on foot. 

More than esprit de corps wa.s involved, however, for 

in this social arrangement lay the seeds of the concept of 

a hereditary noble class. In the aftermath of the collapse 

of the Carolingian state, military vassalage came to be regarded 



as the most privileged of the relations of dependency 

between a ma.::1 and his lord.18 The military vassal became 

a tenant with a considerable deg,-ree of independence. Through 

sub-infeudation (the process by which a vassal in turn granted 

part of his fief to someone else in return for military service), 

a scale of greater an.d lesser vassals came into existence, 

both giving and receiving homage. Gradually a military fief 

came to be regarded as something that could be inherited, though 

at first c-nly by someone who could perform the required 

military service. Thus in the eleventh and twelfth centuries 

throughout Europe the holders of fiefs came to be regarded 

as e.. heredi ta:r.·y noble class. Such in very simplified form is 

the process by which knights achieved their dominant social 

rank. The whole subject of chivalry is really no more than that 

of these two basic developments and their practical and 

ideological accretions. 

The most obvious of these accretions were the knighting 

ceremony and the idea of an order of knighthood. The ceremony 

was a revival of the ancient Germanic initiation of all 

youths who were free men into full membership in society 

by the delivery of arms. The emergence in feudal times of a 

professional military class, with a sense of its exclusive 

identity, created the need for a formal mark of admission 

into that class, though restricted now to a small sector of 

society only.19 In the eleventh and twelfth centuries the 

custom came to be known as the making of a knight and to be 

considered :necessary for recognition s.s such.. No longer was 
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knighthood sir:1pl;y the capac:i ty to i'i;:;ht on horsebe .. :::.k with 

full equipme::1t, but the rriembership, through initiation, of 

an exclusive bod;7, rcgardsd as a divinely-instituted order 

of societyo \'!hat started off as a simple ceremony soon 

became an occasion for elaborate ritual, although knights 

continued to be dubbed simply (and cheaply) on the battlefield. 

ReJ_igious ritual in particular came to play an important part, 

indicating that knig..D.thood was thought of as an order in the 

same sense as the priesthood was. Specific orders of i.:n:i_ghthood. 

developed from the main order just as those of the priesthood 

had dor..e. ~~he order of knighthood was thus presented wi.t:b. 

a role in society as the secular arm of the Church. 

The crucial question, however, is wily the various 

accretions of c.hivalry 8.nd knighthood attached themselves to 

the basic .figure of the knight. Was the practical signi:!_'icance 

of tn0 mounted. T.varrior of such overwhelming importance that 

.it should stand as symbol of the central secular idealism of 

several centu .. ri.es? Why did the fact of knighthood remain 

so closely associated v.rith the state of nobility that the 

noble class should continue to see itself as in the first 

place a class of knights? Let us consider first the question 

of the knight's continuing military significance. 

The knight's theoretical supremacy in medieval 

battles was in seyeral respects illusory. Cavalry were not 

always used as mounted troops, but were frequently dismounted 

to fight;, especially in the later Middle Ages. Nor did 

they at aI1y time completely displace footsoldiers 5 who 



continued to be essential as archers and in supporting 

and defe:i.1sive roles in medj_eval battles, though often 

poorly equipped and trained. (William at Hastings had 
"'O· bowmen and heavily-armed infantry as well as cavalry.f 

Knights represented only one element--the most fully

equipped--in most medieval armies, and were frequently 
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used primarily as officers in command of mounted or unmounted 

troops. Despite the picture presented by Froissart, the 

preponderant part of the typical army of the Hundred Years 

Wa.r did not consist of knights at all. 21 A cavalry charge 

was always a very risky· operation requiring special conditions, 

and numerous battles were lost because of its rash or prematu:.i..~e 

employmento Sometimes each side would attempt to provoke the 

other into making the first charge, and if neither side 

responded the confrontation often ended without battle 

actually being joined. 22 

Noreover the importance of battles generally in the 

Middle Ages was not great in comparison to that of siege

warf are. 23 There were decisive battles of course, but 

tei ... ri tory was won or lost largely according to the fate of 

b~sieged fortresses, a fate usually settled by treachery, 

blockade, or wider strategic or diplomatic manoeuvres--less 

often b;y assault or by any fighting in which mounted knights 

could use their particular advantages. The main achievements 

of medieval military technology were consequently in the area 

of fortification, and the stronger the castles became the 

less importa..~t were pitched battles. The defensive tactics 
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of the French in the later fourteenth century, which largely 

confined English eA1?editions to ravaging the countryside, 

only emphasised a long-standing feature of warfare. The 

cruse.ding orders in Palestine had sat impregnable in their 

fortresses long after they dared risk pitched battle with 

the forces encircling their small enclaves. 

However the knight always had his part to play as 

a devastating offensive weapon under the right conditions, and 

consequently every army tried to obtain a body of heavy cavalry. 

The theory that the knights of the Hundred Years War were a 

mere liability in battle, stubbornly clinging to a suicidal 

chivalric code despite the new supremacy of the longbow, 

proves to be untenable. The knights who fought in the armies 

of Edward III were the most fully equipped of the body of 

mounted. soldiers known loosely as men-at-arms. Most of this 

body consisted of lightly armed horsemen and hobelars, while 

the knights provided an officer corps. Normally they fought 

on foot, using their horses for purs.u:fror retreat. 24 Although 

there was a significant rise in the importance of infantry and 

archers in this century, English armies had for a long time 

been composed of mounted and unmounted troops and archers. 

Knights had long realised that they were vulnerable to 

archery, and had developed forces of archers, although a 

general European taboo against the use of the bow by knights 

themselves remained in force. 25 In the combination that 

proved so effective at Crecy and Poitiers the English knights 

played an important com:plemer..tary part to that of the archers. 



What the French disasters in those t·wo battles 

showed was not that knit;hts were finished, hut that th8 

normal process of continuing tactical adjustment was not; 

being properly carried out. The fault was remedied in 

the latter part of the century. Not only knights, but 

armies in general, had to be used in carefully controlled 

'+8 

ways. Knie:llts did not suddenly meet their doom at the hands of 

archery in the mid-fourteenth century. We should note that 

the widespread use of the cross-bow in the later tenth centur;y 
26 was itself a response to the rise of the armoured knight. 

Furthermore, the kind of reckless, undisciplined, individualistic 

striving for personal glory rather than collective success, 

whic.h typified. the behaviour of some knights in battle, \'!as 

an evil long denounced, and was not seen as the inevitable 

behaviour of kn.ightse The need for strategy and for the 

tempering of bolG.ness with prudence and intelligence was 

constantly emphasised in the chivalric manuals. 27 Oman's 

complete contempt for the tactics of the knights was not 

al together jnstified. 11 When the enemy came into sight tr, he 

wrote, "nothing could restrain the western knights ••• The 

enemy who possessed even a rudimentary system of tactics could 

hardly fail to be successful against such armies ••• The most 

ordinary precautions ••• were considered instances of surpassing 

military skill. 1128 Oman attributed the typical disregard of 

tactics by medieval commanders to 11 the primitive state of 

the military art11
; Keen more convincingly points out that 

battle was regarded as an appeal to the judgment of God. :t.very 
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precaution must be ta.ken to ensure that the scales of 

divine justice were not weighted by men. 29 

That the knig...~ts could nevertheless adapt their 

methods of combat according to circumstances was demonstrated 

by some of the crusade armies, which learnt from their 

enemies the importance of strategy and the importance of 

a.......:-chery and infantry. The crusades acted as a testing-ground 

for new military tactics, especially with regard to fortification .. 

Properly hanQled, crusade armies could represent a very 

practical and disciplined fighting unit. The Gesta Rei::ris 

Ricardi p~ovides examples of Richa~d I's attention to tactics, 

and recounts his strenuous efforts to gather as many archers 

as possible at Acre before beginning his campaign against 

Saladin~30 J. §. Verbruggen asserts that the knights themselves 

habitually fought in groups as shock-combat troops, placing 

great stress on maintaining formation when charging. Lynn 

White points out that the carefully coordinated battle tactics 

of the Franlcs, with cavalry and infantry giving mutual support, 

2..roused the notice of Islamic writers.31 

English kings in the fourteenth century continued 

to seek knights as well as the foot-soldiers who vastly 

outnumbered them in battle. Moreover the increasing incidence 

of payment in English armies does not indicate, as some have 

claimed, that the knights found no place in a new military 

professionalis::n .. 32 The use of paid troops in English 

armies had coexisted with the system o.f levies for two hundred 

years by Edward III's reign. 
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':I.1he limi tation.s of the knig..11t' s military significance 

were obvious eYen in the twelfth century, and the degree to 

which that situation changed in the fourteenth century has 

been greatly exaggerated. Yet the knight came to stand not 

only as the archetype of the fighter or soldier but also as 

the representative (as we shall see) of all secular authority. 

This phenomenon is clearly not explained adequately by the 

knight's practical military importance; nor is it accounted for 

by the rise of knights to a more general social dominance as a 

noble cla.ss--a subject to which I now return. 

The military function had been instrumental in 

determining the idea of nobility in Europe, but once that 

nobility was established its connection with knighthood and 

with military capacity naturally became weaker. At one stage 

the inheritance of a military fief was dependent on the 

heir's being knighted (and a knighted younger son might take 

precedence in this respect over an unknighted elder one), but 

pride of birth gradually eclipsed such requirements, as social 

stratification became more rigid.33 Fiefs were eventually 

inherited by people who had no personal military capacity, 

while others decided to avoid the expensive initiation ceremony 

of knighthood, involving the 'purchase of ever more costly 

equipment. Noble rank no longer depended on the fact or 

capacity of knighthood. 

On the other hand, there were attempts from the twelfth 

century o~wards, never completely successful, to make 

knighthood itself a right which could only be inherited. The 
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would-he knight had to prove that he was descended from 

knights. The Templa.rs, fo:r. example, who had always distinguished 

between those who joined. the order as knights and those who 

joined as serjeants, laid down specific qualifications of 

birth for this distinction in the mid-thirteenth century: a 

candidate admitted as a knight must not only have been knighted, 

but must be a knight's son or the descendant of knights on 

his father's side.34 Knighthood as an arbiter of social 

importance had thus tended to become significant not so much 

in itself but as an ancillary indicator of something more 

crucial--nobility. 

Nevertheless, knighthood's symbolic significance, in 

isolation from the practical distinctions, was great. Pride of 

descent found its expression pre-eminently in heraldry, which 

originated. as a method of identifying fully-armed men in 

tournaments, and chivalric literature stressed the links 

between chivalr·y and noble birth. Moreover the noble continued 

to see himself as first and foremost a fighting man, and 

conversely fighting was thought of as a noble occupation. 

The discrepru.~cies between the practical importance of knighthood 

in social and military matters and its symbolic significance 

are even more ma-eked in England, where developments di verged 

somewhat from those on the continent and therefore require 

separate consideration. 

3. English Deve~opments 

The system of feudal mili tar;y service was introduced 

into England o.t the Conq1.i.est, when \'fillia.m I specified a number 
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of trained and equipped mounted soldiers to be provided for 

the King's use by each of his principal vassals, including 

bishops and abbots. These knights were identified simply 

by their m~litary equipment and obligation rather than by 

membership of an order, tenure of lar1d, or social and relicious 

duties, and they represented only the highest level in a 

hierarchy of military obligations.35 Sub-infeudation proved 

the most successful method of meeting ·the obligations of the 

principal vassals, especially for the Church, despite attempts 

to stop the process. Consequently by the end of the twelfth 

century the knight was usually a tenant, though sometimes only 

of a fraction of a knight's fee (the amount of land originally 

granted by the king in exchange for the service of one knight). 

By this time also, in accordance with the process described 

above, the knight's distinctive mark was his having been 

received into the 'order', which was probably the general 

practice for those who held land by knj_ght-service. 35 

The process of sub-inf eudation and the break-up of 

tenements obscured the original legal obligations of 

knight-service or made them almost impossible to enforce.37 

The easiest way to resolve this situation was to provide 

for the possibility of converting these obligations into 

mone:-r pa;yments. In addition the feudal levy proved unable 

to produce an adequately flexible body of troops in sufficient 

numbers, especially for foreign wars. It was supplemented by 

a national militia of shire levies (a continuation to some 
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extent of i.::he Anglo-Saxon 'fyrd'), money fiefs, and especially 

--from the t\velfth century on--by the employment of paid troops 

on an indenture basis.38 These troops were paid for by scutage, 

a tax introduced by Henry II which could be substituted for 

the fulfilment of knight-service obligations?9 Sub-inf eudation, 

the inadequacy of the feudal levy, and commutation of knight-

service were not, however, exclusively English developments. 

By the end of the twelfth century the King of France was 

also largely dependent on paid troops, though in his case this 

was partly because power was less centralised than it was 

in ~ligland, and therefore his control over his vassals less 

t . 40 cer ain. 

By paying scutage and neglecting to be knighted a mai.~ 

could atill inherit his fief while avoiding both the costly 

purchase of knightly arms and the liability for onerous 

military and civil duties. Consequently English kings were 

faced with constant shortages of trained and equipped knights 

even for paid military duty, and of knights in the shires 

to undertake increasingly complex judicial and representative 

responsibilities. They therefore had recourse periodically 

throushout the thirteenth and fourteenth ce~turies to a 

measure known :::i..s distraint of knighthood. 41 

Distraint by-passed the system of feudal obligations, 

and with va:::-ying degi"'ees of success compelled men holding 

land of a certain value (often fixed at twenty pounds a 

year) to become knig.,.~ts and thus render themselves liable 

directly to the king for civil and mili tar;y duties (the latter 
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42 usually for pay). The obligation to knighthood thus became 

one step in a series of military obligations based on 

property qualifications rather than feudal duty, since 

people with less property had graduated obligations to 

service in the national militia and possession of the 

required military equipment.. Distraint was also used to 

raise revenue from those who pref erred to pay fines for 

'respite' of knighthood rather than become knights. 43 

Continuing shortages of knights ma.de distraint a more or 

less permanent feature of fourteenth-century life, but it 

was never a very successful policy, and the provision of 

cavalry came to depend largely on financial contracts under 

which individual barons supplied troops of mounted rnen-at-arms. 44 

In effect a property qualification became the main 

ground for this fcrm of public service, through the symbolic 

intermediar;y of knighthood. Kir.gs like Edward I and Edward III 

fostered the glamour and sense of social exclusiveness of 

knighthood through chivalric sentiment and pageantry 

(two-hundred-sixty-seven knights were made with gTeat 

ceremony at the knighting of the future Edward II in 1306), 

but they pursued at the same time a strict policy of distraint.45 

For a :fburteenth-century Englishman the practical reality 

of knighthood would frequently have been that of a prosaic 

legal duty, not dependent on birth or conferring taxation 

privileges (as was usually the case in France), and to be 

avoided if possible. As such it did not become the focal 

point for the formation of a hereditary noble class 
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. .._ d"d . F d G lJ,G as iv i in irance an ermany. Frequently the term 

'knight' was used onlym an approximation for men with a 

certain amount of property. The order for the poll-tax of 

1379 ref erred to ti each baron and baimeret or knight who is 

able to spend as much as a baron" and "each bachelor and 

each squire who ought, by statute, to be a knight. 1147 

Who then were the actual knights of Chaucer's 

England, and what kind of bond between them can the theoretical 

fraternity of dubbed knights have provided? Knighthood embraced 

the King and Qost of the higher nobility, as well as a body of 

professional soldiers, many of them retained by the barons and 

the King (notably the knights of the royal household, who 

provided tha organisational core of the royal army), and men 

of the shires, whose landed wealth varied greatly. These 

latter in many cases had virtually no military capacity (though 

some of the famous mercenary captains of the Hundred Years 

War came from among them) and were not clearly differentiated 

from the larger body of small but substantial landowners 

who came to be knovm as the gentry.48 

Men joined the heterogeneous ranks of the knights 

as a result either of following the tradition of their fathers, 

or a.s a. reward for royal service--military or civil--or 

through distraint. Their numbers were small, though impossible 

to determine precisely, and the number available for military 

serv-ice even srnallere Denholm-Young tentatively estimates 

a norm of approxioately three thousand 11 potential knights" 
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in the late thirteenth centur;y--less than half of whom 

were dubbed knights, and only abo-...1t five hundred available 

at any one time for military service--in a total population 

of between two and three million. L~9 

It seems unlikely tbat these men can have had 

much sense of a cornmon identity. Their distance from the 

chivalric stereot;ype is clear from the fact that the majori t;y 

of fourteenth-century English knights were in fact civilians 

with time-consuming duties in the counties as landlords 

and administrators.. These responsibilities included 

jury service on the grand assize (a:nd in some cases on the 

petty assize), holdine; their own manorial courts, the investi-

gation of details of lo.wsuits--especially those relating to 

the ownership of land, police duties imposed in accordance 

with the oath of keeping the peace, holding Commissions of 

Array to raise troops, and service in other miscellaneous 

ways as the agents of the central government. They were 

turned to as sheriffs, stewards, escheators, constables 

of castles, and as the representatives of shires in parliament.50 

Despite distraint, continuing shortages compelled 

the king's officers to recruit for these duties men of 

substance who v1ere not knights at all (such as Chaucer), 

thus further diminishing the practical importance of knighthood 

as a distine;uishing mark, and furthering the process whereby 

men of substance found that they did not need to be formally 

knighted in order to achieve status c:md wield influence. 
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The faet tbat formal k:::iie;hthood was freq_uently dispensed 

with as a qualifico.tion for jobs ·which were nominally 

the preserve of knights is particularly clear in the 

case of inis;hts of the shire, or representatives to 

pa:r'liament.. Ji'rom the late thirteenth century, and throuf)1-

out the fourtee~th, the sheriffs were constantly directed 

to obtain real, or 'belted' knights, but of the kn.ights 

of the shires in the pa-rliaments of Ecli:rnrd II possibly as 

many as half were not belted knights .. 51 By the end of 

Edward III 1 s reign this discrepancy vms off i.cially recognised, 

and it was ordained that sergeants er esquires were to be 

'reg~ird.ed 1 as 1::nights wl:.en in parlial'.lent. The writs of 

'141+4 specified the selection of "notable Knyghtes of the 

same Shires for the which they shall be chosen; other ellys 

such notable Squiers, Gentilmen of birth, of the same Shires 

as be able to be Knye;htes. 11 52 

Inevitably the county knights were merging into the 

larger and looser class of gentry, a tendency which was 

matched by a blurring of distinctions between knights and 

weal t:hy tovmsmen. The voting record of the shire knights 

in parliament (though, as we have seen, not all of these 

were knighted) indicates that they did not pursue a policy 

indepeEdent of that of the burgesses of the cities and 

boroughs.53 J\Ierchants often came from land-owning families, 

and illerchants of course could become knights, not only b;y 

distraint but also as a reward for royal support.54 
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Prominent :Gondon burcesse.s, such as Pulteney, Philipot and 

Joh:..1 Chaucer's f ellm·1-vinter Picard--:;;1en without o.ny kind 

of mil.i tary capaci ty--were knic;hted by the king as a reward 

.for political m1pport. F'roissart describes with approval 

the knie_;hting of the mayor (Hal worth) and tvro citizens 

(Standish and Brembre) during the confrontation with the 

leaders of the Peasants' Revolt at Sr:iithfield.55 Citizens 

of London were accustomed to consider themselves the 

equi va.lent of tenants-in-chief of the erovrn, and aldermen's 

w·i ves gave th ems elves the same title as the wives of knic;hts, 
t:" r: 

a practice to whicb Chaucer alludes. 70 Even within the 

chivalric ·world its elf, the old distinction between knights 

and squires (according to which the squire was a candidate for 

knighthood serving a novitiate) had little currency in 

fourteenth~century Engla:nd.57 Even in the custom-bound 

world of the tournament the importance of .formal admission 

into the order was waning. Squires were as prominent as 

knigbts in the famous Combat of the Thirty between French 

and other knishts in 1350.58 

Nevertheless there remained a sense of a dominant 

social caste~ thou(;h not a closed one, connected in some 

way with chivalry and gentility. Knighthood itself was 

not, however, an especially important indicator of social 

demarcat:Lon in this respect; more sie;nif icant was the 

possession of armorial bearings. Coat-armour was associated 

with pride in noble or e;entle birth; yet, as with knig.i.11thood, 

the reality of the matter did not always justify this association. 
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By t~e .fourteenth century it was not uncommon for burQ;esses 

(and cities, and associations of merchants and craftsmen) 

to possess coats of arms. Traditionally the heralds required 

arms to have been held for four generations before Gentility 

was assumed, but in practice the recognition of arms was 

regarded as an immediate social distinction .. 59 

We should not therefore think of the 'chivalric class' 

in England as a well-defined social stratum, suscribing-- as 

Gervase lfJathew arcues--to the ideals of 11 amour courtois 11
, 

and clearl;y distinguished from those below them who bad 

aspirations to some pride of property or status but not to 
60 coat-armour., This lack of rigidity applies even more to 

the actual members of the order of knighthood. Being a 

knight did not neeessaril;y signify anything more in practical 

terms than the possession cf land worth a certain amount a 

year~ whereas elsm·1here in Europe the knight was technically 

a noble, and knighthood was consequently more closely 

identified with the process of stratification of classes that 

took place i~ the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries on 

the continent. The English kings were not alone in attempting 

to m;;i_ke the knighting ceremony obligatory for those entitled 

to i.t, nor wer8 Englishmen uniq_ue in seeking to avoid the 

expense involved. The important distinction between England 

and the rest of Europe, however, lay in the criterion by 

which eligibility for knighthood was determined. The difference 

between a property qua1ification and a hereditary right is 

cruci3.l. The idea that a knight became doclasse by any 
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dive:ez~ence from the noble life in makinc; his livinc was 

noi; encoura;::;ed by Enc;lish practice. As Huizinga has arcued, 

the more extravag~~t formalisations of chivalry as a code 

of r;,ride and honour required the atmosphere of a closed, and 

t , , ·11 Ul even ,ore::t~;enea., nocia c ass. 

Although England uas thus in some respects a special 

case, the discrepancy between the practical importance of 

knights ~ kni;;;hts and the dominance of the concept of chivalry 

was a universal phenomenon. The ubiq_uitous adt1inistrative 

tasks of knit;hts clearly did not account for their r.1ystique 

any more than their military value or their roquisi tion of 

nobility did, at least in that period of their history which 

we are accustori1ed to thinlc of as their heyda.;y-. In the 

emerging fendo.l system the military importance of the heavily 

armed horsen;an \'Ias a hif)lly influential factor in the 

structuring of societ;:r; but this import~mce does not in 

itself account for the flowerinc of ideas around the idea 

of the knight from the eleventh century on. .A. man did 

not need to be ]:nighted in order to be a proficient warrior, 

or to be e. warrior in order to carry out the normal judicial 

tasks., Moreover the chivalric figures from real life who 

appear to have appealed most strongly to the imaginations 

of their coDtewporar-ies and of later generations--the knights 

errant, mercenaries, robber-knights, professional tourney,ers, 

and many of the crusad.ers--were rarely more than persons who 

had been displace:1 from the prominent social positions 
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cor1vc.:mtio:nall;y occupied by knic;hts owing to a failure to 

inherit land. 

The only activities over which the knic;hts could 

really be said to have any sort o.f.' monopoly \·rnre the tournament 

and the joust. Althouch, as I have noted, knights and squires 

eventually co2petcd together, this was the result of the 

blurring of the distinction between knights and those who, 

having the right to be knichted, were carryins on the 

traditional martial pursuits of the kr;.ight, rather thru.vi 

between knights and the rest of society. The tournament 

as a sphere of Y:nightly activity, hm\rover, presents a 

rather special case. Jt was not in itself a complete social 

activity or function, but an imitation of, or training 

for, another--war. The popularity of tournaments does 

not indicate the practical importance of knights (in fact 

the tournaments that sometimes took place duri.:.'lg truces 

or protracted sieges often demonstrated how little their 

skills were actually required in wartime) bu.t the urse to 

create a real e:obodiment, other\'lise lacking, of the knight's 

symbolic impoJ.'tance. 

It is to those symbolic possibilties, to the world of 

ideas and imaces rather than of historical institutions, that we 

must look for chivalry's centre of gravity. Discrepancies 

between the practical. realities and the conceptual existence 

of knighthood are evident from almost all medieval writinr o. 

on the subject of chivalry, and there is no need to look as 
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far as the romanees, many of which have long been recognised 

as existing in n world almost totally detached from social 

reality, in order to discern them. These discrepancies 

are much more radical than the terms 'ideal' and 'real' convP.y, 

since these terms suggest that both aspects exist in the same 

plane--in which -che real can aspire to the ideal. To use 

these terms is to imply that the one level invites a comparison 

with the other, that idealism is an expJ:-ession of the possibilities 

of reality and is intended to influence reality, and that 

reality can be measured against idealism. But in fact the 

ideology of knighthocd involves much more than simply a 

list of virtues and acconplishments to guide the aspirations 

o.f knights, Gnd seems rarely to have been bound by a consi_dera-

tion of practical situations. 

4. The Primacy of Ideas 

We may note in the first instance that medieval 

accounts of the origins of knighthood bore no relation to 

its actual histor;y. They were directed by a sense of 

symbolic appropriateness rather than by antiquarian concern. 

The order of knighthood was regarded either as having existed, 

as a result of divine ordering, since the beginning of the 

world, or as an institution of classical origin. The chronicler 

Jean Molinet, for example, claimed that it originated with 

the host of God's angels, and in particular from the triumph 

of the archangel Michael--the first great feat of chivalric 
6..-, 

prm·l8ss .. L Ramon J..Ju11 wrote that when the world first 
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turned_ to corruption and injustice one man in each thousr:1nd 

was chosen for his strength, bI·o.very, nobility and so on, 

as a 'miles', or kni5ht, and e;iven a horse, armour, a squire, 

and lordship over r;ien. 63 Honore Bonet' s attempt at et;7moloc:1 

derived the word 'miles' from the gathering of one thousand 

horsemen by Romulus at the founding of Rome, and Gower 

asserted that the kniz;ht's duty to guard the rights of the 

people had. been ordained by Romulus and Remus. 64 

Chivalry in sonethinc like its medieval form was 

assumed to have always existed in all places. Claims for 

the founding of knightly oroers were riiade on behalf of such 

varied fi~1res as the Emperor Constantine, Prester John, 

Clovis and Charlemagne, tesides of course Arthur. The Nine 

ivorthies were all visualised as medieval knights, and were 

even assigned appropriate heraldic devices. 65 Christine de 

Pisan, in her works on chivalry and military strategy, 

assu.med a continuity between Hector and Alexander and the early 

fifteenth-century French knights she was addressing. 66 Ijull 

turned to Judas Maccabeus for an example of knie;htly prudence, 

67 and to Alexander for one of lare;esse.,' 

These historical assumption.s of the writers of 

t;reatises are not noticeably different from i:hose of poets 

and romancers. An account of the origins of knighthood 

very· similar to that of Lull is found in the Lady of the 

Lake's discouroe on chivalry in the Prose Lancelot. 68 At the 

beginning of Cli5~s, Chr6tien de Troyes claims that Greece, 
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Home and nm·1 France have il'l turn held pre-eminence in 

chivalry. 69 The nunerous romances besed on classical 

64 

stories usually regard their main characters as knights, and 

imply that knic;htb.ood invo1ves special values of some kind. 

In Piers Plown2.n Hol;y church claims that 

Dauj d by l:us daies dobbede kn;:ntes, 
And dude hem swerye on here swerde to serue truthe euere* 
Vlhanne cod by-gan heuene in that grete blysser>i 
He made kny3tes in hus court creatures ten ••• rO 

F'roi.ssart in Melie.dor, refers to 11 Acilies, qui de renom/ 

Passoi t tous aul tres chevaliers. 11 71 'I1hese are of course 

predictable findings to some extent since the typical 

medieval attitude towards consistency of geographical 

and historical setting is an oblivious disregard of the 

anachronistic or incongruous, although it has been claimed 

th<:it t:eaces of a n0w antiquaria.11 concern are discernible in 

the visual art of the fourteenth century.72 

This perspective on the history of chivalry was 

reflected in the normal terminology. The Latin word 

usually translated as 'knight' or 'chevalier' was miles, and 

wheJ:-eas the words for 'kni[;ht 1 acquired a fairly precise meaning 

in medieval social and military affairs, they continued to 

be used to ref er to any kind of soldiers of Biblical and 

ancient times. The explanation sometimes offered is that 

all pre-medieval uses of the word miles were mistakenly 

assumed to refer to knights in the medieval sense.73 But 

such a mist3.ke, continuing for centuries, hardly seems likely 

in view of the absence from Ror::ian an.d Biblical writings of the 
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special military and social characteristics of medieval 

kni[?;lithood. It is surel~r unlikely that the translators of 

the \·Jyclif Bible believed that the nkny3tis 11 ·wbo obeyed 

the centurion or uho scourc;ed Jesus were anything but common 
r?l.J sol di er.s. -

A more plausible explanation is that since the knigc'lt 

was conceptually the archetype of tbe warrior, writers,when 

not referring to contemporary and tberefore familiar affairs, 

did not bother to ma1ce distinctions between different kinds 

o·f soldiers. In addition, any historical sense was blurred 

by the belief that knie.;hthood, like the other orders of 

society, had been perr::1anantly instituted by God. 75 The 

assumption that knighthood as an order had always existed, and 

the tendency to rege.rd the knight as the embodifilent of the 

military function in societys together explain why Roman 

writings on warfare and nili tary law, .for example, \\Tere 

acceptable as contributions towards the definition of knight-

hood. Jurists appeared to believe that in a legal sense 

chivalry originated with Homan military law, and courts of 

chivalry thenfore saw themselves as the successors of the 

p . t . ·1·.l... 76 i,oman map;.is =£.2:. mi i i,Um. 

The same preconceptions which led to the projection 

of knighthood into the distant past resulted in the surviva.l 

of the ideolocy of chivalry well into the sixteenth century. 

The estates of society were permanently ordained and therefore 

basically unchangeable. As A. B. Ferguson notes, medieval 

commentators 11 considered the conduct of man to be the only 
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source of social chance that lies within the scope of mo.n's 
']rJ 

understanding. 11
' 

1 Social changes which revealed a discrepancy 

betweeJi the conduct of ::ien and the duties of their estate 

were assu:raed to be the result of r:i.oral decay. Chivalric 

ideas therefore retained their dominance long past the 

time of Chaucer. This survival has, how0ver, usually been 

seen as a false and hollow continuation of mere outward 

trappinf;S. The excesses of Burgundian chivalry especially, 

and the growth of elaborate pageantry around the tourno.f!lent 

78 and joust, have been widely coomented on in this way. 

But it is not always recognised that the ideas of chivalr;y were 

still taken very seriously. From a study of 11 anti-chivalric 

satire" in English literature of the late Eiddle Aces, Robert 

Kindrick has concluded that even in the fifteenth century 

the ideals of chivalry (as opposed to its professed ex-ponen-cs) 

were not attacked. 79 The appeal of ~·1alory' s romances, in 

Fcrs-uson' s words, reflected a concern for 11 the rehabilitation 

of chivalry as a moral n:ad intellectual systen for the 

regeneration of the ru.ling class and through them of their 

sadly disturbed countr:l • 118° Caxton's translation of Ramon 

Lull's popular 'book on chivalry was a serious atter::ipt at 

the social and i·:ioral education of the gentry rather tb.an 

an appeal to antiquarianis~. 

This is not to susgest that in the late t:iddle Ases 

the moral basis of chivalr;r was distilled fron the discarded 

debris of c.hi7alric practice. Since knic;hthood was essentially 

Sjwbolic no such process was required. 'I·he pacific landowner 

and cou:;.1.ty nagistrate, v.rho \·ms himself perhaps knit,hted, 

http:cou:-o.ty
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still :regarded a knic;ht bc;.sically as a warrior with horse and 

ar•moux·. Caxton, in an afterword to his translation of Lull, 

urced Richard III to hold periodic jousts 11 to thende that 

euery knycht shold haue hors and harneys/ and also the vse and 

craft of a knyght 11
,
81 even thoush by this time the joust had 

lost all contact with the realities of warfare. The fifteenth 

century was the time of the greatest popularity of the 

chivalric D&"luals, and few concessions . 11ere nad.e to chancing 

social or military co:::J.ditions in the man~/ translations and 

82 ade.ptations. Caxton's translation oi Lull urges knichts to 

challenge traitors to cor.1bat since the true knight ca.~not lose 
r. 7> 

in such a contest. 0 
... His translation of Jacobus de Cessolis 

declares that 11 A knyt.-:hts vertue and myght is not knowen but 

by his fightynge ••• And thus is hit of euery man the more 

vailliant/ the more honoured ••• And. what is a knyght \vorth 

wyth oute hors a::d. armes/ certa;y:nly nothynge more than on of 

the peple or lasse pauenture. 1184 Such sentiments, if taken 

literally, were quite out of place in late fifteenth-century 

England; yet Caxton, thoUf,h he had no scruples about sliGht 

modification of his sou~ce at times, did not feel obliged to 

adapt his orir;inal. The continuing dependence of the idea of 

knighthood on its association with practical knie;htly exercises 

is shown to sooe extent by the difficulties that were caused by 

Richard II's lack of interest in such things. Henry of Lancaster 

was a.n obvious foil to him in this respect, and,according to 

Froissart, foste:red popular rumours of Richard's illegi ti1u:.1.cy on the 

grounds of :his failure to inherit the marti2~l pro\,TeSs of his fathers 



The primacy of the ~ of knishthood and its 

relative :independe:·1ce o.f H~1pirical facts are shovm not 

only by its theorctiea1 changelessness but also by its 

relation to estJ.tes literature. The simplest and most 

common division of society was that of the three estates: 

those v1ho :fit;ht, those 1·1ho pray (or teach), and those who 
8'-

labour. 0 In the first of these classes must necessarily 
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be included all forms of secular authority, from the king down 

t'o the huGJ1)lest mac;istrate, as well as all forms of. nobility 

and all prof es.sional soldie::-s. There were of course a large 

number of works of estates literature in which the diversity 

of social activit~/ was more accurately represented, but 

they did nvt supersede the idea of the three estates.87 As 

we have seen, actual knie;hts could not claim a monopoly of 

any o.f the various branches of temporal power, and yet 

knighthood itself could stand. as the representative of 

all such power. The explanation of the institution of 

knighthood as a necessary response to the entry of corruption 

and sin into the world is identical with one of the standard 
88 explanations of the origin of all forms of secular authority. 

Wyclif dj_vided the membership of the Church into three 

gro~ps--preachers, defenders and labourers--describing the 

de.fenders a.s "lordes and knyghtis, and oper men of arraestl; 

but later in the :se.me treatise he referred to the same groups 

as · ttprestis, and t;enti.l wen, and le~boreres of pe worlde. t1 

The implication is that secular au·t:lrnrit:r is to be conceived 

http:estates.87
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prirn::;..rily in mili tEu'y terr;is: the chief duty of 11 c;entil rnen 11 

is to def end God's law by power of the ·world. B9 

The sir:ip1e threefold division underlies the most 

basic medieval model of political economy. IJ~he common people 

work ttie land and support the knie;hts, who in turn defend 

them against attacx and ma'ke sure that they fulfil their 

taSl{Se !lQut Of regard for the public Safety11
' declared John 

of Salisbury, knif;hts "are not permitted to be in want. 11 9o 

The knight main ts.ins his rnili tary efficiency by pastimes 

such as hunts and jousts or tournaments.91 The knight in 

this social model, as in the basic idea of the three estates, 

is in effect more than a military figure. This is evident 

in Piers Plowman, Fhe:ce the knight's power is as much civil --
as militar;y in thrE::ateninc Waster with the stocks (C,IX,163). 

It is clear froD Piers's address to him that in this context he 

represents all worldly authority; the q_ualities that are 

desirable in hiw. (justice, impartialit:-ir, mercy and hunili t;y, 

for example) are the same as those which mediaval kings 

were constantly advised to cultivate (C,IX,35-44). The 

knight is given the traditional advice that 11 Thauh he be 

here thyn vnderlinG in he-0.ene, paraunter ,/Re worth rather 

rece;:rued and reueren:tloker sette 11
• By contrast, Bonet offers 

the king advice traditionally e;iven to kni5hts about keepinc; 

his body fit.92 The kni&ht's failure in Piers to force 

Waster to work :c·epresents a general breakdown of authority. 

(In a sirnile3.? fashion here the plou5hman is emblematic of all 

those who work, but thou[;h the symoolisB is common enough it 

http:tournaments.91
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does not match in scope or elaboration the medieval conce1~ 

with the syrnbolisD. of the };:r:it;ht.) The knie;bt as symbol of 

secul2r authority appears 2.lso in Trevisa 1 s Dialop;us inte1" 

miJ.i tern et_c lsr:-i_cun, \·There the question of the temporal 

powe:c of the cl;.urch is discussed as a dispute between a knight 

and a priest. 93 

Tbe ability of the knight to stand for the whole of 

a third pa~t of society is reflected in the theoretical 

equality of members of the order of knighthood. As GustEve 

Oohen bas Temarl:::ed., there was a surprising absence in a 

densi::;ly hierarchical society of c:r.edes and hierarchies of 

kniP-:hthood ,- 2_1)0.rt from t11e loose distinction of railitarv ~, ' ~ v 

rank bet\'leen knights banneJ:·et and the rest, who uere Eome+,imes 

called knic.;hts baehelor): 11 1 1 ecu:rer devient d 'un coup chevalier 

total et complet, ne dev&.nt aux al.nes que le respect qu ·'on 

a pour 1 t age et' eD tant q_Ue Chevalier' Ile Sentant 1 I e3.3.l dU 
0).1 

R • II:.; r 
Ol .. This equality had no real basis in an actual power 

structure h-..1t resulted fron.1 the ability of evf:.ry person 

involved in ;:::;overning to see himself as perf ormine; the 

duties of a knisht. 

This ability reflected basic medieval ideas about the 

purpose of governr:ient and secular authority, as Fercuson has 

expled.ned,. The business of governsent was conceived to be 

primn.rily p.rotecti ve: to keep the pee.ce b;y def ending the vJec-ik 

aBainst oppression and to see that justice was done--in 

fact bzt pro-:-;ecting let:;al rit;hts to keep men free from physical 

restraints on thei:c abili t;y to achieve thej_r main purpose, 

http:e.1)0.rt
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a virtuous and richteous life. GovernY'.1cnt was not thout_;;ht 

or as a creative force, co-ordinating or shaping social 

chanr,e.. It had a dut;:r to maintain the status quo. To 

set right an injustice \'TaS to restore the divinely-ordained 

equili lJrium of society. The sr.i.ooth functioning of society's 

groups and hierarchies was dependent on individual men actin5 

as they should, not on adjustments to the essential nature of 

those groups.95 

Moreover government was not seen as a collective 

iYistitution but as a 5-roup of people acting individually.-

irhe medieva.l mi··1d hab:i.tw:tll;y rec;arcled social organisation in 

terms of per3onal relationships, and no clear distinction 

was made bet\veen a man's public and private capa.ci ties .. 9c 

As a result anyone involved in governnent, at however prosc:.:.ic 

a level, was able to consider himself as performing the task 

o:f defo:1ding those who could not defend themselves--the Church, 

·widovrn, orphans--as surely as i.f he had set out fully armed 

h ~ , k .I.- ' 97 On ~or~eoac~ vO QO SO. In this vmy, as Fers-uson arsues, 

chive.lric idealisri1 was r:iaintained as a political ideal for 

a e;overnine; class no lone;er exclusively knights, and when 

,__ . b .I.- h d 1 .I- ~ t .c- th . . '. 1 . i · ·t; f ·' . 98 Ani5 i l·S .• a .. os i.. ,,10s O.L eir or1f.,1na mi i ary unc cion .. 

It is in this s;ym·bolic sense that we must interpret the 

insistence of medieval writers on tile idea that knie;hthood 

as an orcier is ultimately responsible for the whole security 

of the social orsanism.99 

Just as knir:;hthood frequently symbolised secular power 

generally (whi1e mai:;:itaining theo:;::eticall;r its specifically 
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military attributes), it was also c:i_ssociated by vJ"ri ters 

on cbivalry with nobility and. a rigid social class much more 

closely than the facts of the matter warranted. Naturally, 

the closer connection betvrnen nobility and knighthood in 

France and Germany influenced ideas in England, where it 

had much less basis in social reality. The heroes of the 

English romances predictably followed their French originals 

in being almost invariably of noble birth, although this 

was not always heavil;y insisted upon. 100 Nevertheless, other 

phenomena cannot be explained sir1pl;y in terms of continental 

influence. Caxton co::lsiders.bly beishtened Lull 1 s original 

statement the.t a knight should be nobly born, and the grantint; 

of knit;hthood to people not of gentle birth was a subject 

which frequently incurred the disapproval generally levelled 

"'- t _,_ b 1 t h tl . 1 01 a1, a terapvs y peop e o c anse ieJ.r estate. The author 

of a poem den0uncing the times of Edward II complains that the 

deceneracy of knit;bthood is partly accountable to the fact 

that kniQ1ts are now 11 i-gadered/Of unlcynde blod,/And thei 

shendeth the order/That schuld be hende and god. 11102 Langland 

attacked the fact that "sopers and here sones for seluer b.an 

be knyghtes 11 and that :nonks and nuns "Han mad here kyn 

knyghtes and kn;y·ghtfees purchasedn as part of a general on

sls.ught on people who move out of their ordained place in 

society (£T,C,VI,63-79). As we have seen, however, the 

flexibility of the social scale was well established by the 

fourtee-;.1th centur~;r, and knighthood was usually a retro

spective acknowledsement (often resisted.) cf social status 
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rather than a determinant of that status. The necessary 

connectio:::1 between no b1e birth and knic;h [;hood vms a.n aspect 

of chivalric m;ytholog-.J not born out by the social realities. 

The disregard of these social realities by writers 

on chivalry may be further demonstrated by the existence of 

two contrastint; emphases in discussions of the knightly 

virtues. On the one hand we see tbe influence of the 

assumption that knie;hts belonged to a noble class accustomed 

to a life of formalised 1 il:X'Ury.. On the other ·we find 

prescriptions for knig;htly life which are utterly opposed 

to habits of luxury or the customs of an exclusive noble 

caste. 

Among examples of the first kind we may note that 

the Chandos Hex·ald described the knightly virtues of the 

Black Prince not only in terms of courage, prowess, and so 

on, but also ,in terms of "franchise", 11 bounte 11
, 

11 largesce" 

and 1burtoisie 11
•
103 Froissart was equally fond of recording 

instances of such virtues in knightly conduct.104 Geoffroi 

d.e Chs.rny, a French knight who died carrying the oriflamme 

at Poi tiers, recor:m1ended that knights should not ne5lect 

11 dc jouer de jouster, de parler, de dancer et de chanter en 

compaie,nie de dames et de damoiseles 11
•
105 Geoffroi approved 

also of a moderate concern with dressing ·well, and Lull 

declared that a knight is "oblye;ed and bounden ••• to honoure 

his body in beyng well cladde and nobly 11
•
106 Holychurch 

asserts that knights "sboulde nat faste ne for-bere sherte;/ 
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Botc feithfullich clefende and fy3te for truthe 11 (PP,C,II, 

99-100), and elsewhere we are told that "made neuere kyng 

knyght bote he had.de catel to spene,/As by-fel for a knyght 

other fond hym for hus strengthe" (C,XIV,108-11). Conscience, 

in the morality play Mundus et Infans, tells the knight 

Manhode that, though he may not serve the seven deadly sins, 

he may go "arayde honestly ••• In all maner of degre 11
, and may 

have 11 sportynge of playe 11
•
107 

For the opposite viewpoint we do not need for the 

moment to turn to any specifically clerical expressions of 

asceticism, but we may simply point to the way in which the 

recommendations of Vegetius on the recruitment and training 

of Roman soldiers were incorporated into many of the chivalric 

•t• 108 wr:t.·ings. Vegetius stressed the need for discipline, 

thorough training, and the proper selection of recruits. He 

was concerned with the degenerating effects on Roman military 

discipline of idleness and easy living, and advised that 

recruits, while being if possible 11 of reputable families and 

unexceptionable manners", should be taken not from the 

"effeminate professions 11 but from the peasantry and from such 

occupations as smiths, carpenters, butchers and huntsmen.109 

John of Salisbury used Vegetius extensively in the 

sixth book of the Policraticus. The military profession, he 

insisted, should be drawn primarily from the agricultural 

workers, from men who were used to hardship rather than to 

good living and luxury.110 By the twelfth century the social 
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significance of knighthood had become somewhat incompatible 

with the idea that knights should be drawn from this sector 

of the population, yet it is quite clear that John was 

thinking of knighthood in its medieval form in suggesting 

this procedure. He stresses the parallel between priest 

and knight, the importance of the oath to defend the Church, 

the symbolism of the belt and of the dedication of the sword 

on the altar. Nor was he by any means an exception in this 

respect: Christine de Pisan invoked Vegetius as an authority 

on the training of knights, and Bonet declared that peasants 

made better soldiers to fight the tough Saracens than the 

soft-living and vain French knights. 111 In another work he 

lamented. that "the chivalry of today is by no means of the 

valour of' forme:c times, for accorcling to the old laws, knights 

ate beans and bacon and coarse meats; they lay hard and wo~e 

harness most of the time; they dwelt outside cities and liked 

the air of the open country and willingly kept the field; and 

they did not usually dispute as to which was the best wine 

but drank clear water, because they could endure all hardship 

and labour. 11112 Writers continued to admonish the nobility 

as if their primary task were to remain in a state of 

constant physical readiness for an arduous campaign, and made 

small allowance for the transformation of knights into a 

hereditary noble class. William Worcester still stressed 

spartan rather than 'courtly' values for knights in the 
117. fifteenth-century Boke of Noblesse. ? 
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The discrepancy here between the qualities appropriate 

to the knight as symbol of nobility and thoae appropriate to 

him when se0n exclusively as a soldier exemplifies the 

conflicting demands placed upon the idea of chivalry. The 

reason why chivalry was subject to such competing demands 

is that as a central symbol of secular power and its proper 

use it attracted the attention of various hypotheses about the 

function and possibilities of secular power and temporal goodse 

This appears to me to be the key to an understanding of the 

growth and elaboration of chivalric ideas, and I want now 

to attempt some general conclusions about this process. 

5. The Nature of Chivalric Ideas 

We should, I believe, regard knighthood as the focus 

of sometimes conflicting imperatives, many of which were not 

innately concerned with military affairs but reflected wider 

concerns about; wor·J.dly power. Chivalric idealism could be a 

means both f'or the encouragement of warlike capacity and 

enthusiasm and of attempts to control and moderate natural 

aggression; it could embody supra-national religious obligations 

as well as national and patriotic ones; it was the focus £or 

the expression of both aesthetic and ascetic approaches to 

manners. Many of the documents of chivalry should therefore 

be seen not as contributions to a distinct professional code, 

or as patterns for the creation of the perfect knight, but as 

aspects of wider debates about such matters as war, power, 
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fame and love. The notion of chivalry ~epresents an attempt 

to hold these va~ious ideas and impulses in equilibrium, and 

to maintain a consensus view of them. 

The elements of the rough synthesis upon which chivalry 

thus conferred its emblem of the armed and mounted knight 

WEre not, however, merely ideological. The concept was able 

to accommodate matters practical, didactic and symbolic at 

a variety of levels. At the practical end of the scale we 

find the idea embodied in a professional military fraternity 

requiring ceremonial admission, and in a number of laws or 

professional regulations governing such matters as the 

honouring of safe-conducts and the ransoming of prisoners 

of knightly rank. At rather different levels chivalry 

could stand for the idea of a hereditary noble class, the 

entire military function of society, or the whole hierarchy 

of secular authority. At a yet more rarified level we find 

knighthood as a metaphor for ·t;he individual's struggle 

against sin. 

The accumulation in this form of these ideas would 

appear to have been the result of the temporary and fortuitous 

prominence into which the heavily armed cavalryman was thrust 

by the political and military circumstances of the early 

Middle Ages. The figure of the knight proved so resonant 

an image for medieval culture that it came to stand as au 

emblem of features of society which were connected to the 

original warrior function in a variety of ways ranging from 
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the direct to the oblique. The actual knight of history was 

less important than the penumbra of associations which took 

him as their symbol, and which were conceived of figuratively 

in terms of the original fighter on horseback. These 

associations or 1 11yths 1 naturally achieved a considerable 

independence of the reality which had begotten them, but 

there continued to be numerous interpenetrations of the 

real and mythical aspects, and there is no possibility of 

d:r:awing a rigid di vision between them. Where for instance, 

if such a division were to be made, would we place the idea 

of the 1 orde~ 1 of knighthood, or the practice of the joust? 

Nevertheless, we may at least claim that from the time of 

the growth of the knighting ceremony the symbolism of knight

hood was laL'gely autonomous of practical historical develop

ments. 

I am thus suggesting her·e a latitudinarian interpre

tation of the ideas associated with the concept of chivalry. 

We do not nead to decide whether chivalry was in essence a 

moral code--a value system intended to modify behaviour--

or a rationalising of practical needs, for it was indeed 

both. It was a process by which Christian and moral values 

were applied to an existing practical situation in order to 

control the behaviour of soldiers and rulers, and it was also-

among other things--the expression of the need of a social 

elite for a code which would identify their shared values 

and digni,fy their common aspirations. 
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Let us consider some examples of the phenomena 

which I have been referring to. In the first place, the 

dignity accordecl to chivalry represented a social recognition 

of the need for secular authority to be supported by the 

capacity for phy.sical force. Thus the chief knightly virtue 

must always be prowess, for unless the knight is first a 

successful warrior he is nothing. nTo rule well11
, wrote the 

thirteenth-century jurist, Henry de Bracton, at the very 

beginning of his famous treatise on English law, "a king 

requires two things, arms and laws, that by them both times 

of war m~d of peace may ri~)l.tly be ordered. For each stands 

in need of the other, that the achievement of arms be conserved 

by the laws , the laws theraselves preserved by the support 

of arms. 11114 Such reco6·ni tion, however, placed the knight 

in a very exposed position, and attracted towards him all the 

qualifications which medieval writers expressed about the 

use of force.. As John Barnie notes, 11 one of the ironies of 

the chivalric ideal is that its noblest virtues contain in 

potentia the very vices it strove to overcome. 1111 5 In his 

less acceptable manifestations the knight represented a toted 

worldliness, fighting and seeking fame and riches entirely 

for their own sake. Both Church and society had therefore to 

establish a compromise between encouragement and control in 

their attitudes towards professional soldiers. They needed 

to glorify the capacity for efficient homicide while deploring 

the act itself or the necessity for it. The knight was urged 



to d.evelop his prowess as a warrior but warned that the 

demonstration of that prowess might involve him in mortal 

sin. Chivalry conferred great dignity and prestige on the 

profession of arms, and through it on secular authority 
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generally, but at the same time tried to make it subservient 

to social and religious needs and modify its practical 

proceedings. 

Thus we find continual equivocation on the subject 

of the dignity and sanctity of the knight's occupation. 

According to Piers Plowman 1 s 'pardon' , for instc:tnce, 

Kynges and kn:rehtes that holy kirke def enden, 
And ryghtfulli~he in reamcs ruelen the comune, 
Han par·don thorw purgatorie to passy ful lyghtliche, 
With patriarkes and prophetes in paradyse to sitte., (C,X,9-'lc~) 

But Scrip·ture is not so sure about this: 

'I nel nou3t scorne 1
, quod Scripture 'but-if 

scryueynes lye; 
Kynghod ne kny3thod b~ nau3t I can awayte, 116 Helpeth nou3t to heue~vard one heres ende ••• ' (B,X,332-4) 

Christine de Pisan, in a book on knighthood, glossed the sixth 

commandment j_n a way that appears to sanction only judicial 

execution or killing in self-defence--a very limiting code 
11" for an actual knight. / Knights were encouraged to seek 

renown, and were traditionally accorded the right to a modicum 

of wcrldly weal th as a precaution against ·their resorting to 

brigandage; but with privilege, as Gower pointed out, came 

responsibility: 

Les chivalers et l'escuiers, 
Qui sont as armes costummers, 
S' ils bien facent leu.r duete, 
Sur tous les autres seculers 



Sont a louer, car leur mestiors 
Du siecle est le plus honoure 
De prouesce et de renomee: 
Mais autrement en leur degre, 
En cas q'ils soiont baratiers, 
Lors serront ils ly plus blame 
Par tout le siecle et dif fame 
Et des privfs et d'estrangiers. (!:lQ., 23989-24000) 

The reservations that piety placed on the active 
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knightly life are clear from the Livre de selntz medicines of 

the first duke of Lancaster, a celebrated participant in 

tournaments~ 118 Another distinguished soldier, Sir John 

Clanvovrn, wrot;e that 

The world holds them worshipful thP..t are great 
warriors mid fighters, and destroy and win and wa.ste 
many lands; and gives much good to them that have 
enough ernl sperid outrageously in mete and drink ••• 
living in easy sloth &.c. And also the world worships 
them much that will be venged proudly and dispitously 
of every wrong that is said or done to them. And of 
such folks men :r;:iake books and songs and read and sing 
of them for to hold the memory of their deeds the 
longer here upoq1 ~arth ••• But ••• God ••• deems them 
right shameful. 'J 

Wyclif asked why a butcher should not be praised more than 

a knight who kills many men.120 The reductive view of military 

prowess was often presented through the story of Alexander 1 s 

capture and condemnation of a pirate. The pirate informs 

him that the only difference between his o\'m activities and 

those of Alexander himself lies in the scale of the operations.121 

It is in this perspective that we should understand 

the continual denunciations throughout the Middle Ages of 

the faults of tbe knights. Some of these denunciations are 

also eA'J>ressions of a general asceticism, and many show the 

influence of homiletic tradition. Classic statements such a.s 



that of Peter of Blo:i.s in the twelfth century were still 

the staple material of homilists in the fourteenth. 122 

Ruth r-iohl claims that typical accounts of the faults of 

knights changed significantly from the twelfth to the 

fourteenth centuries, with an increased stress in the later 

. d . h . . ' d t 123 H th per10 . on ·i::; eir priue an cove ousness. ow ever. e 
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consistenc~f with which knights were charged with essentially 

the same faults during this period seems to me a more prominent 

feature of the accounts. 

Little in these attacks appears to have been owed 

to empirical obscrv~tion. Sometimes the denunciations 

seem to have been direct responses to contemporary events, 

but the reasons given for, say, a recent military defeat 

were traditional and not usually based on any attempt to 

deal with the practical and unique causes of events. Owst 

cites an early fourteenth-century preacher who saw in the 

victories of the Scots over the English "the fulfilment of a 

certain prophecy concerning the sin of 'varietas vestium' 

which would inevitably bring national disaster in its train. 0124 

Complaints against kni5hts composed only one element in the 

conventional attacks on venality and wickedness in all parts 

of society, but the knight's position as obvious symbol of 

worldliness was especially prominent. 

All the vices involving misuse of physical power and 

·of the goods of the world were reg.~larly ascribed to the knights. 

Occasional concessions were made to the need for knights to 

ma.intain their worldly estate with suitable clothing and 



possessions, but they were routinely conder.med for sins of 

luxury in food and apparel., 2h"'ance, personified as a 

speaker in a fifteenth·-ce:1tury :2::nc;lish translation of 

Cha:r.•tier 1 s Quadrilor'ue Invectif, laments that "agid ponpis 

rootid and noryshed in delices 11 have i:made softe the coD_rages" 

of French knic;hts.125 The author of A Poem on the Times of 

Edward II complains that knights no longer wear "clothes/ 

I-schape in dewe man.ere", but are 11 dis~~-ysed/ So diverselych 

i-dy3t,/'I'hat no man may knov:/A mynstrel from a kny3t ••• Thei 

beth dess-ysed as turmentours/I-cone fro clerks ple;ye 11 
•
126 

Judgments on their performance as fighters were 

even less charitable. They oppressed the poor, were 

cruel and homicidal, rejected milito.ry discipline, attacked 

rather tban defended the Church, and were slothful and 

cowardly. They refused to go on crusades or fight in 

defence of their people, sittin.c; in their castles while the 

peasants' lands were wasted, yet were braggarts: 11 lions 

in the halls and hares in the field 11 --a phrase which became 

proverbial.127 Their vices were declared to be as harmful 

as the external attacks of enemies. They urged war, but 

only out of covetousness. Their pride and concern with 

vain-glory knew no bounds in the view of the moralists. 

The formula of de::iunciation varied little, and in one 

respect there was virt .. rnlly no variety of opinion at all: 

conteri.porary knights--whether contempo::-aries of Jacques de 

Vitry in the tvrnlfth century or of Alain Chartier in the 



early i'ifteenth---were degenerate compared to the kni(5hts 

~ . t' 128 o .... previous imes. 

'rhese contributions to chivalric literature are 

aspects of more general attacks on worldliness. Some other 

contrj_butions should be seen in the context of medieval 

attempts to identify the proper use of physical force. The 

Augustinian formula with which the Church had relinquished 

its originall:y pacifist stance was that war is necessary 

and. just when it is fought to establish peace.129 The 

Middle Ages inherited this premise, and medieval inquiries 

into the subject too}: the form prima.rily of attempts to 

!'&fine this position and to lay down conditions for recog-

nising a wm: as legal. Aquinas, for example, declared that 

war is just if it is declared by the public authority 

of the state, if it has a just cause, and if the intention 

of those who go to fight is right.130 Significantly such 

attempts were very often included in the so-called chivalric 

handbooks such as those of Bonet and Christine de Pisan. 

Bonet's Tree of Battles, for instance, is essentially a 

book on the laws of war; although the question of the 

just war is only approached directly at the beginning of 

Part IV, it is of thematic concern throughout the treatment of 

"f. . 131 more speci_ic issues. 

The attempt to ,,;ork out a practical legal theory of 

the jus·t; war was in fact the most crucial aspect of what 

came to be recosnised as an international law of arms based 

originally on Homa.."1 law. The lm.; of arms was visualised as 

http:right.13


a code of chivalry--it was in fact the nearest that chivalric 

ideas came to beinc codified--and its enforcement was depend-

ent on the concept of chivalric honour .. The law was seen as 

a series of contractual oblisations incurred by the oath 

sworn by the knight on being knighted. The deprivation of 

honour remained its main legal sanction, and. the laws theoretic-

a.lly applied only to those who had been knighted. Cases 

were heard before kings and commanders and in specially 

constituted courts such as the English Hie;h Court of Chivalry. 

The ius armorum concerned itself with such matte~s as the 

con.duct of sieges, the distribution of the spoils of war, 

the treatment of prisoners, ransom payments, the status of 

non-combatants, and the negotiation aP-d observance of truces.132 

The laws and their interpretation in many cases frankly 

recognised the mercenary and expediential motivation of 

knie;hts, but there is no evidence that this made them any 

less recognisably an inte~ral part of chivalric ideology. As 

Keen points out: 

Just b.ecause ransoms were often excessive, we 
need not suppose that the rules of honour which 
controlled the relation of prisoner and master 
were h;y-pocri ti cal and a mere cloak for profiteer
ing. The man of honour did not mean for a 
medievB:':L""solaier an ideal huoan being, but a 
person of a particula.:L' social status and calling 
who kept on the right side of certain technical 
rules. These rules were general; idealism lay 
beyond them in the realm of personal choice. 
They merely set the limits within which the 
individual decided how far he would sacrifice 
ideals to a profit in cash.133 

The laws of we.r show the capacity of chivalry to absorb 

what were ultimately a series o.f trade regulations for 
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professional Ha.rrior-s into the ceneral context of its 

idealism. But they also show bow specifically chivalric 

duties grew out of a wider concern to set warfare on a 

ret,-ular mora..J. ancl legal basis. None of the laws about 

indiYidual aspects of warfare could exist independently 

of the question of the just war. Wars declared unjust 

had no legal status, and fighting that took place in them 

ld 1 . al 1 1 4- • 134 cou c ain no mor or ega. sancvion. 

Chivalry's function as a convenient focus for con-

ilicting attitudes to warfare cmer5es also from the history 

of writings about the tourn2.rnent, the most essentially 

knightly activity of all. The tournament acquired its own 

impetus as an ir..dependent activity, serving a variety of 

functions besides its original one of practice for warfare--

as sport and recreation, sou.rce of revenue and renown for 

successful participants, and as a meeting place for members 

of a particular social stratum.135 But for both secular and 

ecelesiastical authorities, and for writers on chivalry, the 

tourname~t had to be set in a social and moral context. 

The history of attempts to regulate or prohibit 

tournaments reflects the fact that knights had to be encouraged 

to develop prowes3 and the willingness to fight, and to 

be reproved for not doing so, and yet had also to be 

constantly restrained from i'ighting and made to recognise 

only certain motives for doing so as valid. The tournament 

served as a kind of epitome for knig.h-chood in a state of 

partial disensar;eme:at from social utility; attempts to prevent 
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it from becoming an autonomous activity, and to insist on 

its subservience to other considerations, were representative 

of similar presnures on the whole concept of knighthood. 

Since the tournaments frequently involved severe injury and 

death they could be justified only if they were considered 

necessary to the maintenance of a knight's essential skills; 

otherwise, as examples of aggression and warfare divorced 

from religious or social considerations, they were anathema 

to the Church and often to kings as well. 

The Church soon decided that the evils of tournaments 

outweighed their usefulness, and the first of a succession 

of prohibitions was announced c:i.t the Council of Clermont 

in 1130. From then on the tournament became -Che object of 

vitriolic clerical attacks. It became commonplace to assert 

that participation in tournaments involved committing all of 

the seven deadly sins ."B6Knights who died in them were theoretic

ally denied Church burial. In the early fourteenth century, 

however, coillpromises were made by the Church; John XXII, 

for example, lifted the ban in 1316 in an attempt to procure 

experienced knights for a crusade.137 

A late thirteenth-century sermon by Humbert of Romans 

affbrds insight into the Church's dilemma. Humbert conceded that 

although tournaments were forbidden by law 11 there are some 

things there to be wholly reprobated., some to be tolerated, 

and some to be approved." Those who ruin themselves through 

the extravagance of tournaJ:lents are of course condemned, as 

are those who seek revent':e or gain or 11 the vain renm·m of 
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valou.r11
, er v!hO e;o to frequent brotbels. But Hur.:ibert is 

prepared. to tolerate those who attend tournaments in order 

to ac.quire skill i:-:1 armf> and thus be the better fitted 

for the defence of justice; and he distinctly a.pproves of 

the fact that 11 sometimes at tournaments knights urge one 

another to use in the service of ihe Cross and of God the 

powers hitherto put to the service of vanity.. This certainly 

makes tourna~ents commendable. Some too take care to avoid 

folk of evil fame and jesters, and to keep away from evil 

actions and the occasions of unchastity. 111 38 

A story told. by the Cistercian Caesar:i.us of Heisterbach 

also reveals the Church's ambivalent attitude. Caesarius 

declares that engagine; in tournaments involves two mortal 

sins, pride (in that it is done for worldly glory) and 

disobedience (to the Church). Yet he also recounts an 

incident in the life or' Walter de Birbeck, a distinguished 

jouster and a devotee of the Virgin. On his way to a tourna

ment Walter turns aside to hear the l'lass of the Virgin, thus 

missing the tournament. On approaching the field, however, 

he finds himself acclaimed as the victor and awarded the 

prize. The Virgin has sent a shape like his into the 
1 7 9 tou:rnament to display marvellous skills. 7 

Secular authorities also had problems with tournaments. 

They were of·i;en wasteful of manpower, and Edward I strictly 

Otltlawed them in 1299 as part of his preparation for the 

invasion of Scotland. :F'or long pariod.s in thirteenth-century 

England there were attempts to prohibit them because they 
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provided a meeting place for discontented barons and thus 

fostered opposition to the king. Richard I, however, introduc8d 

a licensinG system and appears to have used them to develop an 

e.tlicient force of knights.. Those people who called for the 

re-institution of tournaments which approximated more closely 

to actual considerations of warfare, and in which real 

mili tar~r skills could be acquired, believed that tournaments 

<."'-OUld serve a. useful function. Geoffroi de Oharny evidently 

co~sid0red both joust and tournanient an important part of 

the knisht 1 s rnili tar;y preparations •140 

The centrality of the tournament is significant in 

another \·ray i'or my ~1ypothesis about the nature of chivalric 

ideas, for it directs our attention back to my statement 

that some of those ideas can be seen as the accumulation 

of myths around the fi~ure of the historical knight. The 

development of tb..e tournament providP-s an indication of 

the fundamental role of the imaGination in chivalry, for 

it was alwa~rs a.'1. imitation of something, even when it had 

a function as a preparation for war.. It was initially an 

imitation of battle, and from its obscure origins to the rapid 

growth of its popularity in the twelfth century and beyond, 

it bad always a basic sense of unreality--even in its most 

uncontrolled form before the use of blunted ·weapons became 

normal. The early tournaments were of course very like battles, 

but they were battles arranged in such a way that knigh-:;s 

were virtually the only combc:.tants, and .in circumstances 

ideally suited to their manner of fightint;c Even at this 
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staf;e the tournament was an artificial attempt to create 

a situation where the knight was indeed the supreme and 

exclusive form of soldier--in fact to create a practical 

situation to match the myth. D. s. Brewer remarks of the 

tou.."t'nn...TTient that it was "in very conception a worl~ of art 11 
•
141 

The element of ax·tifice was made fully explicit 

in England as early as 1232, when the first 'Round Table' 

was arra..~ged--a social festivity which included tourneys 

d . -1- • • • t: t . f Arth . 142 an JOU.svs in im1 .. a ::i.on o urian romance. Motifs 

from AI·thurian and other romances continued to be used 

in tournaments .for the next three centuries, adding another 

dimension to the -basic principle of imitation underlying 

tournaments ge11erally.1 i.1-3 This development, e.long with 

the tendency for tournaments to become so.cial occasions, 

and the increasi~g concentration on the individualistic 

game-like joust, was an Gxploitation of the innate qualities 

of the tournament rather than a perversion of them. 

The mimetic function of .the tournament is only 

one example of the ,,1ay in which the figure of the knight 

attracted what I have,for want of a better word, called 

'myths1
• Warfare i tsnlf was carried on a!ld reported with a 

profusion of seemingly artificial and stylised elements. 

The tendency of Froissart and other chroniclers to describe 

medieval battles as a series of joust-lil{e encounters 

between the foremost knights on each side has been often 

commented on, though in the case of Froissart the tendency 

has been exaggerated, as may be seen by- comparing his account 
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o.f the battle of Crec.y with that of the Cbandos Herald.144 

The: ima5inative projection involvDd was :made possible 

partly bjr the personc.::.l sense in which all warfare \·.ras 

regarded. :Public and national cau.ses were essentially 

personal ones, and the refusal of a claimed foI·tress to 

surrender ·was seen as an affront to the personal dignity 

145 of the prince \·Jho claimed it .a It was not only chroniclers 

who envisaged war physj.cally and theoretically in personal 

terms. Kings often proposed that the issues of battle be 

decided by a single combat between the t\·;o leaders. Such 

of.fers were naturally normally refused, but tbe hi.portant 
146 point is that they were considered entirely appropriate. 

The chroniclers have been much abused for naivety 

or venality in rcportine; that chivalric heroes waged war 

with extraordinary ethical scrupulousness--an idea which 

also appears to have been part of the self-image of the 

participants. Indeed the contradictions between the laudatory 

description.s of individual knights and the cruelty of many of 

their recorded deeds are numerous. Huizinga commented: 

This illusion of society based on chivalry 
curiously clashed with the reality of things. 
The chroniclers ther;!sel ves, in describing the 
history of their tirae, tell us far more of 
covetousness, of cruelty, of cool calculation, 
of wen-understood self-i21tere3t, and of diplomatic 
subtlety, than of chivalry. None the less, all, 
as a rule, pi~of ess to write in q~"}OUr of chivalry, 
which is the stay of the world. ' 

The best known example of such clashes in the chronicle hintories 

appears to be the discrepancy between Froissart's usual 

ad.ulator~r attitude towards the Black Prince and. his account; 



of the Prince's savage slau[;hter of the people of Limoges 
1lW 

after its capture~ There is a similar contrast in the 

Chandos Herald's life of the Prince between his eulogy of 

the Prince (and his ir.:.sistence on pity as a chivalric virtue) 

a..'ld hi.s comment that on the Crec;y campai[n the English, to 

am.use the1aselves, 11 Mistrent tout en feu et a flame./La firent 

mainte veuf dame/Et maint povre enfan.t orphanyn. 11149 

But the chroniclers' lack of concern with these 

contradictions is understandable if we acknowledt;e that their 

primary focus was on the myth rather then the reality. Froissart 

did not see himself primarily as a \·Jar historian but as a 

herald whose dut;;r \'ras to set down for posterity a.'Yl account 

of great feats of a:ems: 

Affin que li grant fait d'armes qui par les guerres 
de Francbe et d'Engleterre sont &venu, soient 
notablement registre et mis en memore perpetuel, 
par quoy li bon y puissent prendre exem~~O' je ~e 
voeil ensonnier de les mettre en pros0. _,, 

Like many other clll'onicler~ including the anonymous biosrapher 

of :Marshal Boucicaut, Froissart considered his task to b.e 

that of providing exemplary patterns of behaviour for other 

people. He was more interested at tines in showing how 

people should behave than how they actually did. It is in 

this light that we should view the historical distortions 

of the chronicles. The Chandos Herald, for example, does not 

I " mention archers at all in his account of the battle of'CrecY since 
/ .,/ ' 

he was more interested in implying that the English victo1:y 

\;ras the result of the Black Prince's feats of arms. 151 

Despite the view of He o. !J:a;ylor (and others) that 
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those characteristics in the writinz,s of Froissart and 

his contemporru."'ies exemplify 11 a certain emptying of the 

spirit of chivalry ••• an expa..11sion of form and ceremony, 
1c:::2 while life was departing", ./ it is clear that the ability 

of the chivalric myth to prevail over historical actualities 

was not merely a late medieval development. William Marshal ) 

the famous twelfth-century English knight, amassed a fortune 

through the frankly commercial exploit3.tion of his phenoLSenal 

success in tournaments, and yet insisted that his only ai.EJ. 

was to become a perfect knight. In his funeral sermon, accordinc 

to llis medieval biog-Eaph2r, he was referred to by Stephen 

Langton, the Archbishop cf Canterbury, as the best knight who 

ev0r lived, even thout;h at the tim.e he lay under excommunication 

for plundering the Church.153 

The concept of the chivalric hero was a stereotype 

which covered a multitude of sins, to judge from the success cf 

Cuvelier's laudatory chronicle-biography of the fourteenth-

century French commander, Bertrand du Guesclin. A critic as 

abrasive as Deschamps could add Du Guesclin's name to those 

of the Nine i~Torthies, claiming that he surpassed even the 

ancient models of knighthood. Yet Froissart, of whom one 

might have expected a certain professional cynicism, was 

surprised by this praise, and according to the more recent 

opinion of Edouard Perroy Du Guesclin was "a mediocre captain, 

incapable of win .. "1ing a battle or being successful in a siege 

of any scope, just good enough to put new life into the bands 

of pilla;;inf..; £~tj_ers who recognised. their mo.ster in him, 

swollen with self-importance and at the same time punctilious 
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about chivalric honour .... 11
•
154 

The purpose of this discussion of chivalric 'myths'-

such as that by \.,rhich successful opportunists might be 

metamorphosed into examples of knightly perf ection--is to 

put forward a hypothesis about the nature of chivalric ideas 

rather than to give a complete account of them. Little so far 

has been said about chivalry as an aspect of ideas about love 

or abou~\; the definition of the knight's task in specifically 

religious terms. The forner subject is not of great importance 

in specifically historical (as opposed to literary) terms, 

but will be discussed Rt length later (see below, Chapter IV). 

The latter however comprises perhaps the most important 

element in the wD.ole ideolo57 of chivalry and will be considered 

briefly he1:,e. As with other aspects of the subject mentioned 

so far, we shall find tbat the symbolic importance of the 

knight's religious duties ·was considerably greater than their 

practical scope. 

6. Knighthood and the Church 

Although I have arQled tha·i; chivalry was a focus for 

the statement of broad conceJ::>ns about worldly and military 

power., I am not claiming that chivalric ideas developed thl:ough 

the imposition of external demands on a purely professional 

code. Chivalry in any recognisable sense did not exist 

independently of the ideas generated around the figure of the 

knight. In stressing the importance of religious ideas about 

chivalry, I am not there£ore suggesting that the Church, as 



is sometiDes claimed., made a deliberate attempt, as a 

concerted policy, to exert control over an already fully-

fledt;ed sc;cular and feudal ins ti tut ion in the eleventh and. 

twelfth centuries. nThe Church", writes one commentator, 

11 with its usual perspicacity and subtlety, managed to infiltrate 

the institutions of secular chivalry, and since religio".ls 

ideals were able to nodify certain chivalric ideals, in theory 

if not ahrays in practice, a type of religious commi trne:nt 
15r 

must be considered one aspect of the code of chivalry." 7 Suc~1 

an interpretation of events probably underesti~ates the orgaaic 

nature of medieval culture. The Church's attitude towards 

the knight was only one facet of its ancient and continuing 

concern 2bout the relationship of worldly and spiritual power 

and of its ongoins attenpts to suppress warfare. 156 The 

Church's desire to define the duties of the soldier was as 

inevitable as the soldier's wish to regard his function as 

divinely sanctioned. The relie;ious view of secular authority 

and military power was restated in terms of the special 

vocation of the knigbt--both by attackins the faults of 

knights (as \•.re have seen) and by setting out positive alternatives. 

That defence of the Church was a central duty of 

knighthood was agreed by all medieval writers. Lull, for 

instance, declared that the first duty of a knight was "to 
1'-7 mayntane and deffende the holy feyth catholyque 11

• 
7 John 

of Salj.sbury saw this as the time-honoured duty of soldiers, 

the oal:;h of knighthood being only a continuation of the 

Roman :practice of taking a rniLi.tary oath. Whether a soldier 

http:sometiD.es
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had taken an oath only to e prince or had taken no oath 

at all, he was bound by a tacit oath to God in the first 

instance. Thus the office of the knic;hts is 11 to defend the 

Church, to assail infideli t;y, to venerate the priesthood, 

to proteet the poor from injuries, to pacify the province, 

to pour out their blood for their brothers ••• 11
• 

The main medieval elaboration of this idea is present 

already in rudimentary form in John's discussion. Corr:..paring 

the priest and the knight, he declared that "the former are 

called by the tongue o.:t' the pontiff to the service of the 

altar and the ca.re of the Church. The latter are chosen 

for the defence of the c0Ilin1onwealth by the tonsue of the leader.• 

The unswo.r.n soldier is like an unordained. priest: 11 the solc_ier 

of arms not less than the spiritual soldiery is bound by 

the requirements of its official duties to the sacred service 

and worship of God .. 111 58 The parallel between priest and 

knight, the order of priesthood ~~d that of knighthood, and 

between the sacrament of ordination and the knighting ceremony, 

.became quickly one of the commonplaces of chivalric writing. 

Clerks and knights, Lull declared, were the two most honourable 

offices God has ordained.159 

This parallel is reflected raost obviously in the way 

in which the knish tins cereruon;7 frequently became a li tursical 
160 ritual in church. The central significance of this is 

i::idicated in I!'roissart' s account of how an Lne;lish squire, 

He:!.U::'Y Crystcde, was sent to prepat'e for knighthood four Irish 

kings who had. paid homago to Richard II. 'When the kin.gs asked 
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Crystede what was wronc \vith the knighthood they already had, 

he characterised the new form they vrnre to receive by sayin5 

that it would be conferi·ed in church.161 A further parallel 

between priest and kniQit was established by the common practice 

of comparinr; the knif,ht' s arms to the vestmel1ts of a priest. 

Just as these vestments were traditionally given an allegorical 

significance, ea.ch item of the knight's arms and equipment 

was ascribed a specific spiritual meaning. 

The arms were interpreted in a large number of different 

ways, varying mainly with the ingeniousness of the writer, 

but JJull' s account may be taken a.s typical. The sword represents 

the cross, its two edc;es indicating prowess and justice. The 

spear signifies truth, and its point, strength. The pennant 

stand.s for fearlessness and the helmet for dread of shame. 

The hauoerk is a defence against vice, while the leg harness 

represents the knight's duty to punish malefactors "upon 

the we.yes". His spurs urge him to swi±'tness and diligence, 

his gorget, or neck-armour, to obedience to his lord and his 

order. His mace is for courage, his misericorde (or dagger) 

for his trust in God rather than just in arms. The shield 

signifies his office in relation to prince and people; the 

gauntl.ets represent his duty to lift up his hands to God in 

thankfulness for victory, rather than in false oaths or 

evil actions. 

Lull ·;;hen turns to the horse. The saddle is the 

11 sureten of the knight'n coura5e, and the horse itself its 

"noblesse", being seen on high .fro:G.1 a distru1ce. The bridle 



indicates the restraint and temperance of his words and 

actions, fuid the reins signify that the knight is led 

9C) 
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where the order of chivalry leads him. The tester, or 

horse• s head-armour, proclairas that 1:1yke as the hede of an 

hors goth to fore the knycht, Ryght soo ought Reason goo 

to fore all that a knyght doth. 11 The horse's armour recalls 

the knicht's temporal goods, which he should take care of since 

11 pouerte causeth a man to thynke barates, fa1sctees and 

t II raysons • As the kni;;ht' s coat tal;;:es the strokes aimed at 

b.:i.m, so the knight stands before other men in the endurance of 

11 travai.1 11
• The coat of arms represents his reputation, and 

lastly his banner declares his duty to maintain the honour of his 

lord and land.162 The close association between the knight's 

arms a.~d the priest's vestments is confirmed by examples of 

analogues which work in the reverse direction. Honorius 

Augustodu.nensis, for instance, discusses priestly vestments 

and activities aG if they were arms and armour: the sandals 

a:t."'e lil\:e soldiers' leggings, the hood is a helmet, the word. 

of' God acts as a sword, and so on.163 

The knight's duty to de.fend the Church was supported 

and elaborated at length through ideas of this kind. But 

al-though in general terms the duty was clear and undisputed, its 

practical implications were not so obvious. We have already 

noted that there was :;;eally no specific niche in the 

practical working of society that required a member of the 

order of knighthood to fill it, thour:;h a large number of 

people in medieval society could conceive of their roles 



symbolically in terms of the duties of lmic;hthood. There 

was really no place outside the romances for the sort of 

all-purpose policeman that the knight was theoretically 

supposed to be. In a similar fashion there were no full-

time positions within society for professional defenders of 

the Church. 

The obligation was nonetheless invoked to cover 
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financial support of the Church by the nobility and the gentry. 

John of Gaunt, for example, saw bis generous patronage o.f monks 
/! ~ 4 

and f:-i.'"'iars in terms of defence of the Church. 10 A fifteenth-

century letter by Riche.rd Neville, Earl of Salisbury, to the 

Prior of Dui~ham describes ai'J. attempt to persuade Sir William 

Bowes to pla;y a part in the "gode supportacion of ye conuent 

of Seynt Cuthbert .... we sayinc; unto him yat sethen he hadde 

taken vpon heym yordre of knighthode he was ye more bounden 

be ye right of ye said ordre to mainteine and sustene ye right 
. 1~5 

o1' holy kirke ••• 11
• 

0 
· But financial support was the duty of 

all people towards the Church, according to their means, and 

not a specifically kniGhtly duty or activity. Translated 

into practical terms the main religious obligation of the 

knight became that of going on crusade. 

The Church's constant reminders of this obligation 

were motivated by real and practical concerns. The need to 

protect Christend0m from pagans (and heretics) vms at times 

urgent, a..'1.d the desire to recover and def end the Holy Land 

always intense. Cru.sades also were thoug..tit to divert soldiers 

from exercising the:i.r disruptive influence in European society. 



Many churchmen at the time of the First Crusade believed 

that energies directed toward a holy wa..-r would no longer be 

expended evilly in civil conflict. Gower's suggestion tha.t 
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i.f men want to fight they should go and fight the Saracens was 

. i· t• 166 a common one, even in ear ier imes. 

Yet the most marked feature of the majority of attempts 

to urge kin5s and knights to ta'ke the cross, and of laments 

that they \·lere not will in;_; to do so, was that they were 

divorced fro~ any detailed consideration of specific obje~tives. 

When an objective was stated it was normally that of recoverint; 

the Holy L2.n.d, which ·v1&s not always the most urgent task. T ...... n 

the late fourteenth century, for exaQple, the e~rpulsion of the 

Turks from the Balkans was a far more pressing need. A typical 

complaint is that of the fourteenth-century author already 

quoted several times: 

Thei schuld to the Holy Lond 
To make ther a rees: 
Thei schuld into the Holy Lond 
And preve ther her myt, 167 
And help to wreke Jhesum Christ. 

There was nevertheless in certain places a great deal of 

discussion of the proper ends and means of the crusaaes (see 

below,Section III, 5), but much of it was extremely critical 

of the simple idea of a military onslaught on tbe infidels. 

The basic attitudes towards the crusades that emerged in the 

later Middle Ages involved considerable reservations on the 

use of force. Yet in most chivalric writings the idea o~ the 

crusade remained an absolute positive. Lull declru:·ed that 

"Knyghtes ben acustomecl by the f eyth that they haue gone in to 
I 

the londe ouer the see in pylgremage/And there proue theyr 



strenc;th and chJi·ualry a[;eynst the enernyes of the Crosse/and 

ben martirs yf they dcye/For -Chey fyghte for tenhrrunce the 
11166 

holy feyth catholyke 
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It appears that in specifically chivalric contexts the 

a.bstract idea of the crusade was important in isolation from 

its practical desirability. In the idea, at any rate, the 

enormous stress on the religious role of the knight could find 

specific eobodir.ient, whether or not a crusade was really viable. 

A knight couJ.d al\vays vow to go on a crusade, whereas it wa.s 

not easy to envisage his general social and ecclesiastical 

obligations in terms of a plan for immediate action. Even 

the crusade could not i.n practice x·epresent a permanent and 

organic function in society. It was, of course~ institutionalised 

in tl:!.e crusading orders of knighthood, which ur.i.like the order 

of knighthood itself had cleat> practical functions, at least 

for a time.169 Those functions were, however, outside society 

in its normal European form. Joining a crusading order was 

usually a total commitment, not reconcilable with the task of 

carrying out social duties at home. Yet so potent an idea was 

the crusade for Christian social theory that it became 

enshrined as a permanent duty of knighthood, and its aegis 

was extended to such wars as that against the Albigensian 

heretics in the early thirteen-ch century, and to many of 

the essentially national strugcles during the Creat Schism. 

The crusade was able to eobody personal and public 

spiritual duties, the need for the unity of Christendom, and 

the whole concept of th.~ Church militant. It was too compelling 
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an idea to be compromised b;y pra[matic considerations. As 

with other aspects of chi.valric ideology, it continued to 

be important long after its practical feasibility had become 

negligible. One of the commissions with which Columbus set 

.out on his westwai .... d voyages was that of discussing with the 

Great Khan the possibility of an alliance of Mongols and 

Christians against Islam. On his third voyage he speculated 

on the possibility of using the weal th of the 111Terrestrial 

Paradise" he had discovered to finance a crusade to recover 

the Holy Land. 17° 

Documents connected. with the crusade were, however, 

very important in the creation of chivalric ideas, whatever the 

limitations of the practice of crusading. Urban II was 

responsible for a signific"3.Ilt part of the dicnity accorded 

the knight's office i~ prom1sin5 a plenary indulgence to 

those who should be killed in the J!'irst Crusade. 171 One of 

the most celebrated accounts of Christian chivalry, Bernard of 

Clairvaux's treatise addressed to the Templars, was in effect 
1r'2 an apologia. for the recently founded crusading orders. 1 

Bernard desci-·i bed a 'new warfare' , and laid down the requirements 

for the 11 milites Christi" who were to fight it, replacing 

the old knights·, whom he described as kni§;hts i:J.ore of the 

devil than of God. He rehearsed the arr;uments justifying 

warfare in the service of God, and military service as a 

divine vocation, advocating to the new order a blend of 

austere Cistercian monasticism with knighthood. Yet even 

though Bernard was addressinc; men who were already putting his 
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ideas into practice to some extent, he said little about 

what the New Knighthood should actually do apart from fishtint:; 

the enemies of God. By contrast he had a great deal to say 

·h.bout the qualities and attitudes it was desirable for knights 

to have. Even in this practical context knighthood remained 

for Bernard primarily a state of mind, a metaphor for the 

Christian life. 

We find, therefore, that religious conceptions of 

the knight's role also support my ge:1.1eral conclusion that in 

practical historical terms knighthood, l?.£E. ~' did not have 

any real function in the working of society.. Individual kni5hts 

did, of course, have a variety of fu!lctions, and knighthood was 

in some fashion associated with such tangible distinctions as 

military capacity, feudal tenure, nobility, ownership of land, 

and so on--but as a supernumerary status~ As an order it 

attracted a ranGe of advice as to what a knight should be-

qualities which we have come to thin..1< of as co~prising the 

'code' of chivalry, exemplifying ideals of military, religious, 

social and governmental conduct--but it did not in eny specific 

sense define what a knight should do. 

7. Conclusion 

The central identity of chivalry is then to be located 

in its ideas and symbols rather than its duties. Auerbach, 

in a discussion of Chretien de Troyes, noted that in the 

fictional world of his romances knighthood "serves no political 

function; it serves no practical reality at all; it has become 

absolute. It no loncer has any purpose but that of self-realisa-_ 
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1T'~ tion. 11 ,,, I wish to sucgest that something like this is true 

of knit;hthood even in its more solidly historical contexts. 

Knighthood signifies involvement in the world, an involvement 

which can tal~e many forms depending upon the process of 'sel~-

realisation' which is chosen. The literature of chivalry is 

therefore the expression of ideas about temporal power, its 

uses and its possibilities. 

My final examples of this are from two r:i.orali ty pla;ys .. 

In Mumlu.s et Infans, the acceptance o.f the protagonist (Infans) 

into full participation in the world's affairs is signified 

by his being knic;hted by Lundus and re-named 'Hanhode": 

And here I dubbe the a knyght,-
And haunte al\·m;y-e to chyua.lry ! 
I g;yu.e the grace m1d also bcaute, 
Gold &'1d Byluer, gret plente, 
Of the wronce to make the ryght • .., 

I gyue the a swerde a..11d also strength and myght 
In batayle ooldl;; to bere the well. 

Mundus of course wo..nts to put a specific construction on this 

knighthood, persuading Nanhod.e to become the vassal of the 

seven kings o:i.:- deadly sins, who serve Hundus. But Conscien~e 

interprets knighthood dif.ferently: 11 Conscyence cJere ye knowe 

ryght noue;ht,/And this longeth to a knyght. 11 Making a Si!!Ooth 

transition from knighthood as symbol to its place in the estates 

of society. Conscience further insists that 

Ye nust, Manhode, with all your myght 
Mayntayne Hol,y Chyrches ryght, 
For this longeth to a k~~Rht 
Playnly in euery place. 'I(•.-

This suggestion that the lcnisnt can either remain on the level 

of worldliness OI' tr2.llscend it is reinforced by a similar 
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incident in The Cas-cle of Pe:r:>seve1:ance. Humanum Genus is enf eo.ffed 

by r:lu~dus, and declares: 

pou f eff;yst me uyth fen and f'elde 
And hye hall, be holtys and hyll. 
In werldl:r wele o;y wytte I weld.e ••• 

I am kene as a knyt. 
Whoso ageyn po Uerld uyl speke 
Mankynde sct1al on hyn be wreke, 
In stronfie pre sun I s9p.~l hym st eke, 
Be it wronge or :::yth. l/5 

The knight personified and amplified the effective 

engagement of t~e free man in the concerns of the world. 

He.embodied the possibilities of order and justice in society, 

of the security of the Chui~ch in the world, and of personal 

distinction for the in.dividu.:il. His role as the representative 

of one of the three estates was, unlike that of the clergy, 

a worldly one, and yet not circumscribed like that of those who 

in their various ways provided for the ph;ysical sustenance of 

society. Statements about chivalry are, therefore, as I have 

alrea.dy claimed, statements about the right use of worldly 

power. .As such they are not tied to specific historical 

circumstances, for they embrace all the paradoxical demands 

upon worldly power that the medieval world imposed. Povrnr is 

necessary, s.nd yet n::u.st; be rejected as an end in its elf. The 

ability to fight must be fostered, and yet fighting must be 

anathematised. Victory must be striven for, and yet is awarded 

by God without reference to the relative strengths of the 

antagonists. The knight requires strength, nobility, mater·ial 

goods, and the incitement of honour; yet he must be warned 

against oppression, pride? vaint;lory and lu:x--ury. We may conclude, 
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pro~;;,;, icall~/ enoush, tl:iat chivalry was a .focus for the con.f1ict 

o.f t.i-110 basic inper.:i.ti ves: a desire for the full Bxploi tat ion 

of the world's possi hi.1 i ties, and an j_nsistence the.t aJ.l sucl.1 

possibi:Lit:ios 

Tb0se conc1t:i.3io:;,s hel1) to explain why the central 

characters of so ma.n;r r.1~dieval fictions are knights, but they 

do not justify an~.,. bland view of the knight as a neutral 

all-purpose protagonist. :B'or all its paradoxes a.rid complexities 

knighthood remained to some extent a recognisable entity e- 'l'·h<-: 

choice of a particular e1ilphasis from among the possibili tie.s 

of the concept te21dod to call tc mind. alternative knichtly 

roles &"1.d ideas. No.ny fictional works exploit implicitly or 

explicitly tbe potential conflict betvrnen different aspects of 

chivalry. r-~ore gen er ally, however, the world of chivalry, ·which 

a wr.i ts~r could invoke simply by making his protagonist a knigh·t;, 

offered advantages of scope and scale. As a general embodiment 

of man's opportunity to wield power, authority and weal·i;h 

(without necessarily being tied to a specific context within 

which these attribu"i.;es must be exercised), the knight could be 

a figure distinctly larger than life. His versatility arose 

froo rds role as a dominant element in secular society (diI·ectinp; 

attention to-vm1"ds the proper working of that society) and also 

his e..bi1i ty to transcend sucn. social questions and tcl::e on a 

broadJ.y symbolic sisnii'icance. 

How does this help us understar.i.d Chaucer's \'.rritings 

about k~J.ights, to which I shall shortly return? In the first 

plG..C8, my conclusicns about the r..ature of chi val:cy les.d us to 



expect that writinr;s (of whatever kind) about knight:3 will 

quite probably be more concerned with chivalry's symbolic 

potentio.l than with actual political, military or social affairs. 

The heavy stress on contemporary historical development;s which 

I noted in my discussion of Chaucerian scholarship (ch. 1, above) 

is therefore perh.'J.ps an unp:rofi table line of enquir;y. Secondly, 

my conclusions alert us to the possibility that the portrayal 

of knights by Chaucer and by the nar:eators whom he creates 

comprises an imports.nt way in which he presents the reader with 

conflictin5 views of worldly involvement a.nd also discriminates 

between those views. Viy first task will therefore be to decide 

whethe:i:- Chaucer presents his knights in such a way as to 

draw oul"" attention to a real social and historical c.ontext. 

Are his knights rooted in fou:rteenth-·century English life? 

If, as I believe, they are on the whole not, what is the 

matrix of functions and activities within which we see them, 

and how does it relate to the tradition of chivalric cornme:ntai"":y°? 
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1. I11inor 1dorks and 'Troilus and Criseyde' 

The appropriateness of ret;arding Chaucer's knights as 

knights in a historical, medieval sense has been largely 

ur1consideJ?ed in critical cor:imentary. :For medieval writers, as 

I have indicated (see above, Section II, 4), the order of 

knighthood embraced classical and biblical as well as more 

recer.!.t heroes. There is therefore no thine; intrinsically 

remer}:able about Chaucer's referrin5 to, say, Troilus as a 

kni[;ht--any more than there is about his calling the Trojar1 

council a "parlement" (TC, IV, 143). Nevertheless, most 

readers a.re likely to regard the knighthood of Troilus and 

that of the Knight of the Ger..eral Frolocue in rather different 

lights, and for :r·easons which have a certain validity. In this 

respect, the difference between them lies mainly in the extent 

to which their prima~y activities appear to be specifically 

knishtly ones in a historical sense. I have suggested that 

there are conside~:::.ble problems involved in the identification 

of specifically knic;htly activities in terms of historical 

practice. Yet I have, I believe, sufficiently outlined the 

idE)nt i ty of the knights of histor;y, and the a.cti vi ties which 

were considered their oblication or prerogative, for us to 

make an assessment of how far Clvmcer invites us to place in 

this context the various characters '!:Thom he calls knights. I 
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shall start v1ith a brief look at sorne of the knights of the 

minor poems~ 

The anonymous bereaved 11 man in ble.k" of The Book of the 

Duc.hess is a 111rrnnder wel-{'aryne;e knyght 11
, and is ref erred to 

as a kniGht three times in all (l~52, 529, 1179). The dreamer 

clearly i-•egarcis hin as so much his superior in rank that he 

must be approached with a solemnity that is distinctly comic, 

and he is surprised to find the knight quite an unassuming 

fellow: 

Loo! how (Soodl:r spak thys knyght, 
As hit had be another wyght. (529-30) 

But all 1.1e near of the knig_tit' s activities is that he has been 

a lover. Ee has successfully persuaded his lady to 11holde me 

for hi•" 1:nyght 11 viithout having had to produce evid.ence of 

traditional knightly accomplishments, for the lady has no 

time for 11 such knaklces smale" as persuading her admirers to go 

on crusades to ·win renown for her sake. She would not 

sende men into Walakye, 
To Pru~rse, and into Tartarye, 
To Alysaundre, ne into Turkye, 
And byd hym f aste anoon that he 
Goo hoodles to the Drye Se 
And co~e hon by the Carrenar, 
And se;ye 'Sir, be now ryght war 
That I r.10..y of ~row here seyn 
Worshyp, or that ye come ageyn!' (1024-32) 

The knight has chosen love 11 to my firste craft 11 and frequented 

dances in pursuit of that choice. He exists only as a lover, 

and other possibilities of the kniGhtly life (such as crusading) 

are nentioned only as ancillary to that role. 

In The Parli.£S_~_o.f 'Fow1§. knir;hthood appears as a 

qualification fo:r· love and an indicator of noble birth. The 
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representative of ·che birds of prey declares that the f ormel 

eagle should be mated with him who is 

the worthieste 
Of knyghthod, e.nd len0est had used it, 
host of estat, of blod the gentilleste (548-50) 

--where 11 lengest had used it" presumably refers to the number 

of knit;}.1ts in the suitors' pedigrees rather than to their ages. 

'I'he practical knightly activities of the eagles are alluded 

to only in the ref'erence to their eagerness to fight for the 

mate they desire. 

Arcite, the false knight in the Anelida and Arcite, 

also functions mainly as a love:r-. He is Anelida's own knight, 

and the nature of his l\:nighthood seems to be in some way 

defined "!,)y its repeated association with his r::.istress, who 

hides nothinG from :1her lG1y5ht 11 (117) &""ld se~'l.ds a letter to 

"her Theban knyght, Arcite11 (2'10), addressing him as "r:iyn 

hertes lif, rny knyz;ht" (223). Arcite is a 11 lusty knyght 11 

(an ambiguous epithet which Chaucer frequently uses in this 

kind of context) but despite the recent political upheavals in 

his city b.is only militru.--y exploits mentioned are those incurred 

in the service of the stern lady who 11 sent him now to londe, 

now to shippe 11 (194), and for whom he abandons the gentle 

Anelida. 1"1uch the same situation prevails in the "Complaint 

of Mars", where the god who claims patronage over all 11hardy 

kny[')ltes of renoun'1 lies in thrall to Venus and his own 

frustration. nars's personal status as a 11 worthy knyght" and 

11 welle 11 of kni2:hthood is dwelt on, ::,nd even the items of his 

"hevy armure" detailed, hut his kniz)1thood finds no other 
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sphere of activity· than the bedchamber.1 

The 1heroes 1 of the Ler·~end o.f.' Good Women include 

several knic;hts. Antony is Cleopatra's knir::;ht, loved for 

his "ch;Jvalr~re" (607-8, 684), and in his willingness to fight 

for her there is also a hint of the more General social 

duties of a knic;ht: 

Hym rouc;hte nat in armes for to sterve 
In the defence of hyre and of hire ry5ht. (605-6) 

The implications of this however remain prinaril;y amatory, and 

al~hough it has been pointed out that the description of the 

battle of Actium has much in common with contemporary accounts 

of sea-fishts, there is no consistent use in the legend of 

cletails t!.1at ,,vould provide a specifically historical context 

for Antor,.y's knit;hthood. 2 Aeneas, who is also described as a 

knight, hunts and enga[;es in various knie;htly exercises, but 

these are all apparently undertaken as part of his courtship of 

Dido (1272-4). 

Aeneas displays his martial skills entirely in the 

furtherance of a love affair, but Jason, who is "a famous knyght 

o.f gentilesse" end 11 ful of renome", is not seen in arms at all 

(1Ll-04,1513). When he sets out on the quest for the fleece he 

is described as 11 1usty of corage" but the full·point of this 

descriptio11 is not cle;ar U.Yltil Hercules remarks to Hypsipyle 

on the pleasure in store for his wife: 

for swich a lusty lyf 
She shulde lede with this lust;r knysnt ! (1541-2) 

It is entii.~ely appropriate there.fore that he should be able 

to 11 stynten his batayla11 and win the fleece, acquiring 

falsely in the process 11 a name r;:;.rght as a conque::;.."'our", oy 
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intriG1-1ine; with a woman and promisinc, 11 as trewe kn;;rc;ht 11
, 

to '·Ted 'ner (1r::-.4r-)-50, ,., r::_3.':-b--,). J ' h · 1 · h l '1 , v ~ •~; ason s c_iva_ric onour, l.Ke 

hl.. ~ kn-i C'h-1--ly c:o1~1· 1 1 
..... J-c.) i v -.> .. \.. .J .. ' is lavished entirely on the craft of love. 

In the "Le.send of Lucrece 11
, in v1hich both Collatine and 

Tarquin are refe:r"red to as kni;::;hts, we are told that one 

a.spect of Tarquin' s offence is that it is a breach of chivalric 

duty: 

Tarquinius, that art a kynges eyr, 
And sholdest, as by l;y-na~_:;e and b~l rycht, 
Don as a lord and as a verra-;yr knyt;ht, 
\'lhi hastow don dispit to chivalrye? 
Whi hastow don.this lady vilan;ye? (1319-23) 

The oblisation:oi of a "verra;y knyght 11 are however left somewhat 

ambi~;uous. Is Chaucer referring to a recognised duty of 

knights to protect women, or to a breach of amatory etiquette 

in Tarquin's approach to the wrong woman in the wrong way?3 

The last knight of the Ler::end is Theseus, who tells Ariadne 

that he is 11 a kynGes sone, and ek a knycht 11 (2055), a formula 

which iripresses her and which she repeats to herself, 

astonished that sucb. a person should be her "servaunt in 

so low deGre 11
• 'J:he ideas she appears to associate with his 

rank initially are straish-Cf orwardly military, and she pra;ys 

God to 

sende yow grace of berte and sleyghte also, 
Yow to defende, and knyghtly slen youre fo. (2084-5) 

But, as with Jason's exploit, the narrator appears less interested 

in whether the deed was· "kn;yghtl;y 11 than with the .fact that it 

was d.one according to the instructions of the heroine. 

One does not of course expect to find lengthy descriptions 

of chivalric prowess in an ironic legendary of the 'mart;:;rrs' oi 
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love.. -3ut wo r:i3.y r'.otc th.at in all the poems so i'ar mentioned 

references to knichts appGar prirna:c·ily in t;he context of love 

rather than in that of historice.l activities of a specifically 

knic;htly character. In some cases the rcf erences seem casual 

or honorific, but most of the others, especially those in 

the 11 Coraplaint of f.:ars 11 
, are too insisten.t to be considered 

as such. 

Troilus arrd Criseyd.e offers a wide:e scope for social 
Bl ..,_._~ ... MJL 

backr-;round--and thus for placing references to knie;hts in an 

identifiable social settinz:;--than the poems already considered, 

but there has been considerable disa~;:-eement about the nature of 

that background. As John t.lcCall has pointed out, persuasive 

cases have been ma.de both for the idea that Chaucer 'rnedievalised 1 

his sov_rces and for the idea. that he 'classicised' them. 

Other critics, in EcCall's words, 11 have concluded thatChaucer 

purposefull;y created tNo perspectives, medieval and ancient", 

for a double effect of both vivid nearness and historical 

distance. 4 L,ittle emphasis has been placed by scholars cm 

historical aspects of knighthood in the work, though D. w. Hobertsm;. 

e..sserts tho. t ~r·_e poem reflects Chaucer 1 s concern about 11 the 

mani.fest decay of Enslish chivalry".5 1-:ioorrr,an goes so far as 

to claim that traditional knichtly occupations are almost 

absent, and that the twc lovers are primarily man and wot1an 

rather than knisht and lady. "Except that courtly love is 

peculiar to a leisured courtly society and restricted by the 

chivalric cod.e11
, he corm:lents, 11 the r.iajor characters of the 

poem need not have oeen l<~ni;.:;hts and ladies at all. 116 
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I~onetheless, in r:iru-:i.;7 respects Troilus appears to be a 

recognisable medieval figure--a kniQ.1t bannoret, or knir.;;ht of 

sufficient mili ta:c;y ex~perience and social rank to have a 

number of knir;hts under his banner ~'1d cor:rrnand (I, 183-4; II, 1248-9). 

His description on returninc fror:1 battle in Book Two makes 

clear that his desi~-nation as a knir:;ht is not sinply a convenient 

label: 

This Troilus sat on his baye steede, 
Al armed, save his hed, ful richel:"l; 
And \1ownded uas his hors, and c;an to blede, 
On which he rood a pas ful softely ••• 
So lik a nan of arr.r.es and a kny;;ht 
He Nas to seen, fulfilled o:' hei;:::h prowesse; 
:F'or botbe he hadde a body and a w .. yght 
To don that tb.inc;, as wel as hardyn.esse ••• 
His helm t911ewe:n. was in t:.renty. places, 
That by a t:';rssew henr; his bak b;yhynde; 
His sheeld todasshed was with swerdes and oaces, 
In which men r:1ycht many an arwe f:mde 
That thirled hadde horn and nerf and rynde ••• 

(II, 624-7, 631-4, 633-42) 

In times of truce Troilus hunts and hawks just like Froissart's 

knights (III, 1779-81; V, 65), and he has been successful in 

"torney marcial 11 (IV, 1669). The actual descriptions of 

battle (for example,IV, 43-6) do not specify any exclusive form 

of combat, but truces and safe-conducts are arranced, and 

prisoners ransoned, in a thoroughly medieval manner (IV, 57-60, 

139-40). 

Troilus is second to none "In durryng don that longeth 

to a knyght 11 (V, 837), and we hear intermittent reports of his 

prowess in the field. After Pandarus :persuades him that his 

love is not hopeless he 'plays the lion' in the field, and 

invites comparison with Eector, of whom Pandarus comments: 

In al this world ther nys a bett:ce k.nyght 
~L'han he, that is of worthynesse welle. (II, 177-3) 
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The corr:parison with Hector in prowess reveals, however, a 

marked contrast bet:ween the two xnishts in other respects. 

Whereas IIector fic;hts for Troy, Troilus fichts prir:mJ:ily for 

lmre, and--as I shall ars1.le later (see below, Section VI, 5)--

this materially affects our j'..l.dsment of his status as a kni0ht. 

At any rate the poei:1 is clearly concerned :prim.arily with 

his bebaviour in love rather thaI1 in 2 ... --:-ms, and his fish.ting 

always talrns pl ace offstage, as it were, the narrator appeari:1g 

to disclaim any ,sreat interest in it: 

A:!1d if I ha.dd.e ;yt2.ke.Yl for to ·.·;rite 
T!1e arr:ies of this ili:e wort:f1i i'.18.l:. -
Than wold.e ic!1 of his batailles cndite: 
Bu .!-. .t:'OY' t11aL T -l-·o •rrri· ·'-en .;.•..: ... ~-'- ~--; r,·r.:;·n , li ..L - • l,, ~ ls llii-s lJ -· ...___.. ,_ l! ....1--'-t.)0._.J. 

Of his love; I hav0 se:rd as I kan,-
His worthi d0des, ·whoso list rtem he ere, 
Rede Da:ces, he kan telle hem alle ifeer0. (V, '1765-7'1) 

The :point is r:ot just that Chaucer \·1anted "to uri te a love 

story rather than a:..-i epic. 7 He took care to er::phasise the 

fact of Troilus' s kn:i.rlltly ra'J.1-c and to Iaa1ci:e periodic refere::.Jce 

to its martial ioplication.s, while nevertheless settins the 

love stor,y firraJ.y in the fora~rour.1.de One effect of this is 

to displace the lad: of' inte:.;. ... es·t; in details of battle frcri1 

the author to 'l1roilus himself; it is the latter who chooses 

to be fi~nt and foremost a love~, and to use his kni@lthood and 

prm'less 2.s a Bprinsboard to amatory success. 

2. 11 The Knid1t' s Talett 

The usefulness of looking at the references to knichts 

in ~ ir1 the context of tile_ historical 'institution' o:f 

k~1icbthood is considerE:.bly qlml:Lfied by "this predominating 

co::ncern with love" hovever, 
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to be; more fertile c;round for this approach in view of the 

ostensible settinc; Qf their framework. The Knight of the 

pilgrimage at any rate, as i·ioorman has remark eel, seems to be 

firmly related to a contemporary historical situation in a way 

that none of Chaucer's other knights is. 8 This supposition 

is, I shall ars"Ue, ultimately more misleading than illutlinatine;; 

but for the moment I wish to by-pass the Kni[;ht and Squire of 

the General Prolo6ue, returnins to them after a consideration 

of those tales in which knights play a prominent part. In turn-

ine; first to the 11 /~ni~;ht' G Tale 11
, however, it is necessar;7 to 

observe that the assumption of the Knight's historical solid-

ity has considerably affected att5.tudes tov1ai"'ds those aspects 

of his tale with which I am concerned. 

Ilar:.y critics have agreed with William Fro.st that 

"such a tale is clearly suited to the iCnisht of Chaucer's 

prolocue who tells it, a man of high ranJ.-:, wide travel, and 

ingenuous loyalty to the ideas of his c.lass and age."9 On 

this basis co~nentators have often discerned in the tale 

evidence of the Xnisht's presumed familiarity with fourteenth-

century chivalric li.:?e. D .. s. Brewer has described the tale as 

a crucial doclL.'nent for the 11knightly values" of the pe!'iod. 

Accordint; to i"'iuriel Bowden, Chaucer presented 11 a chivalric 

picture of ~edieval li.fe" in place of the "classical epic and 

love storyn of b.is source.. Stuart Robertson claimed that 

Chaucer's version of the story is more nreaListic 11 than that of 

Boccaccio, and drew sever.'al parallels between incidents 

desc!'ibed by li'roisse.rt a.Yld epj.sodes in the tale. Schofield 
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remarked on the "realistic" pre;:::ent-ation of chivalry in the 

ta.le, a.nd cornmented that it is 11 one of the best pictures we have 

of Ene;lish couctly life in. the fourteenth century". The 

Knight's professional interests, claims Paul Thurston, lead 

him to digress into details such as those concerning the 

prepaTations for the tournarnent.10 

Nonetheless, others have remarked on contrasting 

features of the tale's setting. Peter Beidler sees the tale 

as "pure romance", at varian.ce with the serious business of 

tne Knight's crusades, while Judith Herz perceives a conflict 

i.•d.thi1:. the tale its elf between the artificial structure of 

romance and the insistent "realism" which the narrator's own 

experier.Lce leads him to introduce. According to Robert Haller, 

Chaucer opted for the setting and style of classical epic, 

deliberately rejectinc the style and typical subject matter 

of romances ru""ld lays. Tald.ng this approach further, David 

3enson asserts that Chaucer was concerned not only to replace 

roraance characteristics with epic ones, but to create throush 

deliberate archaising a co~vincing pagan and classical setting, 

in orde!:' to reflect the pre-Cr..ristian origins of chivalry and a 

ps.gan, ] t . t 1 +- • • ... 11 u . ima e y ... ragic view or. man. 

There is a considerable degree of confusion here, a~~--

as far as the subject of chivalry is concerned--a sreat deal 

of 5eneralisation based on the interpretation of very selective 

details. One of Thurston's comments may be taken as an example 

of the difficulties involved in the use of historical evidence. 

He B.I'blJ.CS that Theseus's refusal .of ransom to Palamon and 
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Arcite, and the co.:J.diti.ons in which they are detained (quite 

unlike the luxury iescribed by Boccaccio), run counter to 

contemporary pronouncements on the treatment of prisoners, 

and therefore indicate comic impracticalities in the code of 

chivalr~,r to which Thu~cstor~ assumes Theseus and the narrator 

ostensibly subscribe.12 It is not altoe;ether clear that this 

conclusion is justified even if we accept the relevance of 

contemporary custom, but the admissibility of such evidence 

. bl -'-. '13 i · 1 1 d is pro e~a~ico It seems lLely, as V~ A. Ko ve has suggeste 

in· an unpublished paper, that Chaucer's insistence on the agony 

of the two knic;hts in p:cison is intended to be primarily thematic 

and meta~horical in its effect: their state of mind cuts them 

off fro::'l tbe considerations which can ameliorate life in. what 

ThesGl~.s calL.1 "this foule prisoun of this lyf 11 (I, 3061). \·lhen 

Arci te is reles.sed frof.'l pi ... ison he complains that "How is my 

prisou:".l 1:10rse than bi.forn11 (1224). Their chains are to some 

extent cf their own forging. 

E'viclsnce of the kind Thurston invokes can only be 

considered relevm1t:, one nay suggest, if Chaucer gives us 

sufficient re&eon for seeing a continuity between the world of" 

the tale and the ".·Jider vrnrld of historical reference. Such 

continuity can only be established by a fairly consistent 

build-up of references to appropriate historical circumstances. 

Stuart Eobertson expressed the view that Chaucer does in fact 

d.o this, and pointed especially to the tournament, which he 

called "ve:::-3r characteristic of the century". 14 A recent 

study by :3ruce Cowr,ill, hovrnver, has shown that in the accoant 
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of the tour11a.ment Chaucer created a unique blend by :w.ixinc; 

elements of separate contei.:lporary practices and mergint; them 

with archaic custon:s. In particular, aspects of the old, 

h . "l" -"- le t;ou le ha .. rc been co,..,bi·ned '·'i'th t'ne an.arc ic, ne ee-s 0y · rr y v , '"" .;, 

tic;hter procedural rules of the contemporary judicial duel 

in a totally unhistorical manner. 15 

If the arQlment that medieval chivalric practices are 

accuratHl;y described in the tale is open to attack, however, 

so is the opposite vietJ that the Knig:llt is at pains to 

describe classical rather than medieval military scenes. 

David Benson's arr;u.ment to this effect is particularly 

• • • • .._ • .:i 
16 Ch t h tmconvinc1.nc in ivs evi1.:.ence. aucer appears o ~ave 

felt fr·ee to dispense with any strict historical consistenc.;y, 

but he also seems to have had a definite purpose in his choice 

of descriptive detail--whether de:vising his o·wn or followint; 

either the classic~l or the medieval possibilities suGsested 

by his sources. In the case of the references to knie;hthood 

in the 'Knibht's Tale", at least, this assumption appears 

justified. Chaucer raakes clear in his first reference to 

Theseus as a knic;ht that the term means more than merely a 

war~cioi'. Theseus swears 11 his ooth, as he was trewe knyt:ht~ 1 

that he will aven::;e the wrone;s done to the suppliant women 

by Creon, whom he later kills 11 illa.l'lly as a knyght"--complementing 

moral v1ith physical worth (959, 987). At other points in 

the tale it is evident that an oath sworn on a man's knicllthood 

is a very solemn one (see 1612, 1855) .. Arcite and Palanon 

are of course also kni:.:;hts, both. bearing the same coat-ar:,1our, 

bu.t whereas Thesec1s' s knic;hthood has been mentioned only in 
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association with nartial prowess and sociB;l oblic;ation (the 

restoration of leGal richts to the oppressed), theirs becomes 

almost j_mDediately lin.l::ed with love. l;Jounded on the battle

field, the;:t recove~c only to be 'wounded' by Emily (1096-7, 

1115-8, 1554-8). 'J:his event i:omediately raises an important 

question of knightl;;r oblis;ation, a discussion of which will 

help to clarify the way in which Chaucer uses contemporary 

chivalric details in the poemo 

The relationship of sworn brotherhood and mutual help 

that Palamon invokes, enphatically and at length (1129-51), is 

clearly intended to recall the medieval practice of brotherhood. 

. I" H T" • - t .l- 17 in a.."":'ms, as ·1.. • Aeen poin s OUvc. The oath has been sworn 

on their lcnif,hthood, and PalaYJon claims that Arcite is therefore 

";ybounden as a knyc;ht 11 to help hio. Jn real life such 

relationships uere certai:ily taken se:ri.ously--regarded not 

as mere ext:;:·avagances but as lec;al contracts enforceable 

in courts of law. Arcite an.d Palauon have made a "seurete" 

and a 11 bond"; if ei·~her one sta.n.ds in the way of the other 

he incurs public d.ishonour. The normal conditions of such 

a~-reements involved mutual military aid, the equal sharing 

of all gains of war, contribution to the brother's ransom if 

he were ta"ken prisoner, and assistance in lawsuits, although 

it was often assurned in addition that, in Keen's words, 

11 a brother in at:·r:m was a person on whom one oush-C to be able to 

rely for assistance in the dischar[.:e of intimate famil:'l a.no. 

personal concerns. 11 The only normal exception to such 

agreements was tho.t a brother in arms was not obliged to 
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undeT"tllirn actions uhich would involve a breach of his 

obligation to his liece lord.. By contrast, the oath w·hich the 

Theban knights have sworn is primarily, thouc;h not totally, 

ccncerned with love: 

Neither of us in love to h;yndre oother, 
Ne in noon oothcr cas, my leeve brother; 
But that thou sholdest trewely forthren me 
In every cas, as I shal fcrthren thee. (1135-8) 

Arcite does not deny the content of the oath, but he claims the 

right of desavouer on the curious grounds that love supersedes 

even an oath that he has ri1ade specifically about love. 

The point of the reference to brotherhood in arms is 

surel~l to d0monstrate, by the introduction in somewhat altered 

form of an idea fron: conte.Dporary chivalric practice, the 

failure 1)f the two knichts to exercise over their passions the 

control to which they are theoretically pledged. In addition, 

the :r.ru.tation of the substance of the oath i'rom the area of 

fightins to that of love emphasises the association of their 

knighthood with their roles as lovers. Arcite fears Pala.men 

may be successful with Emily in his absence because he is 11 a. 

knyght, a worthy ar..C. an able 11 (1241)--able, presumably, in mat·i;ers 

of 1ove--and when he lies on his deathbed he recommends Pala::uon 

to Et!ily as a."1. ideal 11 servaunt 11
, citing his qualities of 11 trouthe, 

honour, k:nyc;hthede 11
, among others (2786-95). Although Palamon 

is the knight of Venus, and .A.rci te that of f.lars, both have the 

same basically sexual motivation. .t\rcite' s appeal to ~·Iars is 

to 11 thilke boo-Ce fir 11 in which the god "whilom brendest for 

de sir". His prayer is thus prinarily to ·bars the lover rather 
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than thG warrior (2383-4),, As Robert Haller points out, the 

struggle between the two knights recalls that of the Thebans 

Polynices and Eteocles, with the pointed difference that it is 

a woman rather than political control that they are fishting 

over~ 18 Similarly, the r:iotive of those \'1ho participate in 

the tournament in support of the two lovers is a desire to 

fight 11 :F·or love and for encrees of chivalrye 11 (2184). 

Thus although knighthood, in medieval terms, is clearly 

of some significance in the poem, the knightly status of Arcite 

and Palamon is associated primarily with their behaviour as 

lovers rathe:;::- than with their social or military function. 

Moreover, in the descriptions of nilitary activities we do not 

find any attempt at historical definition or consistency. 'I'he 

arms and armour are of eclectic variety. The Knight does not 

expect his audience to find familiar the equipment of the 

participa..n.ts in the tournament: 11 Ther maystow seen devisynge 

of harne;ys/So u!L!{outh and so riche ••• " (2496-7). They are 

armed 11 Everych after his opinioun11 (2126-7), and the stress is 

on diversity: 

Sora wol ben armed in an haubergeoun, 
And in a brestplate and a licht gypoun; 
And som wol have a paire plates large; 
And som wol have a Pruce sheeld or a targe; 
So~1e ·wol ben armed on his legc;es we el, 
And b.ave an ax, and som a mace of steel. (I, 2119-·24) 

In keep int;; with this, the kings L;ycursus and Emetreus present 

an outlandish and bizarre appearance, the former clad in a 

bearskin and the latter su.1.:'rounded with lions and leopards. 

Actual details of this kind are selected not with a 

viev1 to minstic realism but according to broader rhetorical 
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p1u·poses. In the account of' the duel between Arci te and 

Pa.lamon in the woods, i'or instance, the absence of any 

elaborate or precise description of the knights' arming or 

manner of fir;htir.Lg allows the uncontrolled violence of the 
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meeting to be the predominant impression. l'alamon and Arci te 

fight like lions and tigers, and formalities are almost 

completely dispensed with. 1.I'heseus is shocked at the unofficial 

and unsupervised nature of their fight, and by ioplication its 

detachment from broader social forms and considerations. The 

entry of order into the scene is signalled by a reference to 

formal chivalric pr·ocedure. As Neilson noted, Theseus 1 s cry of 

"Hoo!" is that prescribed for separating the conbatants in a 

judicial duel, according to regulations EOVerning such occasions 

drawn up for Richard II by the Dulrn of Gloucester, Constable of 

England.19 

Theseus objects that they are fir;hting 11Withouten jug;e 

or oother officere,/As it were in a lystes roiall3r 11 (1?12-3). 

Medieval authorities were at;reed that the judicial duel should 

be used only as a last resort. Gloucester's ordinance laid 

dmm that cases should first be pleaded in court, and only when 

the issue cannot be decided there may the constable enjoin battle 

in his role 11 as vecarie generall under God and the k;;rnge". 20 

Benet objected to all trials by coobat as attempts to test God's 

justice, claiming that often "the man who had right on his side 

has, notwit;hstandi:n.g this, lost the battle11 
; but he added that 

if men did persist in them they m~st at least f ir;ht in enclosed 

lists and in the presence of their loi,d. 21 Chaucer sives us no 
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e:ncouracer:1ent to ir:troduce the question of the justifice.tion of 

judicial duels into a consideration of this episode ( thm .. i_c:1:: 

Theseus's attitude appears to have something in common with that 

of Bonet), and in any case a stru5sle between rival lovers does 

not, accordins to any of the authorities, qualify as a subject 

for a judicial duel. 22 But through Theseus's brief rema:r..--ks he 

presents the anaJ.:chic behaviour of the two knights in terr.ls of 

contemporary chivalric law. 

In sirailar fashion, when dealins with the tournament, 

Chaucer allovrn thematic concerns to override any intentions of 

providing an accurate picture of current chivalric life. The 

tournament r.m.st be sufficiently structured to represent the way 

in which Theseus contains cla_l'lgerous and disruptive passions and 

renders them fairly harmless. But it must also be sufficiently 

violent and turbulent to allow those passions to work themselves 
?'A 

out and to r8veal their original stren6th and urGency.~~ 

Theseus's last-minute decision that certain deadly weapons shall 

not be allowed, and that only one charc;e may be made with a 

pointed le.nee, and that prisoners shall not be killed, helps to 

fulfil both tb.ese aims, but at a sacrifice of contemporary 

historical plausibility (2537-53). The duke is seen to set 

significa..~t, thoush not overly restrictive, limits to the 

ultiiliate ferocity of the contest, and at the same time we are 

;nade to realise the seriousness of the proble:n which the 

tourna'.Hent ~LS desir;ned to solve: here are two hundred knights 

eager to participate in what was to have been a battle to the 

death, and for no ree.l cause at all. 
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The crowd is delic;hted at what they refjard as a sit;n 

o! Theseus's especial benevolence; yet in historical terms it 

would be fantastic if such regulations had not been iI:Iposed. 

liven in the undisciplined twelfth-century melees the aim of the 

participants was to capture op9osing knif;hts and take their 

horses and armour i,ather than to kill them. Fatalities were 

fairly ccm:.:non, but they were either accidental or the result 

of the degeneration of the occasion into serious fighting. 

Men who were suspected of having arrang;ed fatal 'accidents' 

for the purpose of revenge or private quarrel came close to 
?LJ. public dishonour.~ Tourneys a outra..vice' in VJhich normal 

weapons of war were allowed rather tha.""l blunted points, were 

not liter~lly fought to the death. Even the nost primitive 

tournaments had refuges f o::;:- each side and rules outlawing 

foul or dangerous blows. In England, tournament regulations 

were codified in the mid-thirteentl1-century Statuta Armorum, 

which allm·10d the use onl;}r of bli;.nted weapons. 

A .further element in Theseus's tournament would have 

appeared anachronistically violent to inf'ormed f ourteenth-cen-

tury listene::cs. We are told that one of the knights is 

captured b;f twznty opponents, 

And he.ryed forth by aroe, foot, a.vid too, 
And eke his steede dryven forth with staves 
With footmen, bothe yeraen and eek knaves. (2726-8) 

This recalls the anarchic and scandalous scenes such as those 

at Rochester in 1251, when footsoldiers attacked fleeing knights 

with sticks and clulis. The turbulence of the knif;hts' atter..d-

ants had becm::e 2. problem; the filatut~ Armorum curbed the 
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pax·ticipation of non-knightly forces, and prohibited the 

kind of incident that Chaucer describes here. 25 Theseus's 
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tournament is clearly not in any historical sense 'realistic'. 

Consequently it provides no basis for deciding such issues 

as what Chaucer thought about the justification of tournaments 

in his own day, despite Euriel Bowden's comment that the 

account indicates Chaucer's 11 interest in and approval of 
2,... 

royal tournaments"·· 0 

This lack of concern with historical precision indicates 

that Chaucer made little effort to match the quasi-historical 

backgrou:r:d of the Knight with a tale of siriilar milieu. ?Ieverthe-

less the tale establishes a franework of chive.lric refer·ences, 

and though Palamon and Arci te are lovers and fight mainly i.'or 

love, more specifically knightly activities (in historical 

terms) are presented. throug...11 the role of Theseus. On the whole, 

however, there seems to be little more evidence here than in 

Troilus of any direct continuity between Chaucer's portrayal 

cf knights and an;jr hypothetical concern he rna~r have had \Ii th 

contemporary chivalric practice. If the 11 Knight 1 s Tale 11 ·was 

to some extent addressed specifically to the knights of Chaucer's 

England~ as some commentators have claimed, it was not in any 

straishti'orward way. 

3. The Wife, the Eerchant, the r.'ran.1.:lin, 

and "The Tale of Sir Thopas 11 

Other of the Canterbury Tales off er equally intricuir.g 

prospects in the search for Chaucer's involvement with the 

chblalry cf his day. The Uif e of Bath contributes an Arthurian 
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story, Whilo both the I'ranklin, who has been a knight of the 

shire. and the Vie:rcl:ant tell stories about kni5hts. Chauce1 ... 

himself offers a .fragment of chivalric story in popular 

style. 

The VJ if e of Bath is a woman of substance, a cloth-maker, 

and therefore connected 1·li th the wool-trade on which l'.:nc;land' s 

prosperity in this centur;y rested. It is naturally temptin8 

to see her as a representative of a risinG 'bourgeoisie', and 

Dorothy Col!Iler has claimed that she and the J?ranklin embody 

two alternative responses of the~~ riche towards the 

chivalric class. 1:Jhereas the ?ranldin wishes to ape the 

11 gentilesse" of his ersti·1hile social superiors, the t'if e 

defiantly wants to break down the ba:ericrs of courtly privi1et;e. 

Her refusal to accept "auctoritee11 is, in this view, a ger..eral 

protest asainst social privilege, and the ha0 1 s discourse 

in her tale is a de:na:'ld from 11 the representative of oellie;erent 

individualism Blnong~ the less privileged classes, who is ma.!tins 

this case against knightly pretensions and the whole idea of 

hereditary ::::-e.ri..k 11
• 
27 This neatly sche1mtic view does not 

accord well with my conclusions about social rnobilit;y in 

Chaucer's England. The \·Jife is unlikely to have found herself 

barred by birth from .such social importa:::J.ce as she desired; her 

ambitions are vi8orous but petty, apparently concerned mainly 

with questions of parochial precedence (I, 449-52). f·:oreover, 

the protest in her 11 preawble of a tale 11 is specifically 

against the authority o.f clerks and husbands. As we have 

seen, there is little evi.dence else1:Jhere of conflict between 
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'courtly' a:nd 'bourc;eois 1 classes in English society of 

the time, lli"1d the hag's remarks on 11 centilesse 11 are of a 

totally conventional kind. 28 
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If the Wife did indeed intend a coffiI11ent on the knights 

or temporal authorities of her own day she could hardly 

have chosen a more oblique way of doing it than by invoking 

the imaginatively autonomous world of the A:rthurian tradition. 

The choice is a conspicuous one, since a fabJ.iau would seem 

more immediately appropriate to her boisterous and coaxse sense 

of hm:1our. ':I:he possible i ... easons for the Arthurian settins will 

be discussed later (see below, sec-Ci on VI, 7) ; at the mon~ent 

I wish mel."'el~r Jco point out how once ar;ain in this tale the 

read9r is z;iven little chance to rr.ake direct connections 

between the chivalric story and the realities of contemporary 

knighthood. The knight in the tale has no explicit role in 

the defence or administration of society. Apart from hawking, 

his only activities are those arisin5 from his sexual proclivities .. 

His quest to a-void retribution for his crime of rape requires 

no specifically knightly qualities, and involves no consideEation 

of the social or religious role of knighthood. The hag 

mockingly implies that the reputation of the Round Table centres 

on the sexual virility of its knights rather than on 

traditional chivalric virtues: 

lrareth every knyt;ht thus with his vr;/f as ye? 
Is this the lawe of l<::;ynt; Arthures hous? 
Is every knyght of his so dangerous? (III, 1088-90} 

The ,relucta."'lt husband's knighthood seems to be a qualificat;ion 

for love rather than for &.vi.y of th.e duties which a knicht 
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psrs-:-.na1ly !:;:no'v.Jn to the '1Jife of' 3ath would have been 

expc,;-;i..: :;;:.t to cer.:;.:·:y· out. ~wen. the ostensible comparison 

at the 2tcn.:-t; of the tale betvrnon old Britain and modern 

England turns out to be:; a s].~/ joke at the expense of the 

mendice.nts. 

It L1ight perhaps be arsued that the protagonist of the 

11 \'life of Ba-ch's Tale 11 is a knight simply because Chaucer 

decided. to retain the Arthurian setting of many of his 

possible sources. Ho such explanation, however, can be 

ap·plied to the tale told by the l·~erchant., The Clerk has 

just recounted a story about a ruler in Lombard;]' who is 

not once re.f erred to as a knir~ht; but the Merchant's 

Lombard is at once cD.aracterised as a 11 worthy knycht", 

though in his main source, Deschamps' Viiroir de:; ~=aria;:o:e, 

there is no indication that Franc Vouloir, the equivalent 

character to January, is to be regarded as a knight. Nor 

is the central figure a knight in any of the published 

fu""lalogues. 29 

Since the Eercha.1t' s story is probably intended to 

seem partly autobiographical, a merchant would be the obvious 
-o 

choice for a central character.-' But the narrator disclaims 

any intention of revealinr; more about his 11 owene soore 11
, and 

the substitution of a l:night may represent his atteLlpt to 

diSf;l.J.ise the autobioe;rapl1ical elements. And yet, as Pm;l Olson 

ha.s point8d out, the choice of a Lombat>d· connects January 

with mercl.1e ... n.ts rather than knights in the eyes of the pilgri.:::i.s .. 

The Lolli·oai::d.n whom they 1:1ot1 .. lcl probably have met would have bor:m. 
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barJ;:ero and me:n·.hai1.ts who bou[';ht wool in En['.;land for 
-·1 

manufacture abroad.,? Italians encased in commerce were 

generally known in Enc;land as Lombards. The bankers 

were disliked as usurers, and Gower declared that he would 
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not d:i.e in the sir1 of usury for all the treasure of Pavia, 

January's home town. 32 IIoreover, Znglish coomercial interests 

wanted to see both the finar..cing and the rnanuf acturing sectors 

of the wool trade in native hands, and Lombards were consequently 

very unpopular at this time with the IJondoners, who periodically 

denounced thew. as traitors, spies and sexual deviants. Gower 

accused theo of ch~ating the .t:ne;lish and putting the native 

merchants in their bonda[;e. The;y arrive in Engla...n.d pooi .. , 

he declared, but soon become rich.33 Olson concludes that 

Chaucer's Herchant is creatins an alter ego whom his audie:ac.e 

can ha.te as a foreigner; he is thus distracting attention 

away from himself, and--one miGht perhaps add--exp:.i:-essing in 

a psychologically acceptable way his self-conte:npt. 

\'Jhy then does the I'ierchant risk allowin5 his audience 

to miss the point of his topical allusion b;y- making January 

a knight? There is, after all, nothing which cormects 

January to these trade rivalries except the one reference to 

Lombardy. Olson's &'1swer is that he is not mea."lt to be seen 

as a knif)lt at all in the English sense, but as one of the 

Ito.J.ia.n 11 com~:aercial aristocracy conposed of tbose \'1hom 
...,4 

ri1ercha;.1t wealth had civen :cank" .. ' Hcwevei" there is little 

evidence that Chaucer intended his audience to r:mke such 

fill o.ssurnr•tio:il. 1~lthough no rigid. division existed in :practice 
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be-i:;ween the class to ·which most Enr;lish knights belont;ed 

and that which included p:r'osperous r.:ercb.e.nts, the two 

'professions' were theoretically quite distinct. 

Peter }Jeidler suggests that the reference to Lorn·oard;y 

nay be intended as a r;iockery of the unchivalric nature of 

January's knic;hthood, for which he has no obvious qualii'ice~-tions; 

the merca.'1.tile associations of the place may indicate that 

he has bour;ht his way into the nobilit;y. Beidler finds an 

a.n.alo2;ue of sorts to the 11 1-Ierchant' s Tale" in a French fabliau, 

Berenf)er au 102::.r: cul, in ·which a Lombard money-lender's 

son is k:c . .iz_:hted and c;iven a EOble wife by a noblenan 8.s 

payment for a debt. In response to his wife's taunts tb.at 

he does no knigb:t;ly deeds, the ne\·1ly-mad0 knight rides out and 

smashes his weapons asainzt trees, returning with acco·J.nts 

of his exploits.. Eis wife follows him on one of these 

expedi tio:1s, dissu.ised as a knight, and challenges him. - ,He 

pleads to be excused from fighting her, whereupon she humiliates 

him in the fashion of Alisoun of Oxford and cuckolds him with 

The f abliau clair:.1S that hardy knights are not 

to be found in Lombardy.35 

A more 5eneral reason for thinkins that a tale told by 

a merchant about a knight nay have had significant social 

resonances ~as been suggested by Gardiner Stillwell. He r-otes 

tl~at the terms of approval used by contemporary mercha.Tt;s 

for their fellows were x·ather different from the usua.l chivalric 

virtues; instead -;;hey praised--in one formulation from the 

Qlild o:cdinanccs--"viri bonorabiles, discreti, circumspecti, 
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, • 1 t .. , prooi, ~ones .i· • Stilh1ell claims that Chaucer was c;reatly 

interested in the ethos of the business wan, a f isure who 

was it:,J.1ored by the ro1:nancers and condemned for avarice by 

ih ' ·1· t 36 ; e no mi is -s. 

The "Nerchant 1 s Tale" itself does not, however, present 

a portrait of either a chivalric or a mercantile world which 

in any obvious \·Tay directs attention to the realities of 

conter:rporary Zn::;lish (or for that matter Italian) society. 

January is several times referred to as a knight, and 

his worthL1ess, wisdom, honour and nobility in that capacity 

are mentioned with various degrees of irony.37 His conventional 

chivalric retinue includes a squire who "carf biforn the 

kn~rght .ful nany a day", and he follows tbe forms at least oi· 

e.n aristocratic way of life, fron which the 1·:erchant appea.:cs 

to dissociate hinself in his comment on Ilay's confinement: 

So lor-2;e hath r:a;y-us in hir chanbre ab;rden, 
As custume is unto thise nobles alle. (IV, 1888-9) 

~·::iay' s iI·onically-praised 11 franchise 11 towards Damyan is a 

quality associated with the noble life, and Januar~;t' s role as 

a noble or ruler is er;:iphasised by the scenes in which he seeks 

the advice of his brothers~Placebo a...~d Justinus. Placebo 

advises !1is bI·other of his great experience in these affairs 

with n1oi ... des of ful heic:.h estaat 11
, having been 11 a court-man" 

all his life. The the1:rn i:.'ltroduced here, of the ruler's 

need to seek and ba suided by the right }~ind of advice, and 

the courtier's duty to give honest rather than welcome counsel, 

runs right t:b...rout)i the Can-::;e:rburv •.rales, and appears to have -- ----
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been a mnjor cor~cern of ·writers of the time. 3b 

It is of course appropriate to January's knic.-"i-ithood 

that he should be by implication a ruler, but as such he is 

not eubedded in an)~ social structure; his ra.:i.1k is expressed 

only in his luxurious st;yle of living and in his amorousr..ess. 

LDce Palamon, he is a knight of Venus: 

ltnd Venus laug;he-Ch upon eyers wicht, 
]'or tTanuarie was bicome hir knyght. (IV, 1723-4) 

Within the tale, his knighthood is circumscribed by his role 

a.s I,1ay's lover, an.d the only acts of prowess he glories in 

are his dubiously received labours in bed. Despite the 

superficia.l likelihood of contemporary social referenci3 in 

the poem, a pertinent social background is not given. If Januar~{ 

is mocked as an armchair-knight, as Beidler sugcests, We l<:tel< 

an:y explarn1tion of hO\'l he should '::le putting his knightly 

obligations into practice. 

The lo~~ classicus for attempts to discern a comic 

interplay of bourgeois and chivalric values in the ~~:~ is 

tre 13:.i'ranl:lin's Tale 11
• The view of R. K. Root, later supported 

by Kittredge, that the Fra.ril{lin is a parvenu and social climber 

has achieved a certain orthodoAry, despite occasional protests. 

Thus Lu:miansky s0es the poem as an awh.1.·mrd attenpt b;y a 

bourgeois sentleman to affect the style G.nd subject matter 

of courtly romar~ce: ~ solidly practical nan with aspirations 

to nobili t;y makas an :L:nconc;ruous attempt to combine marriage 

and courtly love uTider t::.1e banner of 11 3entilesse11 --a construction 

ft h . 30, O!. t .... e term which the Host co12tempttlousl;:;r rejects. " According 

to the rather sioilar view of Al.fred David, the Franldi.n is 
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attemptinc~ to pa;y a co::ipliment, as a r.:ember of an iri1portant 

emert;ins class, to the Knic;ht and the Squire. But his version 

of the old chivalric values is a bloodless one; the stormy 

passions of chivalric love are reduced to staid relationships 

in a bourseois world which is reasonable, contractual and 

vaGuely democratic.40 Russell Peck sees the Franklin as a. 

middle-class en"l:;reprenear aspirinr::; to greatness, and thus 

taken in by what he conceives to be the 11 gentilesse 11 of the 

Squire's nonsensic:al tale: 11 F'or him chivalry is a dream of a 

sublime life which he can never possess, but V.Jhich he clutches 

at because his socie·li;:,' upholds the illusions and vanities 

of its outward forws, even thout:;h the heart (for middle-class 

freeholders, at least) is dead. 1141 Haller assumes that not 

only does the :G'ranklin wa...."'1t to prove himself a 11 gentil wight 11 

like the Squire, but he also has chosen a meretricious model 

in accordance with the fact that the Franklin's own sole 

1 . "" t" ~ t•1·~ . l" . d 1 42 qua. 1.11ca ion ...... or c;en i i0y is se :i.:-in u ge!lce. 

Harry Berser takes a more sympathetic view of the li.,rank-

lin's social theories, arsuin5 that his admiration of chivalry 

is modified by an awareness that chivalric imperatives must 

be modified by new social denands. The Franklin is a 

counterwei5ht to the te:'.ldenc~y oi' the Knisht and Squire to 

indulce in 11 a nostalgia for ideals which are deca;:red or missing 

in the present tiL1e 11
• This element of escapism in chivalry 

--exeraplif'ied in the tale b;y Arvera[!ius 1 s extended absence in 

search o.f r0ncwn--ignores the social obli;--;ations symbolised 

by home and. marriage: "The Franklin makes it clear that the 
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demands of the chivalric lii'e and ethos, which seer11 to have 

for him the patina of the golden ace, conflict with the de10ands 

of the more routine and oour~:;eois tro~ of marriase. 11 

Accordinc; to Bersel.', the knight's concern with his honour 

must be sacrificed "in tho interest of a socially-directed 

g,ou.-t£.e 11 (tho1,;[;h one micht object that this is hardly what 

Arveragus does). The L'ranklin is atter:1p·cing to "convert the 

'olde gentil' lay into a parable touchi.ns on problems of 

conte::npora.ry interest--the t:L"'ansfer of the old ideals of 

k .. "1.i[:;'hthood to clerkly and corarnercial enterprises. If the 

private and a:>:"istocratic idyll is to be justified it must 

be capable of translation into some more mundane and practical 

' ~ , l" • t, . , ,,LJ-3 sp.oere 01 puo ic ac ivi-c~/· 

.'l.;1other ane.lysis of the conteDporary social implications 

of the talc is provided by "!:2oy Pearcy' s study of the relations 

between kni;:;hts m1d 11 worthy vavasours" in the ror::iances. In 

this latter context vavasou..rs are usually hone-loving lando;·mers 

whose function is to offer hospitality to knights errant. 

Thcu€_~h p1-:-oviding a sharp contrast to the aristocratic and 

. d 1 • t. - . :i...t i ~ea.J..is ,ic Krac; • .i. s, they had originally a community of 

interest \'li th them. But accordin5 to Pearcy the "incompatibility 

betweei1. tradition.al cou.rt]y-chiva.lric ideals and the realities 

of late medieval social life" led to a split between the 

knisllts and vavasouI·s of literature. Under the influence of 

real social developr;ients, the integrated society portrayed in 

the ro:,;ances gave way to the pr·esentation of conflicting 

social interests cb.21::-acteristic of the fabliaux, where the 

vavasot;rs a:ee satirised for materialistic values inconsistent 
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with a-ristocratic courtesy and 'franchise'. Against this 

backr;round. Peare:;', perhaps over-ingeniously, sees the Franklin 

as adopting the attitude of the romances--claiming inclusion 

as a vavasour in the chivalric world of the Squire--while 

the Host adopts the attitude of the fabliaux and rejects his 

presuoptuousness: 11 Chaucer' s :Franklin is not the literal 

exemplar of the rising middle class, looking confidently 

to the future for its chance to infiltrate the ranks of the 

aristocracy, but the .fic,ural representative of an a[e wistfully 

as·se:rt;i,1G spiritual alleciance with an antique chivalric 

world whose val"!...'!.es are rapidly becoming anachronistic .. 11 

~:evertheless the 1.i're.nklin does not succeed, for his courtl~,r 

story in 11 infused \·1i th bou.:rgeois sentir::i.entali ty11 and betra:;.·s 

a "rationalistic a.."'ld comrr,on-sense vision". 44 

These vievrn all assume that the Franklin is excluded 

from the chivalric world. G. H. Gerould, however, protested 

against the assur:iption of his inferior social status, noting 

that conteuporary :cef er enc es to franl-:lins indicate that they 

were usually not just free men or freeholders (as the name 

literally i:1et=u1s) but landowners of very substantial social 

positior1, d.istin;uished fron kni~"its only by titular ra:n.k 

rather than by tenure or weal th. '+5 Gerould' s assertion is 

corroborated by the evidence of Bracton's use of the term 

'vavasour' in listing the ranks constituting the secular 

power structure of society. First come "imperatores, reges, 

et principes 11
, and oelm'J ther;1 "duces, cooi tes et barones, 

magna.tes sivE: vavasores, et milites, et etiam liberi et vilani" .. 
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Vavasours are mentioned before knichts again in the sp~cific 

treatment of the kine; 1 s o:'ficers: 11 others are called 

vavasours, men of creat di;;nity. A vavasour cannot be better 

defined than a vessel selected foI.' strent;th, that is 'vas 

sortitura ad vali tt:dine:-t!. 1
• Also under the king are kni[.,hts, 

that is persons chosen for the exercisins of rJ.ili tary duties, 

46 that they may i'ic.J1t with the king e.nd those mentioned above. 11 

Chaucer's Fra:nl:lin has held a variety of important 

administrative positio:c.s, havinc been lord of the sessions, 

knight of the shire, and sheriff, as well as carryinc out 

undefin2d duties e_s a 11 contour 11
• 
47 In fact he should be seen 

as at least equiva1ent to a kni~nt with respect to social 

posltion. As a r;1an of landed. \les.lth he would have been 

freq~ently liable to be distrained to knishthood (see above, 

section II, 3). ?ar f:com seekinc the distinction, he has in 

fact probably declined. it, and at a cost. He has, however, 

carried out those duties in the counties for which knit_,hts 

were spe~ified and desired, and his avoidance of the titular 

distinction can not therefore be ascribed to a desire to 

escape the er-suing civil oblications. Despite his non-feudal 

appearance he is more closely involved with the texture of 

society, and in some respects a more typical 'knight' of his 

time, than is the actual I~nicht in the group of pilgrims. 

About the comparative .nobility of the Fra.rtl:lin and 

the Knit;ht Chaucer does not cive us a.n;y information, and we 

are consequently left uith a choice of rez;ardinc; the Franklin 

·r-h · ., n.._ -1- ·1 · er\J e:!:' as &. ci V:L_t. CO\.h erpar v to the mi i tary Kni t;h t, or as a 
/\ 

man who is di.ffere!ltiated. from :tiu (in social terms) primarily 
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on the technical gro~mds that he has 11ot been knichted. 

There are of cou.:r:"se other contrasts, such as that between 

the Knight's austere and the Franklin's luxurious ways of 

living, but it is not immediatelJ-~ apparent that the question 

of knit)lthood is relevant to thew.. It is possible that Chaucer 

was eA-pressing a preference for some for~s of kniGhtly 

activity over others. J3..u.t notions that he condemned or 

applauded the Franklin (and presumably himself) for not 

becomirn; a knic;ht, or that he believed that all men of 

eq_uivalent l::nit:"'.;htly raiik should have military capaci t;y or 

that all knichts of the shire should be belted knights, are 

not substantiated by any evidence we have. 

Ccrtainl3r the tale itself doe3 not make any direct 

allusions to the milieu in which the ll'ranJdin exercised his 

particular version of the knichtly role. His story is 

once again that of a .knight, his lady, and a squire. The 

chivalric setting is dista...nced by place and time, and also 

by the reference to an archaic literary form, but Arveras~s 

is still a knight in a recog:;nisable sense. He has a public 

reputation to shiel~, and is a warrior for whom fighting is 

a profession rather than an occasional necessity; he goes 

off for two ;years 11 To seke in armes worshipe and honour11
• 

But ;1is success in this venture is quite nominal, and the only. 

effect of it which we see is its implied stimulus.to his 

role as a lover: 

Arveraz,us, with heele and creet honour, 
As he that w2.s of chivalrie the flour, 
Is com en ho om, and othere ~ .. 10rth;7 111en. 
0 blisi'ul arto:v now, thou Doric;en, 
That hast thy lusty housbonde in thyne arr.:ies, 
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The fresshe kny;:~ht, the worthy man of ar;nes ••• (V ,108'7-92) 

It is Arveragus the lover with whoo the poem is most 

concerned: "Ther was a kn~.7fj.1t that loved and dide his pa.yne/ 

To serve a lady ••• " (730-1). Eis exploits--"many a labour, 

many a r:;reet e:m.prise 11 (732)--are wrouGht for this lady. His 

knig..lithood is p1cd5ed only as a guarantee of uxorious domestic 

conduct; his "degree" appears to de:nand only that he c;ive the 

appearance of rulinc; his v1ife' s conduct. Tl1e only evidence 

the Franklin offers for the worthiness and wisdom of "this 

wise, worthy knyght 11 is his promise, in order to "lyve in ese 11
, 

to obey his wife (745-8, 787-8). 

As a squire, Aurelius too is part of the chivalric 

world, a."r'ld the clerk shows him scenes of hunting and jousting 

in his Dagic show. :But he also is essentially a lover. 

Of his accorJplishments we see only those which maJr best be 

displayed at a dance. Lil:e Arveragus he exists in a world 

removed from mundar:e professional realities. The social 

implications of his decision to show that a squire can 

11 doon a gentil dede/As \'l;}l as kan a kn~y-ght 11 are not clear. 

Is .Aurelius a squire in the sense (archaic by Chaucer's 

time) of following a novitiate leading to full knighthood, 

or is he, like the Franl~lin, an unkni[llted man of equivalent 

status to a knight? The third member of this obscure 

parallel to the three estates is a clerk, presumably a 

scholar. The social context that would encourage us to find 

here a discussion of social rank is excluded. 

The "Tale of 1J.1hopas 11
, like the 11E·ranklin' s Tale 11

, is 
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o.:n. obvious place to look for the nature of Chaucer's concern 

with chivalry. Kervyn de Lettenhove, in his introduction 

to Froissart, pronounced it a satirical attack on the decadence 

of English chivFilry. Charles i·~oorman sees in it a burlesque 

of "the extravagances, thour;h -not ••• the ideals, of chivalry11
, 

indicatins Chaucer's iripatience with chivalric mannerisms.. rr·he 

bourceois elements in the poem co::lvince Halter Scheps that it 

was Chaucer's intention to satirise burgher notions of knichthood, 

and Lilian Winstanley arcued that the tale reflects the con-

te·raptuous a-tti tude of the French and. Zn5lish aristocrac;"/ 

. . 48 to· tt.e militar;y efforts of the :B'lemish bourgeoisie.. i.J:ha 

inadequacy of the evidence for this latter vim·: has howeveI· 

been demonstrated by 1.~J. W. I1m1rence, who explained t:.C0 presence 

of the bou:cgeois deta~ls in an ostensibly chivalric settins 

as a parody of the homely details found in Da.'ly of the 

Middle :~nglish romances. 49 This theory is creatly strent;thened 

by the larc;e nurr1ber of parallels of this kind between the 

"Thopas" and the En:_-;;lish romances found b;y- Laura Hibbard Loomis, 

who noted that these romances were often intended for simple 

uneducated audiences, and that they frequently substituted 

plebeian for courtly details in descriptions of noble life. 50 

It seems likely, hmV"ever, that Chaucer was not making a 

wholesale attack on the Enc;lish romm1ces, but raerely 

w.ockin.g the biza:r:re B.J.J.d tiresome aspects of' the inferior ones. 

The identification of the object of the satire as a 

liteJ:>a:cy rather than historical one does not leave much scope 

for the detection of reJersnces to Chaucer's societ;;•, \thether 



:Knic;htly or otherwise. But we rna;y- note that Thopas's 

shortcom:i..nc.;s are as much a natter of his ludicrous beha.viour 

as a lover as they are of his failures as a knicht--his 

questionable courage and his f;ener&l lack of chivalric style. 

His aspirations to be a lover (and those of his biocrapher 

to describe him as one) are as basic to his motivation as 

his pretensions to be o.. hero. "Ful many a mayde 11 yearns 

for hir.i, bu-t; bis chastity is such that women 11 wcre bet to 

slepe 11 than 11 moorne for hym paramour". Nevertheless the knic;ht, 

prone to sudden objec.tless fits of 11 love-lon;yn;e 11
, "pr;yked 

as he i'lere wood" at the sound of a sons-thrush. Thopas 

considers no earthly woman worthy to be his mate, and inspired 

by an erotic dream his directio~less journey turns into a quest 

11 An elf-queene for t' esp;::re". When h(3 actually blunders on 

the 11 queene of :rs·ayerye 11
, however, and is in imminent danger 

of having to realise his unchaste dayd.rear.1s, he is oblit;ed 

to postpone the combat for her in order to return for his 

armour. Having been igno~iniously driven off with stones 

without even seeing his "lemman 11
, he commands his men to 

celebrate his forthcominc fight against a giant with three 

heads (or so he claims), 

For paramour and jolitee 
Of oon that shoon ful brighte. (VII, 843-41~) 

Of course Thopas is not properly a character at all, but 

we are probably intended. to see beneath this posturing a 

seA.'U.al timidity whicb he cloaks with avowals of chastity and 

o:f disdain fer worldl:'l wor:len, and compensates for with 
c:.1 

ferocious 1 :pr:C~;;n7; 11 and fa".ltasies about succubi and elf-queens. 7 
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The 11·Thopas" thus continues that association of the knit;ht 

and the lover which is a constantly recurrinc; motif in the 

Canterbury Talcs, as in Chaucer's other worl:s. 
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An attempt to anal;yse Chaucer's concern with chivalry 

must recognise that knighthood as it actuall;{ existed as a 

practical element in Chaucer's society is--in those parts 

of his work so far examined--larr;ely absent. The social realities 

are almost completely excluded even frm:i those \'lOrks where 

contemporary references of such a kind would seem most 

plausible. Chaucer's knishts, as we see thera, are overwhelmingly 

lovers, or r:ien who fight for love, rather than men undertaking 

public duties, whether oi.litary or civil. They exist for the 

most part uithout definite ties to the society in which 

they hold their ran.~; 9.n organic relationship of mutual 

dependence with other estates is Iarely sugc;ested or specified. 

This situation is not altosether surprisi:a.g in view 

of uy conclusions about the nature of knighthood and its lack 

of a clearly defined social roleo The historical realities 

were not necessarily sis-:1.ificarit factors in determining its 

ideological influence or weight. Predictably, Chaucer's use 

of the thematic possibilities of chivalry is not primarily 

mimetic in method but, as l hope to show, symbolic--in the 

sense that knie~hthood and attitudes towards it are ke;y indicators 

o.f the ne,ture of his characters in a wider perspective than 

the merel;y military, social or chivalric. To understand 

how this ~·10rks we shall need to know :nore about the relation 

of chivalry to lovG, e.:nd the sic;nificance for chivalric ideas of 
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the role of l::nir;htl;y· lover that Chaucer so often portra;ys. 

:Sut before pursuinc: this line of investigation I must tur:1 

back to the General P:::oloe:..,-i.ie and the fiQlres of the Knight 

and Squire, \'/ho appear in some respects to offer an exception 

to these conclusions about Chaucer's lack of interest in the 

knic;hts of histor;y. 

4. The K."Ylic:ht of the General Pro1o~ 

Apart fror::.1 sor.1e description of his personal qualities 

and appearance,all that we know of the life of the Knight of 

the General Prologue is contained in the list cf the ca:npai.cns 

against tile infidels in which he has participated.(I, 

The na.mes i11entioned there have been found to ref er to a 

mixture of well knol1m er:gae_~er:J.ents, such us the sack of 

Alexandria, a:nd obscu:i:·e events, such as the fighting at 

t!Tramys.sene 11 or the involvement \·1ith 11 the lord of Palatye 11
, 

both of which have pu::-~zled investic;ators. 52 T·here appears to 

be a deliberate vasueness in the reference to· 11 many a noble 

armee", and a curious combination of the va5ue and the precise 

in the line, 11 At ;nortal batailles hadde he been fiftene". The 

names of the cam.paic;ns are given in a markedly unsysteroa.tic 

order, bearing little relation to the three groups (Spain 

and North Africa; the expeditions of Peter of Cyprus in the 

east Hedi terranean; campaiSJ.'lS of the Teutonic Order) into which 

Manly and Bowden have sorted them. The attack on Alexandx·ia 

is separated fro~ Peter of Cyprus's othe~ raids on Satalye 

(Adalia) and Lye;ys by the nantion of I'russian, Spa.11ish 

and Uoroccan enterprises. 



The resu:l.. t is the establishr:-lent oJ an undoubtedlJ 

historical baci·:c~1"'ound without any great stress on details 

or s;ystematic presE:n:tatioE. The narrator bi ves us a doninant 

imp:cession but only a smatterint; of the details. Jfor the 

nar~ator the most important feature of this impression appears 

to be the Knight's invincibility, but for the reader an 

equally cI'v.cial recognition, as has often been rer1arked on, 

is the exclusive preoccupation of the Kni['.;ht with crusad.L1.g. 

The most salie'.'.'.'lt atter.:J.pts to identify the historical sif_:,11ificance 

of' this fact have already been discussed (see above, chr:1-1Yter I). 

1.i'or Tho:nas J:-:atton it represents a c;esture of enthusiastic 

support on Chaucer's part for the idea of an Ane;lo-I'rench 

crusadc-·-to repulse th<~ Ottomans and to recover the Hol;;r Land--

and in particular for the p1&"'1s of Philippe de Eezieres. 

Vincent Diuarco, on the other hand, argues that the LusigneJ'.l 

cam!)aic;ns were sordid failures, reflecting no credit on the 

participants, that the activities of the Teutonic Knights were 

manifestly unchristian, and that the crusade idea itself was 

in disrepute. There is little doubt that in one respect Diinarec 

is risht. 'dhatever uay have been JJusignan' s own idealis;::n, 

the motives of' most of his followei's appear to have been 

distinctl;y raaterial]_stic. The sack of Alexandria in 1305 

was a n.onumental and pointless piece of vandalism, so poorly 

planned and sustained that the city had to be abandoned -~·1i thin 

a week of being taken. Lyeys was also hastily abandoned soon 

af·ter its capture, ai1d Satalye, thoush held for twelve yeaJ:s, 

was eventually retaJ;.:en by paGans in 1373.53 It has indeed been 
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widely accepted that crusades we:r:c frequently mere plunderintj 

expeditions for a 1arc;e nucber of the people ta1dn; part, 

that they were oftea ill-orcanised and strategically inept, 

and that the orisinal conceptions of the crusade's special 

reli5ious status were perverted (and publicly recognised to be 

so) in sorrie of the later military expeditions which were 

dignified by the sarJe title.54 

Nonetheless, the public repute of the crusades did not 

necessarily reflect these realities. The capture of Alexandria 

was received--at least for a time, c;..nd except in Venice--

as a gTeat victory, and inspired Ma.chaut to write a long 

celebratory poem, )_ia Prj_se d' Alexar:_drie. The failure to 

hold it was bla.rned not on Pierre but on his followers.55 The 

crusade of Genoese, ?rench a~d English under Louis de Bourbon 

in 1390 achieved nothin; but a treaty enhancing the mercantile 

interests of Genoa, yet Louis returned to a hero's welcowe 

in Europe, as a victor over the ir:.fidel.56 The.Duke of Nevers, 

havinG led a crusade to ic:aominious defeat at !Ticopolis in 

1395, was received i.n triumph in the courts of the West. 57 

There E>...re therefore good reasons for thinking that the state 

of informed opinion in Chaucer's time about Pierre de Lusignan's 

campaiQ.1S might he.ve been ambivalent and divided, just as 

the Teutonic knig ... 'i-its were at various tines both condeL1Iled for 

ruthlessness and applauded as mod.els of Christian discipline. 

Pierre's last years were dissolute and tyrannous, as Dimarco 

points out, but news of his dea-Ch was f;enerall:y received 

with grief. 58 Outside C;yprus, the only open attacks on Pierre's 
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crnsadint; activities car.:e f:r-orn the Venetians and Genoese, 
r· r-

whose lucratiYe trade with the Ez.st his expeditions disrupted. 7 :1 

The Knis;ht 1 s reputation, hm·rnver, does not hant_; merely 

on his connection with the Lusignan campaisns. Chaucer's 

account of his activities me:itions not only occasions which 

appear to us now to have been failures, but also those--such 

as the expulsion of the I·1oors from Algeciras--which \1ere 

undoubted successes, as well as events which seem too va.t,"Ue 

or obscure to have carried any public stisua. The inclusion 

of references to Spain, Eo:cth Africa, eastern Europe, and the 

eastern :i'1editerranean nus2~ests the whole geo;;raphical scope 

of the crusadinc; effort, and not mex·ely a part of it. •rhe 

overall ei'.fect of this, e.nd of its unsystematic presentation, 

is that of a very extensive career, not ~ependent for its 

worth on t:!:l.e evaluation of a.YJ.y one ele:nent of it. The Knight 1 s 

status is linl<::ed v:i th that of the entire crusading effort, not 

with the success of individual campai~--ns. The judgment that the 

Y,,niGht ~vas conpromisad by this association, on the grounds that 

popular response to the idea of the crusade cenerally was 

u..-rifavoura.ble, in.vi tes scrutiny, and I wish therefore to 

trace briefly the status of the crusade in the Middle Ar;es. 

We shall find evidence that the practical aims and conduct of 

the crusades were i~deed the object of some criticism. But 

more significantly we shall discover that, as I have already 

suggested (see above, section II, 6), the idea of the crusade 

could. remain an importcm.t L10ra.l positive despite these 

qualifications. The symbolic force of the Knicht's career mas 
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not therefore bevulnel.'"'able to practical, historical scT-utiny. 

5. Attitudes Towards the Crusa.des 

Atiya has insisted that the crusade represented 11 one 

of the vital fm ... --ces in Zuropean politics" for a full two 

centuries after the fall of Acre in 1291.60 Despite the 

numerous facto::-s \vhich wea1cened the :practical feasibility of 

further crusadinc enterprise, the cause of regaining tDe 

Holy Land was kept alive durine:; this period by continuo;;.s 

propagar,;.disinc. A vast amount of theorising examined. tile 

most effective way of accomplishing this objective, and it 

was generally ar;reed by ·writers of the fourteenth century that 

a number of factOI'S would have to be co-ordinated. There must 

be peace between England and ]'ranee, an alliance must be 

soucht with the Tatars, and all the militar;y-reli[;ious orders 

united. .Alternative routes a.71d logistical approaches were 
G1 vigorously canvassed. 

At the sane time the ultimate success of even the 

most carefully planned crusade was thoucht to be dependent 

on the piety of those who participated, and even on the 

general reform of Christendom. Pierre Dubois, who offered. 

advice on crusading to both Philip the :!:'air and Edward I of 

England, set forward a conventional list of prerequisites 

which included factors of obvious practical relevan0e (such 

as the need for per;i1a..."1.ent colonists i!l the East, and the amale;a

mation cf the milit3.ry orders) and some far less obviously so: 

Chu~"'ch teE1poralities were to be refor:ned, papal pr-01>er.:liY tro.nsferr.ed 

t - d J • • 1 l d , . . ' ... 6~ o J.irance, ar1 cO:L"'rup .;ion n1 e5a __ proce ures e.i...ir.i.1.na~ea.. -
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Against this buckcround the treatises of Philippe 

de Eezieres are revealed as traditional and largely unorisinal. 

Eis Order of' the Passio:c., his preoccupation with the need 

for peace bet\·1ce:i. Eng;la:n.d and Fr'ance, his plan of atta.ck, 

his stress on discipline, order and austerity, and on the 

importance of spiritual reform as an aspect of crusade 

preparation, all reilect what had become standard attitudes. 

The enthusiasm for Viezieres' order which Hatton attributes 

to some of Chaucer's friends required only an approval of 

the basic. idea of the crusade in its normal fourteenth-

century idealistic - 63 c;aro. 

Along \'Tith the formulation of theories as to h.2!!, 

the Holy Land was to be recovered, however, a debate was 

developing over the purpose and justification of crusades. 

The usual rationale for the emplcyoent of force against 

Islam contended that the lands to be recovered rightfully 
-4 

belonced to Christ, who had been robbed of them.b A crusade 

was a defence of God in his own land, authorised by God himself. 
f 

Islam, on the other hand, was itself condemned for its use of 

force rather than rational disputation in conversion; this was 

thousht to deillonstrate the errors of its belief, and to indicate 

that it would. die, as it had lived, by the sword. Most 

crusade propas2.n.dists show little recognition of any inconsistency 

here& 65 The problem of Isla.a was,however.too great to result 

only in such straisht;forward attitudes~ R. \'l. Southern has 

claimed that 11 the existence of Islam was the most far-reaching 

problem in medieval Christendom166; its continued worldly success 

was a puzzle and a -'cornent, usually explained as a punishment for 
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the sins of Christians. The doctrine that evil was permitted 

only thnt good might come of it encouraged men to see paganism 

as a stimulus to spiritual regeneration, and as a rebuke to the 

divisions and apparent impotence of Christendom. 67 

Not all medieval men, hmvever, ae;reed that the crusade 

vms the best way of overcoming the errors of Islam. Already 

by the twelfth century two contrasting responses were apparent, 

placing the idea of the crusade in a somewhat ambivalent position. 

Btraic;htforward hostility to Islam had resulted in, and been in 

turn exacerbated by, the ]'irst Crusade. This hostility 

usually involved derision and t;ross distortion of i,Ioslem 

bclie.fs, uhich were supposed to include polytheism, the 

woi•ship of idols, licentiousness, &i:i.d the encouragement of" 

'unnatural' sex1J..al practices. This attitude continued to 

flourish th.roughou·t the Hiddle Ages in some of the romances, 

where the par;ans a.i•e often portrayed as ferocious idolaters, 

as stupid as they are wicked, furiously beating their idols 

i·-. def eat and bestially cruel in victory. 68 

However, the !;Jest also had to admire Islam'·s scholars, 

philosophers and scientists as the main inheritors of the 

achievements of G::. ... eece, and in the twelfth century a vast 

&"Ilount of Arabic learning was translated into Latin. 69 In 

addition, men like \·lilliam of l":almesbury and Peter the Venerable 

began serious study of Islamic beliefs, and under the auspices 

of the letter a collection of Moslem writings, includin3 the 

Koran, w;;.s tra.-risla.ted at Toledo in the mid-tu elf th century. 

Peter held the pioneering view that the Moslerns were intended 
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to pa1"ticii)ate in salvation lil::e other gentiles, and in 

writinc; a sum.mar;:,r and a refutation of Islamic doctrine he 

appealed to the precedent of patristic disputations with 

heretics.?O Greater knowledce of r·,loslem doctrine encourat;ed 

the idea tliat the relit;ion could be destroyed by intellectual 

refutation anQ missionary effort rather than by force, and 

that the distance between IslarJ. and Christianity was not so 

great as had been imacined. This notion was strengthened by 

the account given by a F·lenish Franciscan, William of Rubroek., 

of his debate \'l'ith l~estorian Christians, Moslems and Buddhists 

at the court of the Great Khan in 1254.71 

The appearance of the Iviongols in the thirteenth centul:y 

added a disturbing and unpredictable factor to the situation. 

At first there were theories that the Mongols were actually 

Chi"'istians; \•ihen this proved fallacious, it \'laS hoped that 

they would at leo.st prove to be God's instruments for the 

destruction of Isla::i, or that the 1'Iongols and the Moslems 

could be played off against each other. Alliances between 

Christendom and the Viongols against the r-Ioslems were hoped for, 

and an irJportant aspect of such hopes was the task of ma.1.cing 

Christii::11lity more convincing than Islam to the Mongols. Hore 

generally, hO'wever, Christendom came to realise that it was 

vastly out-numbered in the world, and that all its plans, 

whether.· for conquest or for conversion, had been on far too 

s::nall a .scale. Prevailing attitudes thus varied between a 

sense of the ir,ipc~ta..."'lce of missionary work and that of the 

necessity or possibility of wilito.r·;y action, according to the wa.y 
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that the unstable situation in the East was perceived in the West. 

Times of greo.t optirJism about the ease of convertins the paeans, 

or about the imminent destruction of Islam by the Eone;ols, 

alternated with periods when the problem was seen as an urr;ent 

military one (especially when the Hongols appeared to be 

tu.ruing to Islam) and the fanatical denunciations and 

distorted images of the infidels reappeared.72 

Warfare and missionary work were not, however, ah:ays 

seen as incompatible approaches. Co~1.version by conquest V.Jas 

a practice which dated irorn the early days of Christianity, 

though it had alv;ays h2,d its critics. 73 Althout;h it was not 

the aim of the First Crusade to convert the infidel, 1 . .... a"Ger 

crusades ·were theoretically committed to the enterprise. An. 

example of the double approach is the proposal of Olive:::-ius 

Scholasticus of Cologne to the Sul tart of Egypt in the early 

thirteenth century that he allow Christian missionaries to 

preach to his people. Oliverius warned that if this were not 

allowed the Church \vould not hesitate to use force to achieve 

its ends. Jacques de V:i.try declared that the threat of 

attack was the o.ost efficacious way of converting the Saracens. 

Ra;ymond Penna.fort, who provided Chaucer vii th one of the 

sources of the "Par·son' s Tale", theoreticall;y objected to the 

idea of forced worship but was nevertheless an enthusiastic 

advocate of the crusade.74 A combination of force and persuasi.on 

was sucgested by propac;andists like Humbert of Romans and Ramon 

Iiull, who in his Liber de Fine referred to the necessity of 

employing -~oth the 'glacliu11 spirituale' and the 'gladium corporale 1 • 
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L·ull' s pi·oposed crusadinc order included both l;:nights and 

preachinc; brethren, and I'lezieres' Order of the Passion was to 

have parallel la;y and ecclesiastical hierarchies. 75 In most 

of such schemes, ho1·rnver, conversion waf3 given a distinctly 

subordinate pI·iori ty. Quint; to the assun;.ption of l"loslcm 

obduracy, conversion was seen as really feasible only afte:?: 

territorial consuest. 

Nevertheless, not all advocates of missionary enterprise 

believed that crusades were an indis:pensable aid to their work; 

some insisteci that the use of force was i:ncompatible with 

persuasion. Peter the Venerable, thouf;h he did not oppose 

the crusades, was not an uncritical supporter. He was an 

early advocate, though not a very explicit 0:1e, of converting 

rather thai.'1. exteI·minating the infidel, and wrote to St. Bernard 

that ":Zcclesia non habet gladium. Cbristus illum abstulit 

cuo Petro dixit, 'Converte gladium in vaginau. Omnis qui 

acceperit gladium, gladio peribit' 11 .76 

Roger Bacon's opposition to crusades, by contrast, was 

quite explicit; he co~demned the brutality of the Teutonic 

Knights, and claimed that they deliberately prevented the 

conversion of the pagans: 

••• there is no doubt but that all nations of 
unbelievers be;>lond Germnny l·rnuld have been 
converted 1011&~ since but for the violence 
of tt.e Teutonic :Kni~~hts, because the race 
of pa;;a.i.'1.s wo.s frequently read;:r to receive 
the faita in peace after preachins. B~t 
the' Teutonic Kni;;l-:i..ts are unwilling to keep 
peace, because they wish to subdue those 
peoples a...'1.d reduce them to slavery, and 
with subtle rc;v.rn.ents man;:/ ;years ac;o deceived 
the Roman Church. ~:he fo:r:mer fact is kno·wn, 
otherwise I s:1oulci not state the latter. 
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In the saue pas so.Ee he summed up the case against the use of force: 

••• the Greeks and the Hutheni and many other 
sch:Lsmatics likevJise grow hardened in error 
because the truth is not preached to them i.n 
their tonr;ue; and the Saracens likewise and 
the Pagans and the '.l1arts.rs, a..nd the o·cher 
unbelievers throuc;:O.out the whole world. Hor 
does \·Jar avail ar:;ainst them, since the Church 
is sometimes brouGht to con.fusion in the wars 
ofl Christians, as often happens oeyond sea and 
especially in the last army, namely, that of 
the king of France, as all the world knows; 
and if Christians do conquer other lands, there 
is no one to def end tho lands occupied. nor 
are unbelievers converted in this way, but the;y 
are slain and sent to hell. The survivors of 
the wars and their sons are ansered more and 
more asainst the Christian faith because of 
those Wa.I'S, and are i.nfini tely rer.ioved from the 
faith of Christ, and are inflaoed to do Christians 
all possible evils. Hence the Saracens for this 
reason in many pa..i"':'ts of the world cannot be 
converted; and especially is this the case beyond 
sea and in Frussia an.d in the lands bordering 
on GerEJ.an;:r, because the Ter:iplars and Hospi tallers 
and Teutonic Knic;hts hinder 5reatly the conversion 
of unbelievers, m1ins to the v1ars that they are 
always stirrinr; up and because they wish to 
have coraplete sway ••• i·loreover, the faith did not 
enter into this vo:i:-lcl b;y force of arms but throush 
the simplicit:t of preaching, as is clear. And we 
have frequently heard and ,.rn are certain that 
many, althour;h the~f \·rnre imperfectly acquainted 
with lant;uaces and had weak interpreters, yet 
made sreat prosress by preachin8 and converted 
countless numbers to the Christian faith. Oh, 
how we should consider this IJatter and fear lest 
God may hold the Latins responsible because they 
net.;lect the pre2chi.:is of the faith. }:l,or Christians 
are few, and the '.Jhole broad vrnrld is occupied by 
un believe2's; and there is no one to show them 

the truth.77 

Probably the r.iost influential opposition of the thirteenth 

century to the crusades caL1e from the Dominican missionary, 

William of 0:1ripoli, in his De Statu Saracenorum. 7S This 

treatise is an attempt to explain that the histo,rical and 

theological connection3 between Christia...."'li ty and Islam provide 

a basis for the conversion of the Moslems, and a plea to the Pope 
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to send nissiona.rics rather than soldiers for this pur1)ose. 

Such ideas were co::Eu.on a11on[S missionaries in the Latin kingdoms 

of the Holy Land., who found that crusades disturbed the friendl~/ 

ralations ;,·;i th the I·!osleIJs necessary for successful prosel;ytis

ing. 79 

The case for missions rather than \'Jarfare \va.s ursed 

also by Ls..nsla.11d in the next century. Like William of 

Tripoli, he stressed the sir.iilarities between Islam and 

Christia..."1i ty. A:n.ima explains: 

:B'or Sarasenes han som·1hat sem;ynge to owre bileue, 
For thei loue Emd bileue in o persone almi~ty; 
And we, ler£d and lewede it':.. on god bileuetR. 

And sith that this Sarasenes scribes, and Iuwes 
Han a lippe of ovrre b;yleue the li3tloker, me thyd~et.h, 
Tbei shulde torne, who so trauaille wolde to tecb.e h~m 

of the trinj_te. (B, XT, 386-3, 4-92-4) 

Since they have been sisled by Hohamned, the Church has a ~lee.r 

duty to remedy the situc.tion, but the Pope instead 11 with rnoneye 

menteyneth men to werren vp-on cristine", and the absentee 

bishops in J?.§':.I'tibus inf'ideliur1 meJ;:e no missionary attempts: 

Holy men, as ich hope thorw help oi' the holy 5ost, 
Sholde conuerten hem to Crist, and Cristendom to take .. 
Alas! that aen so lonr;e on Iiakamede by-le;yuen, 
So neny prelates to preche as the pope maketh, 
Of Uazc:..reth, of Eyr~-;1ve of Heptalym, of Damasl:e, 
Tht:->..t thei ne ue:n.deth the '.'le;{ as holy writ bid.deth., 
Ite in univcrsum r:mndun sutthe 3e wilneth the name 
T()beprela-Ces, and. preche the passion of Iesus ••• 

How sytthe that these Sarras;yns and al-so the 1ff•>'TeS 
Conne the ferste clause of oure oy-le;yue Credo i:J. deum Rat::::·,?.:n~ 
Prelates a!1d pre est es sholde preoue, yf thei mysi.:. ce,---- - - .. _ · 
L~re he~ lytu~um and l;y-!;~luE1 tl ~£. I?sus ~~J-st,llfE_, ~#i1!:1~ $~ 
Til thei coutne speke and. spelle el; in spi:r:_curc-. ssrricL;L.J.!·1 ......... .J 

( c 'XVI II' 16 :;;·-·g2, -~r17":.2f) 

Pacifist dissent from the c::.'usades was sufficiently 

widesp:.--ea.d to lead Eullibert of Romans to attempt to ';)ut:tross the 
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official position oi the Church. He tried to refute the 

claim that war ac;ai~1st the infidels vms inconsistent with 

Christianity. Pacifism, he ar·s-ued, had been enjoined on 

the Church v1hen it \·las without secular power, but in the 

chanced situation it must defend itself with the sword. 81 

No one was in fact challensins the Church's right to defend 

itself, but Humbert i:.·1as attempting to invoke this principle 
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to justify the crusades, which were not at first sie;ht defensive 

in purpose. Aquinas ·was ambisuous on the validity of this 

argument, declaring that it 1110.s not right to attempt to compel 

unbelievers (as opp0sed to heretics or apostates) to believe, 

but justifiable to make w:ar against them 11 so that they do not 

hinder the faith, by their blasphemies, or by their evil 

persuasions, or even by their open persecutions. 1182 This 

does not explain whether the existence of the blasphemies was 

in itself to be ~a.ken as a hindrance to the faith. Humbert 

of Romans. presuoably thought it was; he demanded whether 

those whose Koran blasphemed God did not deserve death, and 

claimed that since they rejected all instruction the Saracens 

clearly should be destroyed. 83 

The inapproprio:ceness and futility of trying to force 

belief on pa.sans throu:;h warfare was widely recognised in the 

late Middle Ages, despite qualified approval of crusades. 

Bonet condemned the granting of indulsences for general wars 

against Saracens; Sir Gilbert Hay in the fifteenth century 

decided that !lfai-i.:;h sulde nocht be co;npellit be fors!t' but 

that wai's to recove:r the Holy IJand or against unbelievers who 
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11 mak ony molEStacioun to crist;Jn that is in thair jurisdictiou:r..11 

. , . ~· D4 were Jus·ciiied. Southern. ventures the opinion that 11 probably 

the 11ajority of men of intellect since the thirteenth centur;y 11 

had rejected wa::: as a solution to the problem o.f Islao. 85 

The numerous crusadins expeditions that did in fact 

set out in the fourte~:uth ccntur;y achieved ninor and short-

lived successes at best. Latin Christendom was not united 

in its support of these efforts, the Italian maritime cities, 

for example~ on whom the cr-;..rnaders depended for sea-pmver, 

followinc independent econor.1ic interests of their own. Even 

among the crusadeI·s ther:rnelves stratec;ic objectives were 

so11etim.es unclear,. ir·he ex-pedition humiliated at Nicopolis had 

set out to o.id Kine Sigisound Qf Hun;:;ary against the Turks, 

but the crusaders insis·::;ed on a disfastrous abandonment o.f 

defensive positions because they had decided to attempt 

the conquest of the Holy Lo..nd. 86 

1'he resilience of the i.dea of the crusade in the 

fourteenth century, in the face of these theoretical and 

practical .:f'e-lterinr:;s, la.y partly in its usefulness in the 

internal affairs of Christendom. The wish that Christians would 

stop fighting a.Ii10ng the:uselves and start fightins the infidels 

had become a. common f ornula for deploring \'Tars within Europe. 87 

Dante's oblique attac~:s on the Papacy· for the continuing 

power of Islam and the failure to recover the Holy Land, and 

his onslauQit on Boniface VIII for allowing the loss o.f Acre 

while preachins crusades ac;ainst Christians, resulted from 

a desire to chsstisa Christendom rno:re tho.n from a direct concern 
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with the probleD of the By Dante's time, f.ir 

Mav.rice Pm·1ic~;:e corame:i.1ts, a.l thouch 11 some re carded the 

crusade as folly o.nd many regarded it with indifferenec,$ ... 

it had come in the z;ourse of time to cive meaning to pu~Jlic 

life and to justify public polic;y-, so that the idea of it i·1as 

accepted as a matter of course. 1189 In the next centur;y \'Jyolif 

followed Dante in using the crusades to attack the Pope, thou;;h 

in a rather different way. He warned acainst considering 

crusades lav1ful just bec2.use they were approved by the papac~;r, 

and consider·ed such wars as no diff ere~1.t in status from the 

wars between Christian na-cions in the !:Jest. He declared that 

the spirit of Islam was to be found as much among the lee.de.rs of the 

Church as anong I·1oslems; the Church, he co:acluded, should set 
oo 

its mm house in order before trying to destroy Islam. 7 

The idea of the crusade was a valuable SJ'1!1.bol of the 

need for the rer;eneration of Christendom and the pacification 

of Europe. Southern notes that according to a story current 

in fifteenth-cent~ry Encla.nd the pa5ans proclaimed three reasons 

for not acceptinG conversion: 11 firstly, the diversity and. 

contradiction of opinion among Christians in various sects and 

o.:i various subjects; secondly, the evil lives of the Christians; 

and thirdly, the ill-faith of the Christians, and especially 

the Venetians and Genoese 11 .91 Jean Gerson, who made many 

references in his sermons to the obligation of kni5hts to go on 

a- crLu:.ade, demonstrated_ his yet creater concern with :European 

affairs by telling ·che court of :France, during preparations for 

the Nicopolis crusade, that endinc; the Schis:n would be an act 

more pleaains to God ruxl more \vortl1~r of fame than the ciefeat o1' 
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the Saracens in battle.92 

]'ro:n this survey we can conclude that there was a 

prominent tradi.ti0i1 of thouc;ht which rejected the milito..ry 

approach to the problem of the pasa..."'1s. l·le c::.:..nnot assume that 

practical crusade plai."1.s were unanimously either applauded or 

condeoned by Chaucer's conteoporaries. 1I1he practical implicc .. tions 

of Chaucer's crusadinc knicht must therefore remain unclear. 

We must reject as unsubstantiated Hatton's claim that Chaucer 

could rely on his audience to sec in his presentation of an 

ideal l:nicht as a crusader an endoi.~sement of current crusade 

plans. Nevertheless it is clear that the crusade remained an 

impo~tant symbol of Christian duty on an individual and coilective 

basis. The Knic;ht of the General Prologue is a fully positive 

figure no doubt, but I suc;gest that his crusade activities 

contribute in a symbolic rather than a practical way to the 

positive effect: they indicate a right spiritual orientation 

which is quite independent o.f practical achievements. ':1hat it 

was possible for the crusader to be a positive symbol in this 

way even for those who opposed or were equivocal towards actual 

crusades is clear fro11 the exa.Llple of Chaucer's friend Gower, 

whose attit1-1de to tl1e crusade I shall noi:J' briefly examine. 

6. Gower on the Crusades 

In book three of the Co;.1fessio (concerned with W.rath), 

A.mans asks \·Jhether the strictures of his confessor, Genius, 

against Wal:' also appl;:l to the crusades: 

To passe over the c;cete See 
To vierre and sle the Sarazin, 
Is that the laue? (9J:., IIJ:., 24·88-90) 
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the bishops and those of Do..cor. on the killinc; of Saracens: 

And forto slen the hethen alle, 
I not Hhat good ther mihte falle, 
So mochel blod ~ci:;o[)l ther be schad. 
This finde I writen, hou Crist bad 
That noman other scholde sle. 
What scholdo I uinne over the Se, 
If I mi lady loste at hom? 
Bot passe thei the salte fom, 
To whom Crist bo.d thei scholden preche 
To all the world ~nd his feith teche: 
Bot now thei rucl:en in here nest 
And resten. as he1J lj_j_;:etb best 
In all the s\·:etnesse of delices .. 
Thus thei defenclen ous the vices, 
And sitte he::1sclven al a:nidde; 
To slen and f eihten thei ous bid.de 
Hem whom thei scholde, as the bok seith, 
Converten unto Cristes feith. 
Bot hierof have I cret r:iervaile, 
Hou thei wol bidde we t:rnvaile: 
A Saru.zin if I sle schal, 
I slc the Soule forth ;·1i thal, 
And that v1as nevere Cristes lo~~ .. e. (IV, 1659-81) 

Genius is caught in a contradictory position, but it 

is not here that Gower hi:riself is incon.sistent.. Genius is 

rif)lt in his orit;inal condemnation of the crusade, and no 

attempt is made to counter his arguraents; but he is wrong 

in his later advocacy oi' it, \-Jhere he starts from a false premise 

about the primary importance of love. To understand this we need to 

recognise that the Coni'essio is a working out of the incompa-

tibili ty of carnal 2.nd di vine love, culminating in the eiE;hth 

book \·ihere Genius recoE:illends the lover to seek spiritual love, 

aivid Cupid vJ'ithd..ravrn the fiery lance from his heart. By lookinc 

in the mirror which Venus.c;ives him the Lover realises at last 

his true state; Reason, heal"inc that "loves rage was aweie", 

comes to him and r;:c---kE:s hi~'.! 11 sabre and hol ynowhn. Advised 

bj' Venus to le&ve hf.:;r s2r~vic0 and co 11 ther vertu moral duelleth", 

he is able at last to Le a.bsobred by Genius (VIII, 2792-9L~O) • 
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'l'hG Conf esso::e rejects the lcs;ali t:r of crusades of this kind on 

the basis of the teachin2; of Christ and the example of the 

apostles, and adds that they are in e:..~y case counter-productive: 

To preche and soffre for the feith, 
That have I herd the GOspell seith; 
Bot for-Co slee, that hiere I noc;ht. 
Crist ·l':i th his oc;hne deth hath boght 
Alle othI'e men, and made hen fre, 
In to}>:ne of parfi t chari te; 
And after that he co.whte hioselve, 
Whan he was ded, t:r..ese othre tuclve 
Of hise Apostles wente aboute 
The holi feith to prechen oute, 
\•!hereof the deth in sondri place 
'I'hei soffre' a11d so sod his grace 
The feith of Crist hath oad aryse: 
Bot if thei \·rnlde in other wise 
Be werre have bi·oi:;ht in the creance, 
It hadde yi t stonde in bc:.lance. 
And that rnai proven in the dede; 
1.'"or what nan the Croniques rede, 
Fro f erst that holi c:O.erche hath \·:e;yved 
To preche, and that the swerd received, 
Wherof the we1·res be:::i bec;onne, 
A c.,ret pai ... tie of that was wonne 
To Crist es f'ei th sta.Ylt now miswent: 
Godd do therof amendement, 
So as he wot what is the beste. (III, 2489-2515) 

In the next book, on Sloth, Genius shifts his position. He is 

talking about the labours a man should do for love of a woman: 

the lover should r;o overseas to fit;ht to ·win the praise of 

heralds and ensu:re that 11 tidinge of his worthinesse11 reaches 

his lady (IV, 1608-44). He must venture 

Somtime over the grete Se: 
So that be londe and ek be Schipe 
He mot travaile .for worschipe 
A.."1.d make ma.i.'1.ye hast;yf rocles, 
Somtime iYi Prus, somtime in Rodes, 
li.nd sorr.itime into ;J:artarie. (IV, 1626-31) 

When the lover is put to shrift on the question of his idleness 

in this matter, he turns Genius's own arguments in the previous 

book against h:.n, paraphrasing also the comments of' Langle.nd on 
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The lover's sins turn out to have been offences against 

reason and divine love, caused by his commitment to 

carnal love.93 

In the case of the discussion of the crusade, 

Genius~s function appears to be to point out to Amans 

that if he wants to be a servant of Venus (111hich he should 

not be) he had better go on a. crusade motivated by the 

desire to win fame and love.. The apparent inconsistency 

in his position is picked up by his pupil, and the implica-

tion is that Genius's o:ciginal condemnation of the crusades 

is to be upheld. Goinc on a crusade for fame and love 

only compounds the offence. In the hirour de l'Omme 

Gower attacks these two vrnrldly notives, for going on 

such expeditions: 

0 chi val er, ,j e t' en dirray, 
Tu qui travailles a l'essay 
Devers Espruce et Tartarie. 
La cause dont t:J. vas ne say, 
Trois causes t'en diviseray, 
Les deux ne valont une alie: 
La primere est, si j'ensi die 
De ma prouesce enorguillie, 
'Pour loos avoir je passera;y' ·; 
Ou autrement~ 'C'est pour m'amye, 
Dont puiss avoir sa druerie, 
Et pour ce je travailleray'. (!1.Q, 23893-904) 

Gower's position on the conquest of pagans, 

when fully stated, is clearly one of opposition. Yet 

in a number of instances he rnalces brief references 

in sup:!_)ort of the crusades, and John Fisher even inplies 
04 

that his support of them was unequivoeal. 7 The 

Vox Clo.mantis, for example~ c.laims that Christ 
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is heir to the Holy Land throush his mother's line of 

descent, and scornfully reraarks that if Christ wishes to lay 

claim to his propert;;r he will have to do so hiIJself, since 

Christians are too busy fi5htinc each other to evict the 

pagan intruders who pay no tribute: 

Nos neque persona neque res repetendo mouemus 
Bella viris istis, lex ibi nostra silet: 
Non ibi bulla ~onet, ibi nee se~tencia lata 
Accrauat, aut gladius prelia noster acit: 
Que sua sunt Christus ibi, si vult, vendicet ipse, 
Proque sua bellum proprietate ferat. 
Nos ita lonGinquis non fransimus ocia suerris, 
It neque pro Cristi dote lez;atus ibi; 
Set mazis in fratres, signat quos vnda renatos, 
Pro mundi rebus publica bella darr1us. (VC, III, 657-666) 

In Praise of Peace laments the wars uhich have perpetuated the 

Schism and suggests another outlet for the age;ression of the 

knie;hts: 

And if men scholde alcate wex wrothe, 
The Sarazins, v1hiche unto Crist be lothe, 
Let men ten ar:--,ed ayein hem to fighte; 
So mai the kn;yht his dede of arm.es righte. (249-252) 

Support .for crusading is found also in the hirour, where, as I 

have mentioned, Gower opposes crusading when it is done to win 

praise for prowess or the "druerie" of the beloved, but declares 

that the third motive is a worthy one--the service of God: 

Ainz est par cause de celluy 
Par qui tous bons sont ref.lery 
Solonc l'estat que chascun vaille. 
Ton dieu, q'a toy prouesce baille, 
Drois est q'au primer comrnencaille 
Devant tous autres soit servi; 
Car chivaler q'ensi se taille 
Pour son loer dieus apparaille 
L'onour terrin, le ciel auci. (l:!Q., 23956-64) 

The emphasis in these passaces, however, is not on the crusaues 

themselves but on either the internal affairs of Christendom 



or the motives of individual knights. In the Vox and 

In Praise of Peace Gouer uses conventional f orr.mlas about 

the crusade to attack wars between Christians, while in 

the Eirour he is concerned with the motives rather than 

the actions of those who go on crusade. In this context 

crusading is a sit:;n of spiritual worthiness, and Gower is 

quite b.appy to accept Godfrey of Bouillon, the hero of 

the bloody capture of Jerusalem, as one of the exemplars of 

perfect knighthood: strong and virtuous, 11vers dieu et vers 

le siecle a.ucd..11 (r-:O ,. 23869-80). 

The reason for this discrepancy was that Gower in

herited the perfect k~1ic;ht an.d the crusader as symbols of 

the proper use of authority in society and of spiritual 

excellence, while being hirJ.self of a pacifist turn of mind. 

His he.-11.dling of tb e crusade motif is in fact only one 

aspect of a broad.er dualit;y in his work, between insistence 

on the one hand tha.t it is a knight's job to fight, and 

denunciation of warfare on the other. 
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The l'lirour contains a good example of the former 

idea, in the form of an attack on knights Who refuse to 

fight, or who stay at hone to prey on their neighbours while 

others are seekins honour in Prance, Lombardy or Spain. Dis·· 

regarding to some extent the social realities of his da.y, 

Gower insists on recarding the pursuit of civil duties as 

an abnegation of knightly responsibility, inspired only by 

greed. He considers that the knisht's lesal functions at 

inquests arid assizes are seen onl:y a.s opportunities to take 



bribes o.nd seize lands. Knichts who £2. fight, however, 

should be free f'roo civil du-Gies and should receive great 

privileges, incluclinf; cxeElption frou the normal sanctions 

of the law.95 The apparent insistence here on the virtue of 

seel:ing honour ir~ Fr-ance, v1hich can only be a reference to 

the Hundred Years \·Jar, is reinforced by a comnent that misht 

be taken as a condemnation of men like Chaucer's Knight: 

knights should not so abroad to seek honour in arms when 

their ovm country is engac:;ed in a war with its neighbour: 

0 chivaler qui vas lonctein 
En terre estrange et quiers soulein 
Loent;e d'arLJ.es, ce sachietz, 
Si ton paiis et ton pI'ochein 
Ait g~erre en soy, tout est en vein 
L'o:r:ou.r, gant tu t'es eslonsez 
De ton paiis et estransez: 
Car cil qui laist ses duetes, 
Et ne voet faire son certein, 
Ainz fait scs propres volentes, 
N'est resoun qu'il soit honoures, 
Combien gu' il soi t du forte Elein. (f.lO, 24061-72} 

Since the knight's function in the divinely ordained 

estates of society is to fisht, fisht he must. But \!hen 

Gower moves on to a consideration of the warrior in the 

broader perspective of society as a whole a distinct contrast 

is observable. He does not explicitly contradict himself, 

but emphasis and tone are quite different: everyone now 

wants to be a warrior, he clains, to the i:opairment of 

justice in the country. The priest leaves the sacrament 

and the labourer the plough: "Tous vont as arraes travaillern, 

ru"'1.d everything is disrupted by war, to the destruction of 

Holy Church. Wars are p::colonced and opportunities for peace 
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ignored; Chriatians behave so cruelly that they cannot claim 

to believe in God. Knights and squires, among others, are the 

evildoers through v1hom the rest of the ~ .. 10rld has been caught 

up in madness (!:JQ, 24073-180). 

In the Conf essio war is more formally condemned. 

The lover has asked about homicide, and has been informed 

that in war a man is permitted to kill, if necessary, in 

defence of 11Himself, his hous and ek his lond11
• He then 

solicits judgment on 11 hem that dedly werres seche/In worldes 

cause and scheden blod" (CA, III, 2235-41~). In repl;y, Genius 

invokes not the knight's duty to fight, but the injunctions 

of both the Old a..i.J.d New Testaments, as well as of nature, 

in favoQr of peace. The blessings of peace are contraste~ 

with the evils of war. Those who initiate wars, he claims, 

find no worldly 11 vlinnyne;e 11
, and if they do it in hopes of 

"hevene mede 11 they are probably disappointed there too: 

of such a s-race 
I ce.n noght speke, and natheles 
Crist hath comanded love and pes, 
And who that worcheth the revers, 
I trowe his mede is ful divers. (CA, III, 2286-90) 

The recommendation in the Mirour that knights should be 

winning honour in France does not accord very satisfactorily 

with this condemnation of wars in nworldes cau.sen.96 

'J.1he duality revealed in Gower's comments on crusades 

and national wars, and the mixed nature o:f the crusade's 

reception by thinking men, strongly support the notion that 

the figure of the crusader, like that of the knight generally, 

commanded a symbolic afi'irr.w .. tion which did not alvrays extend 

to practical considerations. If, in isolation, ability 
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a.'11.d willingness to fir;ht indicated that knights were not 

evading their duties, tbeT1 their tal{inc the cross represented 

a 2.~ight spiritual conditioE. They were in the most obvious 

r.ianner fightint; for God and the Church, a fact which was not 

effaced for most people, it seellis, by any disapproval they 

might feel for this manner of treating pagans. f.loreover, 

as we shall see, the ficure of the Christian knight \'las a 

powerful symbol at a variety of levels for the ideal Christian 

life. 

7. Chaucer's 'Liles Christi' 

It is in this context, rather than in that of the 

actual crusades and crusade projects of Chaucer's time, that 

it is most helpful to set the Knight of the pilgrimage. 

nFul worth;y7 was he in his lordes werre11
, remarks the narrator, 

end goes on to list wars conducted by a prooable variety of 

temporal lords--and at least one knif)itly order--but wi.thout 

any rei'erence to e. lord to whom the Knight micht have been 

feudally bound. The line is often assuraed to ref er to a 

secular loX'd and secnlar wa:a, but Humbert of Homans 

enumerates feudal service to God as a prime reason why 

the nobility should espouse the cause of the crusade. The 

noble holds his power ultioately from his liege lord, God, 

and must give military service for the fief which he holds of 

him. Kings held thei::- power directly and solely from God, 

and Throop cites several exaE1ples of poets telling ' . 
KlTISS 

such as Louis VII and Loui.s IX that they should do service for 

·cheir tenure by taking the cross. One poem goes so fa:c as 



to sugsest tho.t a kine; \·rho did not crusade was abandoninc 

his lord in ·buttle and. should therefore lose his fief. 97 

1S? 

On the pilv::imase itself the Knifjht sustains the role 

of mileB Christi not ex:plicitly out by upholdine; an appropriate 

attitude towards the things of this world. As the representative 

of terJporal pm'IeJ:· and posscssion--subordinated to spiritual 

ends--he tells a tale which, as some commentators have pointed 

out, is both a study of the right conduct of the ruler and 

an ezer::iplification of the need to view the events and possibilities 

of worldly life in the perspective of a Boethian providence. 

As the foremost fie,ure of temporal pm·rer, he intervenes to 

restore peace '.:)etwee~1 the Host and the Pardoner, though 

Hatton' s arg,ument that he demonstrates the knight's duty 

to save the Chu:-ch from those who would emasculate it, 

however corrupt the actual state of the Church, is perhaps 
03 

rather forced./ The Host has, after all, disclaimed a.Dy 

intention of furtheJ:' 11 ple;:/e 11 with the Pardoner, and the 

Pardoner himself represents a much greater threat to the 

integrity of the Church tha..'1. raen like the Host, for all 

their superficial profanity. 

The Knight's other appearance is his interruption of 

the MorJ~, which has been variously interpreted since Nalone 

attacked him for his discourtesy and. philistine literary 

tastes.99 Dean Ebner argues that the Knight's impatience 

results from his high position as a conqueror on Fortune's 

wheel, and bis optisistic arid a.cti ve te.;r.peraL1ent; he is a 

man nwhose own continued su.ccesscs have caused him to dodce, 
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e.t least for the present, the ir;uninent and tragic reversals 

of affluence and the pride of life". '100 This view involves 

misreadings of the tales of both Knight and Mo11k. As R. E. 

Kaske has pointed out, the Honk is in many respects a 

16[3 

parod~t of knir;hthood; his vie\·1 of Fortune is quite inadequate 

in the Boethian ter1i1s which the 11Knizht 's Tale" has invoked~ 

whe:::'eas stoi~ies o.f 11 joye and greet solaasn, such as the Knight 

calls for, ce.n at least c;ive "a true account of simple good 

fortune 11
, and may also "represent with a greater degree of 

poetic truth the reality of an ordered. and ultimately 

benef'ic ent • ff 101 un::Lverse • The "Mon]..:' s Tale" its elf, Hatton 

ars~es, thoush pro::idsinc stories of 11popes, enperours, or 

kyngesl?, poi:ntedl;y focuses on knig;hts in an attempt by the 

Eonk -to 'quit' the Knit;ht. 102 This is not altogether 

convincing. The brie.f history of Pierre de Lusignan d.oes 

indeed refe:::- to his 0 chivalrie 11
, and ue are told in a 

commonplace pb.rase that Alexandei-- "was of knyc;hthod and of 

fredor:1 flour 11 ; Caesar, throush his 11 knyghthod11
, kills the 

:Lollowers of Pompey, ~:1ho 11 of the orient hadde al the chi valrie" 

-·-but these are allusions to simple military capacity as 

much as to the institution of knighthood.103 Hm·1ever, 

Hatton analyses well the ·way in which the Monk's simplistic 

approach makes the exercise of te:nporal lordship meaningle3s 

and the process of listening to the fate of rulers a totally 

unprofitable one. His conclusion that the Monk has denied 

tbe function of knights is ultimately justified since, as we 

have seen, the knig,ht is erableuatic of rulership and the 
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Once the p:r.--e-eraincnt importance of the Knisht' s 

motivation rather than his actions is established, the 

most importan.t feature of the contrast between him and the 

Squire is naturally to be sought in their different motives. 

The latter has fought well 11 In hope to stonden in his lad~r 

grace If. LL"ke so many others among Chaucer's knightly 

cha.1'.'2.cters the Squire is fi:;:-st and foremost a 11 lovyere11
, 

who lcved 11 so hoote 11 that he regularly stayed up all night. 

Besides fishtinc:; in France he has displayed his specifically 

knishtly skills in the joust, which several critics have 

1 . l d - _,. - ' '10C. A . t t ~ in ;:e wi lill nis ai.llorousness. "" eneas J ous s as par o.r 

his knightly service to Dido; Arveragus jousts on returning 

to the arms of Dorigen; Aurelius is 8hown an illusion of 

11knyc;htes justing in a playn" just before he is made to 

imagine himself daiJ.cing with his beloved; Troilus expresses 

through the joust his joy at the consur1n1ation of his love; 

the d.run.2.~en and bawdy Cook is invited by the Manciple 

to 11 justen atte fan"; and the venereal passio~1s about to be 

expended in Theseus's tournament are celebrated the previous 

day "in Ve::::.us heigh servyse" by jousting and daricing.106 

As an aspect of chivalric life the Squire's tendencies 

have come :recently under att&ck. Hatton and others have seen 

the Knight and Squire as being sharply opposed, representins 

worthy eu..J.d unworthy manifestations of chivalry respectively •107 

Yet a man as familiar T.-Jitil the historical baclq;round to 

chivalry as Kervyn de l·ettenhove could describe him as 
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11 ' •t d'l d / ... ,J . .._ 1 ,,_ pariai ruo e e es ecuyers comQe son pere eGa1~ e filOaeLe 

des chevalie:cs 11 
.. 
108ror the ooDent ue may simply remark the 

c;l.eo,.r contrast bet1·rnen the Knight's quasi-feudal service to 

God and the S1ui:ee' s service of his lady, and the extraordincU'i.l;yT 

sa.lien1; position in which it is placed., at the very opening 

of the tales. I t.ope to show that the contrast is a crucial 

one for a larGe number of nedieval writings, imaginative &nd 

otherwise, on chivalric subjects, and is also a key to the 

theoe of knighthood in the Ca:nterburL Tales and others of 

Chaucer's 1·ro1'ks. The topic of chivalry in the tales eneI\~,es 

as the exploraticn of contrastins kinds of knii;hthood and 

their symbolic cor..notatio'.1S :cathe:r than the juxtapositior: 

of knightly and non-knishtly social viewpoints. 

A full understarniins of the sjgnificance of the 

contrast, however, and of the coru1otations of the alternatives 

represe~1ted b;y the Knicht and tbe Squire, requires a return 

to the ideological bac£:sround of chivalry to examine the 

:;;>recede:its for the Squire 1 s interpretation of the knis...>itly 

role. Ue shall find tho..t love comprised by no means the 

positive element of chivalry that many modern conw.e~tators 

have assumed. it was. 
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THE CHIVALRY OF LOVE 

1. Love as G.n As1)ect of Chi vo.lric IdeoloF.t 

The knisht 1 s role as lo·ver is entrenched in the cultural 

imacinat::i.0::.1 of later generations. 11 Chivalry 11
, writes ~'l. A. 

Ni tz.e, 11 
.... was a social institution based on the relation-

ship between the sexes.," Auerbach commented that, at least 

in the ror::iances, love is "a.'1 essentis.l and oblir;ator;y- incredient 

of knic;htly perfection11 • 11 Le but le plus ordinaire des 

prouosses chevaler·esq_nes 11
, noted Albert Pauphilet, 11 est, cou.rne 

on sai t, la conquete de 1 1 ai.11oui·. 111 It comes therefore as ru1 

initi.s..l surprise to find the subject lart;ely net;lected l·-. ., ~· 

medieval writings on chivalry. The neglect is not confined. 

to clerical treatises: tb.e Lady of the Lake, for example, 

has not~in0 to say about love in her exposition of the duties 

of 1:nichthood i1i.. the Prose Lancelot. 2 iialory is similarl;y 

silent orr this point in Arthnr's declaration of the duties 

of the knichts of the Round Table.3 In addition none of the 

l{ni;;ht' s pract:i.cal ;:"unc'!;ions required or presupposed the 

The romantic lec;acy is not o.f course entirely 

deceptive. At an inac;inative and symbolic level the kni5ht 

as love:.:: re:prese~1ts an inportant and recm::rent motif, c:.nd 

not only in 1.·Iorks of fiction. In vi£":M of the importm1ce 
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of knic;;ht:nood as 8.11. epitome of' secul<::..rit;;r this is scarcely 

surprisin~. No reference to specifically medieval ideas is 

needed to e::q_)lain the centrality o.f ro1Je...11tic love in any 

exploration o:f the possibilities of worldly fulfilnent. 

Studies of c:!.1iv.;:l;::·y, however, have tended to treat love as a 

sepa:r.~ate an.cl partl~,- autonomous branch of chivalric ideoloc;y, 

existing in sharp contrast to many o·f the ideas referred 

to in my discus!-.;io~a of the subject so far. 'Romantic' 

chivalry has been seen as a chronological development of 

a 'feudal ru"'ld Chris-tia.'1 inst;itution, as a fictional counterpart 

to the chivalr~r of his·tory, as a s;_t::1ptom of chi ve.lric 

decadence, as eJl indicator of a shift in literary taste from 

epic to romance, and even as a special geographical 
LI.. 

development. · In some accounts, of course, these factors overlap. 

I have ar5ued that interpretations of chivalry 

which separate 'imazinative' aspects froo the 'ce~tral' 

embodime!lts underestimate the way in which l:nighthood and 

chivalr:1, from their earliest conceptual existence, were of 

a primarily s;rmbolic and fi011rative importance. The ima;::;inative 

elements should be considered as integral parts of a concept 

which was r;radually e:::::pac.ded and elaborated, and which assimilated 

--·and .found itself the .focus f'or--external ideas. The great 

interest in love as a literary ther.le i!l the twelfth century, 

a....'Yld the increasinc i2po:cto .. nce of the concept of courtesy in 

society, especially ·with resard to the treatIJent of women, were 

naturally reflected in chiv3..1ry, especially since one of its 

i'unctio!1s was to proviclo the nobil:i.t;y with a :pattern 
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oi' co:ncluct 4 In practical terr.1s the inclusion of love \'li thin 

the penumbra. of chivalric o.ssociations cave rise eve!1.t;J_all;-r 

to the idea that a lcc1ic;ht mi[):1t have a 1 lady' to \il:":orn. he 

would dedicate his acts of valour. Geoffrey of Monoouth, 

describing the be3innings of coat-arnour, notes that women 

sometiIJes wore the colours of their knight, but would not 

love any who had not been tested in co:nbat th:cee times. ~{nis 

practice, he declared, n:.ade the 1,rnDen more chaste and the 

men Dore worth:;,': 

Ad tc:-.ntun etenic:. statura digni ta tis bri tannia 
tune reduct3. erat q_uod co1:1a luz:u. ornaraentorrni1 
facecia i::.1cola:-cu.m cetera l"'e::::1a excellebat. 
Quicu.u:quc '\.tero .:Canosus pro bi to.:'ce miles in eadem 
erat unius coloris uestibus atque arrnis utebatur, 
facete etiara r:mlieres consinilia ind.uP.enta habentes. 
i~ullius amoreo h.J.bere dic;nabantur nisi tercio in 
milicia proba::us esset.. Efficiebantur ergo caste h 

& _meliores & IJ.ili tes pro ao.or-e illarum probiores ••• ..; 

In the majority of cases this fashion probably 

lacked any important practical dimension. The extent to 

which actual l:nichts felt that the service of a lady 

represented a sigLificant part oi their motivation in engaging 

in knightly activities is entirely dubious. The life of 

a professional military knisht was on the whole a matter-of-fact 

business, as Keen's researches have shown, blending economic 

factors with personal duty and a certain optional eleoent of 

'd .. . 6 1 ea..Lism. Crusades depended for knightl;y manpower largely 

on piety and economic need, which led landless knights to 

seek fiefs or simply wages overseas. Throop concludes that 

"there _is notb.irs in vernacula::- poetry to substantiate the 

statement that women ur:;eci men to r;o on crusades as a pI·oof 
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of love. On the co~1trary, it is clear that women opposed 

the taking of' the cross." Understandably, there are a 

number of crusade ly:pics in which the l\:nigh t or his lady 

lamen·:; the sepo.:cation caused by a crusade, express their 

sense of beinr; torn bet\·reen duty to God and love for each 

other, or even reproach God for calling m·1ay the knic;ht. 7 

Adnittedly, many examples of acts of courtesy by knichts 

towards women in the course of \·mrfare are mentioned by the 

chroniclers (along with acts of barbarity), but such acts 

were enjoined on knights by their orisinal vows to def end 

the helpless, and need. not be seen as manifestations of a 

special ki.nd of chivalric obligation. The knight's duty 

to ch[l!;lpion distressed \·10r;ien remains reco5nisab~y a part oi 

brond chivalric oblication even 'db.en it has somevrhat the 

appearance of a cult, as in Boucicaut's order of the Dame 

blanche d:e 1 f ecu Vert, the Dain function Of Which WaS to 

provide charr:pions ±:or wonen in need.. 

Sigi::.ificeJ.1.tly, the only area of practical knightly 

activity which appears to have been influenced by the idea 

of fightins to· win the praise of a lady is the tournament, 

wbere the various excrescences and artifices of chivalry 

could be e:::c:9ressed practically in a world fairly insulated from 

the pressures of reality. By the time of William I·larshal 

in the twelfth centtl.ry, tournaments had been sufficiently 

fox·rnalised to be occasioi1a1ly watched l>y ladies, who might 

t 
. 8 

prese~1. :prizes. 

of the tourna;.,1ent 

This v1as a natured part of the develop:-cent 

into a social spectacle rather than a 
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merely militax·y occasi.ori. Vionnouth ascribes to women a 

prominGnt role in the development of the tournament: 11 Eox 

milites simulachrurn proelii sciendo equestrem ludum. componunt, 

mulieres in edi tuo 11mrorum aspicientes in fu.riales amoris 

flam··n"' s i· oci -i .,..,.1· J-_.,.,.,.._ " 9 
J G.. - -"""- .- V C\..:.J. LI • The role of anorous passion in 

the proceedinc;s, however, would seem to have been severely 

limited in view os-.' 1-Ionmouth' s rer.1ark (already quoted) about 

the way such inte:eaction increased the ladies' chastity. 

In the sportint; atmospD.ere of the tourney, such exuberance 

could have full rein, and such gestures as the wearinc; of 

favours be ind-u.lsed in a not altogether serious way. Froissart, 

for example, describes how the sixty knights who jousted 

against all comers at 8:r:iithfieJ.d in 1390 were each led from 

the Tower oi' London on a silver chain b;y a lady.10 

It is hardly to be believed, however, that knights 

often participated in tournaments for the sake of ladies. 

The French squire 1:1ho, accordinc; to :D'roissart, challenged 

a group of Enslishmen at the siege of Thori-en-Biausse to 

joust for the love of their ladies, was no doubt primarily 

interested in exercise; the ladies are not heard of again. 11 

Moreover, such activities were often viewed in a reductive 

way. Ruth Harvey describes an Italian manuscript illu.minat:i.on 

in which the f ernale spectators at a tournament are portrayed 

raisins their skirts to display their bodies to the coL1batants. 12 

In Handl~:--nc; S;<nu1~, Robert Hannyn5 of Brunne attacked ths 

p~actice of l::nights fightir..c; for women in tourna:r:ients as 
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mere .foll;y and lechery: 

A;Jt ys here dame lechcrye 
cJf here cum~ s.lle here oa;ystrye. 
I~a:Ll;y t:{11es, i'o::c \·1yrn;i.en sal;:e, 
Knyghto;ys tournaiJe!!.tys me.l;:e, 
And v1han he vrnnd~lP to pe tournar1ent 
She send.;y} h;yn sum pr;::ru;y present, 
And hyt t.;ym do for h;ys lemnan 
Yr:.. vasshela;e alle p2.t he kcm 
So ys he bete ~ere, for here love, 
pat he ne Gay sytte bys hors aboue, 
vat peraventure ;/n alle hys J,.;y-ue 
Shall he neuer aft~rr :Pryue. '17 

Turnins from chivalric practice to theory, we find 

little justification for the idea of a separate chivalry of 

love, and little support for those who, like J. A. Symonds, 

would sumr.:iarise chivalric idealism s.s the service of !IDieu 
14 et ma -Dam0 11

• :Naturally love had 110 part in the monastic 

ideals of knighthood enjoi::.'led on the Templars by St. Bernard, 

though Bei"'nard :probably did not anticipate all knights living 

monastic lives. The :homiletic tradition represented by 

Jacques de Vitry and Peter of Blois, and carried on in 

fourteenth-century· England by men like Brom;yard and Rypon, 

denounced the general luxury and indulsence of knights, but 

did not pay any exceptional degree of attention to love or 

lechery. Oppression and greed were the offences of authority 

which caused the preachers, and the poor for whom they often 

spoke, ~he greatest affront.15 John of Salisbury attacked 

lasciviousness only as part of the General softness and 

d 1 . f th i·· f h. t• '16 .e icacy o e sc a.iers o is 2me. Lull emphasised 

lechery and avarice as the two sins knights were most prone 

-co, but not in terms which would indicate that knights had 
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c.ny extrao:cdina.r;y rcpu·t;ation for sexl1al conquest: 11 To 

requyre .fol31 of the w-;/f' of ::,1_ lrfl~T~-'-/ ..t ... _ .) ; v 2'18 tencl;yne her to 

wickednesse/ 
1 r1 

i .~ not t~1e honour of a knyt;ht. It ( - .) 

Some later writers show n:ore awareness of' dallia.:.ice 

as a. knightly preoccupation, but are hardly s;ycpathetic. 

\'iyclif d.ecla..red that the knigh·i;s and Gentry were especially 

11 srayttid \·rip l ccchorie ••• as ii' pei holde hit bot a gaii'ien, one 

to lye by opers wife", and provided an unflattering explans:.ti\.m 

of the belief that love mi[;ht lead to an increase of r:-ta.rtie .. l 

prowess: !lffor., as :philosoi'oris seyn, bothe rnon and beesti.s 

be:n pure batelouse in tiri!e of pis d.0d.e; and rnen bi yis 

fals luf ben macie pure hai .. dy to assayle hor errn1yes, b;/ 

13 foly pat led es no;.n. 11 E ~nry de B-re.cton considered ·1.JnCl::t<:i.s·::::i.t;y 

one of the thin;s that kr ... ie;llts were specifically orcta.ined 

He explains the practice of a kin£; Gi7i.112; 

sr1ord-belts to his officers with the cornment, 11 Bel ts ;~·ird 

the loins of such that they Emy e,uard theosel ves from the 

luxury of vrn.nton.."fless, for the uanton and unchaste are aoOiti:inable 
10 

before God. 11 
.1 

The advice of Christine de Pisan to the ;youn; knit::;h.t 

is to avoid lechery and love: "Of Venus in no wise make thi 

goddesse11
• Conversely, in Le Livre du due cies vrais e.i:i.82.§_, 

Christine uarns wo;:i.en not to participate in roruantic rela~ions 

\'li th knights for the sa..'l{e of inspiring them to valorous d.eeds • 

.A mal~ried noble\Iorcmn about to enter into an 2.ffair with a 

duke is counselled on the d.o.ncei's of suc}.1 a proceedi:ac;: r;isri 

say that; the~{ are sei~v inz~ ti.1eir ladies v1he:n they fic:_-,.t, out in 
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fact they c.re servinc; the2!1so1ves by winninG honour and 

renm·m, while theiJ_' ladi.es 1 :::·eputat;ions are ruined. Heverthe-

less a temperate acquaint8.nce with Cupid--in the form of 

a knight's love for a "wise, wurcchipf'ull lady11 --is said in 

t 0 , h t b . . - 1 20 
Jhe ~....§:. o e per:::nss1D e. 

Geoffroy de la Tour Landry, a fourteenth-centur:l 

knight banneret, addressed himself to the subject in a 

popular book written for the education of his dauGhters. 21 

His comments are cast in the forn of a debate between hinself 

&"1d his vlife, in which the wife's arguraents, which are lonse2:' 

and r:i.ore cosent, are clea=-1;7 intended to represent the 

writer's point of viet·1., The knisht C:1-eclares that a lad;y may 

have paramours undeI' certain circur;1stan.ces, both for her own 

gaiety and for· the sake of her lover, \·lho 11 is the better 

therefore, and -wore say and. Joly; and also the more encouraged 

to excercyse h;yrriself r;wre ofte in aI.'EJ.es 11
• The wife dismisses 

this as the common sophistx·y of rn.en who want to seduce 

women, the 11 sport and esbatement of lordes and of felawes 11
• 

The res..l motives of men who take up arms, she ar[;Ues, is 

11 for to drm·rn unto then the e;race and vayne slory of the world". 

She concedes that a \·rnrr.an may love and take some pleasure in 

love, but that it should not master her and lead her into 

"somme fov1le C....'11.d shanefull dalyte 11
• The knight reiterates that 

a man cai."'1 becoille a good and valiant kni(;ht throuch love, 

a..'Tld that a ma.vi of low desree c.a..---i be thus 11 en4anced11
• 

wife replies tha.t a knisht may love a lady "by worsh~rp ar..d 

honoure onl~.,-", but that physical embraces are .forbidc1en. 

'Else'tvhere in the book (ch .. 23) 'the knic;h.t wai"'ns his dm.;.r._:,hters 
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against involveri2ent with persuasive but faithless knights, 

and tells a story about Boucicaut to illustrate his point. 

Kilgour rega~('d.S this as a provincial and naively 

pious point of view in its opposition to what he takes to 

be the central,'courtly' tradition of chivalry. 22 But the 

moderate conclusion of the Chevalier's discussion, which 
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recognises the secularity of the knight's occupation, and seeks 

to guide him into a ri5ht approach to love rather than simply 

to denounce lechery, is not really e.t variance with the 

sentiment of other ·works of the ti:cie which are decidedly 

not provincial or abnortmlly pious. Geoffroi de Charny, 

for example, believed that the love of a woman might well be 

a stimulus to knightly endeavour, and he lists it among other 

knightly motives; ul tirnately, hm-1ever, the idea is stringently 

qualified. 

As an example of the beneficent power of love he 

presents the case of knights who are 11 en.leur-commencement 

si nice que il ne cog,noissent mie la grant honneur qu'il 

pourroient acquerir pour les fais d'armes 11
, but who instead 

11 mettent leur cuer en amer par amours". Their ladies, 

however, "ne les veulent mie laisser sejourner, ne perdre 

leur temps d'avoir tel honneur, comme d'onneur d'armes". 

They therefore send them off to acquire honour, perform 

noble deeds, and win praise--11 et les tres-bonnes dames a.ussi 

qui ainsi les ont fais et par qui ils se sont fais 11
•
23 

Similarly, Geoffroi asserts that by participation in 

various kinds of social recreation knights learn the basis 

of the honour they oust seek: 
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Ce.r en teles conpaic;nies et telx cieux et 
esba·t;ernens pr·erme11t les bonnes c;ens d' arr.ws 
leurs bons co~Jrac-nceJisns quo rec;a:rs et de sir, 
ar:1our, pensee et souvenir, ga~rete de cue:r et 
jolivete de corps les net e~ la voie de 
1' enco;-::ri1e1wement a ceulx oui onoues n' en 
a.uroient eu cosnoissance de :Cc:.ire et parfaire 
les r::r:·ans b.5-ens et hor:.nours dont li bon se 
sont-fais.24 

Love is in effect advanta.0eous for the Z:night only 

when it leads hir,! to seek honour. Honourable love is 

"li droi t est at de ceulx qui eel honour veulent acquerir", 

but Seof.froi 1.-;arns that love must be corn.patible with the 

GU&rdins of the knight's honour and 11 bons estas", and 

especi&lly oi' the lady's honour. Th::i knight should not 

boast of his love, for 11 12. plus secrete amour est la plus 

joieuse et la plus durable et la plus loyale 11
, yet the 

woP.lo.n' s honour vrill become the sreater in accordance with 

the increasin6 worthinoss of the knicht she has inspired. 

In the case oi' dishonou:.c·aole love, b;)r contrast, "le chai tif 

ma.leureux11 prefers to re:nain \·:i th the sensual deli@lts of 

hin loved one rather than campaisn. This kind of love 

nne puet rien valoirs ne durer lont_,-uernent, que les dames 

ne s'en :!'epentent et retraient d'une part, et li chaitifs 

de d.roictc hon-ce". An honourable love, on the other hand, 

is one :Ln \vhich the knisht overcomes dansers and seeks 

renown not in order to o.ttract the lady, but "pour lequel 

haut honnour ils pensel1t ii clesservir d' a .... roir 1 1 amour de 

leurs ciawes 11
• Kn:i.ghts .should love their souls and their 

honour much more t:haE their bodies, and any concessions to 
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the cratii'ico.tioP- oi tbe body will sake them unfit for service., 
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G.ep:r.·ivin:; then of endura.'1ce and of courase, since ·:::b.e;y will 

. 25 be afraid to die. 

Geoffroi de Cha:rn;;r thus presents in teros of honour 

the sc.me dist;jnction "between chaste (or r.mrried) and con-

1.3'1 

cupiscent love as is rnade by the Chevalier de la Tour JJandry. 

A similar contrast appears in the chronicle life of Boucicaut. 

Besides entertaining ladies vii th his versatile social accomplish-

ments, the I'larshal, according to his bioc;rapher, was inspired. 

by the love of his lady to win many jousts and tournaments, 

for love promotes coui-·a0e and "le desir de l 'honnorable 
2~ 

pou.~suite chevalereuse". v Boucicaut is no ascetic in tne 

chronicle, but his love is definitely a chaste one. Only 

a certain kind of love, the chronicler decla.:ces, will inspire 

valour and lead the l\:ni(~t to live an altogether better life: 

it must be based on honour, and its object must be a model 

of virtue, vrorthy of being loved. Boucicaut, in undertakin(~ 

feats of arms and rei'or~ning his manners, is inspired by a 

desire to be wor-t;hy of his beloved rather than to make 

himself more physically desirable. \1hen he has proved 

himself worthy he rnaI·ries her. Theirs is not a concupiscent 

love, for such a love cannot last, and renders a man un.fit 

fo:c knie;htly dnties. 27 

In Froissart's chronicles, however, this clear 

distinction bet\·Ieen worthy and unworthy love is not apparent. 

Instead we occasionally find si~nple affirrJations cf love's 

desirability as far as knic;hts- are concerned. S.ir E'u.stace 
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d•Aubrecicourt, Froissa~t claims, wrrs inspired to deeds of 

prmrnss by the love of a wo::nw:.1, and the success of a 

French knitht, Sir Re3nau1t de Ro;ye, at the famous jousts 

held by Boucicaut at St. InGlevert is ascribed partly to the 

fact; that he 11 amoi t par amours belle dame joeune et frisc1ue, 

dont en tous estas son 8.ffaire valoit grandement r:iieulx. 11 

Edward Ill's infatuation with the Countess of Salisbury is 

said to be a cood thins for the real!Jl, since it is likely to 

pror:i.ote the king's c;aiety and nartial vigour--na::.l\.inG hLr; raore 

ari1iable to his friends and more f ormidabl:e to his f oes--and 

to 'leaQ' t · ~ · d .co • • 28 ·O Dore JOUS· ... J.DG an ..L8aS""Cl11[;. 

There is perhaps soillethins not altosether serious 

about these courtier-like couplimentary flourishes. But 

there is no nistakinc; the serious tone of one of the severe.st 

criticr of fi;;hti:(l_g for love, John Gower, who attacked the 

notion in each of his three r;mjor worli::s. The Conf essio, 

though indi:c-ect in oethod, is as conclusively ne[';ative on 

the subject as the other t".w. The subject is discussed in 

the sectio!l on Sloth, which includes Genius's arsument 

that taking up arr:rs is an. inteci·al part of the lover' s 

tasl:. The lover, as I have already noted, challenc;es 

Genius, w"""ld the subsequent dialq:,ue deserves further 

scrutin;y here. The lover concludes that, thouch he would 11 fle 

thuri.::;hout the Skyn if his lady should bid hiIJ., he will not 

put any faith in the efi:ectiveness of fightint; l2.£E. E..£• It 

would certainly be foolish, he continues, to lose one's chance 

of love by r.;oing on a foreic~n expeditio:c1 (CA, IV, 11S33-1770). 
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The Confessor then attenpts to support his original assertion 

\·Ji th a:cg1 ... E11ents and e:::::a:oples, but in the process leads hiraselJ 

into various absurdities. 

Atte1:rpting to ai1m1er the lover's objection that Achilles 

rejected war in favour of love, he declares that 

Wl1an that kn:rh-Chode schal be '\rJerred, 
liust mni no5ht than.i1.e be pref erred; 
The bedd mot tllanne be f orsD.ke 
And Schield and s:pere on honde take. (IV, 1805-8) 

This, however, is onl;y a restatene::1.t of the tra.di tional 

distinction between self~i.ndul5ence and the demands of war, 

setting love and fi3htin5 in opposition rather than linking 

them. In support of this positioi:., Genius tells ho·w Ulysses 

was otli5ed to leave his 1·1ife and t;o off to Troy: nFor bet~ce 

it were honour to i·1inne/Tha.."1 love 11 (IV, 1867-8). Protesilaus 

pref erred. nto d.eien as a k:nyht 11 at Tro:"" than to listen 

to the bla::1dishr::ents o.f his wife and stay it'.;nobly at horne. 

Saul went to his death· in battle despite Samuel's prophec;:,r. 

These stories clearly do not support in 2.ny \·lay the Confessor 1 s 

original ostensible arsuz1ent tha-C the lover should take up 

arms in ordei~ to ·win his ludy. As he himself' declares, the 

kni5hts foucht .:t'or thei2:' honour, while their women atteupted 

to dissuade the:J1 fror:i fichtinc: 

Lo, thu.s upon ·the world.es f ari1e 
Knyhtode hath evei"'e ;yit be set. (IV, 1932-3) 

Genius continl..i .. es to move auay from his original 

assertion about the desi:raoili t;y- of fie;htinc to .further 10-.,e 

in his subsequent cons:.i.cle:cc:ti.on oi the education of Achilles, 
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f::"'om which he concJ.udes 

That the corace of hardiesce 
Is of knythode the prouesce. (IV, 2015-6) 

He has seeIJint;l;y abandoned his arGUinent that love is the 

inspix·ation of prm1ess in favour of the more reasonable 

one that 'hardiesce' is its foundation.. But he attempts 

to return to his oric;inal theme by claiminc that love is at 

least the proper re1·rn.:i:-d of prowess. Here he fares no better 

in his choice of illustrations: Lancelot's love destroys a 

wl~ole kinsdorJ (IV, 2035), and Hercules wins Deianeira b;y 

f ightinc; Achelc'J.s, o::.J.1;7 to be killed by the poisoned shirt 

she sends him. 29 Penthesilea, in a comic inversion of roles, 

comes armed to Tro;y, 

The love of Hector f orto sieke 
And for thonour oi' armes eke, (IV, 2141-2) 

but fails in the foroer objective, while in the latter case her 

venture ends in her death at the hands of Pyrrhus. Philer.ienis 

fai"'es .somewhat better \·1hen he cooes to the aid of Troy, being 

eventuall~y paid a yeaI'ly tribute of three maidens from the 

Amazons; but receiving vmmen as spoils of war is surely 

no more than a parody of the idea of being rewarded i'or 

deeds of arms with love. 

Genius moves nonetheless to his conclusion: 

The wornmen loven worthinesse 
Of ma..n~~ode and of gentilesse. (IV, 2197-8) 

Since he is oblised to define ngentilesse11 in terms Of 

virtue (220.li- ff.) , his ar[)u.ment becomes a general warninf; 

ar;ainst sloth rather than a specific defence of deeds of aros. 
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The Confessor does not c;ive up, however, and concludes doc:;cedly: 

For ever yit it hath be so, 
That love honeste in sondri weie 
Profi tetb, for it cloth a:weie 
The vice and as the boke sein, 
It m2.kth curteis of the vilein, 
And to the couard hardiesce 
It yifth, so that verrai prouesse 
Is caused upon loves reule 
To him that can manhode reule. (IV, 2296-304) 

This is a carefully qualified conclusion, bearing little 

resemblance to Genius's orit;inal point, which he has been 

iI11plici tly obli;:;ed to abandon; "love honeste 11 is a beneficent 

f'orce in the sense that a wonan who loves 11 worthiness/ Of 

ra.anhode and of gentilesse11 (in the sense of virtue) oay inspire 

a knight 1:that can man';:iode re""J.le11 with 11 hardiesce 11 and "prouesse 11 

to prove worth;y and virtuous rathe::- than remainins in idleness., 30 

The M:i.rour also attacks those who say they are fighting 

for love: 

'C'est pour m'amye, 
Dont pu.iss avoir sa druerie, 
Et pour ce je travailleray.' 

Good will come only from 11 la prouesce q'est divine 11
; even 

you conqueJ.:> the heart of your beloved your re\·Tard is but 

vanity, 

Car huy es en prosperite 
Et l'endenain tout est failliz. (23951-2) 

1rhis position is e;rea-'cly e:::::panded in the fifth book of Vox 

Clamantis., where Gower affirras the traditional functions 

of knishthood in society, stresses the necessity of its 

allegiance to God and the conrnon good, and deplores its 

• .I> 
1.L 

prese:at 5reed &.."'"J.d sloth. IJ:•hese latter faili:nEs, however, are 



seen Ho.inly in terms oi' -Che J;::'licbts 1 propensity to lust 

after women. This coE1plaint don:i.nates all others,a11cl is 

sustained fo::.:a over five hundred lines (V, 19-556). 

A conqueror, Gover declares, is without honour if a 

woman's love can in turn conque:i..-- him, and if Venus directs 

his endeavours. Woman is a ficht that a knight can.not win; 

to escape c2ptivity he must avoid her. Love is a source of 

endless conflicts--" ez;ra salus, ve:;:ata quies, pius error/ 

Bellica pax, vulnus dulce" (53-4): 
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Infatuata scola reddens masis inf atuatum 
Discipulur:i, cuius i:1ens studet in.de sa5is. (V, 77-8) 

(A fatuous school turninZ;; out an even more fatuous 
pupil, whose r}ind applies i tseL~ the more dili;:::;entl;y 
as a result.) 31 

The power of a beautiful \·1onan is ove:n~·hel:r:1int.;; love cannot 

be conquered, and the wounds a knicht receives from it are 

dishonourable an.d incurable. Alnost every knisht, Gower claims, 

is now a sla ... ,-e to love, \"Jhile the rest see};:: the world 1 s praise. 

A kni;;ht will give up everythinc that Nature or God has 

given him--ncorpus, res, ai."liuam" (V, 264-)--for the sa.1\:e of 

love, and then reproach Fortune for his lack of reward: 

Cum vicissc putet miles sibi vim mulieris, 
Hee et a.wore pio cuncta peJ.;i ta fauet, 
Vincitur ipse r:ia~:_;i.s tu:ic quc.mdo mac;is superesse 
Se putat, et Dulier victa revinci t euri:. (V, 275-8) 

(Uhen a knicht thin.1.-\:s he has vanquished a wor'.lan' s 
power, and ••lith tender affection she grants every
thint; he has asked, then he b.im:;elf is thorouzhly 
defec:..ted, just \'!hen he thin.ks he is thorouchly 
victorious, and the conquered woman reconquers him.) 

Gower concedes that the chaste love of a 800d woman 

brines s--reat benefits: uher noble husbar1d dwells revered within 



his e;e..tes ••• If kni(~hthood \vere worthy, then the husbo.nd 

would prepare himself for his ventures to~ether with his 

wii'e 11 
(\', 303, 479-30). As in the Confess~ he makes clectr 

ultimately that tho worthy knit;ht deserves the love of a 

good wooan. The contrast between good and bad women--and 

hence rit;ht and \'1rc:mc love--is seen in terms of that 

between Rachel e..nd Leah: 

Non valet hie dic;nus amplexibus esse Rachelis, 
Inclita quern Eartis ai ... ma bea:r·e no,:o;ant: 
Que speciosa viro tali concedit aoorem, 
Errat et icnorat quid sit am.oris honor. 
Lya. me.sis feda pro conius;e conr::;ruit imrno 
Tali, qui minime sesta valoris haoet: 
Tales ad. I.yam redeant et ea:.11 sibi iunsant, 
Lya sit hie pauidus, qui nequit esse Hachel. 
Null us o.metur ho:no qui non est dic;nus arnore, 
Sit set a.mo:ris esens qui necat eius on.us: 
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Non sine sollicito septenni temporis actu 
Captus a1r:.or·e lacob colla 11achelis habet. (V, 523-34) 

('I1he man whom I·'.iars' glorious feats of arms do not 
delir;ht e;annot be worthy of Hachel 1 s embraces. The 
handsofile woman who yields her love to such a man 
makes a mistai..:e, and does not know what honorable 
love is. Rather, the infamous Leah is nore suitable 
for such a husband as has little use for deeds 
of valour. Let such men GO to Leah and attach 
her to th ems elves; let t:1e the ti:Jid fell ow ·who 
cannot be Rachel 1 s be Leah's. Let no man be loved 
who is unworthy of love, and let the man lack love 
who refuses its responsibility. When Jacob was 
smitten with love, he did not possess Rachel's 
embraces withcut the anxious labor of seven yea::'S 1 

time.) 

Gower's attitude to the subject of knichthood 

and love, thoush t;enerally disapproving, thus does allow 

a certain scope to chaste love in the knight's achievemeat 

of worthiness. But to read the passo.ges in only a literal 

sense is to miss a great deal of the point that is madE:. In 

view of the evils of oppression and injustice that Gower 



elsewhere cataloGues in his reoarks on knichts, we are 

presumably not intended to suppose that this most private of 

vices (in soc:i.al terms) is the main problera of the entire 

estate, as the Vox seems to sur::;gest. Gower does not go 

into details about how the kniGht 1 s subjection by love 

practically affects his social duties, since the abuse of 

love ha.s wider implications than the nerely practical. 

Fisher points out the significance o.f the claim, made in 

the last book of the Y.2.3,, that adulterous love has disrupted 

social relations and overturned law ai.'1.d justice: 

For here adulterous, carnal love is taken as the 
principal reflection of selfish, temporal love 
( cupi.di tas, if one will, al thoug11 the. term is not 
r:ientioned.), which brin2~s all suf ferinc; into the 
world~ and contrasts with selfless, divine love 
(ca.rite.s, as;ain not .so named), which leads to 
person~l salvation, soci2l justice, unity and 
peace.72 

Fisher also notes that the expected discussion of lechery 

in book VII is r8placed by a 'digression' on the education 

of a prince, which indicates that we are to see lechery as 

emblematic of more than merely sexual failin5s.33 We may 

c01:i.pare this to Christine de Pisan 1 s allegorisation of Othea's 

advice to Hector. Hector has been warned not to be subject 

to Cupid, and Christine interprets this to mean that he 

should not be bound to the things of this world.34 Such a 

habit of mind explains why 3ishop Brinton, preaching at the 

funeral of the Black Prince, attributed En0land's luck of 

success in war to unchastity in high places.35 

The comments of Gower on the incompatibili t;:r between 
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concupiscent love and knit:)1thood are thus supported by a 

traditional dichotoray between the two concepts. His is 
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no lone voice crying its opposition to the association of 

ideas. On the evidence so far_considered, therefore, we 

find little justification for the common assuoption that 

love was an importa.."rlt aspect of chivalric ideas. Three main 

attitudes are discernible in discursive writings: routine 

conder:mations of lechery, attacks on sensual love as tending 

to negate the important knichtly functions, and concessions 

that an honourable love can help to influence a knight to 

atiain moral ~:u1J. physical v1orthiness--as lon5 as the latter 

is rega:cded as an end in itself rather tho.n simply as a 

means to the enjoyment of love. Such a finding cannot, 

however, be considered conclusive, since it has cor::imonly 

been supposed that the erotic aspect of chivalry, necessarily 

restricted in real li.fe and in the writings of moralists, 

achieved fuller expression in the romances. Since my approach 

to chivalry stresses that its imaginative and symbolic 

eleme11ts are as essential as any other, I shall conside:i..· 

the rorn2.nces in the same sort of perspective as the other 

:t>elevunt materials, such as treatises, handbooks or ch:!'onicles. 

There is a further :reason for examining the idea that 

the romances present an account of chivalry radically 

different from that of more sober sources. The idea of 

chivalr;y has been ofte_n closely associated with the controversi2~l 

concept of 'courtly- love' , in Chaucerian cri ticisr:i a.rid elsewhere. 

One of tlle t\·10 docuoents which ar·e probably cited more o.ften 
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then any others in support of the notion of courtly love 

r;enero.lly i.s a chivalric romance, Chretien de Troyes' 

C, l" cle 1° c11~]~ne~t~ 36 d.1eva 1 er eo. __ ,_ __ "- _. 0 ~. A study of the whole subject 

of courtl;y love, hm·1ever, is obviously beyond the scope of 

this work. The romances that I will look at will be approached 

from the specific perspective of chivalry, and I will attem-ot 

to determine what they indicate about chivalry's assimilative 

capacity with respect to love. In the case of some very 

celebrated ror:iances, which have been the object of enorn:ously 

complex a.nd detailed studies, this selective interest may 

seem to lead to a rather cavalier treatment. Nevertheless, 

there are, I believe, sone broad critical distinctions 

bearing on the subject of chivalry \·:hich can with justice 

be made. I shall start by lookin[; at a selection of mostly 

Enslish romG.nces which display a variety of attitudes towards 

2. l'~iscellaneous Homances 

From a study of the l.'iiddle En5lish romances Margaret 

Gist concluded that "contrary to the somevrhat cenerally 

accepted and sentir:ientalised belief that woma..'1. was the 

essential, the dooinatinc influence in the chivalric ae;e ••• 

the roman.ces show that .she was a domestic creature, at best 

a. means to man's cor.1fort and sexual satisfaction." Bruce 

McCully agreed that the :C:.'lc;lish romances generally place 

little emphasis on women's influence over knights, and 

Kurt Lippman denied th3 j_raportance of passionate love in the 

H'nr.~11· -811 1 ..; +:""--.~.i.-1;rE" o·>" ch-= 'Ta' ..... ,, 37 .w.! b · .l __ ,_..,v..Lc.v - . - ..L, ..L..t...; • The sentiment of the author 
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he was neue.rC) u;ode werryour 
That c.m-rde :not loue n-ryc_;llt: 
li'or loue hath nade oany a ~9nquej:'Our 
And many a worthy knighte,.::.>0 

'19'l 

--a statement which, as ·we have see:J., is somewha.t ambir;uous 

in view of the distinction often made abo-;J.t what it is to 

11 loue a-ryG;ht"-- is rare in the Enclish ror.mnces. 

The mo·tif of a knight fightinr; in order to win ;;i,. 

lady is not in itself at all uncommon in ro:raances, but it 

normally functions in some vmy as e. structurini; device 

rather than as a subject of theriiatic sicnificance. Beves ol 

Hampton, for example, v1hose wanderings and combats ranse all 

over )filrope, surrenders early on in his romance to the amatory 

advances of Josian, the dauc;hter of the _Saracen kine who 
. 3q has brouc;ht him up. "' Periodically throut;hout the rest of 

his careei" he is oblic;ed to ficht in her rescue or defence, 

but he likes fishtin5 more than anything else, and romantic 

feelings are not usually dominant in his mind. Josian 

is frequently abandoned to t;reat hardships and at one point 

Bev es, havins ·won another lady in a tournaraent, non-committally 

decides to wait before transferrin5 his allegiance to her in 

case Josian (\·1ho has been imprisoned by an enemy) turns up 

again. Josian's role is to provide Beves with a periodic 

cause for ven[jeance, since his stru5gles are often. initiated 

by a fresh outra;e inflicted on her. But the affair is not 

conducted in the foregrou;id of the story, and the romance does 

not close with t~eir final reunion. 
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i3ir I>do.:~.:_J.r of Artois is fairly tic;htly structured 

o..round the process by \'lhich the h:ni~)1t wins his lord's 

dau.e;hter; the roc.ance co:;:isists of a series of adventures b;y 

which Ec;larnour eve11tuCJ.lly succeeds in beins united with 

Christabelle.40 the hero's only real quality is prowess, 

a:n.d though a certain loyalty to his lad;y is necessary to 

sustain the plo~c it is not really emphasised as an element in 

Eglarnou:c' s motivation after his initial labours. Ipomadon 

similarly focuses almost continuousl:r on the hero's strucgle 

td win his lady--a beautiful heiress who has decided to 

bestow herself only or ... the knicht of greatest prowess in 

Christen.don, and with whom Ipomadon falls in love without 

seeing her. But, as \·Ji th E0lamour, the amorous aspects of the 

romance remain on t;he level of plot structure. 41 

In Sir Def''reva:nt, l:Jhich describes a feud between land-

lords of neighbouring Enslish estates, the hero's falling in 

love with and eventual marriage to his enemy's daughter represe:1ts 

primarily the process by which the feud is ended and 

reconciliation sole!ll11ised. Degrevant's marriage is no more 

than a natural star;e in his career, which we continue to 

follm1 until his wife dies and he goes off to an honourable 

death in the Holy Land. 42 The hero of Sir Launfal i C' chosen ..... 

to be the lover of the faery TryaBour, but his virtues--

preeminentl;y larG,esse, as well as the obli5ator;,• prowess--

are seeDinr;ly not inportant in gaining.this privilege. 

Laun.fal; s affair with T1·yamour is sit;nificant not :primarily 

for its erotic nature either, but as a q_uasi-divine intervention 
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by wb.ich the d.ist:ressocl Launfa.l, \'lho has ban2:::>'.'Upted himse1I.' 

by his 5enerosity and then been rejected by the Round Table 

knit:;hts \·1hom he had patronised, is restored to a position of 

wealth. He is thus enabled to snub with impunity the irEmoral 

1+3 Guinevere and, by iiaplication, the \"!hole ethos of the co-v.rt. 

Some other romances, of course, like Sir Orfeo or 

JEl2..:::is and. Ble.unch:.'lour, are in an in.dependent sense love 

stories, but in the f ei'l re.r1dor.1 examples I have mentioned 

the passion of the chivalric heroes is merely a premise 

which req·•).ires them to carry out certain tas~·~s. Prov1ess is 

juxtaposed 1·Ji'..;h love, and both capacities exist independently 

of each other, the heroes succeedL1c; in their romantic 

objectives because tl1eJr are 3.lread;y· invincible fit:;hters. 

We are c;iven tbe sense that the knit;hts deplo;yed their 

powers in a. number of varied fields of activity, but that 

the romancer has chose:1. to concentrate on that part of their 

career in which they obtained vdves. The in:.plications of 

the juxtaposition of love c.md :prm·rnss are not examined--o.. 

i'act which does not su-.cprise us in what are basicall;r tales 

of adventure. 

The use of love as a plot-structure for kn:i.Ghtly 

adventure is car1--ied to absurd extreoes in Froissart's lont; 

romance, I·:eliador, wheJ:>e we a:ee c;i ven a portrait of ki:.ir;htly 

acti vi t:t almcst co1:1pletely ir:. terms of the wi:n.nins of ladies 

as a rm·mrd for oart:i.al prm·ress. The exclusion of other factors 

makes this in :!:'act an u:nusuo.1 ro1Jance, despite its ir:1i tati ve 

nat'U:ce in Da..:."1y oth8r respects.. But Froissart does Eot see11 
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concerned to d.o more than provide hioself with an excuse i'or 

wri tin:~; a romance, and one hesitates to say more of ~·~eliador 

than that it reveals hoN standard a plot-for;:nula the r.:1otif 

of a knicht f ic;hti:at;; to obtain a lady had becor:1e .. 

The roma11co tells how Hermondine, daughter of the 

Kine of Scotland, evades Ll~ unwelcome offer of mar:!"iac;e by 

vowinc ·to oa:cry the kni:,)r'.; o:f Ai·thur' s court who proves Go st 

valiant in a five-:rear q_uest. The poem is an account of this 

quest, an obvious m1alo=,ue to that oi' the Grail, with an 

a.T>atory purpose subs-Ci tuted for the relit;ious one. ~Je f ollou 

the separate bu .. .; interli:r2::Gd adventures of various knights 

embarked on the quest, uho li~:e the Grail knish ts come to be 

seer.. as a frater:1i t::r--11 les chevaliers de la qu8te". But it is 

not of course really a quest for anythins. T, - - ht ne l~rnc_._ s sirnpl;;r 

aim to prove tb en;:; elves vc~liard:; in a vacuum, '•:here \vi th one or 

two exceptions they ar·e .not even provided with wrongs to 

right or just causes to def end. There is no purpose to 

their wan.derinc;s, which e.re punctuated by attendance at a 

series of tournaJnents ar1"cu10ed especially for the furthei"'ance 

of the quest, like fixtures in a sports leaGue schedule. 

Eventually the quest i~self becoraes superfluous. 

Heliador, the eventual winner, is admitted to clandestine 

nocturnal meetinss 'di th the pr·incess lone before the outcome 

of the contest is officie.lly decided; his sister, Phenonee, 

·who has p:t."'oraised herself to the runner-. up, having fall en 

in love with one of the quest knic;hts, has to persuade other 

knights to challen;_;e h::i_D (the coubat ends in criovous wounds for 



so -Cbat he can be said to have Hon her b,y 

' 41-i. aecds of arws.. In the whole process there is no sut:;i_\estion 

that l::ni,:;htl:r \·10rthL112ss or s:t::ill has any other pur]!OSe tha:.1. 

this. 

There are, however, instances in which a knicht's 

choice of the service of a lady as his first priorit~1 is 12;iven 

thenatic significance and criticised. Gu;z of V2..rwick provides 

a good exar:iple. 45 Guy falls pathetically in love with Ii'elice, 

his lord 1 s dauz;hter, who eventuall;y softens tO\·mrds hin so 

far as to bid him 50 and win fame as a knisht. This he does, 

<:ind on his retu::-n :Felice s.ccepts hir:i as "her kny5ht 11
, but 

will not ma.rx·y hirri in C3.se he falls into sloth and she ceases 

to be for him 8ll inspiratio:'l to perform creat deeds of 

chivalr3"'. Gv.y is forced to c;o abroad az;ain despite the 

pleadincs of his lord, his parents. (whon he uill not see 

again) ancl others. Once more he is universally successful, 

a..."'ld onl;y sli::.;htly reproaches :l?elice in his mind when sorr;e of 

his conr8.des are killed in an an bush laid for him by a 

man jealous of his success. After r;reat adventures in 

t1hich he always proves invincible, Guy eventually returns to 

marr~f her. After the marriae;e comes the moment of truth. On 

realisins tha.t all his killing has been for a woman's sake 

rathe:i; than God's, he a ban.dons his wife and sets out for the 

Holy IJand a.s a palmer. 1;,'l".en he returns to defei1.d the kinc;d.orn 

against the Danish giant Colbrand he f'ichts in discu.ise, 

since he r.i.ow cs.res nothinc for fame. .L'indins relice 8nt;ar;sd 

in acts of chari t:r and devotion, he retires to a hermitage 



and. the:r s.re reEnited. just before death. 

The chonse. in Guy fror:1 the service of love to the 

service of God is not presented merely as a de~elopment that 

is appropriate to his a:.;e, o:c as the result of vrnai\:ness, 

disaster or the imminence of death. It is surely to confirm 

this iI'.1.pression that Gi_1.y fi;;llts his greatest battle after b.e 

has renounced love and fane. ·:rhe earlier decision of 

Felice to en.force fu: ... ther service conflicts with more iraportant 

loyal ties; lm.:-e-sei·vice as the exclusive ooj ect of the knight's 

activity is COlldeTJ.:.ed by reference to both religious and 

social alternatives. 

A satirical approach to the ootif of the knir;ht as lover 

is found in the thirteGl1th-century French ~tefable, 

lrncassin et J'iicolelli• 1i 1he ;youth Aucassin will not participate 

in knishtly acti1.rities because he is in love, but consents 

eventually to fisht in his father's \·mr. Dreaming of Nicolette, 

he allows his horse to callop straight towards the enem;y and is 

easily captured. The practical consideration that he will thus 

be deprived of his nist:!:'ess's sisht enables him to fight 

free of his captors--a cowic and reductive version of 

the idea that love makes a man valorous.46 The lovers 

continue to .find thenselves at odds with the world's 

ir..transi.sence. A herd-boy treats with literal-minded scorn the 

transpa::-ent metaphor of a lost creyhound in which Aucassin 

describes his loss of Nicolette. Auca.ssin' s love proves a 

distinct handicap in pr2-.ctical rnatters. He thinks so hard of 

Nicolette tbat he. .falls of:L his la::::ge horse and injures his 
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shouldc:r:-. Heunited at last-;, the lovers sail to Torelore, 

a land oI Rabelaisian oddity \·!here everythinc;--especiall;y 

the behaviour of the sexes--is inverted: the King f,ives 

birth, while the Queen leaJ.s the army--in a battle foucht 

\'lith apples., ec;:;s and cheese. · It is a suitable destination 

for a couple i.·rho represent individuall~r and together so 

meny inversions. The roles of kni[:;ht and lover are here 

clearly portrayed as inconpatiblc. 

It is not my intention to deny that love as a 

motive for kni0htly deeds is a comtionpla.ce in the English and 

lt'rench romances, but to e...rc:ue that where it is more than 

a mere plot-for:nula it is usually the object of qualification 

or conderanation. Arguments to the contrary have hovTever 

been advanced., cloiraing that love was bot;:h mainspring and 

object of the en.er.gies of knichthood in literature from the 

twelfth century onwards. ~L1he stories most often seized 

upon in support of this position are those associated with the 

figures of Lancelot and Tristan--seemin5ly the most complete 

examples of both chi valr~)T 1 s identification with love and the 

right to love outside mar:ciac;e. 11 As lons as love-loyalty 

was preserved", cor:.n~ents harr:;aret Gist, 11 the code apparently 

excused disloyal t;y-; equivocation, falsehood., deceit and 

treachery in other :cele.tio:nships. 11 4-7 

La.ricelot and Tristan, notes Heinrich Zimmer, "were 

heroes of the saue nettle, cursed and 'Jlessed by the destiny 

of the s2.rne forbidden pnssi.on, each spellbound by the wife of 
LL>< 

his liece. 11 
·'-' The two l;:nicJ:1ts were certainl;r closely linl:ed 
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in the medieval mind, and the Lancelot lec;end in fact 

developed to so:i1e extent frof:.1 that of Tristan. 4-9 In 

li tex·o.1.>;y accounts the two pairs of lovers sustained a 
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s;rmbiotic relEtionship 1:1i th each other; in Ealory, for instance, 

as in the l'rench Prose ':f'riste.n, the tvrn knic;hts display an 

awareness of a special relationship between thmJselves, and 

each couple looks to the other for justification and preced.e:::1t. 

Isolde ma.lees the parallel explicit, d.eclarinr_~ that 11 there 

be \·Ji thin this londe but fo-Llr lovers". \'!hen Tristras and Isolde 

escape to England, I..a.ncelot invites them to live at his castle 

of Joyous Gard, and after the open b:.ceach between Arthur and 

Lancelot, Bors advises the latter to :f:'ollow Tristrarn' s exc.nple 

and. take Guinevere there. IJ:'he ho:cn that tests wifely chastity, 

which La.moral;: sends to i·'Iar·k to test Isolde, was oric;inally 

sent by Vi organ. le Fay to .Arthur to test Guinevere. 50 

Hany of the roma:.J.c0s in which the tvw fit;1.lres appear 

are cor:1plex in their perspectives on the protae;onists. But 

outside romance they appear to have drawn fairly strair;ht-

forward conde::nnation. \'.re find Tristan in the Inferno, along 

with Paolo and Francesca of Rimini, who were dravm to sin 

while reading 11 di Lancialotto come aJnor lo strinse". 51 Gower's 

Traiti~ j_solates the two kni5hts as examples of folly: 

Comunes sont la cronique et l'istoire 
De La.n.celot et Tristrans ensewe:rrc; 
Enqore nai11t lour sotie en memoire, 
Pour essampler les autres du present. (XV, 1-4) 

But an equally important emphasis is that in Gower's marginal 

summar;y, which states that both men are pre-eminent exacples 

of extreue sui.'fcrin~; in a foolish c.ause: 11 Amantes ambo predicti 
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rnaGnO infortu.nii dolor.;; dies suos extrenos clauserunt. 11 

For all the complexity of ima0inative responses demanded 

'1C9 I :7 

by the rooances, I believe that Gower's juds.-nent is essentially 

that of most of.' the ronances deal inc \·1i th the fis-ures of 

T:cistan and LanceJot. I she.11 turn first to the stories of 

1rristan and Isolt, whose love affair, according to u. T. H. 

Jackson, was throuc;hout the 1,1iddle .A5es "rec;arded as sinful 
r.,2 

and destructive" • ./ J.!'. P. Pid;::erinc; notes that the stor;;r of 

Tristan is depicted in the tapestries of the Cistercian convent 

at Uienhausen; it was a story '\;Jhich came to be recarded as 

a use.ful embodinent of a serious moral warnint;.53 

3. T:ristan 

Joseph Bedier has arc.ued thB.t all the earliest extant 

ve:r:·sions o:f the T:c:Lstan story came from a common archetype 

th h '1 b ... . t d. . 5'+ roug an u:n.t;:noun num1 er OJ. in erwe iar:i.es. The attitude 

of the archetype towards the love of Tristan and Isolt was 

proba"bl;y hig1ly critical. Frederick ~Jhiteh.ead su0z;ests that 

it "depicted a world \'ll:tere crude violence and low subterfuf:Se 

prev2.iled, ru1d \·Jhere love at its hic;hest was a crir::iinal 

infatuation and at its lowest an overmastering lust. 11 55 

The earliest surviving versions are fragments by 'Beroul' 

(possibly Horm3.n), Thomas (probably An0lo-Horman), and the 

German, Eilhart von. Obers, all probably written in the 

second half of the twelfth century. Earie de France \·;rote 

a Tristan. episode, and Chretien de Troyes declares at the 

beginninc: of Clic-~es that he produced a version of the sto:...--;y, 
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now lost. In the early thirteenth century came Gottfried 

von Strassburc;'c poem and the French prose versions, which 

resulted in Ito.lian and Spanish prose redactions and that of 

Malory. There is also a Norse Tristrams Sar;a a..ri.d a late 
c:;r 

thirteenth-century bi.ddle En6lish poem, Sir Tristrem • ...;o 

The remains Oj~ Eilh2.rt von Oberg' s work sugc;est that he 

was attempting to show a c;reat knight corrupted by an uncontroll

able passion.57 For Eilhart, love and knighthood appear to 

have been a mutually destructive combination. Tristan is 

a great knight initially, da:r·ing and formidable in his 

pursuit of honour, but these qualities oake him vulnerable to 

degradation in love. He satisfies his love o~ly at the 

expense of his knie;htly honour, and his efforts to restore 

his honour involve rejection of Isolt. Governal, his tutor and 

friend, is the perfect foil--sensible, rational and stable.58 

In Beroul' s poeo, hovrnver, the conflict between love 

and chivalry is not really explored.59 The lovers are not 

con.denned; indeed the poet is ostensibly their strong 

partisan, bitterly condemning the attempts of Mark's barons 

to stop the queen's adultery. God, he claims, endorses the 

lovers as stronsly as he does. A~ Varva:ro comments that 

"religious and moral considerations are almost totally foreign 

to Beroul's outlook on life, which tends towards evaluation 
co 

in completely human, material &--id social terras. 110 A poem 

totally lackinc in moral considerations, especially with such 

a subject, is ai1 anarchic prospect, and Varvaro's formulation 

is perhaps an elaborate v.rey of sa;y-ing that the poem lad::s any 
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coherent viewpoint at all, apart from its simple approbation of 

the hero nnd heroine, and its applause of the various eJcped.ients 

by 1.-;hich they stave off' disaster.. I sol t is often seen as a 

cunninc; and. deceit:t.'ul wi.fe, but she appears never to be troubled 

b;y protleE1s of co.nscience or conflicts of loyalty. 'dhen 

the love.!·s repent, aDd tell Oc;rin the hermit that they ·wish to 

c;ive up their life of sin, we sense the develop:-;1ent of a moral 

dimension. !3ut Trista.:.11 and the hermit immediately st&"?t 

scher2ins a deceitful v!ay of setting matters to rights, based 

on the assnr::ption that no one will dare to incur a combat with 

the renowr~ed. knicht b;:,r publicly doubting his word (lines 2351 ff.). 

The e:nerc;ent moro.l perspective dissolves, and the repentonce 

of ~Gae lovers--despi te the dranatic nature of their ini ti.3.l 

re~orse--turns 0ut to be short-lived. 

So i.na:ny consider.:~tions are pointedly ir:;nored by ti.10 

narrator's partialit;y that it is possible that the \1Thole 

love story is ironically conceived, but the evidence is hardly 

convincin0. InC.eed it is not clear how far this version is 

sufficie;.1.tly individualised for us to e'.hrpect in it evidence 

of a unifyinc a.Yld controlling intellicence. The lack of a 

moral perspective is Batched b .. / the inconsistencies of the 

plot. The love a.ffai:::- ca-rries on after the potion's effect 

has supposedly worn off (2161 f.f.); we are not told why 

1'1ark .finds the lovers sleepin;:::; \·Ji th a naked sword between the'.1; 

one of the three baror..s is killed by Tristan in the fore st of 

' 1,'.orroi.s od; :_-.ec:.ppea:rs 12.ter; Arthur's knichts vow vengeance 

on the t~n·e,:; 00~--.:-ons, b;.i.t .110 mo::ce is heard of the matter; and 
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finally there is nn entire];/ irrelevant episode in ·v;hich it 

is revealed that 11ark has horse 1 s ears. That po.rt of the 

appeal of the Tristan le3end probably lay in straightfor\'rn.rd 

sympathy with the lovers is indicated not only by 3eroul's 

version but also by the Biddle English Sir Tristrer:1, \'lhich 

covers much the sarJe :;round as the ar:chetype with creat speed 

and abruptness, and without a hint that Tristren is anythin5 

more or less than a herd.1 The moral issues inherent in the 

raw material of the story are avoided; as in Beroul's version, 

the endorsement of the lovers does not arise from a context 

within which the io.plications of their actions are examined. or 

the relative weight of thei::· conflictins loyal ties assessed. 

The lonc prose rom~'lces, which \·/ere enoroously 

popular and cor<1prised the standard version of the story from 

the thirteenth century on, set the love affair in the midst 

of the wider world of societ;y at large, includin3 Arthur's 

raalm as well as that of i','.iark. 62 The central focus is shifted 

from the lovers tm'lards the knic;htly career of Tristan. On the 

one hand, s~7mpathy for the lovers is raade easier for the reader.· 

The pair fall in love before drinking the potion, and Isolt's 

marriage to I•i"a:ck is shm·m to be entirely inappropriate.. In the 

Ita.lian Tavol£.!. ~:i tonda Tristan and I sol t are even forced to 

marry before retur:.1inr; to Cornwall. Hark is represented as 

malicious, cowardly and treacherous. He sends Tristan to 

Ireland to fetch I sol t only in order to have hiru killed, and. 

in most versio21s it is he who murders 11rista.n.. Loyalty to such. 

a man is hardly feasible. 
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Yet on the othe:c h.3.nd the love is still clearl:,;r 

seen as ultimately destructive in the prose versions, not 

only of the love:cs theuselves but o:t' the social world around 

them. Innocent people a:ce constantly enz~li'ed in the disasters 

it causes, and the corruption spreads until it eubracen 

the whole ..A_~cthurian world, which is destro;yed throuch the 

connected and analocous affair of Lancelot and Guinevere. 

Arthur and his knic;hts, in givinc their \·1hole-hearted 

support; to Tristan in his struc;cle asainst i·}ark, reveal 

the assumptions that will eventually an:.'1.ihilate them. 

As .far as c:ti.ivalry is concerned, the prose versio~s contai:;::i 

a warning against i1:;moderate passion. Like Lancelot, Tx·isto.n 

is a knight of enori:iOus wo:cth, flawed by a failure to control 

a love io1hich is initially beneficent. He becomes enslaved 

by his senses, and cannot succeed in the Grail quest. 'I'he 

revelatio:i of his fallibility in the sphere of love is 

surely part of the poi:;rt:; of the episode in which, after he 

has fallen in love \·iith Isolt, he is Viark's successful rival 
r; 7, 

for the adulterous love of the beautiful wife of Segurades.~/ 

The poems of Gottfried von St:!.·assburg and his source 

Tho11as of Britain (the r:1ost substa_n.tial .fruc;ment of whic.h 

supplies· the ending lac2;;:in:; in Gottfried's work) are usually 

assumed to have introd::wed. a new 'courtly' diru.ension to the 

'l'ristan story, fully exploiting the possibili t;y of sympathy 

for the lovers, and elevc.tinc; love to a level of meanins 

that makes the conflict v;i th f euda.l loyalty, chi va1:ric dut:y, 

. . _._ G4 and marital fidelity :9oi;.::;:::10.nt but ul timntely irrelevenu. 
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I'·lodci.--n :Lnterp.ret.::.tion.s of Gottfried's poem s;enerally a.ssume 

that the 1.:ind of love he :i)resents is essentially positive. 

Accor(linb to scir;;e connientators the human love of Trista.'1 

and Isolt is 8. syr:.1001 and fit:;:,1.J.rint; of divine love; in 

other vimrn the poem set;s up an ethic of love which is 

distinctly anti-Christian. G5 The forrne:c- :i.dea, which rescued 

the poe::i. from the uoral disapproval of the nineteenth century, 

is \\'ell represe:ited by \·/. T. H. Jackson 1 s claim that the love 

of' Tristan and. Isolt is 11 e. :ceflection in hur:ian terms of the bond 

between tJ1c ~;:;ys-tic and his God11
• Gottfried vmnted 11 to describe 

what seer:1ed to him to be t:he most exalted of hulllan e:z:periences 

and in doint; so he used the onl;7 possible terms, those of 
,~- .,.... 

Ch . ..... . . . . 1100 ris .,J_an mysi:;1c1s:'.!1. Cleai~ly, then, it is to Gottfried's 

undisputed mast0rpiece, unl;:nown al thouc;h it probably was in 

fourte8~.th-century :Sr..cla.i.J.d, that ~·rn should lool;: for a handling 

of the Tristan stor;y by a major poet, and for the strongest 

evidence that Tristan, in his capacity as a lover, could be a 

positive f'if:,1.J.re--in both specific::i.lly chivalric and more general 

contexts. 

Obvious difficultj.es--in the form of oedieval social 

and relisious ideas--are, of course, ;raised by the assumption 

that Gottfried's intention was the exaltaion of an adulterous 

and disloyal love. Jackson, however, claims that the poe:c 

is n a unique atte1npt to portray the overwheloing power of lovG 

and the essential inco1:1patibili ty betvrne::1 it and the society 

in ·which Gottfried.' s co.nteoporaries lived 11
• Th~t society, 

{Jackson cl~1ins, dec;ro.ded u.arriage and envied love. The lovers 
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mu::rt therGfore retr·eat to the iJ..kJlie;-;rott_£ to find happiness, 

since 11 only mrny i'I·on society can true love flourish 11
• r.rhe 

fact that love forces theo into deceit and criminality is a 

criticism o.f society; truth to each other .forces the:n to 

deceive others. horeover, tl1eir love stands in opposi tio:n also 

to the absurd D.nd discreditocl "courtly concept of ext:c·amarital 

love 11
, because it is equall;y intense on both sides. The ·whole 

societ;y presupposed by the 11 courtly rornance 11 (as exemplified 

by Chr~tien' s vrnrks) is rejected because it cannot accoE::modate 

the absolute nature oi' this love affair. The "edele herzen", 

whom Gottfried c.lo.iws ~-n his prolo;_;ue to be wri tins for, 

are thus :aot neGesBaTily s. cour·~lJ." audience, but people 

"capable of cor:iprehe~1dL1c.:; the Tristan experience-who have 

suffered &nd c.c.'-11 understand. 11 

In turn, Jucl:.son continues, Gott:.'.'ried rejects yet another 

facet of co:1tenporai:-3r s:>ciet;y, chival:c;y. Tristan is an "srtist

hero" rather tha."Yl a knit;htl;y one, never. havint; to fic;ht for 

Isol t (in Gottfried's poem) ·ou.t winning her larsely throuch 

the Orpheus-like power of his music. He arrives at Mark's 

court celebrated for aesthetic r&ther than military accomplish~ 

rnents, ancl his education is distinctly bookish. Jackson also 

eophasises Gottfried's "catec;orical refusal 11 to describe 

the S\·rnrtlei te, or kni::;htinc cere2on:y-. 67 Ruth Kunz er likewise 

finds here 11 su.bstantial irony directed at;ainst the rituals 

of chivalry in c;enera.l". To eriphasise his "aesthetic distance 

&'1.d iro::J.ic detach:-Jent fron all chivalric conventions and 

activitiesa, the narr.ato::;:.· 11 chooses the ver:y ceremony that 
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r::n 
o:cdinaril;y is devoted to the ~).orif ication of chival:c~r". -'0 

l·!ad.0lein'"3 P .. Cosr:12n \'Jrites tho..t 11 Gottfried's Trist2,n is 

sinc;ular ar:ione_:; medieval kni[;hts. Iian.y of' his actions a.ncl. 

statements in the enfance a:'ld later violo.te the basic co:nponents 

of courtl;y romance. Indeed, soDe of the knic;ht 1 s adventures 

are inversions of chivalric conduct, which hardl~:i can be 

fortuitous ••• J!'or IJ:'rista.n the ma."'1. of learning, and for Tristan 
60 

the artist knisht, lE:arnins is the better part of valor. 11 7 

There is of cou.rse little doubt that the T.riste.n, --
like the 'J:roilns, is essentiaJ.ly aoout a love affai.:;..--

rather than a military career, thou~h Tristan is quite 

definitely a lcnicllt. T·he priori t;y- of love as a centre of 

inte:::-est does not~ ilouever, necessarily indicate an intended 

denigration of the military aspects of knighthood or l-cnit;htl:y 

romance.. The ironies and inc0nsistencies of the poem :nay, I 

believe, be more satisfactorily accounted for if vrn l.'Ce.lise t:1at 

the effect of most of ther:i is to qualify the love affair 

its elf rather than to discredit external reference points S1).Ch 

as chivs..lr;y or society (either in its repressive or courtly 

aspects). The reader is bound. to feel an imac;inative 

er:1pathy for the lovers' plic:ht, but Gottfried does not intend. 

that such a response be civen a free ;:-ein. The inplicatior1s 

for chivalr;y of Gottfried's poeB are not, I shall arcue,. 

radically different in the encl from those of Eilho;;:-t 1 s 

poem or the prose tradition. 

F·rom the start oi· the work, the c:-nphasis is on the 

suffer-inc; ar.cl torr:ie:nt of love; this boo~;:, the ne.rJ:-atox· clains 
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nr:.ib:i .. f.)lOu.sl;y, ITL':.:J z_~i ve a lover some respite from his sorrou. 70 

He coes on to praise the ennoblinr:; and enrichinc; nature of 

love: 

ez liebet lieoe tu~d edelt ouot, 
ez st.::•.etet triu1.-:e und tuc;endet leben. (174-5) 

Without love no one att2~i11s worth or reputation, yet people are 

raI'ely p:r:·epaY.'ed to put up with a small amount of suffering 

for the se..ke of love's great d.elichts ( 176-2.05). This pouer.:Cul 

and intricately rhetorico.1 passar.:;e, e11dint; in a flourish 

of eucharistic ima::;ery--the lovers are dead but their stor:'f 

is the bread oi.' life (233-1+0)--is nevertheless scathinsl~.r 

ironic in view of later eve:11ts. 'J:he sufferi:nt; of the lovers 

vastly out\1eigh.s their joy, an.d they are led into manifest 

d egr·adatiornJ. 

Tho story proper be3ins with an account of Tristan's 

parents l:1iwalin and Blanscheflur, whose career is a foreshadow-

inc; and epitome of that of their son. When they f e,ll in love 

the poet inforns us that Ei':mlin is cauc;ht in love lilrn a bird 

trapped and stru2~:_;lin0 on a lir;ied twic. 71 He had no idea that 

love ·was such keen sorrow, 11 daz herzliebe waere/so nahe [;e:ad.e 

ein swa.erc" (916-7) 5 and his laughter turns to sadness; 

Blanscheflur is also in continual torment.72 As soon as 

their love is consummated Riv1alin is summoned m·.ray--the 

first of 1nany separatio:1s of lovers in the poem--and Blanscheflur 

reproaches love as a deceiver: it is mere pain, it lures us 

to lastins sorrow (1391-1.~'15). She finds herself with child, 

a...""ld the pair decide to elope to Riwalin' s country, re-,.realinc; 

the essentially lai,vleGs n.J..tu:ce of their passion; there is, after 
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all, no reason why a mo.n o::-: l.~:Lwalin' s rank should not have 

asked for the hand of' a kins' s sister, a"ld no impediment 

is 1~1entioned. Rivrn.lin is killed in battle shortly after 

his return home, and. Blanscheflur dies in childbirth. 

The child is entrusted to Rhmlin' s marshal, and baptised 

Tristc-L.11 owinr; to the sorToi·J (~ti tia) of his conception 

2oe 

and of his bii-th ( 1939-2020).. The love of his parents has 

brought about their.death, and his life too will be sorrowful, 

endinc in bitterness because of love. 

Tristan's introduction to i·1ai."1:' s court as a huntsman 

initiates the traditional association of the hunt with 

sexuality that runs throushout the story.73 Tristan finds 

Mark's hunts1:ien butcherins a har-t, ru.:.d, scandalised at their 

ignorance of the .f o:cmal courtly procedure for cutting up the 

beast, takes over the task hiDself' vii th a display of 

elaborate ter:ninoJ.oe:;y, which the chief huntsman receives with 

amused but inpressed irony (278S ff.). The significance of 

the episode is underlined with a pun. Tristan proves himself 

an expert in elaborate ways of anatomising the 11 hirz", but the 

process is essentially the same as that conducted in plain 

fashion by the huntsmen; analozously the casuistry of love never 

quite dis[,;uises the simple fact of adultery in Tristan's 

relations. with Isolt. He becomes Hark' s chief huntsrr.an: 

11 iuwer j8.€';er und iuwer dienentman" (3373)--a fatal combination. 

liis initiation in the latter of these two capacities 

is solemnised b;y his knighting ceremony.. Gottfried's 

refusal to descri-:Je it in detail seems to be a matter of 
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li te::-ary taste rathe:L" than of any antipath;::,r to chj.valric 

Jorrns. He implies that suci:1 occasions have come to provide 

a standard opportunity for literary set-pieces, and in an 

excursus he casts a critical eye ove::: contcnporary poets. 

The part the cerenony which is, houever, described is 

TI'istan' s vow. He prosises to be modest, straightforward 

and -'cru thful : 

wis diemu.et und wis unbetrogen, 
wis \·1arhaft m1d wis wolgezocen. (5027-8) 

The only mention of women is that he should honour and love all 

women CS' er' u.:ade minne elliu ·wip", 5032). 

As Hark' s knit:.;ht he is now solemnl::ir pled.ged to truth; 

as his 'huntsman' he \'Jill be conderiined to perpetual deceit 

ai"ld scarcely relieved sorrow. His first c;reat task as a 

knight is to defend the real;-n against Morold the Irish chaupion. 

But in the process his fatal preoccupation re3.sserts itself 

in the forn of a poisoned wound in the thic;h, which will not 

heal and starts to stinl~. Since the wound can only be healed. 

by Isolt's raother, the Queen of Ireland, she presumably 

produced the poiso:J., j'IJ..st as later on she provides the 'poison' 

of the love-potion. Love of a certain kind in the poem is a 

poison and a \·;round. ?i'i:Talin is wounded by a spear when he 

falls in love with Blan.scheflur (1134), and the suffering 

caused by his wound is only temporarily assuaced by their 

sexual union. 'I'ristan si:nilarly seeks a source of merely 

temporary healing, aI1d ultirJately his attempt to cure his 

1 \·1ound' is counte:?:'-productj_ve to say the least. The wound 

in -Che thich, tb.e zroin, or the loins is of cour·se tradi tionall v ... 
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associated with sensual love and lechery.74 

As yet, hm·rnver, Tristan's uound only indicates a 

proclivity rather than accomplished fact. After beinc 

healed in Ireland, he returns praising Isolt's beauty. Her 

beauty does not a.t this point eclipse that of others; ir.. fa.ct 

it makes other women beautiful, and glorifies all womankind 

(8298-304). This is recosnisably the legitimate kind of 

inspiration that a knisht may derive fron honourable and 

disinterested love, and of which Geoffroi de Charny and 

Boucicaut approved. Later on, by contrast, love of Isolt 

malces Tristan unable to consur:imate his marriase with I sol t 

of the \·Jhi te Hands. 

Another foreshc.dowing of his evBntual enslavement by 

passion occurs on Trista:i. 1 s return to Ireland to woo Isolt for 

Mark. He kills the drac;on ·whose sla;yer is to be rewarded 

with her hand, but provides an ow.en of his fatal \·reakness 

by thrustin5 the fiery tonsue which he has cut off into his 

bosom. He succuobs to the funes a...Yld almost dies, surrendering 

to the very destructive pmrnrs which he has vanquished, just 

as he is to fail at the apparent moment of success in his 

task of bril1c;ing i,!e.rl;: a bride. I sol t finds him unconscious, 

11 ir laben unde :.;_r tot,/ir ·wunne unde ir unsemach 11 (9376-7). 

The potion itself brines sorr01·1, ansuish and death: 

"ez was diu \·rnrnde swaere ,/diu endelose herzenot ,/von der si 

beide lagen tot" (11675-60). :Sransaene tells them that "diz 

tranc is iuwer beid.er tot! 11 (11710). Tristan stru:;t;les in 

the snare lil;:e Riwalin, and I sol t is also on the limed branch 
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("'1'1?55··9, 11796-805). They beccme love's huntsmen, settinc; 

snares for each othel' (11934-8).75 Love fiLhts acainst 
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and def Ge.ts honour and lo;yo.l ty ("ere'' and 11 triuvrn 11
, 117(,0-76) ; 

it tarns honey -co c;a.11, mrnetnesE to sourness, and the world 

upside dm,:n ('11885-93). Again there is special emphasis on 

sufferin~~: life is a burden (11973), the lovers suffer 11 wunde1"

lichem leide 11
, they are d;yins of love ( '1211~--5). The nature of 

the kind of love that the potion brines could hardly be 

made r:10re e:x:plici t. 

As Jackson cornDents, the potion 11 hands theD over to 

the tyranny of the senses, and this tyranny is so pouerful 

that it brushes from its path all considerations of honor 

a.:nd loyalty." Yet tl1e betrayal of lo;yalt;y, he claims, is 

excused becausa they "act unde::- conpulsion and this compulsion 
nr 

is syri1bolized by the Minnet:rank • 11 10 In the early versions of 

the story~ admittedly, the potion is a mac;ic cause of' the 

love, and can be resa::::-ded to some degree as an external 

agent. Gottfried's use of the device has stirred great 

debate, but the .cost convincins view is surely that expressed 

by Aucust Closs: "\'Jith Gottfried the love potion is no lenser 

reason and excuse ••• It is a poetic syobol. u77 L"iyrrha Lot-

Borodine also sees the love-philtre as symbolic, though in 

a more positive way than Gott.fried is likely to have intended. 

In the poer:1s of Gottfried and Thomas, she declares, "le 'boire' 

est el eve a la <iicnite d~' un pur symbole' le symbole de la 

noble f;inna. Tristm1 et Iseut s 'airaent 'parce que c' est lui, 

pa.rce que c' est elle 1 
• C' est bien le plus haut chant de 1 1 c1mour 
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terrestre, sans artifice ni fard, clc l' ar,1our qui n' est plus 

un obscur instinct, raais un besoin proi'ond et nostalgiqu.e de 
70 

tout 1 1 ttre hu:nain .. " '.) :2iwalin needed no potion, and as we 

have seea the eve11t that Triztan' s d:i:·irikinc symbolises is 

foreshadowed in his earlier histor~f • 

In any case, ideas of blame a:o.d excuse are hardly 

adequate to the event: the lovers have drunk their death, a.nd 

evil is the inevitable resulto79 They are forced to abandon 

11 triuwe 11
, or fidelity, without which no joy is possible .. 

Gottfried stresse.s the importance of this virtue in his 

excursus on love, but t.1.1e insistence has a significant 

ironic dir:1ension, since :.i. t is L'lade clear that fidelity 

to each other canno:b, for the lovers, ta..1\:e the place of their 

wider lo;yaJ. ties: 

wir bu'\'Jen die Dinne 
rni-t; Gecelleteo sinne, 
mit valsche und ~it akust 
und suochen dal'.iie an ir die lust 
des libes unde des herze~: 
sone birt si niuwan s::ierzen, 
ungu.ot und unfruht unde una.rt... ( 122LJ.1-7) 

(He cultivate love with c,v.ile and deceit and with minds 
as bitter as call, and ·we then seek jo;y of body and 
SO\l.l in her.! J'3u-t:;, i_nstead, she beg5s only pain and 
evil and poison-berries and vveeds.) o 

On the other ha.nd. steadfast friendship ("der staete friundes 

muot") will brin0 fort~1. joy in the end (12273-9); the fate 

of Tristan avid Isol t assures us, however, that their particular· 

kind of steadfastness :!.s not of this happier sort. 

Tristan has sacrificed honour and loyalty, but he wins 

a temporai:·y victo~':/ over love in brinsinc Isolt to Viark (125:'1"1-30). 
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Nevertheless, as Gott.fried rsuar~rn, love teuches honest 

rd.r:ds to pra.ctiGe per:f id~-: 11 aJ .. sus so le:cet minne/durnahtecliche 

sinne/ze vo.lsche .sin ver.:.':'lizzen" (12451-3). 

her vircinity in i·Iark' s bed to sustain the pretence, and 

Inol t' s reaction to her loyalty is to tr;y· to have her killed 

in case she should betray her. P:.::·eviou.sly, Hhen she had 

Triste11 at he::.- mercy in Ireland, and had found that he was the 

killer of her uncle, Isolt had found herself u:rn.ble to Lmrder 

hh1 d1...:e to her woraanl;y feelings~ her 11 sueze i,,·,.ripheit" (102L~1-60). 

We notice noH a chanc;e jn her homicidal capacities under the 

'enn..obling' infl·u.ence of love. Then she would :1ot kill her 

enemy; nO\·l the "r:10rtro.eto" is ready to kill not only the 

faithful and. self-sacrificing Brangaei-i.e, but even the 

two squires whor.: she has hired to do the deed.--until they 

reveal ti.:.at Brensaene is not dead after all. At the points of 

the assassins' swords :Jrancaene has refused to betray her 

mistress. The episode dramatically shows that nothinc; will 

be allowed to st&J.d in the way of I sol t' s love; all other 

consideJ::>ations are to be swept aside. In addition Gottfried 

points out that the lovers trade dishonestly on the close 

kinship between Ilark and T:cistar: to disguise their intimacy 

f:;:·om the re.st of the court ( 13001 ff • ) • 

Hot everyone, howev8r, is deceived. Hark's chief 

steward, Marjodo, tells i·~e .. rk of his suspicions; the dwarf 

Melot brines a nore sophisticated hand to the work of detection, 

arJ.d a trap is set. I-tar];: hides in u tree, having pretended 

to e;o away, l:Jhile the lovers hold c-,n assicnation. below. Tristan 

and Tsol t aro quic:;:-wi-l;tecl enouch to turn the situa~ion 
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to their advantage, but the pretensions of their affair to 

romantic dib-nity are severely damaged in the process. The 

fabliau-li.ke nature of the scene--with Isolt as the cunning, 

deceiving wife, and Mark a.s the foolish, duped husband--is 

not as fully exploited here as in Beroul's version, where 

Isolt thoroughly enjoys the performance and boasts cf her 

. . t b +: 1· t . t . , 1 . t 81 1ngenu1 y, Uv is s i~ p~ominen • Like Chaucer's January, 

Mark is easily deceived, here and elsewhere, because he is 

blinded by lust to the truth behind the pretences. For 

each of the characters involved, this episode is demeaning@ 

Gottfried then condemns the deceit and treachery 

o:f Marjodo and Helot in setting this trap and in scheming 

further for the exposure of the lovers (15051-120) .. The 

conder.mation i8 heaYily ironic, since \·Je have just seen the 

deceit and. treachery of Tristan and Isolt, who are pointedly 

omitted frvm a condemnation of vices which they share and 

actions which they have initiated. As Ruth Kunzer concludes, 

"the very harsh treatment of the barons ••• by the narrator, 

who hardly ever fails to point out that, despite their 

underhand methods, the courtiers do tell the truth, implies 

irony in its exaggerationu.82 Not only do they tell the truth, 

but despite their tainted motives they have every reason to try 

to stop the adultery of their queen. In this case, as in that 

of Guinevere, courtiers--whatever their motives--are carrying 

out that responsibility to proffer a ruJ.er unwelcome advice 

which the moralists unanimously regarded as being their 

vital duty .. 

The further test of the flour on the flour leads to 



tllc opif.>ode in which I sol t is oblic;ed to svrnar an oath of' her 

fidelity, arid tten underco o.n ordeal to establish the veracity 

of l1er oath. The scene is carefully built up. I sol t pra;yrs 

to God and i'aats, while 0:0 the same time preparinc; a trick 

which prasuri'eS very fer, as Gottf·ried drily rerria.rks, on ·God 1 s 

11 b()vescheit" or courtes;;r (15540 ff.). B:,1 r;;i vine away c;old 

and silver she tries to bribe God to overlook her "ware:n 

schulde" (15G47 ff.). The pretence of piety is reflected in 

':l:ristan 1 s t-l.i.rninf; up i'or the event disc;uised as a pilcrim; 

in Eilhart his scarlet clothes underneath his pilr:;rim's 

garb are revealed when J.1e falls down with Isolt. Isolt is 

able to s\'rea.r that no 'nan has lain in her arm.s but T~arl~ and 

the poor pilr-;ri:n (Tristan) \·Tho has just carried her ashore 

and fallen to the ~~rou-ad with her in the process. Got~fried 

8mphasises the queen's sce.ntiness of clothins--displayinc 

hei· se21sualit;y as ·well as her vulnerabili ty--as she tal{es 

hold of the hot iron and is not burned. This accounts for her 

ability to impose on i·ie.rk, but how does she deceive God? 

Gottfried explains: 

da wart wol cofienbaeret 
und al der werlt bewaeret 
daz der vil tu;~enthafte Krist' 
wintschaffen alse ein ermel ist: 

er'st allen herzen bereit, 
ze durnlL~te und ze trii[;ehei t. 
ist ez ernest, ist ez spil, 
er ist ie, swie so nan wil. (15737-L~O, 15745-8). 

(Thus it was n-.ade Danifest and confirr:ied to all 
the worlc. that Christ in His f)J:'eat virtue is pliant 
as a windolm-111 sleeve ••• iie is at the becl~ of every 
heart for honest deeds or fraud. Be it deadly 
earnest or a u:;.roie, Ee is just as you would have Eim .. ) 
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cenerallJ sup8rsetled t~e notion that he is bein~ blaspheLlous. 

rr·11e mc.:in irony is (li:r-ec ted. a;:;:J..inst the lo·.rers' who believe 

that the~ c&n deceive, or at least bribe, even God; but 

the episode also p:cobo.'.Jl;y r-ep:;."ese:nts an atta.cl: on the ·whole 

busi1rnss of ordeals, which the JJate:;:.·Wl Council in 1215 forbade 

the . . 83 
c1.erf3:Y -..:;o consec.ra:te. 

Tristan and Isolt a.re nevertheless eventually banished 

i'roD the court. 1.I'he anaI'chic nature of their passion d:['i ves 

then into the vlildc:cness. In Berou_l' s sto:ry they live, 

suitably, rry hunt;inc; in a forest, 1·1here Tristan becomes 

so 1·:ild an ot~tlau t:1at people are afraid to ente.:-.: it. 

Gottfried sends t£1em instead to a cavern, a i-!i:a::i_o,-:rotte, 

set ~-n v1ild cou_ntry 0:'.1 a sava3e mou:'lta.inside. It is a locus 

co..ve' s G.r.ieni ties and p::."oportions are 

allec;orised liJrn those of a chlH'ch. The description has 

evoked a vast amount o:L' co:nnento.ry, much of it seein;:; the 

,.... -' .1 ~ • d 1 • t . ~ I 1 . . I ~ 1 84 passace as uoGcirie s exposi ion 01 a re ision oi ove. 

Jackson, for :i.:1.s~.;ance, sees this as the hi~ point of the 

J.ove affair, where the tyra._11ny of the senses h1posed by the 

potion is transcended, o.nd the syL1bolic possibilities of 

love m2de clear. Sensual love submits to mystical in this 

shrine: 11 only those who have achieved co;·D.plete sacrifice to 

Christi.s.n lovrJ can enjo~: its delit,;hts 11
• The 101rers experience 

11 the ocste:~s:y of the Christ;j_o_n soul yearnins for the heavenly 

Bric'Lec_;roo;:;:". Sonsua.li t;~.-, o:::· col~i:·sc, continue;; to do,,-, their 
~) 

steps, bu:; the 1070-c::."otto oL:'ers a c~linpse of their final 

http:s-'-ar.ce
http:co:m.wnts.ry
http:Gottfr.:.ed
http:oSS',.E:pt:i.on
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apotheosis: 11 only b;y death can ••• the lovers be re-0.ni ted in 
~,~· 

mystic love, freed from all t;!"'ossness and carnal attraction 11 .-'? 

If we look at the details of the allegor;y of the cave, 

h0\'1ever, ue find that they reinforce the ironies that Gott.:L:·ied 

has built up around the relationship. The cavern's roundness, 

for exo.mple, represents the 11 einvalte 11 of love--its siwplicity, 

and lac~: of cuile and treachery; its even and uhite walls 

symbolise 11 d:1rnahte 11
, or intesri t;y; one of the bars of the 

door sic;nifies love's purit;y and chastity ("die kusche und die 

reine 11
). These qualities are clearly at odds '.:Ii th those 

deuonstre.:ted by the lovers. At the same time the lovers' 

sententiousness is ooc~:ed b;7 the erotic nature of some of the 

dets.ils of the cave. As Huth Kunzer observes, there are some 

su1.:;f_;e3tive rer:1a::..~ks about locks and keys, and references to 

sexnal orc;ans and copulation; the c;rotto is "a dreamland of 

-1-. ~ t . 11 86 erovic ~an asies • The poet ewphasises the element of 

fantas;y b:y ren:i.rt:int; that the srotto br·L1gs Kine Arthur's l.;:nie;hts 

to do homase a thousand. tiraes a day, and deflates the .:fantasy 

by huQorously noting that althou;h some people think ordinary 

food is still required in such a situation he himself doesn't 

believe a:..l'ly su.ch thine; ( 16913 ff.). The moral of the earthly 

paradise is underlined by the activities of its occupants, 

who pa.ss the ti:rae telling stories of those who have been ruined 

b;y love (Phyllis, Canacea, Dido, 17'191-203), ancl in huntinc. 

It is fittin3ly a result of Lark's lack of success as 

a 'hunter' He loses the track 

of an extro..ordinary white ha:L"'t in the wilderness around the 



cave. Tristan a.~ticipates discovery and tricks the King 

by placing a na..lted sword between him and the 'white hart' 

Isolt.87 His deceit could not succeed, however, unless 

abetted by Mark's lust. After much prevarication Mark 

persuades himself of the innocence of the scene before him 

because, as he gazes on his wife, he is ravished by her 

· 1oveliness and blinded to the truth (17536 ff.). A sunbeam 

shines on her face, and her mouth burns red like a glowing 

coal--arousing in the onlooker the flames of lust as his 
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eyes devour her whole body. Mark's paradoxical assumption 

that the love he is looking at is a spiritual one is the 

final reductive element in the scene. If we are to accept 

the quasi-religious interpretation of the love-cave we must 

accept Gottfried's ironic invitation to look at the situation 

through the eyes of Mark. 

The question of the lovers' deceit is clearly a 

crucial one to an understanding of Gottfried's irony. He 

tempts us to acquit Tristan and I sol t on the grounds that 

Mark has deceived himself, not they him, since he is blind 

(17757-67). Eis blindness is explained by reference to the 

old proverb that love blinds both eyes and mind: 

diu blin thei t der minnen 
diu blendet uze und innen, 
si blendet ougen unde sin. (17745-7) 

But the obvious implication is that Tristan and Isolt suffer 

a much more d.esperate case of the same blindness. Gottfried 

launches into one of his cynical passages of ironic urbane 

casuistry: the wife is not to blame if the husband will not 

http:Isolt.87
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see her misconduct through blindness (17790-2). The weakness 

of this argument is then pointed up by a contradiction. 

He denounces surveillance (nhuote 11 )--the opposite of 

blindness--by the husband, since this only provokes women 

to sin. Eve sinned because of a prohibition, and almost 

all women are basically like her in this respect. The man 

is therefore responsible for his wife's delinquency whether 

he ignores it or tries to stop it. Yet the narrator recognises 

that some women are virtuous--they have "maze", or moderation-

and he praises them at great length (17990-18118). 

How Isolt measures up to this standard is seen when 

Mark recalls the lovers to court. He consults his counsellors, 

and Gottfried praises them for their wisdom in telling him 

exactly what he wants to hear--that Tristan and Isolt should 

be invited back (17673-6). In this way the irony of the 

poet's previous vilification of the advisers who tell the 

King unpleasant truths is revealed. The lovers are glad to 

return from an illusory and unsatisfactory experience; we are 

told that they return for the sake of God and of their place 

in society. Yet almost their first act shows complete 

disregard for both these latter consideration~ and also 

demonstrates Isolt's total lack of "maze". She is one of 

the Eves rather than one of the virtuous women. In the 

noonday sun she has a magnificent bed set up in an orchard, 

summons Tristan, and sleeps with him there. Inevitably they 

a.re discovered, and Tristan is forced to flee abroad. The lovers 



have once again re-enacted the fall, and a.:r·e driven out of 

paradise. The parallel is made explicit; Tristan has eaten 

his death: ,; 

tete er rehte als Adam tete: 
das obez, daz ime sin Eve bot, 
daz nam er und az it ir den tot. (18166-8) 
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From hereon, suffering and pain become the absolutely 

dominant elements of the love experience. Gottfried's narrative 

breaks off in the middle of Tristan's hesitant and deceitful 

wooing of a new Isolt--IS.olt of the White Hands, but Thomas 

takes up the story with their marriage. Tristan is in anguish, 

wishing to free himself from suffering, yet only further 

enmeshing himself by this move. 88 He has become so accustomed 

to evil, says Thomas, that he has lost all moral bearings and 

cannot do anything but wickedness (285 ff.). Tristan is 

marrying Isolt primarily because her name reminds him of · 

his previous love, and that love claims another sacrifice of 

truth and loyalty both in his disingenuous wooing and in 

his inability to consummate the marriage. All four people-

Mark, Tristan, and the two Isolts--are in great torment, and 

none of them has any joy. 

Eventually Tristan returns to Cornwall, along with 

Caerdin, the brother of his new wife. Isolt and Tristan 

persuade Brangaene to make another sacrifice and take 

Caerdin this time as her lover. Afterwards Brangaene, 

loyal up to this point, turns for a time against the lovers 

and denounces Isolt's breaking of her oath to her husband, 

her perjury and her generally hardened attitude towards 
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sinning. Isolt, she declares, has disgraced her ancestry, 

her friends and her lord; if she had any concern for honour she 

would leave her wickedness (1510-70). Brangaene's revolt is 

not entirely wholehearted, but it is significant, for she has 

known the whole history of their relationship, and all its 

possible mitigating circumstances. It was indeed she who 

mistakenly administered the potion. She has participated 

actively in tbe lovers' ruses, yet ultimately she too is 

shocked by their unscrupulousness. 

To evade Mark's re-awakened vigilance Tristan disguises 

himself as a wretched leper, adding another image--that of 

disease and contagion--to the symbolic presentation of 

passionate love (1773 ff.). The degradation and abasement 

of his condition is not, even at a literal level, simply a 

disg-uise, for he has been genuinely enfeebled by the suffering 

and hardship which he bewails (1868-86). Metaphorically, 

however, Tristan's pretence of leprosy is an important 

pointer to the nature of his degradation. Saul Brody has studied 

the way in which leprosy was generally seen as an indication 

of moral as well as physical corruption in the Middie Ages 

(and indeed at other times). The affliction of Amiloun 

in Amis and Amiloun and of Cresseid in Henryson's Testament of 

Cresseid are examples of a common phenomenon in medieval 

literature--the punishment of sin by leprosy.89 In particular 

lepers were thought to be possessed of inordinate sexual desire, 

and in the poems of Eilhart and Beroul Mark is persuaded to 

hand over his guilty wife to a band of lepers as a retribution 

http:leprosy.89


more terrible than burning. Bcroul has the leader of the 

lepers tell Mark that they are so lus·tful that no woman 

on earth could endure their attentions for a single day 

(1195-7). The punishment fits the crime: Isolt will die 

by the licentiousness she has lived by, and will thus 

realise the horribleness of her own sin (1214-5). 
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Tristan's deliberate assumption of the disguise of 

the leper in Thomas•s version (as well as in Beroul 1 s and 

Eilhart's) focuses these resonances and perhaps reinforces 

our sense of his wilful persistence in evil. Beroul makes 

the connection between his disguise and his sexual activities 

quite clear. Tristan turns up at the scene of the ordeal 

disguised, according to Isolt's instructions, as a leper, 

and is questioned by Mark about his disease. He tells the 

King that his leprosy comes from committing adultery with 

a noblewoman whose lord was a leper, and that he has 

sui'£ered from the disease for three years (which is approximate

ly the amount of time that has elapsed since the potion was 

drunk). Only one woman, he says, surpasses this noblewoman 

in beauty, and that is Isolt, who dresses just like her (3759-76)0 

The explanation reflects the belief of medieval physicians 

that leprosy was sometimes transmitted venereally,90 but it 

also asks us to see lust as a loathsome contagion. The inclusion 

of Mark in the chain of corruption is partly crude jesting 

at his expense, but has also a serious point. As we saw in 

the treatment of the love-grotto by Gottfried, Mark is as 

great a sufferer from this affliction as anyone. The implication 
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is that the lustfulness of the lovers would be reproachable 

even if it did not involve ma,,.~ifold breaches of faith, since 

ev~n in Mark, Isolt's legitimate lover, surrender to passion 

involves blindness and 'disease•.91 

Tristan•s final agonizing wound comes from a poisoned 

spear through his loins ("par mi la luingne11
, 2319), and 

like the earlier one it will not heal, but starts to stink. 

He sends for Isolt to heal it, but this of course she cannot 

ultimately be expected to do, since his love for her, with 

its attendant suffering, is identified with the wound itself. 

The description of his pain combines the physical effect of 

the wound with the mental angu.ish resulting from Isolt's 

absence. Ever since his encounter with Marold, Tristan's 

attempts to cure himself through Isolt have merely inflamed 

his wound. Now he believes that he needs the succour of 

her lips ( 11 par buche 11
, 2478), but the true remedy is hinted 

at by the supposition of his neglected wife that he is going 

to forsake the world and become a monk; in reality he is 

arranging for a secret message to be taken to Isolt (2373-4). 

A little later he himself unconsciously stumbles on the truth, 

asking Oaerdin to tell Isolt that if God does not attend to his 

sickness he will die: 

mustrez li le raal que jo ai: 
se Deu n'en pense, jon murrai. (2545-6) 

Gottfried's and Thomas's narratives are consistently 

ironic. The kind of love that Tristan and Isolt indulge is 

shown as a poison, a wound, a snare, a disease; it is incompatible 

http:disease�.91
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with the virtues of truth, honou..r, honesty, loyalty, and friend

ship. Yet the tone is not that of the moralist any more 

than is the method. Neither poet is concerned to pronounce 

the love affair wrong so much as he is to reveal 

it as unprofitable. The reader enters into the intensity of 

the lovers' experience only to find that it consists of almost 

unrelieved sorrow, of folly in the first instance rather than 

sin. 

As far as the implications of these findings for chivalry 

are concerned, we may conclude that at no point does Gottfried 

claim that Tristan's behaviour as a lover is appropriate to 

his status as a knight. His love is a departure from all 

social norms, and these are not rejected in favour of an 

alternative system of values. Among the positive values 

from which Tristan departs chivalry is clearly to be included. 

Although the poem'does not explicitly attempt to define a 

right concept of chivalry, the qualities which Tristan 

rejects a.re periodically seen in terms of his knightly and 

feudal obligations. His involvement with Isolt is a rejection 

of the obligations of his worldly position as a knight, and 

his knightly rank thus serves to illuminate more intensely 

the fact that he has to make a series of critical choices about 

the use of his social and temporal power, and to decide 

whether to use ·!;hat power for the maintenance of the social 

and divine order, as knighthood demands, or for its confusion. 

From Tristan we move to Lancelot, the other great 

knightly lover of medieval literature, to pursue the question 



of whether love is to be seen as a significant element of 

chivalric obligation. I wa.~t to consider especially the 

portraits of Lancelot in Chretien de Troyes' Lancelot (~ 

Chevalier de la Charrette), in the Vulgate Cycle, and in 

Malory's Horte Darthur. But before turning directly to the 

~rette, it will be convenient here to mention briefly 

some others of Chretien's romances in which relationships 
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between knights and women are depicted, since they provide 

further reasons for thinking that the traditional reading of 

the Charrette as praise of a knight's subjection to women is -=;;...;.. ........ -.. 
mistaken. 

4. Chretien de Troyes 

Chretien's Clige~ is to some extent modelled on the 

Tristan story, to which it makes explicit references, although 

its chronological relationship to the version with which it 

appears most closely connected, that of Thomas, has not been 

finally settled.92 The story of Cliges' parents, Alexandre and 

Soredamors, parallels in many respects that of Riwalin and 

Blanscheflur, but at the critical moment their suffering is 

relieved by the Queen's sane advice that they marry. Any love, 

she says, that causes torment is worse than hate. She compares 

love to a building that requires a firm foundation: in order 

that it be not merely a temporary gratification it requires 

the honourable foundation of marriage. The same dangers 

beset Cliges i..i.""l his love for his uncle's wife Fenice, which 

he dares not express, and which is described as a festering 

wound.93 
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Fenice reco3nises the analogJ with the situation 

of Tristan and Isolt, but rejects the course of action it 

suggestsp She would rather be dismembered, she says, than 

have her relationship with Cliges compared to that of Tristan 

and Isolt, 

Don tantes folies dit l'an, 
Que honte m'est a raconter. 
Je ne me porroie acorder 
A .la vie qu'Iseuz mena. 
Amors an li trop vilena, 
Car ses cors fu a deus rantiers 
Et ses cuers fu a l 'un antiers. (3148-54) 

She -Cells Cliges of her love, and of her refusal to adopt the 

dishonourable solution of Isolt. He suggests elopement to 

Britain, comparing such an act (ironically, of course, from 

Chretien's point of view) with the abduction of Helen by Paris. 

Fenice firmly declines, with an appeal to St. Paul and a 

third disparaging reference to Isolt. After they had gone, 

she claims, people would regard her as wanton, him as mad, 

and their love as evil: 

Ja avuec vos einsi n'irai, 
Que lors seroit par tot le monde 
Aussi come d'Yseut la blonde 
Et de Tristan de nos parle, 
Quant nos an seriiens ale 
Et ci et la, totes et tuit 
Blasmeroient nostre deduit. (5310-6) 

Oliges and Fenice are clearly intended to be an 

improvement on the earlier lovers. Cliges has already been 

compared to Tristan (as hunter and fighter) in a passage which 

explai.ns that he surpassed Narcissus (and, by implication, 

Tristan as well) in being distinguished by wisdom as well as 

other natural endowments. 9LJ. The two stories share other 

http:explai.ns
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similarities of plot. There is, for example, a love potion 

of' sorts, prepared by Thessala--Fenice' s confidante, and ·t;he 

equivalent of Brangaenet but which is beneficial rather than 

harmful in its effect. I·i; preserves the heroine IS Virginity 

by supplying her husband with amorous pleasures in his sleep. 

This deceit appears to have the acceptable .function of 

containing the evil initiated by Alis's treachery. Yet 

Fenice•s scrupulousness about avoiding the example of Isolt is 

somewhat selective: her objection is that she will not give 

herself to two men, and moreover she must not be thought 

to have done so. Her refusal to elope is therefore based 

on the conviction that people will not believe she had remained 

a virgin in her husband's bed, whereas she contentedly accepts 

a plan which preserves her reputation even though it involves 

a relationship wllich is technically as adulterous as Isolt's. 

Everybody is made to think that she has died, and she goes 

to live with Cliges in hiding. This isolation, however, is 

unsatisfactory; the scene in which a young hunter stumbles on 

the lovers asleep in a naked embrace in a garden is strongly 

reminiscent of the Tristan legend. The lovers have fallen 

into the situation of their notorious predecessors. Fenice, 

for all her care, has not understood the real point of the 

Tristan story.95 Fortunately Alis dies of chagrin--possibly 

a comic equivalent of Tristan's dying of love--and they are 

able to marry. 

The depreciation of a love which is indulged in 

defiance of other obligations is also the theme of Erec et 

E:.rii<is:;. But here the tempta·i;ions of love are contrasted more 
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specifically with chivalric obligations. Marriage offers the 

lovers the chance of a chaste and innocent love, but Erec 

lapses into a total absorption with his wife which is seen 

in terms of sloth and sensuality because of his complete 

neglect of deeds of arms. He stays in bed frequently till 

noon (an astonishingly late hour for one of Chretien's knights), 

and his friends reproach him behind his back for cowardice and 

recreancy.96 

Enide finally reveals to him the scorn and shame 

which his reputation has suffered. Erec's prompt reformation, 

however, takes him to the opposite and equally unbalanced 

extreme. His asceticism asserts itself as hatred of his wife, 

which, as Tom Artin points out, is in Pauline terms hatred of 

himself.97 A series of encounters, in which he recovers 

his sense of a moral purpose in arms and realises the important 

supporting role of Enide's devotion, leads him eventually 

to a sense of the right use of love. His achievement of this 

equilibrium is signalled in his culminating adventure of the 

Joie de la Cort, where he defeats Mabinograin, and thus 

releases him from imprisonment in a beautiful garden walled 

by air. Mabinograin has in effect been responsible for 

his own imprisonment, having earlier promised his lady, out 

of love for her, to do anything she asked (6002-31). She 

commanded him to remain in the garden until defeated by a 

knight. The irony is neatly pointed, for as long as Mabinograin 

remains enthralled by his lady willingly his own strength will 

be turned against hiro and used for destructive purposes. The 
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greater his prowess, the more sure will be his prison. ]'or 

Erec as well the episode indicates his final release from 

enslavement to passion. 

In Cliges and ~ the knight in love becomes a vehicle 

for exploring the achievement of a right balance in attitude 

to·wards passion and worldly comforts. To some extent this 

applies also to Yvain (Le Chevalier au Lyon), in which the 

knightly protagonist talces a wife, but leaves her to seek 

renewed honour in arms. When he fails to return to her by 

the allotted time, she renounces bi~ and he goes mad with remorse. 

Gradually he recover.•s, and through a series of deeds of arms 

motivated by charity makes himself worthy to be reinstated 

by his wife. At one level this progression, like that of Erec, 

leads to the establishing of an equilibrium between the demands 

of active pursuit of social duty and· those of domestic love, 

in which both slothful sensuality and the autonomous pursuit 

of military fame are rejected. 

But such an account does not do justice to the symbolism 

of the romance, as Maxwell Luria's view suggests: 

The adventure of the fountain is ••• a symbolic 
baptism followed by a beatific vision of salvation. 
Yvain's career can be su.moarised as follows: after 
successfully sustaining the trial of the fountain 
and acquiring the spiritual or moral regeneration 
of its waters ••• there is a backsliding, then a 
recovery of spiritual status through the purgative 
adventures which constitute the body of the romance, 
and :finally the reconciliation with Laudine, which 
signalizes and caps that recovery.98 

Tom Artin has developed this reading in an analysis which is 

sensitive to Chretien's preZerence for multivalent symbolism 
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rather than strict allegory.99 Yvain's progress is at one 

level sacramental: he receives baptism at the fountain, 

circumcision at the entry to Laudine' s castle (where his hor.•se 

is cut in half by the portcullis, and where he is given the 

spiritual power of the ring), undergoes penance in the forest, 

after which he receives the eucharistic unleavened bread from 

the hermit,and confirmation at the hands of the damsels at the 

castle of Pesme Avanture. At the same time, Artin reveals, the 

romance traces ·the supersession of the Old Law by the New. The 

unregenerate vilain points the wa:y to the baptismal fount 

(though he does not understand its significance: the cup he 

describes as iron turns out to be gold), and Yvain's final 

battle is on behalf' of the younger of two sisters who has 

been cheated by the elder out of her share of the inheritance. 

The elder sister is championed by the worldly Gawain, while 

the younger searches for forty da:ys for her champion, the 

knight of the lion. When Gawain and Yvain realise whom they 

are fighting they refuse to fight any more, whereupon Arthur 

forces the elder sister to acknowledge the younger's claim. 

In reality, this shows, there is no conflict, for the New Law 

fulfils and continues the Old. 

Yvain's own development, Artin's argument continues, 

is from being a knight whose chief quality is worldly pride-

he aims to be the most .famous knight of Arthur's court, yet the 

-essential quality of the court is embodied by the foolish and 

unregenerate Kay--to being a knight of Christ. The visit of 

Arthur's court to Laudine's castle represents Yvain's moment of 
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greatest triumph in the worldly sphere, but also his spiritli.e..l 

nadir. His subsequent compliance with Gawain's suggestion of 

Getting off for a year of tourneying, and his complete 

preoccupation in this activity, are a natural extension of 

the choice of worldly glory which his tenuous marriage represents. 

His madness, in which he runs wild and savage in the woods, 

recalls the behaviour of Tristan and Lancelot.100 Besides 

discipline and penance, Yvain's spiritual rehabilitation involves 

undertaking a progressively more demanding sequence of good 

wo~ks, based on charity rather than pride, with the help of 

a lion, which probably represents Christ.101 Yvain defends 

Lunete (identified with the Church) against her three enemies 

(the world, the flesh, and the devil), and reconciles the 

worldly and spiritual aspects of knighthood by turning 

back to his wife Laudine, to win, in recovering her, what 

has become now the right kind of praise and honour.102 

The knight's concern with love is here made the 

basis for a discussion of man's coni'licting allegiances in 

the widest possible terms. The effect is very different 

from that of Geoffroi de Charny's fairly pragmatic consideration 

of the effects on the knight of honourable or dishonourable love, 

but both approaches share a common assumption about love's 

ambivalent possibilities. In both Erec and Yvain love is an 

area of experience which can only with great difficulty be 

reconciled with the duties of knighthood. As an autonomous 

activity it has a disastrous effect on knightly capacity. 

Chretien's treatment of the knight as lover in these 



romances has, however, been somewhat overshadowed by the 

reputation of Lancelot, or Le Chevalier de la Charrette, 

which is often considered to be a positive portrayal of 

knightly obligation in terms of total acceptance of the 

amorous service of a lady. The romance inspired Gaston 

Paris to introduce the term amour courtois into the jargon 
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of medievalists.103 Sidney Painter claimed that it "present

ed the doctrines of courtly love in their most extreme form. 

It taught that no obligation however sacred should stand in 

the way of love.u A. Micha has called it an "exacte illustration 

du code courtoisn. William Dodd commented that under Chretien's 

hands, especially in the Charrette, tithe Arthurian romances 

became the representatives par excellence of the chivalrous 

and courtly ideal of twelfth-century society. 11 In an essay 

originally published in 192?, :Myrrha Lot-Borodine declared that 

"Tout le monde est d'accord aujourd'hui pour reconnaitre que le 

Conte de la Charrette de Chretien de Troyes represente une 

forme de sentiment jusqu'ici inconnue dans notre vieux 

roman: le culte de la dame."104 

Many commentators have reconciled this view with the 

different tendencies of the other works by claiming that 

Chretien was not .following his own wishes in the Charrette, 

but those of the Countess of Champagne, at whose request he 

claims to have undertaken the work. She supplied the 11 roatiere 

et san11
, he sa:ys, and he is trying to be faithful to "sa painne 

et s 'antancion" •105 Recently, however,_ -this explanation has 

come under attack.106 Ironic readines of the work, bringing it 
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into line with the other romances, have been suggested. 

W., T. H. Jackson claims that both Q1iges and. Charrette 

11 illustrate the total collapse of the courtly concept of 

extra-m0.rital love11 , and Jerome Mandel comments that 11 In 

placing the courtly love relationship first and foremost, 

Lancelot reveals unconcern for the very essence of medieval 

society: order--especially as that order is manifest in the 

multitude of relationships upon which the society existed.11107 

Among the most important of those relationships were those 

which were often thought of in terms of the obligations of 

chivalry, and I wish to suggest that Lancelot's behaviour 

as a lover is a deliberate inversion of his proper duty as a 

knight .. 

The court of Arthur is, in the Lancelot as in Yvain, 

a repository of false values, embodied again most signally 

by Kay. In face of the challenge of Meleagant, Arthur allows 

Kay to be the decisive influence on events, first sending 

the Queen to persuade Kay to change his mind about leaving the 

couxt--with the monstrous instruction that she should prostrate 

herself before him if necessary, which she does (127), and 

then acquiescing in the Queen's pledge that he will grant 

whatever Kay asks (170-2).108 Arthur's folly in letting 

Guinevere go after the strange knigb.t--with Kay of all people-

is compounded by his neglecting to follow them, until Gawain 

eventually is moved to rebuke him and insist on immediate 

pursuit (228 ff.). 

Gawain is thus established as a voice of reason; by 

contrast Lancelot, whom we now meet, is obviously obsessed and 
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irrational. Lancelot appears from nowhere, unidentified and 

incognito, asks Gawa.in for one of' his horses, and leaps on one 

of them withou~ any of the preliminaries of inspection which 

the narrator evidently considers to be normal in such cases: 

N'ala pas querant le meillor, 
Ne le plus bel ne le greignor. (293-4) 

Riding .furiously away without thanking his bene.factor, he is 

almost immediately involved in an apparently profitless combat. 

Gawain finds his horse dead; it is the second horse Lancelot 

has killed that daye 

Lancelot's next move is to mount the cart used for 

dragging criminals through the streets prior to stripping 

them of legal rights and honour. The dwarf who drives 

it exacts this concession as the price he must pay for the 

in.formation that will enable him to follow the Queen. 

Lancelot hesitates before mounting, and his hesitation is 

caused by "reisons", which opposes "amors 11 and urges him to 

do nothing nnon il et honte ne reproche" (369-73). Lancelot 

thus ignores reason, but Gawain calls his act "mout grant 

folie", a judgment which derives an added authority from its 

echo of the "mout grant anfance" which he has just attributed 

to Arthur (393, 228). Robertson comments that the implication 

of Lancelot's decision is that he 11 will join Guinevere 

in Gorre through shameless criminal action", and David Shirt 

agrees that Chretien's emphasis on the centrality of the 

episode of the cart is crucial in showing the illicit nature 

of Lancelot's mission, i-Cs "dubious" morality, and the treasonable 

breach of feudal duty that his love involves him in.109 



At their lodging that night, Lancelot insists on 

sleeping in a forbidden bed, though he is warned that the 
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bed has not been prepared for him. He is in fact sleeping in 

a king's bed: 

Bien fust a oes un roi metables 
Li covertoirs qui fu for lui. (514-5) 

Lan.celot has insisted on exposing himself to temptation with 

the King's wife, and the result is a flaming lance which falls-

aiming 11 parmi les flans 11 (521), but only wounding his side--

and sets his bed on fire. The flames are those of lust, and 

the wound we are already familiar with.110 

Lancelot is prompt and stubborn in folly such as this, 

but seemingly paralysed at other times. The retrieval of 

Guinevere is itself a laudable object, but his passion is seen 

to be a hindrance rather than a help in attaining it. The next 

morning, for example, he watches at a window and sees the 

Queen led in a funeral procession by her abductor. He merely 

gazes~ unable to act, until she disappears, whereupon he 

would have thrown himself from the window to his death had 

Gawain not restrained him (569 ff.). His love not only unfits 

him for chivalric activity, but leads him close to the sin of 

despair and suicide. Indeed, passionate love is so often 

associated with suicidal thoughts and loss of identity in 

the poem that we appear to be asked to see it as an act of 

voluntary self-annihilation. 

A humorous version of this process occurs after 

J.;an.celot has parted from Gm·min and rides on his way alone. 



His preoccupation or.. 11 une sole" is so great that he is 

oblivious even of his own identity. He is totally lost, 

having surrendered his reason: 

Et ses pansers est de tel guise 
Que lui mgismes an oblie, 
Ne set s'il est ou s'il n'est mie, 
Ne ne li manbre de son non, 
Ne set s'il est armez ou non, 
Ne set ou va, ne set don vient. (718-23) 

His horse, the unreasoning part of him, bears him along 

without his guidancej and seeing a ford in which to drink 

heads towards it fast. A knight guarding the ford warns 

L&~celot three tiQes not to cross, but he remains in a 

trance until knocked off his horse by the knight. Love has 
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certainly not made him a more formidable warrior, and when fight~ 

ing with the knight of the ford he realises with chagrin his 

martial inefficiency, 

Quant il est ja si anpiriez 
Qu'il pert ses cos et le jor gaste. (886-7) 

The consciousness that love has incapacitated him 

afflicts him again at the house of the damsel who offers 

him hospitality in re·turn for his promise to lie with her. 

She stages a. graphic, pretended rape by the men of her own 

household, and Lancelot, sumooned by her cries, and observin~ 

the number of her attackers, once more hesitates. "Deus 
' 

que porrai je feire?" he exclaims, incredulous at his own 

cowardice when engac;ed on 11 si grant af·eire" as the quest for 

Guinevere. He accuses himself of having the heart of a hare, 

and is so ashamed of h1mself that again he wishes for death: 

Mout an ai le cuer triste et noir: 
Or an ai honte, or an ai duel, 



Tel que je morroie mon vuel 
Quant je ai tant demore ci. (1120-3) 

Finally he persuades himself to risk an hiJnourable death 

rather than endure a life of shame; but for twenty-nine 

lines he has had to goad himself into action in a situation 

which should call forth an immediate chivalric response in 

any knight. 
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The incident of the comb provides further opportunity 

for reversals of this kind. On being told that the comb he 

has found is Guinevere's, Lancelot is so overcome that he 

appears to be about to fall off his horse, until the damsel 

dismounts and runs to him npor lui sotenir et secorre" (1452). 

Covered in shame he chides her, and turns to adoration of the 

Queen's hair as if it were a relic, regarding it in specifically 

religious terms: he needs no other help but this hair, not 

even that of St. Hartin and St. James (1488-90). But the kind 

of help which the hair, and the love for which it stands, can 

give him is soon demonstrated again. Lancelot has agreed to 

undertake the protection of the damsel, and this is a serious 

responsibility since, according to the custom of the country, 

a knight who captures a woman from another knight can do what 

he pleases with her "Sanz honte et sanz blasme" (1328). Now 

the damsel sees a knight approaching who desires her but whorn 

she hates. Lancelot is still preoccupiedand unconcerned (1548-

1552), and allows the newcomer to make impertinent remarks to 

the damsel and to begin to lead her away by the bridle before 

he is recalled to some extent to his duty. The matter is not 
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ultimately settled by Lancelot, but by the intervention of the 

intruding knight's father~ 

Guinevere appears to be something of a handicap in 

practical affairs even when Lancelot finally reaches Gorre and 

fights with her abductor Meleagant. The Queen's maid, realising 

that Lancelot is fighting only for the Queen, and not for ncele 

autre jant menue" (the other prisoners in the land, whose 

release depends on his victory), calls his attention to the 

Queen's presence in a tower. His response is to gaze on her, 

turning his back on his opponent and neglecting to def end 

himself properly. This antic almost loses him the fight until 

he is rebuked by the same maid, who recalls that he used to 

represent 11 toz le biens/Et tote la proesce" (3710-1). Lancelot's 

mortification is by now a familiar response: 

Ce tient a honte et a grant let 
Lanceloz tant que il s'an het. (3722-3) 

When he turns his attention once more to the combat his fury 

arises partly from "amors" and partly from "hl:iine morteus" 

(3743). Meanwhile Guinevere has done nothing to aid her knight, 

and her only act, as Diverres points out, is to save Meleagant 

from defeat by stopping the fight at Bademagu's request, thus 

opening the wa:y to future evils.111 

Guinevere's famous rejection of Lancelot shocks the 

courteous Bademagu, but Lancelot himself continues to behave 

in the au·tomaton-like way which has characterised his activity 

while under the Queen's ini'luence. Like a "fin anmnt11 --Chretien's 

actual phrase--he replies: "He je n'os demander por quoi" 

(3980 ~ 3982)" The Queen's response is put into context by ·the 
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similarity between it and the churlish reaction of Kay to his 

rescuer, on being visited next; by Lancelot. "Con m'as honi", 

exclaims the seneschal immediately, envying Lancelot's success, 

and the reproach emphasises that the folly of Kay, and of the 

court where his values are allowed to reign, is still dominant 

( 1+025) s 

When Guinevere hears of Lancelot's supposed death she 

reproaches herself for her folly, villainy and cruelty, declaring 

that she alone is responsible. She wishes to kill herself, 

and regrets that she did not sleep with him before his death 

(4177-262). The point is not, as Diverres assumes, that 

Chretien is merely reproaching the lovers for a breach of the 

mesure expected in fin' amors. Lancelot is indeed a~ amant 

(though Chretien does not appear to recognise any· public 

currency in the concept), and as such he gets just what he 

might expect; indeed he makes no complaint at his treatment, for 

anarchic behaviour answers to no logic. The kind of illegitimate 

passion involved is incapable of reconciliation with mesure, 

a concept which would undercut the basic nature of the 

relationship. 

The lovers rush from one extreme to another. Guinevere's 

lament at her previous folly is only a new aberration, and the 

effect of her grief is to spread a repor~ which reaches 

Lancelot as the news of her death. His response is even more 

extravagant than hers, and in a comically grotesque episode he 

tries to hang himself by falling ofihis horse with his belt 

a.round his neck when none o:f his captors is looking. Then, 



:hearing that the report is false, he experiences a joy which 

is a hundred thousand times as strong as his previous grief. 

In a cooler moment he defends his decision to commit the 

"forfez 11
, or crime, of stepping into the cart on the grounds 

that love sanctions anything: 

Qu'an ne porroit dire de boche 
Rien qui de par amors venist, 
Que a reproche apartenist. (4374-6) 

Car sanz faille mout an amande 
Qui fet ce q_u'amors li comande, 
Et tot est pardonable chose. (4411-3) 
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There can be no compromise with mesure in an attitude like this. 

The idolatrous nature of Lancelot's passion, which has 

been revealed in the incident of the comb, is more fully 

expressed in the scene in which he spends the night in Guinevere's 

bed. He kneels at her bedside as at the shrine of a saint, 

and bows "Con s'il fust devant un autel 11 on departing (4760-1, 

4734-6). As Robertson points out, the essential character of 

their 'sacramental' deed is admitted by the Queen when she 

declares that the falsely accused Kay would not commit such an 

offence against courtesy and loyalty as he is accused of by 

Meleagant.112 Kay himself is shocked at the thought of such a 

wrong "vers mon seignor". An act capable o:f arousing the 

righteous indignation of such a man as we have seen Kay to be, 

and one which the Q"~een declares that even he could not 

commit, is infamous indeed. The oath which Lancelot swears 

before his duel with Meleagant over the issue only compounds 

the fault. It is an equivocal oath like that of Tristfu"'l (which 

it is supposed. to recall)--technically true, but intended to 



deceive. As with Tristan, the accuser's motives are at least 

pa:r-tly malicious, but the moral character of the deed itself 
113 and of the abuse of the sacred oath remains clear. 
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At the tournament at Nouauz, which Lancelot attends 

while technically a prisoner, his ignoble submissiveness and 

Guinevere's caprice are dramatically demonstrated. She orders 

him to behave like a coward, and, as Diverres comments, persists 

in her command long after her initial purpose in ascertaining 

the disguised knight's ide~tity has been served.114 She 

enjoys her pm.rer over him and her ability to destroy, according 

to her ''lhim, a reputation. Since society puts a high price 

on such things in the world of the poem, she is in effect 

undermining the structure of society. This process is also 

evident in Guinevere's enjoyment of hearing the other women 

express their desire to marry Lancelot. The tournament has 

been arranged in order to provide husbands for these court 

ladies, but so successful is Lancelot in the field eventually 

that the ladies declare that they will marry no man but him. 

His presence there, drawn by Guinevere, and his prior but 

secret attachment, are thus seen to be sabotaging the social 

harmony represented by the match-making process. Guinevere's 

attitude is consistently frivolous and self-centred in the 

face of such priorities. 

Lancelot must return from the tournament directly to 

his prison, in accordance with his promise. As in the case of 

Nabinogra;.n there is an element of voluntary submission in his 

imprisonment. It is Lancelot's bondage to his mistress which 
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gives thematic point to his confinement by Neleagant. The 

tournament marks Lancelot's c.limactic enthraldom to the 

Queen, and his captivity is significantly made more severe on 

his return. This is surely the reason for Guinevere's apparent 

lack of objection to his physical imprisonment. No one at the 

court knows what has become of Lancelot, but the Queen makes 

no move whatever to rescue him, to effect his rescue by 

others or to share her knowledge of his presence at the 

tournament--even after Neleagant has arrived at Arthur's court 

and denounced Lancelot's non-appearance as cowardice. 

The last part of the poem, written by Godefroi de 

Leigni, shows Lancelot's recovery and implied renunciation of 

Guinevere. Cross and Nitze deny the significance of this 

11 banaln completion, claiming that Godefroi's responsibility 

:for it disqualifies it from serious attention. The 11 real11 

romance, they argue, closes with Guinevere's 11 complete 

enthralmentn of Lancelot.115 Yet Godefroi states that he wrote 

with the full consent o.f Chretien--"par le buen gre/Crestiien 

qui le comanya11 (7'128-9). The only argument for disallowing 

the conclusion is that it does not accord with the older view 

o.f the poem as wholehearted praise of adulterous love, but I 

have argued that such a view is inconsistent even with the 

earlier part of the poem. 

In this last section Lancelot is eventually rescued 

.from captivity by Meleagantts sister, who searches a long time 

before finding the formidable tower in which he languishese 

This lady is not a newcomer to the poem, and her role as 
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Iiancelot' s saviour is a natural development of her earlier 

appea~ance, when she promised to return the favour he had 

shown her. His complaint, which she overhears (6488 ff.), 

contains no mention at all of Guinevere. He reproaches himself 

for his trust in fortune, which has so deceived him, and turns 

instead to nsainte Croiz, sainz Esperiz0 (6501). He looks not 

to Guinevere for practical hopes of rescue, but to Gawain, who 

is strongly associated in the romance with reason. 

Lancelot's commitment of his affairs entirely to this 

damsel (6607 ff.) allows no scope f'or any residual passion for 

the Queen, and contrasts with his previous exclusion of ties 

to other women on the grounds of prior attachment. This new 

alli.ance is very different from the old one: 

Tot le renovele et repere, 
Tot le remue et tot le change. (6688-9) 

Since this comment comes immediately after she has bathed him, 

it is perhaps not far-fetched to find echoes here of baptism. 

For his recovery, Lancelot declares, thanks are due "solemant/ 

A Deu et a vos" (6702-3). Horeover, the lady is not possessive. 

She immediately agrees to his desire to go to Arthur's court 

to meet his obligations, for she wishes above all, unlike 

Guinevere, "vostre enor et vostre bientt (6720) in the public 

as well as the private sphere. They commend each other to God 

on parting. This new allegiance, unlike that to the Queen, 

involves no conflict between love and chivalric honour. Lancelot 

is indeed returning to the court rather than to Guinevere, and 

the roma."l'lce ends with his victory over Neleagant. The Queen, 



meanwhile, is obliged to conquer her "rage" and. 11 folie 11 with 

"reisons 11
, and !:lake the best of it (6854-7). 
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The condemnation of Lancelot's adulterous love comprises, 

however, only part of his significance as a character in the 

romance. He has another function which is developed concurrently 

with his adoration of the Queen. The land of Gorre, where 

Arthur's subjects a~e held captive, has been generally identified 

with an original Celtic otherworld in source studies, and 

several commentators have pointed out that in this Christian 

version I1ancelot' s journey there offers a striking parallel to 

Christ's descent into Hell ~s described in the apocryphal 

Gospel of Nic.Q_demg§.116 The comparison of Christ's redemption 

of humanity from mort2.li ty with a knight's rescue of his lady 

is a common one in medieval literature (see section V, 4, below); 

the heroes of ~ and Yvain similarly take on characteristics 

which evoke comparison with those of Christ. Erec undergoes 

apparent death and then •resurrection• at the castle of Limors. 

Yvain's fight to save Lunete from death, and his rescue of the 

three hundred maidens in the castle of Pesme Avanture, contain 

references to Christ's salvation of man from mortality and Hell. 

We do notneed the hermits of the Grail romances to interpret 

such episodes for us. The maidens are the inheritors of 

original sin, for the king of the island of "Puceles" 

(presumably innocence) has been forced to send them as tribute 

as a consequence of an ancient act of folly. 117 

Lancelot's career as a Christ-figure in this way appears 

to begin with the ca.rt: the acceptance o.f a criminal's shame 



recalls the crucifixion, and his hesitation to do so reminds 

us of the anguish in Gethsemane. 118 The shame of tha episode 
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is constantly used as a taunt against Lancelot's pretensions to 

rescue the Queen. The knight who def ends the "passage des 

pierres" deplores his audacity: 

Vasaus, grant hardemant 
As fet, et mout ies fos n&is 
Quant antrez ies an cest p&is. 
Ja hon ya venir ne d~ust, 
Qui an charrete este l!ust, 
Ne ja Deus jBir ne t'an doint. (2226-31) 

The reaction is comparable to that referred to by St. Paul: 

For the Jews require a sit:,n, and the Greeks seek after 
wisdom: But we preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews 
a stumbling-block, and unto the Greeks foolishness: But 
unto them which are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ 
the power of God, and the wis.dom of God. (1 Cor. 1:22-4) 

Later Lancelot enters a church, and after praying undergoes 

symbolic resurrection by lifting the lid of a tomb, which turns 

out to be his own. The inscription on the tomb declares that he 

who achieves this feat will set free all the people who are 

held captive in the land of Gorre. Lancelot's host later 

explains that anyone may enter the land, but no one may leave 

it, and that one of the conditions of the captivity is that, 

as soon as one person succeeds in escaping, all the prisoners 

will be free to leave. The parallel with Christ's conquest of 

death is quite obvious. 

The panic of the devils at the approach of Christ in 

the Harrowing of Hell is matched by the alarm of the indigenous 

inhabitants of Gorre at the news of the knight's arrival (2301 

ff.). The captive people of Logres, on the other hand, are 

overjoyed when Isancelot is introduced to them in Messianic terms 



as the man 

Qui nos gitera toz d'essil 
Et de la grant mal~urte 
Ou nos avons lone tai.~s este. (2426-8) 
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They clamour to provide their deliverer with lodging, quarrelling 

among themselves for the privilege, and we are reminded of the 

throngs which surrounded Jesus. Lancelot rebukes them: "Li 

plus sages de vos est fos 11 (2485: compare 1 Cor. 1:18 ff.), and 

tells them that he will take the desire to off er him honourable 

accommodation for the deed (2490-502: compare Matt. 25:35-40). 

An equivalent to the temptation of Christ is to be found in the 

off er of the hostile unknown knight to ferry Lancelot across 

the river "legieremant et soefn in his boat, thus avoiding the 

ordeal of the sword bridge · (which none has ever yet survived) , if 

he will promise to put himself in his power (2640-9). 

The sword bridge itself, which Lancelot must cross to 

reach the castle where Guinevere is held, provides another 

reminder of the crucifixion--in this case the physical anguish 

rather tha..~ the shame. He entrusts himself to God, and receives 

wounds in the hands and feet (3098-9, 3120). At the same time 

the ordeal is reminiscent of the incarnation, for Chretien tells 

us that Lancelot did a "mout estrange mervoillen in ta.king off 

his armour and exposing his bare feet and hands to the sword's 

edge. After the successful completion of his task, he is 

offered n1 1 oignemant as trois Maries" by Bademagu to heal his 

wounds (3374). The reference, as Foerster's note points out, is 

to the ointment brought by women to Christ's tomb after the 

resurrection (Mark 16:1). 
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At the combat in which Guinevere is actually won, the 

captive people of Logres gather as if for a liturgical occasion: 

Qu'aussi con por Bir les ogres 
Vont au mostier a feste anvel 
A Pantecoste ou a Noel. (3534-6) 

Tb.e reference to the coming of God at Pentecoet and Christmas 

is matched by the mention of the maidens who have fasted, 

"ale nuz piez et an langes 11
, for three days, which is presumably 

intended to recall the preparations for Easter (3540-7). With 

this combat the clear religious allusions seem to end, but the 

drama of salvation is not over with Cbxist's resurrection, and 

Meleagant is still free to work havoc in the woi"'ld, though a 

date for a final reckoning has been set. The determined might 

find, in Lancelot's absence and final triumphant return, an 

anticipation of the apocalypse, but such a reading depends more 

heavily on the assumption of continuity of this allegorical 

kind in the romance than on any convincing references in the 

text. We may as easily see the rest of the poem as portraying 

the continuation of the conflict at the level of the individual 

human soul and its choice of alternative allegiances. 

These two basic lines of development--that of Lancelot 

the foolish lover, and Lancelot the redeemer--exist side by 

side, sharing the common goal of the Queen's rescue, but 

having otherwise only a few implicit interconnections. 

Lancelot's visit to the church, for example, occurs shortly after 

his adoration of the Queen's hair as if it vere a saint's relic; 

the wounds on his hand.s caused by his bending the bars to breok 

into the Queen's bedchamber are likely to recall the wounds 
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received at the sword bridge. In the case of the cart, however, 

Lancelot's two roles involve contradictory interpretations of 

the same action. 

The curious double focus is in part responsible for the 

lack of cohesion that some critics have found in the poem. 

Adler considers the references to the Harrowing of Hell to 

comprise a 11 playf'ul allusionn, symptomatic of a confusion of 

sacred and profane in the romance. The mixture of' 11 des themes 

courtoi.s11 and. "des themes sacresn, concludes Fm·1ler, presented 

Chretien with problerns which he could not solve, and he 

consequently left the romance unfinished. Joan M. Ferrante, in 

a stimulating essay whose co:nclusions about sa.tirical and 

burlesque elements in the poem. coincide with my own at certain 

poin·t;s, claims that Chretien 11 Ca.PJlOt hide his dissatisfaction 

with his own work and refuses to finish it 11
• R. S. Loomis, \'/ho 

sees the Charrette as a "caricaturc 11 of 11 the religion of love ••• 

the extravagances, the posturings, of certain knightly 

practitioners of~ amorn, approaches the difficulties of the 

poem through the source studies, and concludes--in the 

traditional mann.er of such approaches--that the poem "is largely 

a patchwork of ancient and incongruous elements, and Chretien 

did not succeed in reducing them to harmony and coherence.n119 

The trouble with this view in the context of my analysis 

is that both patterns of significance which I have discussed 

are so prominent in the poem that to reject any meaningful 

relation between them is to conYict ChrtH;ien of artistic 

incompetence of a degree unwexranted by his other works. A 

http:courtoi.s0
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solution to the problem has been suggested by Robertson, who 

calls Lancelot nan inverted Redeemer:•, the purpose of the 

religious imagery in the poem being nto make the significance 

of Lancelot 1 s misdeeds apparent and to emphasize the extent of 

the inversion to which a submission of the reason to the 

sensuality may lead." D. D. R. Owen somewhat similarly sees 

Lancelot as an absurd hero who is burlesqued by undergoing a 

parodic version of the religious events.120 Neither view, 

however, quite does justice to the extraordinary duality of 

Lancelot's career; both formulations seem to me to underestimate 

the importance of the religious allusions, seeing them as having 

a strictly suppo~ting function, whereas they are sufficiently 

prominent to claim parity with the love story. In fact, of 

course, both dimensionsof the poem are love storiess and the 

deeply aiilbivalent nature of the quest for Guinevere is explored 

in terms of two different kinds of love. 

As in~' the protagonist's standing fluctuates from 

a nadir which finds him ensnared by sensuality to a zenith in 

which he takes on Christ-like attributes. But in the ambitious 

structure of the Charrette the linear development from the one 

state to the other is superseded by a parallel or contrapuntal 

process, and the ambivalent possibilities of Lancelot's activities 

are developed simultaneously. The unworthiness of his passion 

for Guinevere as a motive .for knightly endeavour is revealed 

by contrast with the right kind o.f inspiration, which is the 

example of Christ's exploits on behalf of those he loves. 

Lancelot moves between the poles of sensual and spiritual 
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knighthood in an almost constant double focus. At certain 

pointsi as in his mounting of the cart, we are aware that the 

action must be judged in more than one way according to its 

purpose and motivation. The episode of the cart asserts the rigb.t 

use or chivalric honour as a deterrent to shameful actions, 

but also its limitations as revealed by Christ's choice of 

worldly shame rather than glory. Similarly, Gawain's role 

reveals the duality o.f human reason. Its necessity as a guide 

is shown in relation to Lancelot the lover, but its inability 

to stand comparison with the mind of God is clear from Gawain's 

failure to negotiate the bridge under the water (leading into 

Gorre) and his consequent need of rescue. 

Fowler and others may irnleed be right in thinking that 

Chretien was not ultimately satisfied with the complexities of 

this striking formal experiment, though to me it appears largely 

successful. Certainly my reading involves setting aside normal 

assumptions about character consistency and development, but 

that is true also of other of Chretien's poems and of romances 

by other writers. Artin cites the example of Laudine in Yvain 

as an example of Chretien's lack of concern with strict 

allegorical correspondences: marriage with her must symbolise 

for the hero something quite different at the end of the poem 

from what it does at the beginning. "It is characteristic of 

Chretien• s style 11
, tV"ri tes Artin, "that the moral 'value' o.f a 

character often Ghifts between poles of meaning, while the 

meaning of the narrative as a whole remains consistent.n121 

The spirit not the letter dominates, and the allegorical aspects 



of' the romances make up in pm·rnr and resonance what they lack 

in neatness .. 
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Far from describing the knight's task as the unquestioning 

service of a lady, Chretien's Lancelot rejects that notion in 

favour of an alternative idea of kni~hthood as an imitation of 

Christ. This polarity is common and underlies a large number 

of literary treatments of chivalry. In the practical lives of 

knights love may not have had a significant place, but in 

chivalric literature the relationship between love and knighthood 

is. often of grea.t symbolic importa..."'1ce as a way of identifying 

desirable and undesirable chivalric objectives. I hope to have 

shown here that one does not need to go to the Conte du Graal 

of Chretien or the later Grail stories to find this dichotomy. 

Nevertheless, in later Arthurian writings the duality between 

amatory and religious loyalties evident in Chretien's Lancelot 

is more fully presented, and deserves some attention here for 

two main reasonso In the first place the Arthurian stories, 

with the exception of those dealing specifically with the Grail, 

are still generally assumed to embody an ideal of chivalry 

based on love-service. The assumption is self-perpetuating, 

for in turn critics assert that since the romances exalt 

chivalry they must be praising knightly service of a lady. 

In the second place, I wish to establish the centrality and 

exi;ent of the tradition by which love was seen as essentially 

destructive of chivalric enterprise. The most prominent 

embodiment of such enterprise was the fictional institution 

of the Round Table, and in pursuing this study of Lancelot 

into the two most famous prose compilations of Arthurian stories, 
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the French Prose Lancelot and Malory's Norte Darthur, we find 

his fortunes as a lover intimately bound up with those of the 

Round Table as a whole. The fat6 of chivalry's most magnificent 

creation hangs upon the private erotic conduct of its most 

celebrated knight. 

5. The Prose 'Lancelot' 

The dichotomy between amatory and religious loyalties 

which I have noted in the Charrette is considerably more 

conspicuous in the prose collection known as the Vulgate Cycle, 

which embraces both the religious sublimity of the Grail quest 

and the desperate passion of Lancelot and. Guinevere. Commentary 

bas tended to divorce these apparent extremes on the grounds 

of incompatibility, assuming for some reason that the love 

interest is more truly representative of the appeal of these 

stories than the concern with religion. The Grail element in the 

Arthurian romances is often written off as a mere clerical 

curiosity, an aberration in the history of chivalric idealism. 

w. w. Lawrence tells us that "we are not to look, then, in the 

legends of the Holy Grail for the more realistic side of 

chivalry11
, which he sees largely in terms of love, "but rather 

for its more fantastic manifestations.11122 The Vulgate Queste 

del Saint Graal, according to Richard Barber, "stands alone in 

the romances as a deliberate attempt to bend the power of 

chivalry to new ends, the Church's ends11
•
123 About the same 

work P. E. Tucker comments that 11 in the process of giving 

significance to the Grail romance the French author almost 



completely destroys the original life of the material and its 

persons" •121.i- D. S. Brewer claims that the Grail values are 

quite antithetical to those of chivalry: 
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The intention of the Grail stories is to denigrate the 
chivalric life of the knight-errant and to exalt its 
complete opposite, the virginal, ascetic, meditative, 
untravelled life of the monk. The authors ••• used the 
chivalric myths to deny chivalric values. They wrote 
a serious allegorical parody of worldly chivalry to 
exemplify the unworldly life of the spirit ••• The Grail 
stories were apparently as successful as the other 
Arthurian stories. in French prose in the thirteenth 
century, partly because of their literary art, and, 
par·tly, no doubt, because their audience, unlike their 
authors, were able to believe in both the chivalric 
virtues ~ in spiritual virtues.'12/ 

The inadequacy of these views, in so far as they bear 

on the subject of chivalry, lies to a large extent in their 

assumption of a chiv-alric 'essence', in relation to which other 

developments using the name of chivalry are to be seen as an 

intrusion, a decadence, or a fantasy. As I have argued, however 

(above, section II, 5), chivalry existed as a series of linked 

ideas responding to a variety of medieval impulses and needs-

practical, theoretical and imaginative--and was from the 

begin~ing characterised by imaginative flexibility. One of the 

more basic :needs chivalry reflected was that of reconciling the 

necessi~y of military power with the pacific behaviour enjoined 

by Christian dogma. The Grail stories no more represent an 

expression of anti-chivalric sentiment, therefore, than do any 

of the other aspects of chivalry which resulted from this need, 

such as the liturgical forms of the knighting ceremony, or-

more pertinently--the Templar ideal expressed in the Ad Milites 

Temnli of St. Bernard, with whose Cistercian order the Vulgate 
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_Q}1~tt was probably closely connected. Indeed, Myrrha 

Lot-·Borodine declared that 11 1 1 idee chevaleresque, essentiellement 

medievale, a trouv6 son expression la plus parfaite en s'incarnant 

da.11s le Christ-chevalier-Gala.ad. 11126 

The Grail quest and the crusades, which must surely be 

seen as a central factor in any assessment of knightly obligation~ 

share a common impulse. The historical relationship between 

them is not clear, but arguments that the Grail legend's 

popularity resulted in part from the lack of crusading success 

have been ad.vancedo 127 In Wol.frru:1' s Parzival the Grail is served 

by a group of knights, s~;c,rr.L to chastity, who are atoning for 

their sins, and who are referred to as ntempleise!1 --a probable 

reference to the role of the Templars as protectors of the holy 
128 places. Fu.rther:.nore, as Edmund Reiss C04'Jaents, the Grail 

quest's prooinence is not entirely a matter of its relation to 

chivalry, since it functioned 11 as a type for all sorts of 

medieval journeysn.129 Such a theme was bound to transcend 

ultimately all worldly concerns. But the Grail theme transcended 

the worldly aspects of chivalric idealism only in the sense that 

i·t placed -'chem in a transcendental perspective (as did all 

religious thought); it did not, as Brewer seems to think, deny 

them all significance. 

In fact the el&boration of chivalric ideas in the direction 

0£ religious symbolism was a steady and straightforward process 

compared with chivalry's relationship to love, which, as we 

have seen, was very problem~tic. There is certainly a better 

case for rege.rding n. concern with love as 'anti-chivalric' tha..'1. 

fo1-. setting up a polarity between chivalry and religious 

http:tha...11
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symbolism--howevc:r homil&ti.c a form the latter took. But the 

knight, as I have eDiphasised, stands at the node of conflicting 

possibilities of worldly fulfilnent, and love, in all its forms, 

is clearly one of those possibilities. In worldly terms, for 

example, Lancelot--in the Vulgate Cycle and in Malory--is the 

most complete knight of all, and it is therefore appropriate 

that he should be a lover, and that his love should be extreme 

in several ways just as his prm·1ess is. But it is also appropriate 

that his worldly love is disastrous in its consequences and 

is.ultima.tely abandoned .. As Wilfred Guerin has observed, "since 

the Round Table is a society flourishing in the midst of medieval 

Christianity, it3 characteristics are steadily seen against the 

backdrop of otherworldly philosophy where the function of man is 

to aspire t;o an eternal reward. 111 3° 

The association of knighthood and Christian mysticism 

evidently came more naturally to medieval writers than to some 

of their modern interpreters. It was this combination in 

Chretien's Conte du Graal (Perceval), whether or not partly 

fortuitous in its creation, and from whatever sources it came, 

which made this poem one of the most seminal works of imaginative 

literature of the Biddle Ages. The debate about the thoroughness 

of explicit Christian reference in Cbr6tien's treatment of the 

Grail theme does not, however, concern us here, since the point 

I am making about the fecundity of the idea is amply illustrated 

by the continuations of the poem by later hands, and the 

profusion of subsequent Grail works.131 These latter not only 

reworked the story found partially in Chretien, but offered 
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various explanations of what the Grail actually was, and 

€xtended its history back to the time of Christ. In such works 

as Robert de Boron 1 s Joseuh d'Arimathie and the Estoire del 

Saint Graal ( a..'"1. addition to the Vulgate Cycle, similarly 

dealing with the early history of the Grail) the Grail theme 

parts company from knightly adventure and moves in the direction 

of pure hagiography, though Robert makes Joseph of Arimathea a 

sort of knig...~t banneret in the service of Pilate, and supplies 

pedigrees for the eventual Grail knights. But these additions 

are ancillary to the main story, which remains a series of 

distinctly chivalric exploits in the most significant versions, 

as well as an expression of sublime religious experience. 

Once the legitimacy of the Grail story in the context 

of chivalric romance is granted, the implications for the 

subject of knighthood of the patterns of events described in the 

Prose Lancelot and the Harte Darthur are comparatively straight

forward. What Ferdinand Lot called "la simplicite du plan, la 

purete generale des lignes, 11 speak very largely for themselves, 

despite the co~plexities of the source studies, the uncertainties 

about compositional unity, and the labyrinthine nature of the 

individual lines of the narrative.132 The story tells how the 

most splendid secular institution the world has ever seen is 

subjected to a test of its spiritual worthiness and found 

wanting; it is brought to destruction shortly thereafter by a 

series of malicious actions initiated by the illicit love of 

that ins ti tu ti on' s most complete represenJGati ve, who has 

suffered conspicuous £ailure in the spiritual test and who 
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survives in penitence the passing of the Arthurian society .. 

The story thus encapsulated sets up a polarity betvrnen 

two kinds of love, represented by Lancelot's involvement with 

Guinevere and Galahad's participation in the vision of divine 

love.. To recognise this polarity \·/e do not have to assume that 

all men are expected to be Galahads, or that Lancelot's love 

displays no positive aspects at any time; we must, however, 

accept that Galahad represents a standard of perfection against 

which all men are ultimately to be judged, and to which all men 

should aspire. The ambivalent possibilities of Lancelot's love 

for the Queen must in the end be assessed according to the fruits 

of that love, which are physical and spiritual death. The 

adulterous love affair \·1hich dominates the whole course of the 

action is seen to lead to worldly disaster, while the Grail 

quest sets both this and t;he more generalised worldliness of 

Arthur's court in the perspective of man's spiritual goal. In 

chivalric terms the polarity is between a concept of knighthood 

which is defined in basically religious terms and one which 

takes its inspiration from--an.d finds its end in--amorousness. 

The validity of such an overall view depends to a large degree 

on the integral nature of the whole story. The relationship of 

Lancelot and Guinevere cannot be viewed in isolation in either 

the French or the English versions of the story, but must be 

seen against the background of the Grail quest and the final 

catastrophe. In pursuing this argument, I shall draw upon 

evidence from both the Prose Lancelot and the Norte Darthur; 

special features of Malory's treat;ment will be discussed in a 



separate following section. 

Lot has convincingly argued for the unity and single 

authorship of the Lancelot proper (Sommer, vols. III-V), 

rejecting the idea that the ambiguous attitude towards 

Lancelot and Guinevere is evidence of dual authorship. He 
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also -argued for the unity of the whole Prose Lancelot, and 

though his claim for single authorship of the whole work has 

not been accepted, the unified design of its three 'branches' 

(the Lancelot proper, Oue.ste del Saint Graal, Mort Artu) is now 

recognised. The work, he maintains, 11 n'est pas une mosaique 

d'ou l'on pourrait avec adresse enlever des cubes pour les 

remplacer par d'autres, c'est une sparterie ou une tapisserie: 

si l'on tente d'y pratiquer une coupure, tout part en morceaux.H 

Micha agrees that 11 Le Lancelot-Graal est a prendre en bloc ••• 

Cette oeuvre presente bien 1 1histoire d'un monde, de son 

apogee a sa ruine, l'histoire d'un amour, 'de sa naissance au 

renoncement final. 111 33 Since the three parts were probably 

the work of different authors, this cohesion has been explained 
-

(by Albert Pauphilet and others) as the result of revision by 

later contributors or (by Jean Frappier) as the overall 

conception of an 'architect', who probably wrote the Lancelot 
~ 

proper but only supervised the composition of other two parts 
/\ 

ndans le cadre d'un plan general etabli a l'avance".134 Frappier 

comments that the t:b..ree works form n a unified structure, bound 

together by preparations and prognostics on the one hand and 

backward references on the other. 111 35 

The appa:t.'ent difficulty involved in finding a unity of 



theme in the three sections of the Prose Lancelot is stated 

by Lot. It concerns almost exclusively the love affair of 

La..~celot: 
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Entre la Ouete et le Lancelot la divergence d'esprit 
est eclataiite7 ici l'esprit mystique, la l'esprit 
chevaleresque; c'est le jour et la nuit et tous les 
critiques s'accordent sur cette opposition ••• Le cote 
choquant., scabreux, du Lancelot, c'est l'adultere du 
heros avec la reine Gueniovre. Loin de glisser sur ces 
amours peu edifiantes le roman semble parfois s'y 
complaire ••• L'auteur semble meme excuser les coupables 
en invoqueant lQ force de la passion ••• Quel contraste 
avec les parties 'mystiques'! L'Estoire et l~~Qucte 
sont un hymne en l'honneur de la chastete ••• 1~~ 

There is an antinomy here, claims Lot, which is inherent in 

medieval thought. The commitment to the world which is 

represented by the love of Lancelot and Guinevere is positive 

until viewed in the spiritual light of the ~ueste. Besides, the 

love at first involves only 11 u11 peche d'intention 11 and is 

therefore not condemned. Furthermore, it does at least inspire 

Lancelot to the virtue of fidelity (to Guinevere): 11 Source de 

peches, l'amour est aussi un bien.fait et peut etre une vertu ••• 

La constance purifie, jusqu'a un certain point, l'amour meme 

coupable." By the third volume of the Lancelot proper 

(Sommer, V: the so-called Agravain), however, 11 la conduite 

de Lancelot est fletrie en des termes dont la grossiere vigueur 

ne le cede en rien a celle de la Quete OU de l'Estoire. 111 37 

Frappier supports this hypothesis of a gradual evolution and 

crystallisation of attitude: 

••• a 'double esprit 1
, to use Lot's phrase, a shifting 

attitude, is characteristic of the Lancelot proper an~ 
becomes more conspicuous as the advent of Galaad d.rc.us 
near. At first it would seem that love of woman, even 
when it involved adultery, deceit, and disloyalty, was 
the source of all good; the au~hor's sympathy seems ~o 



be wholly with the lovers and their go-between 
Galehaut. This attitude gives wa-;;T more and more 
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to the doctrine tha.t adulterous love is sin and the 
cause of calamity, but until we reach the gueste there 
is ai"lbiguity ••• Perhaps this gradual annunciation, which 
in the f or:ra of a romance led from an Old 'restament to a 
New Evangel of chivalry, implied fluctuations, but it138 proceeded none the less from a majestic conception ••• 

The 11 ambiguity 11 that Frappier mentions has remained for 

many critics an implicit approval of Lancelot's love. Myrrha 

Lot-Borodine remarked that in the Lancelot proper "la beaute de 

la dame est~ conf'ormement aux lois du canon courtois, la source 

meme des vertus chevaleresques."-139 Such an attitude is 

particularly common among those working in English studies, who 

usually approach the Vulgate Cycle through l'-Ialory. The dominant 

trend in criticism of 11alory has been to assert that he 

de-emphasised both the religious zeal of the Queste and the 

'approval' of the adulterous affair in the 1,ancelot proper. 

Thus P. E. Tucker argues that Malory rejected 11 the intimate 

connexion of love and chivalry11 in his French sources, and even 

Charles 'Moorman, who argues that Malory's use of the Grail 

story is essentially consonant with that of the .Queste, assumes 

that the French Lancelot proper regards 11 courtly love as a part 

of the chivalric code".140 It is a reminder of the limitations 

of the comparative methods which have dominated Malory criticism 

to find that commentators on the English version have assumed 

a dramatic discrepancy between the French Lancelot and Queste 

while critics of the French cycle have been establishing the 

essential continuity of the two works. 

In fact a stronger case than Lot's could be made for the 

theory that the Lancelot proper presen.ts an attitude towards 
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love that is consistent with that of the Queste. At the very 

beginning of the ror.iance ,.Te learn that Lancelot was originally 

baptised Galahad~ he "auoit non lancelos en sournon, mais il 

auoit non en baptesme galahos 11 
•
14"1 As has often been pointed 

out, this is a foreshadowing of the arrival of the perfect 

knight Galahad, Lancelot's son, in the Queste, where Lancelot's 

supersession by Galahad is explained as a figure of the 

displacement of the Old Law by the Hew. Lancelot is then a 

reminder 0£ Adam, originally spotless--as indicated by his 

baptismal name--but soon to fall, to repent, to fall again, and 

finally through sustained penance to regain the blissful seat 

throut;h the second. Adam \·rho comes after him. 

Lancelot himself learns that he will be thus surpassed 

when~ several hundred pages after the account of his birth, he 

finds himself deprived o:f his normal invincibility. He is unable 

to perform the exploit of opening a tomb, and a voice announces 

to him that success in this venture, as in that of the Grail, 

is closed to him, although he is a great knight, "pour lez 

crueus pechies et lez ors dont tez cors est envenimes" (IV, 176: 

27-8). Lancelot will not much longer be the world's best 

knight, for a greater is to come, whose strength lies precisely 

where Lancelot is weak. He is told this again, by a hermit, on 

an occasion when his capacity for achieving exploits is once more 

shown to be limited~ The hermit dismisses him with the words: 

nmais vous y aues failli pour lez grans pechies dont vous estes 

souspris:i (V, 248:27-8). In his vision at the Grail castle--still 

in the La:ncelQ! proper--Bors (Bohart) is told that Lancelot will 
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not achieve the quest because of the frailty of his loins: 

"tout;es lez boines uertus qui en lui deussent; estre sont mortes 

par le foiblece de ses rains 11 (V, 301:33-4). 

These incidents foreshadow Lancelot's eventual 

development, but we must also deal with the more immediate 

and obvious effects of the love \·1hich proves so ominous. As I 

have mentioned, Lancelot's mentor, the Lady of the Lake, makes 

no reference at all to love in her instructions to Lancelot 

about the duties of a knight, which she de.fines essen-t;ially as 

the protection of the Church and of the helpless (III, 114-5). 

Yet Lancelot is not simply a knight, for he is also Adam, and 

in an important sense the representative of fallen humanity. 

He embodies the full potential of man but also his inevitable 

weakness. Lancelot must be a lover not because he is a knight 

but because Christian virtue involves a discrimination between 

appropriate and inappropriate kinds of love. Lancelot's love 

must convey both its positive potential and the positive 

aspects of his character which it elicits, while at the same 

time showing its ultimately sinful and evil nature. Lancelot 

must remind us of the glory of the unf allen Adam as well as of 

the depths of his ignominy. 

Thus although the effect of love is shown in chivalric 

terms as the inspiration or otherwise of knightly prowess, larger 

issues ar·e really at stake. The knight's choice of carnal over 

divine love is emblematic of the whole human failure. In order 

that Lancelot's love sh.all be able to do this it must convincingly 

an.swer our sense of the scope of human capacity for nobility 
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as \'!ell as baseness. The affair is seen in various contrasting 

perspectives--of fidelity and breach of faith, of honour and 

shame, of magnanimity and selfishness, humility and jealousy. 

Nobility, romance and happiness jostle with madness, lust~ 

comedy, destruction and sin. But the relationship is far 

from being a mean and sordid one; C. S. Lewis 1 s comments on 

Nalory 1 s exaltation of Lancelot apply also to the Prose 

Lancelot's treatment of ·wholeheartedly worldly love: 

If you wa...11t to show that one sort of achievement is 
inferior to, eve:c. incommensur2.ble with, another, then 
o.f course the more splendid (in its oi;m kind) your 
specimen iz, the more impressive its failure (in another 
kind) will be. Every word said in praise of Lancelot as 
a good knight 'of a sinful man'--as the bravest, most 
court~ous, most faithful in his love, but not seriously 
hit;herto attempting that perfection of chastity and all 
other virtues \!hich the Christian law demands of the 
knight, in his mm fashion, no less than of the 
conte1:lplative--serves all the more to drive home the 
moral of the whole story, makes it all the clearer that 
with ·the Quest we have entered a regioa v1here even what 
is best and greatest by the coilll~on standards of the 
world 'falls into abatement and low price•.142 

There are two aspects of Lancelot's behaviour which might be 

seen as positive results of his love for Guinevere--his 

constancy to her, and the excellence of his knightly prowess. 

Though both of these aspects are subject to the qualifications 

~n1ich Lewis suggests, they are also questionable in themselves, 

without reference to the test represented by the Grail quest 

and its foreshadowings. 

In the former case, that of· Lancelot' s fidelity, we 

should note that, as with Tristan, constancy in love is poor 

compensation for the betrayal of a prior allegiance to his lord. 
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The difference in tone between his relationship with Guinevere 

and that ·with Arthur is especially noticeable in the Mort Artu 

through the contrast between Guinevere's hysterical jealousy 

on the flimsiest evidence of Lancelot's infidelity (his wearing 

the sleeve of the d£~msel of Escalot at the Winchester tourne..ment) 

and Arthur's sustained attempt to believe in Lancelot's 

honourableness until presented with conclusive evidence to the 

contrary. On the other question--that of Lancelot's knig..~tly 

atta;:i.ri..ments--there seems no reason to deny a modicum of truth 

to his proclamations (for example, V, 183:39 ff.) that the love 

0£ the Queen is responsible for much of his success. Even in his 

penitential mood in the Queste Lancelot maintains to his 

confessor that it was Guinevere wbo gave him gold to distribute 

among poor knights and for whose love nj'ai faites les granz 

proeces dont toz li mondes parole11 
.. 
143 As Lot notes, "le heres 

ne cesse de proclamer que sans cet amour il ne serait capable 

d'aucun exploit, qu'il ne serait rien; et, chaque fois qu'il 

s' imagine n' ~tre plus aj_me, sa prouesse l' abandonne et il 

'forsenne 1 
•

11144 The Lady of the Lake, in urging Guinevere to 

return Lancelot's love, finds distinctly mitigating circum-

stances in the 11 folie 11 of their liaison: 

Car il ne vaut riens ne nule riens ne prise enuers 
vous, ne li pecies del siecle ne puet estre menes sans 
folie. Mais noult a grant raison de sa folie que raison 
i troeue & honor, & se vous folie poes trouer en vos 
amors, ceste folie est a honerer sor toutes autras. Car 
vous ames le seignor & la flor de tot cest monde, si vous 
poes de ce Vffi1.ter que onques mais dame ne pot .faire ce 
que vous poes. Car vous estes compaigne au plus preudome 
& dame au millor cheualier du monde. (III, 418:33-9) · 

This positive aspect is, however, periodically underout. 



The element of ttfolie11 looms progressively larger. In the 

~ueste a priest insists that his great deeds were perf orraed 

by that residue of his God-given virtues which had not been 

destroyed. by his lust (126:25-7). More generally, we become 

ai·mre that Lancelot is often doing the right things for the 

wrong reason. The obligations of knighthood as the Lady of 

the Lake originally expounded them have their own justification 

in tel.'ms of religious and social duty. But instead of 

confronting theiil steadily Lancelot attaches them to the unstahle 

and wildly fluctuating condition of his love affair, which 

subjects him to fits of despair and even madness when as a 

knight he is of little use to anyone. Guinevere's influence 

is thus not at all consistent in its effects, and from a martial 

point of view incapacitates him as much as inspiring him to 

great deeds of armsc Thought, sound or sight of the Queen 

usually sends him into a state of absorption in which he is 

oblivious to all around him. A knight who rouses him from one 

of these states exclaims: 11 Deable denfer vous font dame regarder 11 

(III, 201:20-1). A little later, hearing the Queen's voice, 

Lancelot gazes on her and lets his horse go where it willo 

The horse jumps into a river, gets out of its depth, and 

Lancelot nearly drowns. He is eventually rescued by Yvain, 

but still gazing on Guinevere again abandons control of the 

animal until another knight, Daguenet, seizes his bridle and 

leads him to the Queen. Even now he is still in a trance, 

able to speak hardly a word, and incapable of keeping hold of 

his lance. Yvain is coapelled to restore his lance, lead him to 
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At the battle with the Saxons and Irish, Lancelot is 

again overcor.1e at the sight of Guinevere, and her capricious 

orders to him interfere with the tactical requirements of the 

situation (III, 407-9). Nuch later, disguised in red armour, 

Lancelot carries the day against the Round Table knights at a 

tournament at Camelot until suddenly he sees the Queen. His 

strength immediately drains away, he drops his sword, and he 

becomes as if de~d. If Baudemagus had not caught him in his 

arms he would have fallen fron his horse. When in bed with 

Guinevere afterwards, Lenee lot ad.mi ts tba:t it was the sight 

of her beauty which had unmanned him. Guinevere at this point 

(though not later) is concerned that her effect on him may be 

detrimental to his prowess, but J.Jancelot insists, contrary 

to the facts just recounted, that her influence can only be 

beneficial (V, 176, 183-4). At times Guinevere's influence 

does appear genuinely beneficial. In the battle between 

Galehaut and Arthur, for example, Lancelot singlehandedly 

achieves victory for Arthur because Guinevere has requested 

him ·1;0 fight (III, 236 ff.). But the service of a lady is 

nevertheless a somewhat capricious reason for decisively 

influencing the outcome of such a momentous occasion, with 

fifty thousand men involved altogether. 

Guinevere in fact is shown to be more conscious than 

Lancelot of the realities of their situation, and as a result 

his protestations cannot be taken at face value. When the 
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Queen learns of Lancelot's failure to approach the tomb, mentioned 
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above, and of the prophecy that he would be unable to achieve 

the Grail quest, she is grieved that their love is responsible, 

especially since he is otherwise the best knight in the world: 

"Et ore laves perdu par lassamblee de nous ii. Si me uenist 

miex ce ne samble que ongues ne fuisse nee que par moi 

remansissent tant de biens comme il en remandrontn (V, 193:15-7). 

Lancelot reproves her and claims he o\'1es everything to her 

influence (V, 193:18-25), but the pa.:r.'tial truth in his words 

is outweig...~ed by the perception of his lady. Throughout the 

work, in fact, the idea that love can be justified in this way 

is set up only to be severely qualified. In the Eort .A.rtu, for 

example, Lancelot's success at the tournament at Winchester is 

automatically attributed by the rest of the court to the 

power of his love for the woman whose sleeve he wears as a 

favour; but a little later Bors's discourse to the Queen 

presents a very different perspective. Every "preudome qui 

longuement amast par amours 11 has eventually been dishonoured: 

Absalom, Solomon, Samson, Hector, Achilles, Tristan.145 

I wish to pass over for the moment the condemnation 

of this kind of love in the Qy.este, which will be discussed 

separately later (see below, section V, 1), and to note that 

in the last section of the Prose Lancelot, the i.'iort Artu, we 

find a sharpening of the focus and an acceleration of the 

destructive effects of the liaison. That the Grail adventure 

cannot be separated from the rest of the story is emphasised 

both in the events preceding the (meste and in those which 

immediately follow it~ In the Lancelot proper Bors receives 
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at the Grail castle an allegorical revelation of the destruction 

of Arthur and the Round Table (V, 300), and after the quest is 

over A.rthur vainly attempts to recreate the glory of the 

Table by holding the Winchester tournament (Hort Artu, p. 3). 

Lancelot relapses into sin 'l:Ji th Guinevere in less than a month, 

and he also ac·ts now with total lack o:f discretion, "si folement 11
, 

in contrast to his previous behaviour. Discovery is inevitable, 

and Lancelot's two serious wounds are warnings of the approaching 

nemesis. 

The first wound, at the tournament, is significantly 

at the hands of his counsellor, Bors, and whereas knights are 

norLially healed o.f such wounds with great rapidity in the 

romance, this wound tal-ces a great deal of time. At one point 

Lancelot is close to death. In imagery that as we have seen 

is conventional in such situations, the wound is compared to 

that of a hunted animal who has been shot in the heart (43:24). 

The second wound sustains this image, for Lancelot is hit in 

the thigh ( 11 par mi la cuisse") by the King's huntsmen, who 

were aiming at a stag. The shot was not a complete failure 

(
11li cox n'ala pas del tout a faute", 79:36-7), as the author 

146 drily remarks. 

But if Lancelot is at his lowest point here, so is 

Guinevere, in her violent reaction to the rumour of his 

involv~ment with the lady of Escalot. We are told that she 

wants him dead, that she hates him violently--more so than 

she has ever loved him. As Mme. Lot-Borodine remarks, 

Guinevere na perdu sa belle assurance ancienne, son intangible 
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fierte, et ses defauts, la jalousie, le caprice et le 

despotisme, se sont accentues avec les annees. 111 li·7 The strife 

and jealousy caused here by the love affair foreshadow its 

larger disrt:.ptive effect to come. Guinevere laments that for 

love of Lancelot· she has shamed "le plus preudome del monde 11 

(32:26-7). Her despairing comment is intended as a reproach 

to Lancelot's apparent faithlessness, but in this context rebounds 

strongly on her own behaviour towards the 11 preudome 11 Arthur: 

11 Ha! Dexn, she cries, 11 qui esprovera mes loiaute en nul 

chevalier ne en nul hohle, quant desloiaute s 1 est herbergiee 

el meilleur de touz les bons? 11 (32:27-30). 

From the low point of the discovery of the affair, the 

lovers move slowly upwards towards their eventual moral 

renaissance after the final dissolution of the Round Table. 

A.i'ter discovery, Lancelot is consistently magnanimous towards 

Arthur and Gawain. He puts Guinevere's honour above his own 

desire and sends her back to Arthur, declaring that he would 

do so even if it involved his own death (:pp. 152, 154-5). He 

blesses his enemies on leaving England, and spares Gawain 

when he is in his power; his love for those who mortally hate 

him dumbfounds Arthur and Bors (pp. 163, 185-6, 189, 191, 202). 

This attitude is, however, occasionally punctuated by a regressive 

and defiant insistence that he is innocent both of dishonouring 

Guinevere and of t~e deaths of Agravain and his companions, 

who had entrapped him. We have been shown the factual falseness 

of this claim, and its lack of subst&nce is emphasised in the 

method by which La;..-icelot attempts to support it: he offers to 
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fight; anyone who challenges his word~ blatantly appealing to 

his recognised superiority to all other l;:nights in combat (pp. 

'140-1, 158). Quite di.ffe:r:ent is his later stance, when he 

implicitly confe~rnes his guilt in offering to appease Gawain 

by e;oi:ng barefoot as a :penitent pilgrim for ten years, 11 nuz 

piez et en la.nges, touz seus, sanz compaignie, en essill 11
• 

Ga.wain has in effect offered him a judicial duel--a right 

Lancelot had previously v0hemently claimed. He nm·T renounces 

it, however, even offering to become Gm·min' s vassal (pp. 190-'1) • 

The final gesture, of course, is the total renunciation 

of the world after the death of Arthur. Lancelot finally 

achieves what he had been unable to sustain during and after 

the Grz.il quest, iT.t \·1hich--us Lot points out--a special 

r·everence is shm·m for hermits who are ex-knights.148 

Lru1celot joins a surrogate Round 'I'able of spirituality and 

penance under the leadership of the former Archbishop of 

Canterbury, and becomes a priest. The story thus ends on a note 

of collective rather than merely personal piety, emphasising the 

fact that the story of the death of Arthur demonstrates not 

just the evils which accumulate from the sins of individuals, 

but the necessary transience of all worldly glory. As Gower 

wrote in In Praise of Peace: 

See Cl1arlemeine, Godefroi, Arthus, 
Fulf'ild of werre and of mortalite. 
Here fame ~bit, bot al is vanite; 
For deth, which hath the werres under fote, 
Hath mad an ende of which ther is no bote. (283-7) 

On the night before the final disaster Arthur dreams that he 

is at the top of FoI·tm1e' s wheel, about to be dashed down (Mort --
Artu pp. 226-7). 
~-' ---



Lancelot's rejection of' the world is not merely an 

automatic response to the fact that there is nothing now for 

him to live for. It is a continuation of the movement he 

u .. nsuccessfully strove for earlier on, and therefore a final 

resolution of the subject of the Oueste. In the English 

stanzaic Norte Arthur and in I"lalory his choice is made more 

positive by the inclusion of a last meeting with Guinevere at 
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which he re,jects her advice to marr-.1 and return to the secular 

world. He is also shown being tempted once more to return to the 

embraces of the Queen by asking for a last kiss, which she, 

insisting on conplete abstinence, denien.149 Similarly, 

Guinevere's penance, which Whitehead considers 11 dry and 

perf·unctoryn in the Nort Artu, is not a result of finding that 

she has no further function in the world.150 She enters a 

nunnery and wants to be ad.oitted to the vow of the order even 

before the battle between Arthur and Mordred has taken place. 

Involvement with either of the two contenders--or with Lancelot--

represents for her a return to a state of worldly participation 

which has enmeshed her in sin (Mort Artu, pp. 218-9) 

The whole structure of the huge romance leads us 

ultimately to this renunciation, and we must therefore reject 

Myrrha Lot-Borodine's analysis of the unity of the work in terms 

which minimise its importance: 

La chevalerie 'terrienne' mene en ligne droite a la 
Che"llalerie 1 celestienne 1 

' et 1 1 amour de la Creature' 
apres de longs errenents, a l'amour du createur •• eLe 
dttalisme qui sembla.it scinder en deux l'oeuvre, en 
apparence contradictoire, et qui en est la base meme, 
aboutit done a une unite harmonieuse, a une haute synthase 
•• oDans l'economie generale de l'ouvrage, tous deux se 
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retrouvent a des doses a peu pres egales; la balance 
penche tantot d'un cotes tantot de. l'autre, mais 
finalement, d'apres la loi secrete qui la dirige, elle 
incline vers le triomphe du ciel, emportant toute la 
terre dans son ela:n.151 

About the responsibility of the love of Lancelot and 

Guinevere for the downfall of the Round Table there has been 

much disagreement, particularly among critics of Malory. 

Commenting 011 the Nort Artu, Frappier stresses the "rapport 

de cause a effet 11 by which "c'est bien la passion coupable des 

ainants et la decouverte de l'adultere qui declenchent la 

catastrophe i·ina.Je ou s' engloutira le monde arthurien. 111 52 

But Whi-tehead declares that 11 far frora condemning Lancelot, the 

Mort A:r:tu extols him ••• the conduct of Lancelot is justified not 

only in his own eyes but in those of the author ••• he behaves 

in every respect as a chivalrous knight should. 11 Instead, 
15-, 

Agravain, Mord.red and Gawain are the people to blame. ? 

Applying thi.s idea to i1lalory, R. T. Davies declares that until 

Agravain's interference the affair was satisfactory.154 Brewer 

somewhat disingenuously buries the love affair in a series of 

less obvious causes of the disaster: "the tragedy has multiple 

causes: among them, Arthur's own fault in begetting Hordred, 

Mordredis and Agravain's malice, Lancelot's pride, his adultery 

with Guinevere, aJ1d so forth. 111 55 According to Stephen J. 

Miko, Lancelot and Guinevere are at cost victims or instruments, 

rather than causes, of the downf'all, which represents rather 

the destruction of order (symbolised by chivalry) in face of 

the irresistible forces of a chaotic fate& 156 C. S. Lewis, 

however, remarked that the failure o:f Lancelot, the Round Table's 
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11highest specimen", is the failure of the entire institution: 

11 011 it and him, as the result of his illicit love, the 

prophecies begin to be fulfilled 11
, even though these prophecies 

are 11 worked out through c. tangle of huma..Tl motives 11 
•
1 57 

There are, of course, circumstances in all versions of 

the death of Arthur which enable the reader to bring to the 

plight of the lovers an imaginative empathy. Agravain is 

spiteful and malicious, though Halory gives him a quite 

unexceptionable basis for his action: 11 hit ys shamefully 

suf f ird of us all that we shulde suff'ir so noble a kynge as .kynge 

Arthur ys to be shamed11 (1161:21-3). Gawain, while slow to 

anger, becomes obsessively implacable. Arthur, in failing to 

take effective action at an early ntage, or to control Gawain, 

and in his general indecisiveness, to some extent also invites 

his fate. '11he Hort Artu several times refers to his folly in 

failing to get Lancelot's aid before attacking Mordred, and 

his weakness is even more evident in the stanzaic Norte 

Arthur. In the latter, moreover, Gawain directly blames his 

brother Agravain for the train of events leading to the 

disaster; but the narrator seems unwilling to endorse him, 

since he leaves the question open: 

He that by-ganne thys wrechyd playe, 
What wondyr thoughe he had grete synne. (2212-3) 

:Malory's Arthur also blames Agravain and Mord.red for his 

troubles (1184:8-11), but this. is another symptom of the 

blindness which had for so long refused to see the misconduct 

of his wife. 
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The question of the responsibility of the love affair 

for the downfall of Arthur's world does not in the end require 

the arbitration of any narrator. The actions of Lancelot and 

Guinevere are confessions in themselves. In the Mort Artu 

Lancelot offers Gawain an indirect expression of guilt, and in 

the stanzaic Morte Arthur (lines 3638-77) Guinevere declares 

that she and Lancelot have been the cause of all this war and 

death. In Malory's account she declares: "Thorow thys same 

man and me hath all thys warre be wrought ••• for thorow oure 

love that we have loved tog;ydir is my moste noble lorde slayne11 

(1252:8-11). After her death, Lancelot says: 11 by my defaute 

and myn orgule and my pryde ••• they were bothe layed ful lowe" 

(1256: 33-l!-). Agravain is indeed warned of the consequences of 

his intended action of telling Arthur about his wife's 

ini'idelity; but so is Lancelot warned by Bors of the consequences 

of his action: hj_s persistence in going to Guinevere on the 

fatal nig:.llt involves the risk of war, and 11 shall wratth us all 11
•
158 

In private Bors and Hector curse the liaison, predicting that 

it will lead to a great war between Arthur and Lancelot's 

kin (Hort Artu, p. 83). 

In this perspective Agravain is simply an agent who 

compounds the effect of human weakness, as is Morgan when 

she manoeuvres Arthur into seeing the pictures Lancelot 

has painted of his affair with Guinevere while Norgan's 

prisoner (Mort Artu,rr.61-65). Lastly we may note that 

although the actual destruction of the Round Table comes 

about as a result o:f Nord.red's rebellion, Mord.red's 
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action i.n attempting to obtain Guinevere parodies the 

dishonourable aspects of Lancelot's relationship with her. 

Arthur tells l•;ordred to look after Guinevere "ausi loiaument 

com hons liges doit garder la feme son seignor" (Mort Artu, P· 

166). Ivlordred 1 s breach of this injunction reminds us that 

Lancelot's offence is technically the same. 

The disastrous possibilities of love for the world 

of chivalry and order were, I conclude, a central element 

in the meaning of the story of Arthur. In so far as Lancelot 

is the hero of the story, his development is not complete 

until. he has rejected the service of love in favour of that 

of God. Objection may be taken to these conclusions, however, 

especially with reference to t·lalory, on the grounds that I 

have tended to conflate the various versions of the story in 

my discussion without sufficiently distinguishing their 

individual characteristics. Consequently some specific 

attention needs to be paid to the relevant issues raised by 

the lively critical debate of the last two decades about 

Malory's divergence or otherwise from his sources. 

6. Malory 

Recent commentary on Malory's view of the central 

love story has been largely concerned to support or refute 

Vinaver's contention that in exalting Lancelot's stature he 

condoned his adulterous love, and that in writing several 

discrete romances rather than one continuous one he detached 

the Grail quest from its context and prevented it from 
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providing a moral perspective on the rest of the events 

described. In addition Vinaver claims that Malory 'secular

ised' the Grail story as he found it in the Vulgate Cycle: 

11 where the French monks attempted a moral tale of sinful 

knights, he saw the earthly beauty and the undying charm of 

Arthur's kingdom ••• He relentlessly cut out the theological 

comments of the Oue~, and said nothing that could arouse 

a suspicion of the sinful nature of knighthood ••• ; by omission, 

Malory defends Lancelot's character and the 'noble order' of 

chivalry. 11 The Grail itself 11 is neither a mystic symbol nor 

ye·t a sign set up to confound a sinful world", and its quest 

becomes merely 11 a pageant full of strange adventuresn. 

Those. occasions on which Malory chose to follow the original 

religious plirpose of his source Vinaver ascribes to his lack of 

understanding of the Vulgate Queste's intentions.159 

.Vinaver does not here define what he means by 

chivalry, but it is clear that he identifies chivalry with the 

behaviour of Lancelot. Chivalry is for Vinaver a secular 

institution and Lancelot is its chief representative; the 

failure of Lancelot means the rejection of chivalry. This 

is a common attitude, but an inadequate one. Chivalry was 

not just an ideal of secular magnificence or a practical 

code of military conduct. It was capable of taking on a 

variety of eCTphases, and cne of the most important of these 

was religious zeal, as exemplified by the Grail quest and the 

fiBlll'O of Galahad. Halory' s Morte Daxthu:r: does not reject 

the concept of chivalry e..ny more thau-itrejects the importance 
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of the Grail quest. Instead it redefines what chivalry 

should be. The point is well made by Lewis's comments on 

the "Tale of the Sankgreallu: 11 The recall is not from knight-

hood to the cloister, but from knighthood as it has come to 

be (full of 'sin and wickecbess') to knighthood as it was 

. .:... " d t b d d . ' t . d h . 1 . t 1 . "
160 1n1.1enue o e, groun e in :pa ience an umi i y • 

As far as Malory's treatment of the Grail story itself 

is concerned, Vinaver's claim does have a limited validity. 

In comparison with the Vulgate Quest~, Malory's account puts 

less emphasis on the mystical and homiletic elements; but this 

does not justify u.s in seeing his intentions as materially 

different from those of his source. rfialory did not envisage 

his reader as someone who had a copy of the author's source 

beside him for constant reference, thus placing a disproportion-

ate stress on variations between the two versions. Consequently, 

as Charles Moorman has insisted, those things that Malory 

retained are as important as those he changed, and his book 

must ultimately be interpreted, unless we are to regard it 

merely as a translation, according to the disposition of its 

own internal parts~ 161 

In the case of the Grail story, Vinaver himself admits 

that Nalory 11 lets the story speak for itself11
, and that "taken 

as it stands, his Tale of the Sa.n£f,reall still preserves the 

essenti.al characteristics of its source. 11162 Moorman convincingly 

argues that in fact Halory "always preserves the core of the 

French book's doctrinal statements, no matter how great his 

deletions ••• The dreams of the knights retain their essential 
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religious significance in Malory, but they do not retain 

'h . . . . £> t' f h ·1 t' 11163 t eir originaJ. .rune ion as excuses or omi e ics. 

It should also be noted that Halory is by no means always 

averse to monkish homiletics, as the episodes of the Castle 

of the Maidens and Gawain_' s dream, a1!long others, reveal 

(\'forks, pp. 892, 947-8). Lewis concedes that Malory's 

treatment of the Grail story is 11 ethical, as against mystical 11
, 

but ·warns that 11 we must not say 'ethical, as against religious' , 

for t'he eth1cal and the attempted ethical response, when 

prompted by a vision, purged by confession and penance, 

supported and corrected at every turn by voices, miracles, 

and spiritual counsels, is precisely the religious as it 

most commonly ar)pears in secular vocations.•;1 64 

The tide of scholarly opinion &ppears to have turned 

decisively against any straightforward acceptance of Vinaver's 

denial of the unity of the Morte Darthur in recent years, 

and there are now few advocates of the idea that Lancelot's 

career as Guinevere's lover or Arthur's knight can be considered 

in isolation from his failure in the Grail quest. Lancelot 

is the finest knight in the Round Table's terms--his healing 

of Sir Urry is a kind of secular equivalent of Galahad's 

healing of the maimed king--and his failure is indicative of 

the ultimate failure of the whole society. The Round Table 

originally created by l'llerlin is a symbol of perfection--

"for men sholde by the Rounde Table undirstonde the rowndenes 

signyfyed by ryghtn (906:16-17)--but the men who are called to 
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. th. ~ 1- • 16S 
~o is p8r!ec·v1on~ -

As in the Prose lioncelo~, the failure is symbolised 
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primarily by Lancelot's affair with Guinevere. In Lumiansky's 

words, "an in1.;entional general pattern of progressive 

development for this adulterous relationship runs through the 

book as a whole, and ••• this pattern should be regarded as a 

pivotal factor in the collapse of the Round Table .. n 166 It is 

not only Lancelot's sexual misconduct which brings about the 

collapse., After Hord.red has been begotten incestuously by 

.Arthur (himself ilJ.egitirnate) on Norgawse, Merlin tells the 

King that •:God ys displesed with you, for ye have lyene by 

youre syster and on hir ye have gotyrr a childe that shall 

destroy you and all the knyghtes of youre realmen (44:17-19). 

The inauspicious nature of the deed is shown almost immediately 

by Arthur's re-enactment of the massacre of the innocents 

in an unsuccessful attempt to eliminate Hord.red (p.55). "Lechery, 

used in a very inclusive sense,n comments Moorman, 11 is made 

the main sin of the Round Table. 11167 

Lancelot is nevertheless Malory's protagonist, 

and remains so dm.•ing the quest, even though he cannot be the 

Grail Knight. Brewer claims that he :i.s "in no way perverted 

or corruptn, but the fact remains that he is excluded from a 

certain level of achievement because of his sin. 168 He is 

told during the quest that 11 as longe as ye were knyght of 

erthly knyghthode ye were the moste mervayloust man of the worlde 

~ •• thou haste nat thy pere of ony erthly synfull man"; but 
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now he is 11 sette amonge t;ho knyghtis of hevynly adventures 11 

he must expect reverses (933-4). This kind of praise does 

not whitewash Lancelot.. As Moorman comments, 11 Nalory does 

not in the least ignore Launcelot's sin; he deepens it by 

having the hermits hold up before Launcelot a picture of 

his potential greatness, a greatness which, were it not for 

sin, might have saved the Round IJ_'able civilisation. 11169 
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Just as objections have been raised to the idea that 

the Grail quest is an integral part of the rest of the romance, 

some critics have rejected the relevance of balory's ending. 

Brewer complains that nthe invocation of transcendent values 11 

fails to deal with the issues raised by the previous life of 

the court; the 11 saintliness 11 of Lancelot and Guinevere "repudiates 

not only their past vices but their past virtues too11
•
17° 

Stephen Miko accuses Fialory of "trying to tie up loose ends 

by a resort to religion11
; the lovers' guilt and their choice 

of the monastic life "are more escapes than they are tragic 

recognitions11
•
171 We must however remember that Malory is 

not suggesting that all lire should be lived in this way. 

Lancelot and Guinevere are doing penance for the fact that 

they have lived up to this point in a way that has ignored 

"transcendent values". Though all human life involves sin, 

some lives do so more than others, and their love has consistently 

declined to acknowledge any considerations outside itself, 

whether temporal or spiritual. 

The chivalric romance as a genre is able to focus 

this issue with particular intensity, since k.J.J.ighthood involves 
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an initial commitment to secularity, thus forcing the author 

to close the gap between this commitment and transcendent 

obligations.. The tale of knightly adventure must either 

remain on the level of pure action or it must seek to place 

the knight's worldly involvement in a wider context; hence 

the day of reckoning for Arthur and his followers. 

A different objection comes from Whitehead, who detects 

a basic falsity in the tone of the ending, claiming that in 

the final interview between the lovers Lancelot makes clear 

that he would like to take advant;age of .Arthur's death to 

reclaim Guinevere--an 11 indecent11 proposal which has a "strangely 

f • • II pro ane 1rr.press1on • In addition, Guinevere's religious 

objection to this plan amounts to a 11 brazen assurance11 of her 

salvation; Malory emphasises not the pair's religious feelings 

but "the power of human affection and the remembrance of the 

pastn.172 

But Guinevere's 11 brazenn tone is also, I believe, that 

of religious faith, and if the note of self-abasement is 

missing the passage gains strength from its almost liturgical 

impersonality: 

And yet I truste, thorow Gaddis grace and thorow 
Hys Passion of Hys woundis wyde, that aftir my 
deth I may have a syght of the blyssed face of 
Cryste Jesu, and on Doomesday to sytte on Hys 
ryght syde; for as syn.full as ever I was, now 
ar seyntes in hevyn. (1252:13-17) 

The explanatory last point is in medieval terms simply true, 

and conveys the grounds of her hopes--and those which Lancelot 

too may take hold of. As for Lancelot, his feelings are never 
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as explicit or crude as Whitehead suggests. The pmrnr of 

the scene depends upon our realisation that Lancelot involuntai'ily 

still yearns fer Guinevere, and that his renunciation is not 

without pain. As always, the Queen's attitude appears to be 

maintained with less internal struggle than that which Lancelot 

is condemned to experience. Wilfred Guerin concludes that 

11 Mulory heightens the degree of holiness in the last years 

of both Lancelot and Guineveren; his ntranspositions of the 

source material for the deaths of the lovers seem to stress 

the characters 1 spiritual orientation."173 

Once again in this work love is seen to have a much 

greater thematic importance than can be discussed in purely 

chivalric terms. But Malory does use the chivalric context 

to reinforce our sense of the tragic deviation of Lancelot's 

love. Arthur, in the early days, sets out the duties of the 

Round Table and cautions his knights "that no man take no 

batayles in a wrongefull quarell for no love ne for no 

worldis goodeso So unto thys were all knyghtis sworne of the 

Table Rounde, both olde and younge, and every yere so were they 

sworne at the hyghe feste of Pentecoste" (120:23-7). But 

Lancelot eventually is forced to fight in a wrongful quarrel 

for Guinevere; the wholeness of the chivalric imperative is 

destroyed, and Lancelot must as a point of honour rescue 

Guinevere from being burnt even.though he is in the wrong. 

Bors advises him "that ye .knyghtly rescow her; for and ye ded 

ony other wyse all the worlde wolde speke you shame to the 

worldis ende ••• whether ye ded ryght othir wronge, hit ys now 
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youre parte to holde wyth the quene" (1171:28-32). Knightly 

honour has irreconcilably parted company from moral virtue. 

But Bors's advice surely does not mean, as some critics have 

suggested, that honour should come before virtue, or that 

both Guinevere and Arthur have always had equally valid claims 

to Lancelot's allegiancea Bors's refusal to judge seems to 

me primarily a matter of tact and friendship. 

Earlier on, Lancelot himself had stated the incompatibility 

of love and knighthood: 

And as for to sey to take my plesaunce with 
pei"'amours s that woll I :r:·efuse: in prencipall 
for drede of God, for knyghtes that bene ad
ventures sholde nat be advoutrers nothir lech
erous, for tha.TJ.. they be nat happy nother for
tunate unto the werrys; for other they shall be 
cvercom with a sympler knyght than they be hem
self, other ellys they shall sle by unhappe and 
hir cursednesse bettir men than they be hemself. 
And so who that usyth peramours shall be unhappy, 
and all thynge unhappy that is aboute them. (270:32-271:4) 

The speech is prophetic in a specific as well as a general 

sense, for Lancelot slays 11 by unhappe and hir cursednesse" 

the gentle Gareth while rescuing Guinevere. This action is 

not only crucial, through Gawain's response to it, to the 

working out of the disaster, but has significant thematic 

implications. The "Tale of Gareth" is a story of a love 

which survives the dangers of too consuming a passion. 

Lynet restrains dame Lyonesse from going to Gareth's bed 

until their relationship culminates satisfactorily in 

marriage. Moorman notes that Gareth's story is strategically 



placed between the beginnings of the ultimately destructive 

Lancelot-Guinevere relationship and the actual adultery of 
'Y74 the 11 Tale of Tristram11

• 

Nevertheless, critics who argue that love had no 

part ultimately in Malory's conception of chivalry are in 
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a distinct minority.1 75 Others prefer to believe that he was 

firmly of two riinds on the subject. 11 The love betweeen 

Lancelot and Guenevere", writes Brewer, 11 is represented as 

in itself good •• &Gentleness, service, unselfishness, kindness, 

faithfulness (stability), all these are tbe distinguishing 

marks of true love, which is natural, formed in men and wooen 

by God, and so vir.tuous. Thus it is clear that Lancelot's 

love for Guenev-ere is in itself virtuous ••• [though it] is 

also criminal. 01 76 Whitehead, pointing out the conflic·t; between 

Lancelot's role as vassal and that of lover of his overlord's 

wife, claimed that "it seems that we are meant to admire him 

in both of these incompatible roles 11 •
177 

C. S. Lewis declared that Malory was following the 

udouble doctrinen of Andreas Capellanus or Chaucer's Troilus: 

11 Nalory has no doubt at all that Launcelot is to be condem:led-

by the highest standards and in the long run; that Corbenic 

is above Camelot--in the long run. But this is quite 

compatible with his praise of Camelot (that is, of love and 

Guenevere) in other passages.n He tried to account for 

this by explaining that "the apparent inconsistency results 

fro~ the fact that the medieval writers are using a triple 

scale of values where theij:- modern critics· are using only 



a double one ••• Malory has a three-storeyed mind--a scale of 

bad-good-best (Nark, Launcelot, Galahad) which, if read 

backwards, becomes of course good-bad-worst. It will be seen 

that the middle term may appear sometimes as 'good' and 

sometimes as 'bad' without any inconsistency.n 178 This is 

ingenious but ultimately casuistical. Lewis's terms become 

merely comparative ones; Lancelot's goodness is established 

by his superiority to, say, Mark--a comparison which hardly 

establishes any valid goodness. There is, however, as Lewis 

admits, an absolute standard, and that is provided by Galahad 

ru1d the Grail quest--in relation to which Lancelot is 'bad'. 

A crucial piece of evidence for the argument that 

Malory approved. of the love of Lancelot and Guinevere is 

the famous passage at the beginning of the episode of the Knight 

of the Cart on the 11 lusty moneth of Mayn, when "wyse lovers 

callyth to their mynde olde jantylnes and olde servyse11
: 

For, lyke as wynter rasure dothe allway arace and 
deface grene summer, so faryth hit by unstable 
love in man and woman, for in many persones there 
ys no stabilite: for we may se all day, for a 
lytyll blaste of wyntres rasure, anone we shall 
deface and lay aparte trew love, for lytyll or 
nowght, that caste muche thynge. Thys ys no 
wysedome nother no stabylite, but hit ys fyeblenes 
of nature and grete disworshyp, whosomever usyth 
thys. 

Therefore, lyke as May rnoneth flowryth and 
floryshyth in every mannes gardyne, so in lyke 
wyse lat every man of worshyp florysh hys herte in 
thys worlde: firste unto God, and nexte unto the joy 
of them that he promysed hys feythe unto; for there 
was never worsh;ypfull man nor worshypfull woman but 
they loved one bettir than another; and worshyp 
in armys may never be foyled. But firste reserve 
the honoure to God, and secundely thy quarell 
muste com of thy lady. And such I calle vertuouse 



love. 
But nm1adayes men can nat love sevennyght 

b~t they muste have all their desyres. That love 
may nat endi;.re by reson, for where they bethe 
sone accord.ed a:nd hasty, heete sone keelyth. 
And ryght so faryth the love nowadayes, sone 
hate sone colde. Thys ys no stabylyte. But the 
olde love was nat so. l!"'or men and women coude 
love togydirs seven yerys, and no lycoures lustis 
was betwyxte them, and than v1as love trouthe and 
faythefulnes. And so in lyke wyse was used such 
love in kynge Arthurs da.yes. 

Wherefore I lykken love novmdayes unto sommer 
and wynter: for, lyke as the tone ys colde and the 
othir ys hote, so faryth love nowa.dayes. And 
therefore all ye that be lovers, calle unto youre 
remem..braunce the monethe of Nay, lyke as ded quene 
Gwenyver, for whom I make here a lytyll mencion, 
that whyle she lyved she was a trew lover, and 
therefor she had a good ende. (1119:14-1120:13) 
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At one level we are presented here with the same distinction 

between "vertuouse 11 love, constant and chaste, and "unstable 11
, 

concupiscent love that we saw in the work of Geoffroi de 

Charny and the Boucicaut chronicler anong others. May is the 

time for man to 11 florysh hys herte in thys worlde", but May 

has other possibilities too: 11 thys season hit befelle in 

the moneth of Hay a grete angur and unhappe that stynted 

nat tylle the floure of chyvalry of alle the worlde was 

destroyed and slayne" (1161:6-8). In addition, Hay-day 

is Mordred's birthday (p.55). 

The main problem with the quoted passage, however, 

lies in deciding how this distinction applies to the knights 

and ladies of "kynge Arthurs dayes", when virtuous love 

apparently prevailed, and in particular to Guinevere, the 

reference to whom is so tantalisingly ambiguous. The terms of 

Malory's description of true love seem to exclude Lancelot and 

http:endt;.re


Guinev•3re, who do not, o.s Moorman insists, 11 reserve the 

honoure to God" .. Moreover, Lancelot's besetting sin is 

instability, the quality used here to categorise unworthy 

love. Mom:-man shows that Nalory 11 cha..11ged a great many of 

the Lancelot passages in order to demonstrate in action 

Lancelot's instability11
, in which respect he is contrasted. 

particularly with Bors.179 Stability in this context is 

more than simply a personality trait; Wilfred Guerin has 
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noted that almost all the passages referring to Lancelot's 

instability indicate the precariousness of his commitment to 

chastity and virtue, with particular reference to his tendency 

t 1 t · , t G . 180 o urn again o uinevere. 

In additio~, Lancelot and Guinevere do not appear to 

be the people Malory was thinking of who ncoude love togydirs 

seven yerys, and no lycoures lustis was betwyxte them".. On 

the contrary they habitually post with considerable dexterity to 

adulterous sheets, despite Malory's famous refusal to say 

whether they were actually 11 abed other at other maner of 

disportis11 when surprised by Agravain (1165:11-12). Why then 

does Halory declare that Guinevere was 'a 1rew lover" and "had 

a good ende", since her end is good primarily as a result cf 

her rejection of her disastrous 'true' love? R. T. Davies is 

plainly puzzled, and can only suggest that "perhaps he means 

that in the eyes of God loyalty in sin is better than disloyalty 11 

--a d . . h t . d d 181 espairing s o in ee' • 

The best answer, I believe, has been provided by 



Elizabeth Pochoda's comments on the reference to Guinevere 

in ~he passage: 

Her adulterous relutionship with Lancelot, as 
we have seen, is unstable; but by virtue of its 
best aspects, her admiration of Lancelot's finest 
qualities and. her faithfulness to him, she will 
be capable of spiritual stability and understanding 
in the end. Here I·1alory' s additions demonstrate 
that the reassertion of the best aspects of the 
Arthurian ideal combined with the spiritual under
standing which should have defined it in the 
first place enable 1g~ members of the fellowship 
to make a good end. 
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In this way Halory suggests once again the great potential that 

is abused in the Lancelot-Guinevere relationship, and prepares 

for the eventually successful though tardy employment of 

this potential. Elizabeth Pochoda's bro~der argument also 

seems to me to explain the insistence in the passage on the 

contrast between 11 the olde love" and "love nowadayes", which 

does not seem altogether appropriate since the main example 

of 11 olde loven in the work is the unstable one of Lancelot and 

Guinevere. She claims that Halory wanted to use Arthur's court 

as a political ideal to rebuke his 'degenerate' contemporaries, 

but that, in view of its spiritual and political failure, the 

Round Table had to be seen as a warning as well as an idea1.183 

Hence the past is extolled at the expense of the present, 

while at the same time that sector of the past most intensively 

examined is found wanting by the standards Malory sets up to 

judge the present. 

Malory's treatment of the Arthurian story, I believe, 

offers us the same contrast between worthy and unworthy motives 

of knightly activity as the other versions discussed. Such 
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a finding appeaxs to incur the censure of George Economou, 

who in a recent essay objects to "criticism which interprets 

representations of earthly love in medieval poetry as sinful 11
, 

and argues that "the conflict in man's will concerning his 

sexual conduct was not simply whether to love or not to 

love--a choice between earthly and divine loves--it was also 

a choice between two kinds of earthly love."184 This is of 

course true, and has been clearly implied in much of the 

material included in my survey of chivalric love. My disagree;;.;. 

meµt with Economou's essay concerns the appropriateness of 

his examples of 'good' earthly lovers--notably Tristan and 

Troilus. However, in establishing that evidence for 

regarding love as a positive element of chivalric idealism is 

decidedly meagre, I have dealt with a number of profoundly 

influential works which £2. set up a fairly stark choice 

between earthly and divine love, and express this alternative 

in terms of a choice betv.reen the kind of chivalry which will 

endure ~~d that which must perish. This does not indicate 

that the authors of those works saw no valid function for 

eaxthly love, but that they found in chivalry a powerful 

symbol for distinguishing between desirable and undesirable 

forms of worldly involvement. 

Before turning back to Chaucer's treatment of knightly 

love I wish to pursue further the dichotomy between amatory 

and spiritual knighthood by examining more closely the latter 

element, since the polarity seems to me important for an 

understanding of Chaucer, as I shall later eArplain. As well 
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as prescribing the duties of a knight, religious concepts of 

knighthood comprised an important symbol for the Christian 

life generally. I shall start by returning to the Grail 

quest, since this motif was responsible for the pre-eminent 

literary expressions of chivalry's spiritual dimension, 

and in particular to the C{ueste del Saint Graal, the second 

of the three parts of the Prose Lancelot. 
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CHIVALRY AND RELIGIOUS SYHBOLISI-1 

1. The 'Queste del Saint Graal 1 

In one sense the Queste does not appear to be a work ----
about chivalry at all. As Albert Pauphilet declared, 11 sous 

l' appa.rence chevalere~que c 1 est la grande aventure de l 'hoIJme 

qui est ici exposee: c' est un tableau de la vie chretienne. 11 "I 

We might, hm·.rever, re-\·JOrd this by saying that in the Queste 

the symbolic possibilities of knighthood are obviously more 

important tha.""1 its referential or mimetic aspects. But we cannot 

then conclude that because the work has little to say about 

practical knighthood it has little to do with chivalry as a 

whole. Practical relevance is only one of many standards by 

which we might judge the importance of chivalric ideas. More 

significant to a consideration of the Oueste del Saint Graal 

is the pervasiveness of the symbolic habit which made 

knighthood a figure for "la vie chr~tienne 11 • Since chivalry, 

as I have insisted, displayed a perfect ease in assimilatin9 

non-practical ideas, we must beware of the tendency to 

evaluate the power of chivalric ideas in terms of their pro~cimity 

to pragmatic realities. 

It is this latter tendency which has led to the common 

assumption, mentioned in the previous chapter, that the Grei.il 

stories represer.t an attack on the central features of chivalry. 
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The Oueste has been assumed to car~y that attack to its 

furthest limits, while Wolfram von Eschenbach 1 s Parzival, 

by contrast, is normally seen as a version of the Grail story 

which achieves a certain degree of reconciliation between 

spirit and flesh, betvH~en spiritual and worldly chivalry. 

Huch has been made of the difference between the two authors: 

the .Q..ues1~~ was written by a Cistercian monk and Parzival by a 

knight. Joan Ferra.."l'lte, for instance, comments that in defend

ing "the ideals of chivalry and love11 Wolfram had an interest 

in maintaining the values of the knightly class. 2 There is of 

course a contrast between the two works, as is indicated by 

the .fact that whereas Galahad, the hero of the Queste, remains 

virgin~ Parzival marries. But once we accept that in accordance 

with my analysis of the nature of chivalric ideas the Queste 

is not in any meaningful sense 'unchivalric 1
, we must recognise 

that for the purpose of desc:cibing chivalric ideology the 

conmon elements in these two versions of the Grail legend 

are more important the..n their differences. I shall in fact 

also argue that in seveI•al respects the metaphorical chivalry 

of the Quest..£ has distinct connections with practical 

knightly activities, demonstrating once again that practical 

and ideological aspects of this subject cannot be clearly 

differentiated .. 

It is therefore my purpose to discuss the Queste 

as an example of a central feature of chivalric ideas. It elabor

ates the religious symbolism of chivalry, and continues the 

contrast between religious and amatory knighthood which I 



claimed in tb.e previous chapter as an important aspect of 

literary treatments of chivalry. This contrast is crucial 

not only to Arthurian literature, but also, I hope to show, 

to such works as Sjr Gawain and the Green Knir;ht and 

Chaucer's Prologue. 

There is) howeveI·, another objection that might 

be raised to my insistence on the centrality of the Quest~ 
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to an explo.ration of the nature of chivalry. The work openly 

demands to be read in quasi-biblical fashion, and frequently 

includes both text and gloss--the latter in the form of interpreta

tions of the knights• adventures by the ubiquitous hermits. 

Some commentators have felt that the prominence of this 

technique sets the worlc e..part from the main current of 

imaginative literature and disqualifies it from representing 

any but a narrowly sectarian view of life. We may consider 

this argument largely despatched by the discover;r, in sign:i.fics.nt 

recent criticism, of the value of reading medieval literature 

generally against the background of the way in which its 

original readers studied the Bible. The Queste makes explicit 

an invitation to allegory on the subject of chivalry which is 

or may be implicit in many other works. 

The basic structure of the Queste, both in itself 

and in its relationship to the earlier section of the Vulgate 

Cycle, does in fac.t correspond to some extent with that of the 

two scriptural testaments. Lancelot, the old Adam, along 

with a host of other knights, such as the proud and wrathful 

Hec·!;or, the murderous Lionel and the worldly Gawain, fails 
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in the quest, meeting with shame and. obstruction, while in a 

contrary redemptive movement the chosen Grail knie;hts (Ga.1shad-

Lancelot 1 s son, Perceval a..'tld Bors) approach their apotheosis. 

Lancelot's earlier career in the Lancelot proper, and the 

frequent prophecies there about the quest, meai.~ that the 

(~este had its own equivalent to a previous testament 

in that work. Galahad is present in type from the begiP..ning, 

as Christ is in the Old rr•estament. In addition the romance 

reaches back into the Old Testament itself to explain Galahad's 

ancestry (he is the last of Solomon's line) and the origin 

of the ship which takes the chosen knif)lts to Corbenic, where 

Galahad heals the Haimed King, and to Sarras, where he sees 

the ultimG.te Grail mystery and dies. The ship was built 

by Solomon at tbe command o:f his wi:fe, and reminds us o:f 

Solomon's temple and other biblical types of the Church, such 

as Noah's ark and the ark of the covenant. The ship itself 

cents.ins objects which symbolise the fall and redemption, tha 

old law and new law, and the scriptures. The Queste thus asserts 

its quasi-scriptural texture and its affinity with the various 

re-enactments and f oreshadowings in the Old Testament of 

the drama of man's fall and redemption.3 

The scriptural structure is complemented by a 

sacramental and liturgical pattern which, as F. W. Locke 

explains, is &n important principle in the work's organisation. 

The work opens at the 11 hore de none" on the eve of Pentecost, 

evoking both the death of Christ and the vigil for his 

return. At Pentecost itself Galahad comes to Camelot.4 
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Perceval's aunt points out to Perceval the parallel between 

this coming and the.t of the Holy Ghost (though the event 

also recalls the incarnation and Christ's second coming), 

and the implication that the Round Table knights are to 

be compe.red to the apostles. The Round Table is the third 

of three great fellowships which have existed in the world, 

the first two being the table of Christ and his apostles 

and the table of the Holy Grail in the time of Joseph of 

.Arimathea.5 Galahad appears suddenly in the midst of the 

knights like Christ (John 20:19), intensifying the liturgical 

and biblical overtones, and clad in the red a.i.Ld white 

colours associated with both Christ and the Holy Ghost. 6 

In accordance with the Round Table's eucharistic 

precedent the Grail itself arrives to feed the knights, but 

the effect on them is decidedly less than Pentecostal: 

instead of speaking in tongues they are struck dumb with 

sin (15:15-17).7 The quest which is then initiated is 

therefore intended as a form of collective penance. Pauphilet 

notes that -Che Quesll is "une veritable amplification sur 

les bienf'aits de la confession11
•
8 The quest's completion 

is marked by another dispensation of the Grail's food, at 

the celebration of the mass by Christ himself at Corbenic, 

where the three successful knights are joined by nine 

unidentified others to uake up the apostolic twelve (267:16 ff.). 

At one level the Grail represents the grace that 

God gives to men through the eucharist, but it can involve 

more or less Recording to the capabilities of the recipient.9 
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Only Galahad is a.llov1ed the complete vision, presumably of' 

God; Perceval mid Bors partic.ipate in the mystical union of' 

the Grail experience, but Lancelot is allov;ed only glimpses. 

More generally the Grail is the spiritual 'food' given by 

God, which is compared to the manna given to the Israeli·(;es 

in the wild.erness (153:7-9); in this way the quest also exists 

independently of the sacramental nuances, and embodies the 

soul 1 s search for God--a search in which, as a hermit tells 

Lancelot, only the chosen can succeed (127:18-128:'16). 

Within these scriptural and li·Gu.rgical patterns, 

knightly activity has a prinarily allegorical function, 

as may be illustrated by a brief account of one of Galahad's 

early adventures. Near the start of the quest he removes 

the covering from a tomb in a churchyard, and reveals a knight 

lying inside--the feat which Lancelot was unable to achieve. 

A monk in the adjoining abbey eA'""Plains to him that the tombstone 

signifies the obduracy of this world, and the dead body represents 

mankind in his deadness and blindness before the advent of 

Christ, or the Jews in their persistence in refusing to 

recognise him (37:23 ff.). 10 Galahad is therefore a reminder 

of Christ in "semblance" rather than in "hautece11 (38:21), and 

will play a role in relation to the kingdom of Logres analogous 

to that of Christ in the salvation of the whole world (38:21-29). 

At the abbey Galahad knights a man called Melias and rides 

on with him, but Melias trusts in temporal rather than 

spiritual prowess, declining to take the 'right' way when they 

arrive at a fork in the road (41;interpretation, 45:6 ff.), 
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311d covetously picking up a crown he find.s in his path. Ue is 

therefore humbled by being wounded by two attucking kni5ht0, 

but; is rescued. by Gala.had, in an episode interpreted as the 

conquest of' l·'ielias' s two great sins, concupiscence and pride, 

by the 11 saint chevalier11 (46:7-11). Galahad subsequently 

def eats seven brothers and rescues the maidens they have 

imprisoned--an action interpreted allegorically as Christ's 

cor..quest of the .seven <leadly sins and liberation of the souls 

of the just (55:1-15). 

The:c:e is evidently a ceriain justice in Pauphilet' s 

claim that in Galahad' s case 11 1' allegorie en lui a tue 1'homme11 
•
11 

The most impnrtant function of the knighthood of Galahad a..11d 

his fellows on the quest is as an extended metaphor for the 

ChT.'istian lif'e and for the events of the fall and redemption. 

It is his nchevaliers",we are told,whom Christ died to save, 

and the crucifixion itself is described as a combat in which 

he bore only the shield of patience and humility in defeating 

his enemy (163:17-20). Honks vested for mass are regularly 

described as being 11 revestu des armes Nostre Signor 11 (81:33-82:1). 

Pauphilet comments: "Dieu et Satan entrainent l'homme dans 

leur guerre eternelle et l'homme peut, a son choix, etre le 

'serjent 1 de Dieu ou de Satan. 11 The mass is therefore an 

important 11 s~rmbole du combat de Dieu centre Satann. 

Nevertheless, there is a connection between the 

Oueste's metaphors and the world of practical chivalry. 

Pauphilet pointed out the practical aspects of the military 

temperamen·!; of the Cist;ercians: f'L e combat pour Dieu, la 

http:hommeH.11
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'chevalerie de J"nesucrist', n'etait pas a C1teaux une simple 

metaphore. De tres bonne heure le caract~re energique et 

plus actif que speculatif de la piete cistercienne avai t prepare 

cet ordre aux enterprises militaires et lui avait valu 

la f aveur de ceux qui aux frontieres de la chretiente 

combattaient les ennemis du Christ avec des armes reelles. 11 

The Cistercians promoted the crus2des, and were closely 

).nvolved with two knightly orders in _the Iberian peninsula, 

the orders of Calatrava and Alcantara, ·1 .. 1hile continuing 

to· be associated with the Templars, for whom St. Bernard 

had written his :fam.ous treatise on spiritual knighthood, and 

whose uniform of the 1 .. ed cross on white Galahad himself 

wears. 12 

Reflecting these solid historical interests to 

some extent, the identity of the knights of the Queste 

occupies a continuum between their role as representatives of 

mankind generally and their depiction as knights in a 

historically-based sense. In an encounter with a hermit, 

for example, Gawain is told that he has proved a bad member 

of 11 1 1 ordre de chevalerien; he has been admitted to the order 

"por ce que vos servissiez a nostre criator et deff endissiez 

Sainte Eglise et rendissiez a Dieu le tresor que il vos bailla 

a garder, ce est 1 1 ame de vos 11 (54:11-18). The practical role 

of knighthood as a specialised activity, the defence of the 

Cfau.rch, is here juxtaposed with its metaphorical representation 

of the Christian life, the defence of one's individual soul. 

Similarly, when Bors defends a lady (Holy Church) against the 
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attacks of,her older sister (the Synagogue, or Old Law), a 

priest tells him: nvos estiez cheval:iers Jl."lesucrist, por 

quoi vos estiez a d.roit tenuz de deffendre Sainte Eglyseu 

(185:15-1S). Furthermore, the spiritual virtues of the 

participants in the quest are translated into behaviour which 

recalls the practical virtues recommended by the chivalric 

manuals. Bors' glad acceptance of privation, sleeping on 

ha.rd ground and ea.ting bread and water, conforms to the 

pl.'escript.ions for making hardy knic;hts as well as to monastic 

ideals. Lancelot's ref'usal to kill after his repentance 

echoes the historical denunciations of knights' homicidal 

tendencies, and contrasts \"lith the behaviour of Gawain, who, 

though hardy, enterprising and courageous, entirely lacks 

any spiritual awareness, and who ends up killing, by accident 

or otherwise, a large number of knights, including his brother 
1~ 

Yvain. ' 

The main source of chivalric failure, however, is one 

whose impact is primarily symbolic rather than practical-

illicit love. In the great warfare between God and Satan, the 

service of the latter is associated particularly with allegiance 

to a woman. \'lomen are taboo on the quest without reference 

to any distinction between worthy and unworthy kinds of love. 

As the knights are about to set out, a hermit announces 

that 11 n~s en ceste Queste ne maint dame ne damoisele qu'il 

ne chiee en pechie mortel 11 (19:15-16). The episode of Solo:r.!on's 

ship emphasises that the crucial factor in man's fall was Eve's 

seduction of Ad~m; incorporated into the bed on the ship are 
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post.s made from the tree T .... 1hich gre1:1 from a branch planted 

by Eve, after she had torn it from the tree of knowledge 

when eating its fruit (210:29 ff.). The prime test of the 

knights involved in the quest appears to be that of chastity. 

Galahad's purity is constantly stressed, while Bors and Perceval 

rank belm·1 him largely because they have flaws which are 

expressed me.inly in terms of sexual weakness. 

Bors has sinned against chastity involuntarily with 

the daughter of King Brangoire, and must rehabilitate himself 

by. austerity and mortification of the flesh. A central 

episod.e in this process is his rejection of a beautiful woman 

who with her handmaidens threatens to throw herself from a 

tower if he will not become her lover (180:7 ff.)• Perceval, 

as in other \Tersions of his story, is a man who must train 

and mature bis perception_of other people and his consequent 

responses to them. This is most dramatically illustrated 

by his teoptation on the rocky island, where, as is explained 

to_ hirn, God 11 vos i a ore mis en esproeve et en essai por 

savoir et por conoistre se vos estes ses feelx serjans et ses 

loiax chevaliers ausi come l'ordre de chevalerie le requiertn 

(99: 31-100:1).. Perceval i.s visited by a beautiful woman 

who arrives in a ship (the ship of the Synagogue rather than 

that of the Ch-u.rch), and persuades him to take off his armour 

(his defence against evil) and sleep in her tent~ She makes 

him drunk, whereupon he becooes very amorous, and she extracts, 

as a_condition of her com2liance, his oath 11 come loiaux chevaliers11 

to obey only her commands. Perceval is saved at the last moment 



by catching sight of the cross on his sword hilt. In 

rc::cognition oi' his partial failure he wounds himself in the 

thigh (110:29-31). 
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The roost fully examined case o.f conflict between the 

two kinds of chivalry, that which places itself at the 

service of love for a woman and that which is directed 

to\~ards love of God., is Lancelot' s. Early on in the quest 

he is made to realise his unwo:r:·thiness: he fails to recognise 

Galahad and is unhorsed by him, sleeps through a visitation 

of the Grail itself~ and is rebuked for his sinfulness by a 

heavenly voice. A hermit tells him the para.ble of the 

talents to explain that he has abused the gift of being 

made the wc.)rld' s greatest knight. Instead of being God's 

t!chevaliers et ses serjanz" he has ;fought for the devil against 

God, like a mercenary who fights against the lord who has 

hired him (68:33-69:2). A squire whom Lancelot meets reviles 

him in the strongest terms as one who ttsoliez estre tenuz au 

mcillor chevalier dou monde, or estes tenuz au plus mauves et 

au plus desloial11 (118:3-4). After further instruction on 

his sins by a different priest, Lancelot dons a.hair shirt~ 

His period of penitence eventually enables him, with some 

falterings, to be reunited with Galahad and to reach Corben.ic; 

but while witnessing the Grail mystery at a distance he 

steps into the room itself, against God's command, and is 

thrust out arid deprived of his senses .for tvrnnty-four days-

one day for each year of his sinfu.ln0ss. 
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The sin for which r,ancelct undergoes this penance, 

and for which he is d8prived of participation in the Grail 

eucharist, is of course his relationship with Guinevere. This 

one sin destroys the best pn..rt of his many original virtues, 

pre-eminent among -;·rhich was his initial love of chastity (123:25-33), 

and is symbolic of all his sinfulness. It is in effect his 

only specific offence. His first confessor brings him 

eventually, after much internal struggle, to acknowledge it: 

Je sui morz de pechie d 'une rnoie drune que je ai 
amee toute ma vie, et ce est la reine Guenievre, 
la fame le roi Artus ••• Ce est cele qui m'a fet 
venir de povrete en richece et de mesaise a toutes 
les terrien:a.es beneurtez. Hes je sai bien que 
par cest pee.hie de li s' est Hostre Sires si 
durement corociez a moi au'il le m'a bien mostre 
puis ersoir. (66:8-10, 15-18) 

The priest theri. demands that he never again off end his creator 

by coffimitting mortal sin with the Queen or any other woman, 

and Lancelot sweax·s assent "come loiaux chevaliers". He has, 

however, further adjustments yet to make. He must patiently 

hear Guinevere scorned and reviled a~ one who has enchanted 

him but whc neither loves not esteems him (118:11-13), and 

he hears from a later informant that, contrary to what he has 

always proclaimed, she is not responsible for any of his 

famous deeds (126:25-27). Lancelot is asked to see himself in 

a tradition--of Adam, the first man, Solomon the wisest, 

Samson the strongest, Absalom the most beautiful--of men 

brought low tbl.'ough women. The devil, he is told, deciding 

to attack Lancelot in the same way, entered the worthless 

Guinevere, and trapped him into the path of lust. From this, 

other sin.s soon crune, for Lancelot had sworn that he 



would prize nothing except having his way with her.whom he 

fotmd so beautiful (125:7-'126:11). At other points also 
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in his education Lancelot is asked to see his frailty in 

specifically sexaal terms. At the tournament where he fights 

for the black knights against the white he finds that he 

has been fighting against virginity and chastity (1'+4:1-3). 

His journey to Corbonic is undertaken in a boat with only 

the corpse of Perceval's chaste sister as company; a monk 

tells him to hake heed of this opportunity, "si que la 

chastee de toi s'acort a la virginite de lui11 (248:32-249:4). 

The anti-feminism of the romance is modified to some 

extent, however, by a redemptive movement which works largely 

through women. On the one hand are the temptresses: Eve, 

Solomon's wife, Guinevere, and the seductress of Perceval; 

at the other extreme stands Perceval 1 s sister, the only woman 

who J.s allowed on the quest. But Eve 1 s planted branch signifies -
the movement towards redemption, which is continued in Solomon's 

ship. It is Solomon 1 s wife who orders it to be built, even 

though her own deceits symbolise, as Solomon is told, the 

woman 1 s wiles by which man• s sorrO\'r first came about. The process 

culminates in Perceval's sister, who guides Galahad, and whom 

Myrrha Lot-Borodine identified as "u.ne reincarnation medievale 

de la Vierge Ma.rie.:114 

According to Mme. Lot-Borodine the vital role perfortied 

by this lady on the quest, despite the hermit's injunction, 

represents a breaking down of the rigid division between earthly 

and divine love: flelle est le veritable intermediaire entre 
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les deux plans sur lesquels se rneut l'action de la Quete, le 

plan mystique et le plan terrestre. On pourrait presque dire: 

sans elle pas de Christ-chevalier. 111 5 There is, however, little 

room between antinomies of chastity and lust for this kind of 

intermediary. To suggest; that the association of Galahad and 

Perceval's sister is any but a mystical and symbolic one 

(recalling Christ and his mother, and Christ and his Church) 

is surely to introduce a rather grotesque element into the 

proceedings. Nuances of 11 le plan terrestre11
, except in the_ 

sense that she is physically his guide, mus·t compromise the 

talismanic chastity of both. l?erceval's sister, like a nun, 

sacrifices her hair for Galahad to wear as a girdle for his 

sword. The fact that he becomes 'her knight' (228:25-6) in 

fact mr~:es sto.rker, because of the parallelism, the contrast 

between this chivalric pledge and the allegiance of Lancelot 

to Guinevere. 

2. Wolfram 1 s 'Parzival' 

The asceticism of the Queste adds its own distinct 

voice to the chivalric chorus, but its essential burden is 

already well represented there. Wolfram's Parzival has a 

basically similar point to make, despite its reputation as 

a version of the Grail legend designed for the less exacting 

standards of l'homme ~oyen ~nsual. Hermann Weigand's view 

that the work represents a synthesis of the spiritual and the 

secular, oi' religious faith and t•courtly values 11
, is fairly 

typicai.16 WolfrG.m does indeed end his poem with praise of a 

life which can please both God and the world.. We may also 
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concede Wolfram's great enthusiasm for marriage and for 

loyalty in love (see, for exaople, the incident involving 

Sigune and Schie..natulander), and his enjoyment of the 

spontaneous passionate gesture. But the spiritual and 
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the secular remain in the same firm order of precedence in 

Parzival as in the gueste, and there is no convincing evidence 

for \'leiganci' s claim that for Wolfram 11 all deeds of chivalry 

••• a.re engendered by love and admiration for women 11
•
17 The 

poem exploits a contrast between two kinds of chivalry 

sirr1ilar to that in the more austere Queste. Its hero 

must undergo an arduous development before he is ready to 

achieve the adventure of the Grail. In one sense this 

development involves the :r:·ejection of worldly knighthood 

in .favour of ?Piritual. But Parzival is never truly worldly, 

for his .folly,. or 11 tumpheit11
, arises .from ignorance rather 

than from conscious sinfulness. Despite his long period of 

apprenticeship, he is always nearer to Galahad (a character 

invented by the author of the Oueste) than to Lancelot. Fleanwhile 

the chivalry of worldliness .finds its embodiment in Parzival's 

foil, Gawain. 

Parzi.val is first kept in ignorance of knightly ways 

by his mother, who hopes to keep him from becoming a.knight. 

Forced at last to concede defeat, she gives him misleading 

advice which leads him i~itially into folly. On reaching 

.Arthur's court he is educated in military and social behaviour 

by Gurnemanz, but his first visit to the Grail castle, where 

at the sight of the Grail procession he fails through over-· 
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conscientious civility to ask the question that would heal 

the wounded king, reveals the inadequacy of those worldly 

accomplishments in the spiritual test represented by the Grail. 

For his other achievements he is triumphantly received 

at ArthurJs court, but his moment of greatest honour in the 

worldly sphere turns out to be his moment of deepest shame 

by other (no less chi,ralric) standards. In fact, as D. H. 

Green points out, his triumph at Arthur's court emphasises 

the shortcomings of the Round Table as well as his own. An 

ugly maiden, Oundrie, arrives and curses him for his Grail 

failure, and Parzivul's sho0k is itself a sign of his inner 

worth, in contrast to the rather blandly sympathetic response 

of the Round Table knights. 18 But when Parzival is about to 

leave in an attempt at redress he is still spiritually a long 

way from his goal. Typically, Wolfram represents his unregener

ate attitude as the result of ignorance. Parz.ival asks, 

nw~ waz ist got?" ("Alas, what is God? 11
), and declares that 

if God ruled 11 mit kreften11 he would never have allowed him 

to be thus disgraced. He forswears God's service, bitterly 

counselling Gawain to trust instead on a woman's inspiration 

in battle--advice which Gawain takes very much to heart (332:1-14). 

Eventually, on a Good Friday, Parzival comes across 

Trevrizent, a hermit and former knight who proves to be his 

uncle ( LJ-56 ff.), and immediately confesses his sinfulness. It 

is four e.nd a half years since he has been in a church, for 

he has trusted entirely to his skill in fighting and has 

bated God; indeed he still reproaches God for what he conceives 
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to be his failures towards him (460:19~461:26). Trevrizent 

explains to him the Christian faith, and Pa.rzival finds that 

in addition to his failure at the Grail castle he has unawares 

committed further offences, having been responsible for the 

deaths o:f his mother and of Ither, his uncle. After hit-: 

confession, penance and absolution, and further adventures~ 

Cundrie once more arrives to tell him that he is now found 

worthy to be the Grail knight; she conducts him to the Grail 

castle, where he asks the redeer:-.ing question which cures 

Anfortas. 

Parzival's gradual conquest of his folly and 

ignorance is matched by the process in which he reconciles 

his role as human lover witl1 his destiny as the Grail knight. 

No .simple fusion of religious and romantic motifs, however, 

is involved. :F'airly early in his chivalric career he rescues 

Condwiramurs f'rom her oppressor Clamid~, and eventually 

marries her.. The test of prowess is matched by a test of 

chastity (or temperance) when Condwiramurs at an early stage 

in their acquaintance gets into his bed (192:1-194:2) .. 

Parzival takes r.o advantage of the situation until the third 

night after their oddly informal marriage (201~19-203:11), when 

he recalls the advice of Gurnemanz on the etiquette of such 

matters. Despite the comic overtones, the couple's love 

is felt to be both strong and temperate. 

Condwiramurs ~md their son Loherangrin are eventually 

enshrined in the Grail inscription along with Parzival himself. 

But first Parzival must establish both the purity of his love 
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ancl the priority of spiritual love and of the Grail quest. 

Tre\.~rizent presents God to him as the absolute exemplar of 

faithful love (4-66), which at a lower level Parzival has already 

experienced with bis wife. Torn between love for his wife 

and his desire to pursue the quest, however, he eventually 

recognises the primacy of the latter. Once it is achieved 

he finds there is no real conflict between the two desires, 

for he is reunited with Condwiramurs and becomes the Grail 

king. The Grail king, we are told, can marry, in accordance 

with the directions of the Grail, though the knights who serve 

it (the 'templars') are sworn to chastity. 

The religious nature of Parzival's chivalric vocation 

and the purity of his love are emphasised by contrast with 

the career of .Anfortas, the wounded king. In book IX, the 

episode of Pa.:::·zival 1 s confession and instruction at the hands 

of Trevrizent (greatly expanded from Wolfram's source, Chretien's 

Perceval, and made the thematic and numerological centre of 

the poem), Parzival learns that Anfortas was wounded in 

the testicles by a poisoned spear.19 At the time .Anfortas had 

been compelled by love to seek adventures; he had fought 

constantly for the love of his lady, and his desire for 

love tolerated no restraint (472:29-30; 4-78:1-479:12). 

'Amor' was both his banner and his battle-cry: 

Amor was s1n krte. 
Der ruoft is zer demuot 
iedoch niht vollecl1chen guot. (478: 30-1.J-79: 2) 

This kind of love, incompatible with "demuot 11 (humi:!.ity) 

--a virtue of which Wolfram r:iakes a great deal--is linked by 
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\'Jolf:cara with pride and the offence that caused man's fall. 

H .. B. Willson compares An.fortas' s 'living death' (230: 20) 

to St. Bernard's remarks on the state of fallen man, and 
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notes that Trevrizent declares that the fall of man involved 

the loss of the earth 1 s 'virginity' at the murder of Abel 

(463:23-464:22)0 Anfortas is unable to move, since sin 

deprives man of freedom cf will. After his penance, howev-er, 

he is redeemed to a state of perfection. Willson argues 

that Anfortas (like Viard.rain of the Oueste) recalls both 

sinful man and Christ's suffering on his behalf; consBquently 

Parzival, in addition to his Christ-like function, must show 

compassion, as a man, for the sufferings of Christ, represented 

by the agony of 1u1fortas 1 s genital wound. 20 Trevrizent 

himself, Parzival's confessor, reveals that he abandoned 

knighthood to becoLle a hermit because of his offences on 

behalf of love against his order while he was a Grail knight 

(495:7-30). Another example of the anarchic possibilities 

of love is provided by Pa.rzival's father, Gahmuret, whose 

amorous tendencies caused great sorrow and turmoil. Even 

his final union with Parzival's mother, Herzeloide, involved 

tho heartless abandoning of his previous loves, Belakane and 

Ampflise. 

Through Anf ortas, \·lolfram depicts man's sin and 

consequent suffering in terms of chivalry pressed into the 

service of a sexual sin. His prime example of this kind of 

chivalric bonda5e, however, is Gawain (Gawan). Gawain's exploits, 

which are distinguished by worldly standards, occupy Wolfram's 



attention both immediately before and immediately after 

the scene of Parzival's spiritual revival, and take the form 

mainly of the pursuit of amatory conquest. 21 He is identified 

with the idea of love of women as the root of knightly 

prowess, and he and his kin, we are told, have followed the 

bidding of 11 Frou Minne 11 all their lives (585:5-586:30). 

This idea is continually subject to Wolfram's mockery. 

In one episode, for example, Gawain is wooed by Obilot, a 

mere child, who plays at having a knight in her service and 

incongruously mimics the sentiments she considers appropriate 

to a courtly lady (369:1-370:7). Gawain at first turns her 

d.o-vm as too young, but recollecting Parzi val' s words he promises 

his diminutive lady thfat he will bear arms in her honour, 

and that in battles it will be ~ who is doing the fighting, 

even though he may appear to be doing it. Obilot solemnl:.r 

sustains his hyperbole, declaring eloquently that she will offer 

him such a range of pro·t;ective and consolatory services as 

a guardian deity mig..'1.t be able to dispense. Clasping her 

tiny hands between his, Gawain retorts that he now lives at 

her coIJIDand (370:8-371:22). In the battle that follows, 

Gawain captures Meljanz and compels him to surrender to 

Obilot 1 declaring that it was she who defeated him (394:17-20). 

Clinging timidly to Gawain, Obilot accepts his homage (396:1-4). 

Weiga.nd appears to take this fatuous episode at face value 

a.s a''very striking illustration of the convention that 

represe:-i.ts the knight's deeds as in reality performed by his 

lady", but the comic depreciation of that 'convention' is 
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Gawain's kind of minne is parodied in a contrasting 

wa.y in the case of his affair with the voluptuous Antikonie. 

King Verg,·ulaht has sent him to his sister Antikonie with 

the command that she entertain him until the king's retu.rn. 

This 'command'' is made the subject of some arch flirtation 

by the lady, and Gawain seizes the opportunity to plant 11 ein 

kus ungastl1ch11 on her 11 heiz, dick' unde rot 11 mouth (405:19-2'1). 

They immediately fall into co!lversation ( 11 suezer reden), which 

Wolfram drily tells us consisted only of Gawain's pleas for 

her .favours and of Antikonie's refusals (405:26-27). She 

protests that she doesn't know who he is, and he helpfully 

replies in defence of his ancestry that he is his aunt's brother's 

son (4-06:14..:..15). The other occupants of the room tactfully 

taking their leave, Gawain becomes bolder and reaches under 

her clothes to touch her thigh (407:2-3). But when both are 

in a frenzy of desire they are interrupted by a knight who 

accuses Gawain not only of trying to rape Antikonte but also 

of having previously killed her father. The pair escape 

into a tower, and Antikon1e proves a stalwart warrior. She 

arms Gawain with a chess-board (since he has no sword), while 

she herself hurls great chess pieces at the mob below--in_ the 

me..nner, Wolfram notes, of huckster women at a Carnival riot 

(409:8-9) • .Meanwhile the connection between the knight's 

valour a..'ld love is burlesqued by the greedy looks which 

Gawain casts on his accomplice whenever he has a chance~ His 

eJ1..-plorations of her suggestively described rabbit-shaped. body, 
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from her hips to her bosom, infuse him with a 11 manl'ich" 

couraga, to the confusion of his enemies (LW9:22-410:12). 

The magnific~nt crudity of this episode sharply undercuts 

Gawain's pretensions to courtly and elegant behaviour. 

Wolfram is a skilful comic writer, but beneath the 
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.farcical elements a..~d Rabelaisian incongruities here the 

serious central theme of the poem is pushed forward. The 

conflict aroused by Gawain's behaviour is eventually settled 

wh&n Vergulaht announces that he has been defeated by Parzival 

and forced to promise to get the Grail for him. The obligation 

in passed on to Gawain, who is in the King's power as a result 

of the Antikon1e o.i'f'air, and Gawain sets out on the Grail 

quest witb Vergulaht (424:15-4-26:"10, L~28:18-26, 503:21-30). 

Gawain's courage on his adventures is tested i~ a way that 

deliberately recalls Pc-:i.rzival's Good Friday crisis, but 

which also has ironic overtones (566 ff .). 23 D. H. Green 

comments that nthere is a nice irony in the fact that Gawain, 

an erotic adventurer second to none, should have to undergo 

his climaciiic adventure in bed, that this is where he should have 

to prove his knightly valour and not on horseback ••• This is 

highly suspect, for the other hero of a romance whose 'adventures' 

take place in bed is the lover Tristan, whose leap from his 

bed to Isolde's Gottfried describes as a ;poinder ••• Although 

Gawain's adventure is not an erotic one like Tristan's it is 

clearly just as non-knightly. 1124 

Though the culmination of Gawain's career is not to 

be the Grail, his ordeals are rewarded by the love of the 
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haughty Orgeluse of Lo[;rois. To make clear the significm1ce 

of this prize, and the contrast between Gawain and Parzival, 

Wolfram retrospectively explains that Orgeluse is the woman 

whom Anfortas was 'serving' when he was wounded (616:11-6'17:3). 

We also learn that no knight has ever been able to resist her 

blandishments except Parzival, who defeated her knights and 

rejected her offer of her property and person, explaining 

his prior commitment to his wife and the Grail (618:19-619:14-). 

Gawain's achievement in the worldly sphere has thus been 

- decisively rejected by Parzivale In.view of this I find 

distinctly puzzling Weigand's judgment that "no stigma can 

attach to Gawan, whatever he does--this despite the fact 

that the contrast between Gawan and Parzival as regards the 

poet's degree of empathy clli"111ot be overlooked by any discerning 

reader. Gawan is ·the perf'ect; knight-errant bent on worldly 

adventure.~.the question of reconciling his pursuit of adventtu·e 

in the SOI'Vice of ladies with his faith in God and his observance 

of church ritual never a.rises for Gawan ••• Wolfram, fully 

awa.:r·e of a basic difference in the motivation of his two 

heroes, obviously side-stepped the temptation of pointing up 

an antith.esis. 1125 

3. Chivalr ... v as a Metaphor for the Christian Life 

Weigand's comment is a gqod example of the way in 

which the potency of knighthood as a vehicle for religious 

ideas bas been consistently underestimated, just as the 

:positive im:portar..ce of the }.:night's role as lover of women. 
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has been exagr,erated. The presentation of chivalry as 

an imitation of Christ is by no means confined to works with 

the distinctive subject-matter of the Grail. The concept 

of spiritual warfar8 is of course as old as Christianity 

itself. Such scriptural passages as St. Paul's on spiritual 

armour (Ephes .. 6:10-17) or the first verse of Job 7 were 

widely-used sources of the commonplac.e in the Hiddle Ages. 

On the latter, for instance, St. Bruno Astensis commented: 

11 Hinc beatus Job qualiter hac in vita militare debeamus, 

~ insinuat; qua in re se ipsum qualiter militaverit exemplum 

ponit. 11 Hilitia ~ est y_ita- hominis super terram"; quia 

quanto ·t;empore in hac vi ta sumus, per arma justi tiae a 

dextiris et a. sinistris semper contra vitia et malignos 

spiI·itus :pugnare debemus; quatenus, finita militia, pro 
26 victoria coronemur". The morality play, Mankind, invokes 

the words of Job in administering the following advice: 

Tl:e temptacyon of pe flesch 3e must resyst lyke a man, 
For yer y3 euer a batell betwyx- Pe soull and ye body: 
'Vita hominis est milicia super terram.' 

Oppresse yowr gostly enr.i.y and be Crystys ovm knyght. 
Be neuer a cowarde ageyn yowr aduersary. 
Yf 3e wyll be crownde, 3e must nedys fyght. 
Intende well an.d Gode wyll be yow adjutory. 27 

Life was a battle between the forces of good and those 

of evil, as in the combat of the vices and virtues in the 

I:sycppma.chia of Prudentius, or Huon de Mery' s early thirteenth-

century Tornoiemenz Antecrit, or Lancelot's dream of the tourna-

ment between the black and white knights in the _Queste (140:5-

1.:1-5: 4) • 28 The Church Nili tant was an army in which each Cr..ristian 
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had his ranlc. In the description in the ~ep;enda Aurea of the 

rank of JLartyrs, for instance, we are told that they are 

given to us "in exempla.:r· ad certandumn. As St. Chrysostom said, 

tu christia"lJ.e, delicatus es miles, si put as te 
posse sine pug!1a vincere, sine cert amine triumphare, 
exerce vires fortiter, dimica atrociter, in 
proelio isto concerta, considera pacturn, conditionem 
attende, militiam nosce; pactum, quod spopondisti, 
conditionern, quam assumsisti, militiam, cui nornen 
dedisti. Hoc enim pacto cuncti pubJJ.averunt, hac 
conditione universi vicerunt, hac militia triumph
averunt.29 

.A:r:e we justified, therefore, in regarding this 

traditional metaphor, which long antedated the development 

of the medieval knight, as a significant element in chivalric 

ideology? One might object that the metaphor of spiritual 

warfare uas sufficiently common to be autonomous of the 

ramifications and historical developments of actual military 

life, to which it was originally indebted. If, indeed, 

chivalry were simply a system of directives for the practical 

conduct of the soldier's life, a clear distinction between it 

and its metaphorical adaptation would be .feasible. But 

chivalry was never so restricted a subject, and it is false 

to ma.~e a rigid distinction between those elements of chivalry 

which were of practical importance and those which were merely 

idealistic or thaoretical. 

Furthermore, because chivalry comprised a series of 

idealisations and imaginative extensions of the idea of warfare 

(among others), it was forced into intimate interaction with 

other imaginative elevations of the mili·cary life. In the 

process of expansion and assimilation by which chivalric 
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idealism developed, spiritual warfare was one of the primary 

concepts to be subsumed, ju3t as it in turn exercised an 

inevitable influence on formulations of the knight's social 

duty in terms of defence of the Church. The intimate connection 

of knighthood as a metaphor for the Christian life with the 

definition of the religious duties of the knights is revealed 

in documents such as St. Bernard's f..d Milites Temnli. In addition~ 

the general chivalric idealisation of prowess and moral 

rectitude merges into the metaphor of spiritual warfare 

without perceptible transition. The subject of chivalry 

cannot therefore be considered in isolation from this pervasiva 

metaphor. 

The religious symbolism of knighthood clearly operates 

at a great variety of levels, in works whose connections 

with practical aspects of chivalry vary from the extensive 

to the purely metaphorical. Chivalry 11 better ag.reeth to the 

soule than to the body11
., declared Ramon.Lull in a work which 

neve:i::·theless purports to be intended for the practical 

instruction o.f squires.30 Christine de Pisan's EPistle of 

Othe...e_ moves frequently between the different levels. The 

11 Glose" to her successive texts usually refers to the knight's 

physical conduct (section 63, for example, cautions against 

too much hunting; section 79 criticises needless military risks), 

while the 11 Allegorie11 refers to his spiritual state. In the 

latter, however, the 11 good knyght goostlin often refers to 

any Christian rather than just a knight, and a further dimension 

is added to the "'.;erm ia section 10, where the allegory declares 



that "man scholde haue in his mouthe the trouthe of the 

veJ:·.T.'ay knyg..1-ite Ihesu Crist". 31 In section 85 Christine 
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gathers toi:;ether these mutually-reinforcing r.ieanings, declaring 

that 11pis present lijf is but a kny3thoden of continual 

struggle against evil. Alanus de Insulis declared that "Hilitia 

enim exterior figura est interioris militiae, et sine interiori, 

exterior est inanis et vacua ••• Accingatur ergo miles exterius 

ad reformandam violentam pacem temporis; interius quoque 

gladio verbi Dei, ad restaurandam pacem proprii pectoris. 11 32 

Moving, primarily to the exterior level, he ·then defines. the 

duties of the knight as defence of the Church and of the 

people, complaining that this is just what the knights 

nowadays do not do. The passage affords a striking but by 

no means unusual ex.ample of the interpenetration of the 

practical and metaphorical aspects of religious chivalry~ 

Chivalric metaphors were very commonly used to 

express the role of the clergy, martyrs and angels, as well as 

ordinary Ch.1'.:'istians. In the Queste, as we have seen, monks 

vested for mass are often described as wearing the armour of 

God. Piers Plowraan similarly refers to priests as 11 godes 

knyghtes" (C, XIV, ·125). Ah English translation of Higden 1 s 

Polychronicon, referring to St. Gregory's approval of the 

Benedictine rule, declares that 11 it was a wys dede to wijJdr.awe 

fro hem pat goop to holy chevalrie [ 11 ad sacram mili tiam11 
, in 

the original] likynge of o.etes jJat wipdrawep pe soule from 

holynesse of dedes and of pou3tes. 11 33 The knig.'l-it in Trevisa's 

~~lof;l..w inter militern et clericum compares the endowments of 

http:knig...11
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the Church to the wages of knights: 11 It is seide 3ou, ~at 3e 

haue)J y-.f01ge alle siche lordschipe.s & riches to help o:f 

youre lif to wages of holy chyualrie, to haue mete and 

dry.eke and clop. 11 3
1
+ Wyclif used the figure in an attack on 

the friars, declru:•in.g that the ecclesiastical order established 

by Cm·ist is more perfect than that founded by the friars: 

"knyghtis of pis religion be most holy and moste perfite, ffor 

Jesus Crist and his apostils ben chef knyghtis perof". As 

with feudal relationships, priests should take their power from 

the lord to whom they owe knight-service, 11 and pus alle prestis 

pat ben Cristis l~ny3tis han power of him to pis eende". 35 

In Mum and the Sothsehger the friars are described as knights 

who joust ~gainst Jesus.36 

Martyrs are described as God's knights in the early 

thirteenth-century metrical "Life of Saint Katherine11
• Pagan 

philosophers brought to dispute with the saint are converted 

by her and consequently burnt; Christians come by night 

& biburieden ham 
deorliche, as hit deh 
drihtines cnihtes.37 

A full statement of the idea that martyrs are 11 oure Louerdes 

kny3tes 11 is found in the 11 Banna sanctorum11 of the South English 

Legende..r~. Christ's coming is described in terms of a king 1 s 

ordering his troops for battle: 

Wanne a kyng wole bataille nyrne to holde up is ri3te 
He ordeinep verst is ost and 3arkep hem to fi3te 
Byi~ore he set is a.lblasters and is archers also 
Is trompours to scheuwe wat he is & is baner perto 
.And if pe kyng ·pa..YlD.e aredy is mid pe ueorste he wole beo 
Vorto ha.rdie al is men pat non ne scholcle fleo 
Vanne mot inpe rerewarde hardy kni3tes wende 
Hare louerdes :-i~it to holde up and 'j?e bataille bringe to end.e 
And if hi beoJ:i c01..1\,Ja.l.'des in hare dede pe bataille is al ilore 
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7-8 In pis manere oure swete Louerd an eorpe was ibore ••• ~ 

The "trompours:r a...."'1.d 11 al blasters" (crossbowmen) are the 

"prophetes" and "patriarks". The greatest fighter of all 

is Christ himself, but despite his "stronge dep" he would 

have lost his cause 

3if is kni3tes of J1e rerewarde pe strengore ne couJ?e .fi3te 
Of here louerd emsample i nome & flecchi nolde hi no3t 
Jle apostles ne pe martirs ar hy were to depe ibro3t.?9 

In the Laud I•iS. of the !Je~E?.,ndar:y,, we are told that when the 

noble knight St. Ypolite was urged by the Emperor to remember 

the honour he would lose unless he recanted, he replied that 

a newe kny~ht ich am bi-cor::ie newe batayle to do; 
Godes kny~ht oi heouene ich ai11 and all mi wille so is 
pat ich in his batayle be sone i-martred, i-wis.40 

Albert Pauphilet cites examples of angels referred to as 

knights, participating in human battles, in the chansons de 

geste, and o:f patristic descriptions of angels as soldiers. 41 

Wyclif's Bible referred to the angels who announced Ch~ist's 
L~ ') 

birth to the shepherds as "a multitude of heuenli kny3thod 11
, c. 

and Bartholomew de Glanville, in Trevisa's translation of 

his encyclopaedia, De proprietatibus rerum, explained 

that angels "buth I-clepid kny3tis [in the original 

"milites11
] , for pey werrep & fi3tip for vs a3en wickide fendes 11

• 

Broadening his scope to include all Christians, Bartholomew 

asserts that "Lente is pe tyme of chiualrie of cristene men, 

in pe whiche tyme we fightiJ> sharpliche a3ens vices & synnes 11
•
43 

In Wyclif's translation Paul advises Timothy that "no man 

holdin~kny3thod to God i~wlappith him silf with worldli 

nedes11
• 
44 The phraseology reveals how the word acquired, 
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in addition to its basic meaning here of military service, 

overtones derived from the personalised feudal implications 

of knighthood. 

4. Christ as KnigJ:tt 

No consideration of the extent to which chivalric 

terminology was used as a religious metaphor is co_mplete, 

however, without a consideration of the image of Christ 

himself as a knight. This most dramatic exploitation of 

the religious possibilities of knightly symbolism is frequently 

found in medieval literature, as has often been noted. 45 

Its popularity in the face of some bizarre and even grotesque 

aspects is a witness to the habit of mind which routinely 

associated chivalric practice and religious ideas. If each 

individual Christian had a knightly obligation, it was as a 

participant in the great combat on the side of the chief 

knight, Jesus Christ. 

The idea of Christ as a warrior fighting the devil is 

of course common in early Christian literature, and patristic 

writers frequently referred to the crucifixion as a combat. 

As Sister Le May has written, "Cbristus Victor is a persistent 

theme, not only of exegetical tracts and homilies, but also of 

the liturgical embellishments of hymns and sequences. 1146 

To some extent Christ's appearance as a knight is merely an up-

dating of the metaphor. In Li Tornoiemenz Antecrit, for 

example, Christ and Satan lead their respective armies armed 

as knights in the normal manner of contemporary military 

leaders, bearing appropJJiate heraldic devices. The figure of 
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Christ the knif,ht becar;:ie a commonplace immediately comprehensible 

independent of any extended chivalric metaphor. Thus the 

·third shepherd in the Ludus Coventriae 11 Adoration of the 

Shepherds 11 greets Christ simply: "Heyl comely knyth pe deuyl 

to ouer throwe". Thomas of Hales, advising trust in God 

rather than in earthly princes, asks,without obvious chivalric 

preliminaries, 11 Here he, mayde, ful seoly/Jlat myhte vrunye 
lJ.7 myd such a knyhte?" . 

In more elaborate forms, however, the motif employed 

the ramifications of chivalric theory and practice. 

Christ fights for man as his champion in a judicial duel, 

. t t t h. h . tb . 48 In or in a ournamen a w ic man is _e prize. some 

cases we find the oxymoron of his fighting unarmed, having 

temporarily forsworn his divin~ power. An English sermon 

supports the statement that man is the servant of God because 

he was won in battle by describing the Christ-knight going to 

fight the devil (a giant) after laying aside his arms in 

heaven, and bearing only a black bier (his penance on the 

cross), a white lily (his body), and the five red roses of 

his wounds. 49 In one lyric Christ declares: "I am iesu, 

pat cum to fith/With-outen seld & spereu. According to another 

paradox, Christ heals by fighting: he is '~so douhti a knyht 11
, 

coming blood-stained from battle, "Chaunpyoun to helen 

monkunde in vy1;ttu.50 

Christ's armour affords opportunities for allegory and 

moralising in the manner of the chivalric manuals. Descriptions 

of Christ's arming, as Rosemary Woolf points out, were very 

common, especially in seroons. The 'armour' referred to is 
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variously his human flesh, the manifestations of his agony, 

or the physical details of the crucifixion. An example of 

the first of these possibilities is contained in an Anglo

Norman poem by Nicholas Bozon, cited by Professor Woolf, 

which describes the incarnation as Christ's arming of 

himself, helped by a maiden.51 Another example from Professor 

Woolf's discussion combines the latter two of the three 

elements, though the idea of Christ as himself a knight is only 

implied. The writer of this lyric is a knight of Christ, in 

the sense that he will put on Christ's sufferings as his 

armour: 

At pe y mot myn armes borwe, 
Mi sheld shal be pe swerd of sorwe, 

marie pat stong to pe herte; 
Pe holi eras my baner bif orn, 
myn helm pi garlond of sha.rpe yorn, 

Mi swerd pi scourges smerte. 
Mi plates shullen pi nailes be, 
myn acotoun pat spere tre, . 

pat stong pi swete syde. 
Now y a!J1 armed pus wel, 
nel y him fle neuere a del, 

tyde what bi-tyde!52 

An exemp;um in the Northern Homily Collection compares the 

cross to a knight's shield, the crown of thorns to a "basenet 11
, 

and dramatically imagines Christ wounded by his own spear: 

his scheld at his bac bar he 
pat was pe harde rode tre. 
yer o~ur man bere heore spere 
ve poynt forj:Jward hem to were, 
he bar ·(Je poynt in his syde 
and to his herte he let hit glyde.53 

Nore frequently the cross becomes Christ's horse: his 

tormentors in the famous passage in the Towneley nProcessus 

Crucis" declare that since he is a king he must "Iust in 
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tornamente11
, sitting fast on his 11 palfray11

: 

ffor we shall sett the in thy sadyll, 
ff or f'all.yn8 be thou bold .. 

I hete the well thou bydys a shaft; 
Bot if thou sytt well thou had better laft 

The tules tha~ thou has told.54 
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In one lyric the image of the cross as a horse is introduced 

directly, with the figure of Christ as a knight only implied 

as a premise: 

Rest-les i ride. 
lok up on me! put fro 3e pride. 

Mi palefrey is of tre, 
wiht nayles naylede 3wrh me.55 

One of the most extensive uses of the image is found 

in Piers Plq_~.. Sister Le May observes that 11 the \thole 

scheme of Redemption is represented by the poet in terms of 

knighthood, from the mystery of the Incarnation to the 

Harrowing of Hell. 11 56 This perhaps implies a systematic 

treatment which is not in evidence, but indeed several of the 

main events of Christ's life, besides the crucifixion itself, 

are incorporated ·. into the chivalric scheme, though not 

without bizarre touches. The Annunciation takes the form 

of a declaration by Gabriel that "one Iesus, a Iustice sonen __ 

a reference which continues the association of knighthood in 

the poem with the dispensing of justice--must rest in Mary's 

!1chambre", where he will become skilful in fighting, 11 To 

haue y-fou3te .with the fende ar ful tyme come" (B,XVI, 90-4, '100-2). 

His miracles are accounted for by the instruction he receives 

from Piers in "lechecraftu--a useful knightly attainment, 

since it will enable him to CUJ.."'e himself 11 thowgh he were 
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wounded with his enemye 11
• Jesus practises his skill by healing 

the sick around him (B, }.'VI, 103-10). Palm Sunday evokes 

the comparison of Christ to a candidate for knighthood: 

Bar·fot on an asse bak bootles cam prykye, 
\·Jith-oute ,spores other spere and sprakliche he lokecle, 
As is the kynd~ of a knyght that cometh to be doubed, 
To geten hus gilte spores and galoches y-couped ••• 

(C, XXI, 9-12) 

The central event is the 'joust' itself--a judicial 

duel ( 11 bi Iuggement of armes 11
) to decide "Whether shulde 

fonge the fruit the .fende or hymselue11 (B, XVI, 95-6). The 

"fi'uitn is of course 11Piers fruit the Plowman11 (B, XVIII, 20), 

or man, whom Clu·ist will win by right of conquest (C, XXII, 26·· 

53). As Jesus approaches Jerusalem on Palm Sunday, Faith 

cries out his name n~'.s doth an heraud o:f armes when auntrous 

cometh to Iustes 11 (C, XXI, 14). Christ will 

Iouste in Peers.armes, 
In hus helme and in hus haberion humana natura; 
That Cri3-C be nat lmowe for consummatus deus, 
In Peeres plates the Plouhman this prykiereshal ryde ••• 

(C, XXI, 21-4) 

The idea that Cbxist's incarnation is an adoption of man's 

armorial bearin5s is repeated when the dreamer demands of 

Conscience, 11 Is this Iesus the Iuster? ••• /Or it is Pieres the 

Plowman! who paynted hym so rede? 11
: 

Quod Conscience, and kneled tho 1 thise aren Pieres armes, 
His coloures c::-..nd his cote-armure ac he that cometh so blody 
Is Cryst with his crosse conqueroure of Crystene'. 5n 

(B, XIX, 12-4) f 

The boldest and in some respects the climactic passage 

of this kind rather poignantly describes how Longinus recovers 

his sir)lt when • ji:msting' with Jesus.. The Jaws break the 

legs of -'i;he two thieves, 
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Ac ther was no boye so bolde godes body to touche, 
For he was knyght and kynr:;es sone kynde f or-3af that tyme 
'.l'hat no boye hadde hardinesse hyrn to touche in d~yinge .. 
Ac ther earn forth a blynde knyght with a kene spere y-grounde, 
Hi~·te Lonf::eus, as the lettere telleth and longe hadde lore 

hus sight. 
By-fore Pilat and other peuple in the place he houede. 
Ac maugre hus neny teth he was mad that tyme 
To Iouste with Iesus this blynde Iuwe Longeus; 
For alle hij were vnhardy that houede ther other stode, 
To touche h:yn other to tryn.e hym other to take hym d.oun and 

graue h;y~, 
Bot this blynde bachelere that bar hym thorw the herte; 
The blood sprang doun by the sper and vnsperrede the knyghtes 

eyen. 
Tho f el the knygb.t vpon knees and cryed Iesu mercy--
' A-3ens my ·wil hit was, 1 qua th he 1 that ich 3ow wonde made! ' 

1.,0, XXI, 78-91) 

Thus Faith bi-gon to fare with the false Iewes--
1 Corsede caityfs! knyghthod was hit neuere 
IJ!o bete a body ybounde with eny bri3t wepne, 
The gree 3ut hath he geten for alle hus grete wondes. 
For 3oure champion chiualer chief knyght of 3ow alle 
3elt hym recreaw.~t rennynge ryght at Iesus wil. 

(C, XXI, '100-5) 

Since I have argued that the image of knighthood 

as an imitation. of Christ stands in sharp contrast to that 

of knighthood as the love-service of a lady, it is important to note 

that Christ, as a knight, is sometimes depicted as a lover 

as well as a warrior. In patristic writings the object of his 

love is Israel or tbe Church; in the later .Middle Ages it is 

more frequently the individual human sou1.58 The presentation 

of Christ as a husband fighting to win back his faithless 

wife from her seducer, the devil, was popular in ser~ons, where 

the bride was explained as representing the soul, whose sins 

constituted spiritual adultery.59 Another form of the image 

is that in which Christ is a knight fighting to win his lady's 

love and o.ften dying in the process. He may complain of her 
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'unkindness' and plead with her to remember his wounds and'· 

his love. In many instances the dying knight requests the 

lady to treasure his blood-stained shirt or armour. 
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The earliest and most famous appearance of this ·latter 

motif is perhaps that in the Ancrene Wisse, which tells us 

that Ch1:>ist, coming "as kene cniht" to fight for us in a 

tournament, 11 schawde purh cnihtschipe pet he wes luue wur5e. 

as weren sumbwile cnihtes iw-unet to donne 11
•
60 A fuller 

version of the story is told by the Knight of La Tour Landry: 

a maiden, falsely accused, is championed by a knight, who in 

tri<:!.l by combat kills her accuser and would-be seducer. Her 

champion, however, dies of five mortal wounds he has received 

in the fight, and we are told that Christ fought and died to 
61 redeem us in just the same way. The theme is found also in 

various forms in the Gesta Romanorum. According to one of the 

Middle English versions, the daughter of the Emperor Fredericus 

is seduced by an earl and disinherited. A knight offers to 

fight for her inheritance if she will agree to love him 

exclusively. He defeats her enemy but dies from his wounds, 

wheI·eupon she talces his bloody shirt (in another version it is 

his armour) and hangs it up, according to her promise, as a 

reminder not to take any other husband. The key to the allegory 

explains that the Emperor-is the father of heaven, the empire 

is paradise, the daug...~ter the soul of man, the earl the devil, 

and the "wele faire kny3te and a stronge" is Christ. 62 

The relationship between this common allegory a._~d the 

literature of knightly love-adventure with which it is often 
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associated is problematic. Sister JJe Hay, echoing several 

earlier commentators, clai1!ls that the Church attempted to 
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11 offset the harm which a literary convention was effecting in 

the moral and social worldn by introducing "a li teratu:r:·e which 

would present this favorite topic of courtly love in a religious 

wa:y. If the knight must have a paramour whom he could only 

worship at a distance, and who was beautiful and lovely, and 

worthy to be served and to give one's life for, where could 

he find one so perfect as the Virgin Mary? If every lady 

must love a knight who would suffer every evil for her, who 

would serve her--nay, who would die for her--where could she 

find one if not in the fairest, truest, richest of knights-

Our l:.rord? 1163 This argument, like that which regards the 

religious aspects of chivalry as ecclesiastical impositions 

on secular habits, does not do justice to the autonomous 

imaginative capacity of religious f~eling. The expression of 

love for the Virgin oi.· for Christ, common enough in direct form, 

need not be considered as a substitute for an originally 

secular expression of love just because it employs an earthly 

metaphor. Horeover, for the essential image of Christ as 

human lover, recourse to a 'harmful' literary convention was 

unnecessary, since the Song of Songs and Hosea provided 

irre~roachable precedents. Nor does the complaint of 

'unkindness' have exclusively erotic associations, since it is 

a charge sometimes levelled by Christ against mankind generally 

without reference to the image of Christ as lover. 64 

Nevertheless there is some justice in Rosemary Woolf's 

comment that "the recurrent question of the love-debate 
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concerning what suitor had the most rightful claim to a 

lady's love, and the fictitious submission of issues of 

love to the justice of a mock court of law, provided a 

writer of literary inventiveness with a perfect background 

of associations for depicting Christ's pre-eminent claim 

to deserve man's love. 1165 But the influence worked in the 

other direction as well, as is shown by the Conte de la 

.Qg_arrette, where an ostensibly amorous subject rests upon 

an infra-structure provided by the life of Christ, and 

especially the Harrowing of Hell (see above.section IV, 
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4). The image of Christ's sacrifice for the human soul and 

that of the knight's duel for a lady in this respect mutually 

support ea~h other's imaginative potency. 

We should not, however, assume that the periodic 

interdependence of these tvm images indicates a religious 

endorsement of the idea of the knight fighting to obtain 

the love of women. In the first place, the ladies for whom 

the Christ-knight fights are either being oppressed or have 

been seduced. Both situations presuppose an abuse of weakness 

by a third party, a..~d therefore conventionally call for 

knightly intervention. In the second place, the depiction 

of Christ as an importunate lover paradoxically strengthens 

our awareness of the contrast between the purity of Christ's 

motives and the mixed nature of those of earthly lovers. 

A similar effect is discernible, as I have noted, in the 

relationship between Galahad and Perceval's sister in the 

Qµest~, where the startling contrast between the insistence 



on Galahad's chastity and the intimacy of such a gesture 

as the lady's sacrifice of her hair emphasises the mystical 

aspects of the union, and diverts towards that mysticism 

all the potential sensual and emotional intensity of the 

situation. 

5. 'Sir Gawain and the Green Knip;ht 1 

This discussion of chivalry's capacity to embody 

religious ideas has moved a long way from fourteenth

century knightly practice. My last example, however, 
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is a work which is usually assumed to reveal a familiarity 

with practical as well as theoretical aspects of knighthood. 

But I hope to show that Sir Gawain and the Green Kni.p;ht 

reveals not only an awareness of chivalric practice but 

also a familiarity with the traditions I have been discussing-

a tradition in which a polarity is established between the 

chivalry of love-service and the chivalry which is an 

imitation of Christ. The structure of the poem, I shall 

argue, rests on the assumption that the appropriate develop

ment for a knight, and hence for any individual confronting 

the things of this world, is the rejection of an idea of 

chivalry based on luxury and the love of women in favour 

of one grounded in mortification of the flesh and spiritual 

allegiance. In making this point the romance uses the figure 

of the knight primarily as an extended metaphor for the 

Christian life (and deviations from it); but in doing so it 

makes references to ideals of conduct at several levels, 
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recalling at times events in the life of Christ, while at 

others invoking the practical dictates of the discursive 

writings on knightly behaviour. The \·1ork thus reinforces 

our sense of the interpenetration of the practical and 

symbolic aspects of Christian chivalry. 

At one level Gawain is a reminder of Christ, and 

his journey to meet the Green Knight recalls the descent 

into hell. Bernard Levy has documented the infernal 

associations of Gawain's journeying towards the north, and 

noted that Gawain's stay at Bertilak's castle echoes Christ's 

three days in hell. 66 Other parallels Levy suggests include 

the journey into the wilderness to face temptations">and 

the voluntary submission to a symbolic death at the Green 

Chapel; the green girdle becomes a sign of both humility 

and triumph, like the 11 croun of porne11 mentioned at the 

very end of the poem. 67 

Unlike Christ, however, Gawain is not per.feet, and 

his more sustained role is as the representative of mankind, 

facing a choice between the pursuit of the per.feet life and 

the indulgence of self. The whole structure of the beheading 

game is of course a spiritual test, whether arranged by 

benevolent or malevolent powers. The scene of his arming 

recalls Paul's nwhole armour of God 11
, and the pentangle 

on his shield ind.icates that Gawain has committed himsel.f 

to the path of spiritual perfection.68 His winter journey 

i..11volYes struggles against hostile beasts (720-5) and loneliness. 
60 

and the endura..11ce of a bJ.eal~ landscape whic.h encourages despair. 7 

The greatest temptation, however, awaits him in the castle, 
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where his fallibility is eventually revealed, though he 

resists the primary object of his hostess 1 s blandishments. 

As R. H. Green remarks, Gawain is led to put his faith in 

the magical girdle instead of in the pentangle, which~though 

an old magical sign,now symbolises non-magical faith in God.70 

The slight blow an his neck, chastising his pride, is a 

kind of circumcision: the Gree:ri"Kilight's first appearance, 

when the reckless pride of Arthur and his court is at its 

highest, and Gawain's meeting with him at the Chapel, both take 

place on the Feast of the Circumcision.71 Levy hypothesises 

that the testing can be seen in terms of the three traditional 

temptations of the \'.lorJ.d (the pride an.d worldly glory of the 

court), the Flesh (Bertilak's wife, whose beauty is equated 

with the ugliness of her 11 alter ego11 
, the old hag) , ancl the 

Devil (the Green Knight himself, from whom Gawain is tempted 

to run away--thus denying his faith in God).72 Gawain is as 

nearly perfect as it is possible for a man to be, but he needs 

to be remind.ed through the neck wound and the girdle of 

man's inevitable tendency to sin. 

The poem maJces its ethical discriminations at another 

level through the presentation of alternative conceptions 

of chivalry. Gawain is the representative of the Round Table 

as well as of mankind generally. Arthur 1 s knights are 

renowned for their chivalry, in a military and a social 

sense, and it isthis reputation which the Green Knight comes 

to test: 
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Bot for pe los of pe, lede, is lyft vp so hy30, 
And. J:ty bur3 and py burn.es best ar holden, · 
.Stifest vrder stel-gere on stedes to ryc~e, 
Pe WJjtest and j?e worpyest of pe worldes kynde, 
Preue for to play wyth in oper pure laykez, 
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And here is kydde cortaysye, as I haf herd carp, 
And l>at hatz wayned me hider, iwyis, at )?is tyme. (258-64) 

The danger of chivalric pre-eminence of this kind is the 

11 surquidre 11 and tthawtesse 11 which Morgan sends the Green Knight 

to probe (2454-8). Arthur's court does indeed demonstrate 

this kind of pride, especially through the inappropriate 

frivolity with which it treats serious matters. Arthur 

dismisses the Green Knight's visit as an 'interlude'; the 

courtiers indulge in 'japes' on the eve of Gawain's depa.rture, 

and laugh on his return at his confession of cowardice, 

covetousness, and perfidy (470-5, 540-1, 2513-5). 

But we should resizt the assumption that Arthur's 

court 'represents' chivalry in any universal sense. Prowess 

and courtesy can no more be equated with chivalry than can 

the readiness for sexual adventure by which the lady of the 

castle expects to recognise Gawain as chivalrous. As in 

Chaucer studies, the loose employment of the term has produced 

some contentious judgments of the romance. Larry Benson, 

for example, claims that the laughter of the Green Knight 

and the court; teaches Gawain that 11 chivalry takes itself a 

bit too seriously, that men become ridiculous and foolish 

when they attempt to live up to so superhuman an ideal. 0 

Whatever Benson thj.nks this ideal is, it is symbolised 

for him primarily by the Round Table in the romance, and 



the criticism of it which he discerns there reflects the 

unsympathetic climate of late fourteenth-century 'realism' 

(of which we have heard much in connection with Chaucer) .. 

Benson goes on to argue that unlike many other Arthuria..i.'1 

romances which denounce chivalry, or emphasise religious 

virtues at chivalry's eA.'})ense, Gawain and the Green Knight 

11 takes the old ideals neither too lightly nor too seriously 
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••• it condemns knighthood, but lightly.!.Gawain, the represent

ative of knighthood, must denounce himself, and in doing so 

he shows us its rnost attractive quality, its nobility of 

aspi.ration. 11 73 

What is the ideal of which Gawain falls short? 

Does he fall short of an ideal symbolised by the Round 

Table, or do tne Round Table knights, even more than Gawain, 

fall short of quite another ideal? Was the chivalric ideal 

so vulnerable that, as Benson suggests, the brutality of the 

Hundred Years War could discredit it? We are back with the 

questions raised by my initial survey of Chaucer commentary, 

and in the light of my conclusions about the nature of chivalric 

idea3 we must conclude that chivalry, here as elsewhere, 

is not any one thing. The poem discriminates between various 

competing versions of the chivalric ethos, and its ultimate 

standard of judgment is no less chivalric for being that 

of orthodox Christian doctrine. 

Before proceeding with this argument, however, I wish 

to look briefly at two other expressions of the idea that a 

contrast is involved in the romance between chivalric and 
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Christian values. Gordon Shedd identifies chivalry with 

the romance form as a literary genre and its typica.l heroes, 

who are normally successful in their enterprises through their 

strength in battle. The "code" of chivalry."has tended to 

become worshipped as an end in itself. The most dangerous 

and reprehensible outgrowth of this idolatry is the unconscious 

assumption that through faithful adherence to the code human 

perfection is possible ••• We have seen what this loss of 

perspective does to the literature it spawns: it creates 

a seemingly endless succession of success stories. And we 

have seen what this loss of perspective does to the individual 

who blindly follows the code: Gawain has been looking, 

throughcut the poem, for an external, concrete enemy; and in 

the process he has shown his ignorance of the truth that the 

real enemy is himself • 11 74 Nichael Foley, in a recent contribu

tion to the debate about Gawain's confessions, argues that in 

keeping the girdle Gawain off ends ae;ainst the knightly 

code but not against Christian morality. His confession 

to the priest is therefore valid, but. though he is absolved

as a Christian he is not forgiven as a knight until he has 

conf'essed to another member of the order.75 

In Shedd's view Gawain attempts to adhere to chivalric 

standards, and in the process fails to meet the demands of 

Christianity; according to Foley 1 s interpretation, by contrast, 

he ~ollows the dictates of religion but off ends against the 

more stringent standards of knighthood. Now it is quite 

feasible that an uILknightly act (the killing of an opponent's 
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horse, for example) might not be considered an of.fence in 

a religious perspective, though it is hard to see how a 

breach of faith with someone to whom one has pledged. loyalty 

could be regarded in the same way. But the main objection 

to both these theories is that the poem not only does not 

establish two independent scales of value, but in fact decisively 

rejects the idea through the account of the lady's temptation 

of Gawain. 

Arthur's court does indeed represent a certain kind 

of.chivalry, but it is one in which the values of secular 

nobility have become somewhat detached from other-worldly 

considerations. Christmas at Camelot is a virtually 

secular festival (37 .ff.). Gmvain is treated as the leading, 

though net porho.ps typic:.c..l, member of this court; at Bertilak' s 

castle he is recognised as the epitome of the courtly and 

aristocratic manner (915--2'7). The temptation of Gawain, 

which begins as soon as he enters the castle, consists 

primarily in the invitation to identify himself with the 

features of Camelot which have been reproduced and heightened 

in Bertilak's luxury hotel. Gawain finds what is indeed a 

home away from home after his sojourn in the wilderness. 

The richness and softness of his clothing, his bed and 

bed-clothes, his chamber and the chair he sits in, and 

the depth and sotu1dness of his sleep, are repeatedly 

emphasised. 76 The 'penitential' meal which he appears to 

accept with relish is a triumph of gastronomic ingenuity over 

the restrictions of religion ( 888-98). The element of 
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testing and probing here is pointed up by the fact that 

when Gawain becomes a little drunk ("For wyn in his hed 

pat wende 11
), his companions take advantage of his 'mirth' 

to question him 11 vpon spare wyse/Bi preue poyntez 11 about 
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himself, and find out who he is (899-907). In its immediate 

juxtaposition with the mention of Gawain's drinking and 

garrulousness, the discretion attributed to the questioners 

has overtones of subtlety as well as of courtesy. 

Christmas turns out to be as secular an occasion as 

at Arthur's court the previous year •. The castle appears as if 

in immediate answer to the knight's prayer for 11 sum herber 

-per he3ly I my3t here masse ,/ Ande py matynez to-morne 11 (755-6); 

but when Gawain fin~lly takes his place in the chapel the 

service is no sooner over than he is flirting with and embracing 

a beautiful lady, asking in 'knightly' fashion to be her 

'servant' (970-6). Nore spices and wine are called· for, 

and Gawain proceeds to fulfil the expectations that he will 

demonstrate his skill in 11 luf-ta~.f11g11 • The contrast between 

the nature of the festival and the manner of celebrating 

it is brought into sharp focus by significant juxtaposition 

bordering on bathos: 

God hatz geuen vus his grace godly for sove, 
Pat such a gest as Gawan grauntez vus to haue, 
When burnez blype of his burpe·schal sitte 

And again: 

and synge. 
In menyng of manerez mere 
j}is burne now schal vus bryng, 
I hope pat may hym here 
Schal lerne of luf-talkyng. (920-7) 

On pe morne, as vch mon mynez pat tyme 
pat Dry3tyn for oure destyne to de5e watz borne, 



Wele waxez in vche a won in world.e for his sake; 
So did hit pere on pat day jmr3 dayntes mony: 
Bope at mes and at mele messes ful quaynt 
Derf men vpon dece drest of pe best. (995-1000) 

Gawain fits well into this sybaritic environment, 
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confirming his initial identification with Arthurian values. 

Bertilak leads him further into the trap with his proposal 

to detain him longer: 

pe grene chapayle vpon grounde greue yow no more; 
Bot 3e schal be in yow:re bed, burne, at ·pyn ese ••• (1070-1) 

The specific way in which the host proposes that his guest 

spend the time suge;ests la.ck of vigilance, sensuality and sloth, 

while Bertilalc 1 s smooth words reduce the appointment at the 

Chapel to a mere matter of scheduling. Gawain appears 

not to see that he is being manipulated, even when Bertilak 

makes his proposal specific. The softening-up process is 

moving towards a climax, but Gawain has just agreed to lower 

his guard. The host's supporting argument that he ought 

to lie in until late each morning in order to catch up on 

his eating an.d sleeping after his labours should be a 

transparent trick (1093-104). Gawain has, after all, been 

constantly feasting, and there is a suspicious note in 

the inclusion of Bertilak's wife in the plan. Moreover, 

the knight, we surely sense, should not be relaxing his 

vigilance so close to his time of crisis. 

Pragmatic considerations, however, are not the most 

important element here. Gawain's quiet morning sleep contrasts 

dramatically with the noise and bustle of the hunting scenes; 

on each day the tr~nsition from the one scene to the other is 



made in mid-sentence, an effect which the cinema could not 

achieve more successfully.77 Lying in bed long into the 
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morning represents nomething of a commonplace in chivalric 

literature. When Chretien's Erec abandons knightly activity 

and devotes himself to Enide--a clearly unsatisfactory 

situati_on in the romance, involving the loss of both 

reputation and Erec's proper function in society--he frequently 

stays in bed until noon. In the Morte Darthur Tristan and 

Lancelot leave Sir Dynadan 11 slepynge in his bedde 11 to ride off 

to the tournament at Lonezep. Dynadan's continued sleep is as 

much a gesture of his dissent from the knightly code as his 
"8 scornful remarks.t More obviously Gawain offends against 

the almost unanimous strictures of the chivalric handbooks. 

Such writers as John of Salisbury, Honore Bonet, and Geoffroi 

de Charny condemned the u.se by knights of clean sheets, 

soft beds, good food and drink, and late rising.79 

Through indulgence in these luxuries Gawain is 

compromised before the crucial test actually comes. Having 

slipped so complacently into the ease prepared for him, he 

is indeed the nsl.eper vnsly3e 11 that the lady calls him ('1209). 

His moral state is so clearly conveyed in that reproach that 

the possible relevance of the frequent biblical use of the 

figure of the unvary sleeper hardly needs to be invoked.so 

The lady herself develops the theme, recalling the entrapping 

of Mars and Venus by Vulcan (and hence also the enslavement of 

Mars by Venus), when she declares that she has captured him: 

I schal bynde Y_OW in your bedde, pat be 3e trayst .... 
3e schal not rise of your bedde, I rych yow better~ 
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I schal happe yow here ~at oper half als, 
And sy}1 en kar:p wyth my f<:ny3t yat I ka3t baue. (1211, 1223-5) 

Gawain's alignment with the Arthurian values leads 

him to temporise, appeasing rather than confronting the 

challenge. Having unsuccessfully feigned sleep he now 

professes to yield himself completely to his visitor (-1214-6). 

The gesture is courteous in the sense that it is designed to 

avoid giving offence, but Gawain's courtesy here only leads 

him further into trouble rather than keeping him out of it. 

He is attacked in the name of those characteristics for which 

he and the people he represents have a special reputation, 

and he attempts to respond as he is expected to--flattering 

the lady and deprecating himself (1241-7)--even though 

her bold of £er of her body is absurdly removed from any 

notion of courtesy (1237-40). He reasserts his pledge to 

be 'her knight'~ 

And, soberly your seruaunt my souerayn I holde yow, 
And yowre kny3t I becom, and Kryst yow for3elde, (1278-9) 

and she concludes her first visit by extracting a kiss from 

him as proof' of his famous "cortaysye11
• Gawain has been 

trapped by his own values, having tacitly consented to a view 

of chivalry and the noble life in terms of luxurious living 

and of coux·teous behaviour--the latter appearing to comprise 

mainly "luf-talkyngn. The lady's temptations force the 

audience to examine the ioplications of the Arthurian world 

and the assumption that the Round Table and the pentangle are 

harmoniously integrated. 

On her second visit she summons chivalry itself 
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rather thnn courtesy to her support. Instead of reproaching 

Gawain for lacking the special distinction associated with 

him~ she claims that he is not even performing his duties 

as a member of the order of chivalry. It is interesting 

to note that the most explicit statement I have come across 

in medieval literature of the nature of chivalry (as a 

general concept) in terms of love-service is put into the 

mouth of this woman whom Gawain must quite evidently resist: 

And of <3.lle cheualry to chose, pe chef j:>yng alosed 
Is jJe lel layk of luf, pe J.ettrure of armes; 
For to telle of j;>is teuelyng of pis trwe kny3tez, 
Hit is pe tytelet token and tyxt of her werYJtez, 
How ledes for her lele luf hor lyuez han auntered, 
K~dured for her drury dulful stoundez, 
.And after wenged with her w2lour and voyded her care, 
And bro3t blysse into boure with bountees hor awen. 

(1512-9) 

The knight is well versed in his "hetes"--presumabl;y 

his knightly vows--and therefore must be expert in 11 trweluf 

craftes11 (1525-7). Gawo.in declines to debate the issue with 

such an 'expert' on the subject (1540-5), but although 

he continues to ref er to himself as her knight and her servant 

(1538, 1548) his actions indicate that he does not concur 

with the lady on this question. His real allegiance, as we 

are told on the next morning, is to the Virgin Mary, who 

is watching over nhir kny3t" (1769). The basic alternatives 

involved in chivalry are once more expressed in terms of these 

two kinds of love service. Gawain, like Geoffrey of Monmouth's 

Arthur, carries the image of the Virgin painted on the inside 

of his shield (2?44-6). 81 The idea of a knight serving the 

Virgin as his lady appears in the lyrics: 
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swete leuedi of me -pu reowe 
& haue merci of j:>in knicht, 

and Lydgate addressed St. George as 11 oure lady knyght 11
•
82 

On the third morning the lady tries a frontal assault, 

and Gawain is forced into a direct confrontation: he must 

oper lach per hir luf, o~er lodly refuse. 
He cared for his cortaysye, lest crayayn he were, 
And more for his mescbef 5if he schulde make synne, 
And be traytor to )?at tolke pat yat telde a5t. (1772-5) 

Even now Gawain makes his choice between the two interpret-

ations of courtesy and dishonour alr;::iost unwittingly, but the 

lady at least regards herself as having been 11 swared for 

sope, j?at sore me '.f:>inkke:z.11
• (1793). Gawain has thus passed 

the chastity test, but his subsequent lapse in the matter of 

the girdle is not an isolated incident, detachable from the 

larger test of his whole stay at the castle, of which the 

attempt to seduce him is only a part. The chivalric handbooks 

justified their insistence on the austerity of a knight's 

life, which I have already mentioned, on the grounds that if 

pampered he would be too fearful for his life to be an 

effective soldier. This fear is exactly what leads Gawain 

to take the charmed girdle after his lengthy period of 

soft living. 

He has succumbed partially to the temptation of 

worldliness, but he has not taken the decisive step of embracing 

the chivalry of the world--represented by the lady's amorous 

conception of the knight's role--rather than that of God. 

The real purpose of his testing, including the chastity test, 



has been to probe the depth of his worldliness. This is 

emphaoised by the Green Knight, when he points out that he 

blai.'les Gawain for his fault less than he might since it 

was not comr.:litted for blatantly materialistic reasons--

11for no wylyde werke11 (2367), a probable reference to 

Gawain's indifference to the material value of the girdle. 
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Nevertheless, despite his indifference to the lady's charms, 

Gawain himself sees his failure in terms of a misplaced 

allegiance to a woman. He remarks that the ladies of the 

castle have beguiled 'their knight' with their tricks, and 

consoles himself with the thought that the noblest and most 

exalted men of ancient times--Adam, Solomon, Sam.son, David--

were similarly dealt with (2lJ-11-28). 

The poem demands that we view chivalry, and the 

attitudes to the world for which it stands, in terms of a 

choice between knightly service to God and that to a woman. 

The Green Knight exploits the ambivalence of the conc.ept when 

he tells Gawain, before administering the third stroke: 

Halde pe now pe hy3e hode pat A:r.'Yur pe ra3t, And kepe py kanel at pis kest, 3if hit keuer may. (229?-8) 

The "hode" (order of knighthood) in its true form is indeed 

a protection; as conducted by Arthur, however, it has led 

Gawain to his present peril, and the "hetes1 of the order as 

Bertilak's wife expresses them will do him no good at all. 

The girdle .is also fraught with this duality, recalling the 

belt which was as importan.t a token of 'knighthood as the 

sword, spurs or shield. The sign of 11 surfet 11 and shame that 
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Gawain initially adopts in self-disf;ust becomes subsequently 

the symbol of his striving for the perfection of the pentangle 

and of' his recognition of the necessity for humility. When 

he rides 11 in renoun11
, and "quen pryde schal me pryk for 

prowes of armes 11
, it will remind him of the frailty.of the 

flesh and of the dangers of his worldly occupation (2433-8). 83 

Gawain's dissociation from the mere secularity of 

.Arthurian chivalry, and his new spiritual orientation·;· are 

emphasised by his reception at Arthur's court. The court 

maintains its frivolity (2514), and though it also adopts 

the green baldric the gesture does not appear to arise from 

any understanding of Gawain's experience. Indeed the motivation 

is largely unregenerate pride in Gawain's achievement; in 

returning alive he has contributed to 11 pe renoun of pe 
Rounde Tablen (2519). As Gordon Shedd notes, the Round Table 

adopts the girdle as a symbol of invulnerability (in the 

way that Gawain had done originally) rather than of vulnerabil-

ity, thus parodying Gawain's experience. Having been forced 

in the course of the poem to modify his alignment with 

Arthurian values, Gawain finds himself now detached from 

the company whose chief knight he had originally been, 

unable to share their laughter. 84 

From this consideration of Gawain in terms of a 

polarity between the chivalry of worldly indulgence and 

that of spiritual perfection, I will in the next chapter 

turn back to Chaucer.. This discussion of chivalry's relationship 
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to love and to religious symbolism has provided an essential 

background to rmy tenable hypothesis about Chaucer's interest 

in the subject. In an earlier section I argued for the 

primacy of chivalry's imaginative and symbolic elements, and 

their responsiveness to the wider theoretical framework of 

medieval thought rather than to practical or mimetic realities. 

Subsequentl~y I noted the gulf bet\'Jeen the real historical 

activities of knights in Chaucer's time and the activities of the 

knights portrayed in his work. The Knight of the Prologue, 

I maintained, need represent no exception to this statement. 

Chaucer's k'"Ilights are frequently lovers, and I have noted 

the tendency of fictional literature to polarise the moral 

choices irrvolved in an identification of true chivalric 

conduct in terms of a contrast between the ·knight's pre

occupation with love and his allegiance to God. Love is by 

no means outlawed for the knight under the right circumstances, 

but the evidence of the romances suggests that the prior claim 

of' religious impulses in the idealism inspired by knighthood 

wa.s not just a defiant assertion of the homilists. 
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CHAUCER AND CHIVALRY 

1. Chaucer a:;:-1d the Chivalric Tradition 

In considerins Chaucer and. his lmights in the light 

of my genere.l findings about chivalry, I am not of .course 

suggss-tiug th.'J..t he was directly influenced in thjs aspect 

n~any of \lhicl1. he probably did not know. Fly purpose has 

inste~,d heen to S':<.f;[est thB.t the works cited~ originating 

il;. several. different couati'ies and centuries, provide a 

suffi~icn-tl;v cclierari.t sense oi' the nature of the chivalric 

t;rc:~clitio~--i to be a helpful guide to reading both Chaucer and. 

so:ne of his interpretBrs. .!1. pos:;ible objection to such o. 

supposition may bo c.nticipated with reference to ray use 

o.f A:cthu1~ian and conr:ected :romances in establishing that 

trc:1.dition, since some critics have proposed that Chaucer's 

attitude toward chivalry wus characterised by hostility to 

the nattt.n.~ of 3ri tain. Gollancz ascribed Chaucer's avoidance 

of Arthurian stories as vehicles for the serious embodiaent 

of cbivalric virtues to the satirical attituc:e towards 

contempore . .r;y romo.r1ces that he is assumed to display in 

nir•hopas:i. Robert Haller sees Chaucer's choice of a classical 

rather than Arthurian story :for a discussion oi tho noble 

life and. rule::::sbip in the 11 Knight 1 s T&le 11 as one of the 
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indicators of his impatience with romances. 1l'hough ultimately 

deeming it over-simple, Brewer entertains the theory that 

Chaucer's 11 sarcu.sm about Arthurian romance 11 testifies to 

"the incc1~pa-Gi~)ility of a e;reat master of the realistic 11 with 

such rowances as those by Chretien de Troyes. In 11 Thopas 11
, 

according to this theory, the English ro=iances are mocked not 

just for the:i..r 11 verbal incompetence 11 and such-like failures, 

11 but because they are £.£~~' which to Chaucer means silliness. 11 
'
1 

The case for Chaucer's hostility to Arthurianism 

appears initially to find support in what is usually assumed 

to be an ironic rei'erence to the Prose IJancelot in the 

11 Nu11 1 s Priest's Tale 11
: 

This storie is also trewe, I underta_~e, 
As is the book oi Launcelot de lJcl~e, 
1l'he.t wommen holclc in ful greet reve:rence. (VII, 3211-3) 

The imp1 ... ession is reinforced by what Brewer, in propria :QerQ.2!l.~ 1 

calls the 11 light-heartedly sceptical dismissal" of Lancelot 

in the 'Squire's Tale 11
: 

Who koude telle yow the forme of daunces 
So unl:outhe, 211d sv1icD.e fresshe contenaunces, 
Swich subtil lookyng a_rid dissymulynges 
li'or d.rede of jalouse mennes aperceyvynges? 
Ho man but Launcelot, a.."1.d he is deed. (V, 283-7) 

Scorn for the ler:;end of Arthur would, however, have been an 

unusual attitude .for a f'ou......---teenth-century Englishman. Brewer 

quite rightly points out that there was not;hin£; 11 effeminate 11 

about the English Arthurian tradition. Both Malory and the 

author of the alJ.iterative f·Iorte Arthur~ probably intended 

references to English mon:JX'chs in their portrayals of Arthur's 

a.ch:Lcveraents. 2 Edward II! ar ... nounced his intention in '1344- of 
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building a rm .. mcl t:;_,ble in order to restore to chivalry its 

0J.1eient prestige--a project which eventually resulted, in 

modified form, in the Order of the Garter. 

· There are in fact no external factors to support the 

notion that Chaucer opposed such developments, and the 

internal evidence is extremely dubious. On the Nun's Priest's 

aside 3revrer comments: "This could be just a light-hearted 

ant if cminist squib, possibly with some conternporary reference, 

and also an example of Chaucer's scepticism towards several 

aspects of contemporary chivalric ideals~3 The antifeminism 

involved is surely directed primai'"'il;:{ ae;ainst the Wife of 

Bath, who has told a st;or;T invoking the patronage of the 

11..Y.'t:hur:La.."'.l tradition, and the Hun's Priest's real complaint 

is that llOil:en like the \'life hold in reverence that part of 

the Li--thurian story dee.ling with the love of Lancelot and 

Guinc-:;ere& The e.sriect; of 'chivalric ideals' which Chaucer, 

lilrn so r.1any other wri tcrs, is mocking is the tendency to 

·regard that kind of love as part of the appropriate conduct 

of a lw}ight .. 

Arthur's knights, like the one in. the Garden of Idleness 

of ti.1e Chauceria:o H.omatmt who was 11 sib to Artour of' Bri taigne" 

(1199), were frequently associated with amorous behaviour, 

and Lancelot p:i:'ovided the r.iost famous instance o.f this 

proclivity. The teillptation to follow his example led Paolo 

and Francesca to the Infern~ (V, 128 ff.), whereas the correct 

perspective in which to view his love is that of his eventual 

repentance, which Dante showed himself familiar with in 



the ~onvivio (IV, 28:60). It is appropriate that the Wife 

and the .Squire (who also malrns mention of Gawain) should be 

associ2ted with a stor;y containing such opportunities for· 

4 misreaciing--a point which.I shall return to. But we should 

not assume tl.:.at Chaucer, any more than Dante, believed the 

stor} of Lancelot to be a mere tale of brn:lcU"'Y. The author 

of Ge.wain anc.L.:_the G£..~1!. Y~n]-r:h:t! evidently did not consider 
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the Arthurian ther:1e disqualified from embodying serious moral 

and chivalric discriminations, and an;yone ·who had read the 

Vulgate .Qu~~ could hard.ly dismiss the .subject as mere 

silliness i:n the ::c;;ho:Qasn vein. Admittedly, the Grail 

kni~b.t, Perceval, is mentioned in the uThopas 11 (line 916), 

but Cheucer nay quite easily have intended to mock the 

English St:i.:· l'e~:·::eval of Galles v.rithout :Lnvolving the Grail 

theme, since the romance makes no mention of the Grail. 

It is quite possible, all the same, that Chaucer 

consiclereC. e11.<l rejected the idea of making a substantial 

contributio:n to Arthu.ria.ri literature. But any such rejection 

can hardly have been based on a distaste for the 'UJ..ll'eal' 

world of :c0ua:ace or an a.utomatic dismissal of widely-used 

stories .. The Athens or Thebes of the "Knight's T2le 11 have 

no g.cea.ter an essential reality thm1 Camelot, and in a 

number of cases--the ~roil1l_~ and the. 11 Clerk 1 s Tale 11
, for 

exarrip1.e--Chaucer was aware of using stories already widel;y 

known. The author of the Rouse of ~e's jaunty discussion 

of Hacrobius, the 1roij..us' s solemn acknowledgements of I..iollius, 
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aud the narrative sophistication of f.raunent VII itself, 

is h::;_rd1y likely t;o have aimed. so straightf orvmrd a kick at 

the tr·uth of the book of IJ.omcelot, however undistinguished. 

some of its redactors. 

Ii; :is more pro ·bable that the Nun 1 G Priest 's irony 

is directed against readers who assume that the truth of the 

Lancelot story is mainly a literal one.. Such readers are 

not only fooled into thinking that the elaborations of romancers 

---pE:rf ectl;y justi.fied in their ovm terms--are historically 

valid, but 2.t a deeper level fail to follow Chaucer's and 

the Nun's rr.1.est 1 s insistence that they should take the 

.fruit rat;l.er thar.~ tl10 ~haff. Failure to penetrate beyond 

the lite:rn.i 1_evel is in Augustinian terms a comm:i_t~ent to the 

car:c 1e...l woJ..·lc"L ~ an.d. failure to see the no st important level 

cf truth in the Lc:ncelot story indicates an inability to 

unde:r:·sta.ncl its ul tir:i:1tely spiritual 1Yt1-rpose and its :rejectio21 

of caJ.:-nalit;y. The Nun's Priest does not, after all, deny the 

truth of the book of Lancelot; rather he claims that his 

mm story is just as true--as in the most important sense it 

is.5 The reference also of course sustains the raock-heroic 

mode, as does the introduction later in the tale of an.other 

chivalric hero, Ihchard I, or the mention of the fall of 

Tro~f and the burning of Carthage and Rome. The humour of the-se 

e-ompr.n·isons lies in the homeliness of the actual cock-and-,hen 

stor-y--an iron.._y which comes to rest ultimately on Chaunticleer's 

:pride and pr·etensions--rather than in any denigration of the 

heroic eve::Lts oi~ their literary e1:ibodinents. 



Much of the support for the idea. that Chaucer was 

sceptical about chivalry has come from the unwarranted 

supposition that he was hostile to romance forms generally, 

allied. to the assumption that chivalry could be identified 
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with these forms. On the other hand, the contrasting hypothesis 

that Chaucer displays a continual concern with chivalry, as 

usually expressed, requires us to see every mention of a 

knight,and every relationship that can be viewed in terms 

of 'courtly love', as indicative of that concern (see chapter 

I).· The problem clearly lies to a large extent in the 

looseness with which the terw. 'chivalry' is habitually used, 

and I will very briefly recapitulate what have seemed to me 

the considera.tions essential to any satisfactory e11ployment 

of the tero. 

Hy analysis has shown, I believe, that to attempt 

to r1=;strict the term to a fixed and known set of meanings 

would be inadequate. Yet it has also revealed a coherence of 

sorts underlying the seeo.ingly amorphous concept, by tracing 

the emergence of the knight as an embodiment of secular 

power and dominance, and treating the various directions 

in which chivalric ideas spread as the responses of the concept 

of secular power to the varied pressures of historical 

practice and medieval ideology generally, with the latter 

always more important than the former. The diversity involved 

ii.'1 this proceGs was b::tlanced by a gradual establishment of 

chivalric commonplaces, such as the threefold task of knight

hood (sometimes :eeduced to two functions: protection of the 



Church and comraonweal), tho necessity of physical prO\vess, 

the importance of austerity and discipline, the danger of 

pride and vainglory, and the antithesis between the knight 

as servant of God and as servant of woman. 

Chaucer displays a reasonable fat:liliarity with these 

commonplaces, sufficient to establish that he was aware of 

the potential conceptuo.1 loading of the idea of knighthood, 

but not such as to indicate that he shared Gower's emphatic 

concern with chivalric dogma. The Parson asl:s: 11 What seye 

we .tharme of hem that pileu and doon extorcions to booly 

chirche? Certes, the s\·.rerd that men yeven first to a knyg;ht, 

whan he is newe dubbed, signifieth that he sholde deff enden 

hooly chirche, and nat robben it ne pilen it; and whoso 

dooth is tra5tour to Crist 11 (X, 766). Comparing the pillacing 

knights to wolves, he implicitly introduces the metaphor 

of the false shepherd r:eglecting his flock, since knights 

are intended to protect the Church: 11 And, as seith Seint 

.Augustyn, 'they bean the develes wolves that stranglen the 

sheep oi' Jhesu Crist'; a..11d doon worse than wolves. For 

soothly, whan the wolf hath ful his wombe, he stynteth to 

strru1gle sheep& But soothly, the pilours and destroyours 

of the godes oi' l'woly chirc.he no do nat so, for they ne 

stynte neve:ee to pile. 11 (X, 767-8). This analogy is 

r101"mally ap?l.ied to the .failings of the priesthood, a.s the 

Parson himself doe.s. later ( 11 They sellen the s-oules that lambes 

sholde kepen to the wol.:f that strangleth hem", X, 791), and · 

its use to describe the. knir.;;b.ts cor:!priscs an impli:::.it reference 
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to the conventional parallel between priest and knie.;ht. A 

similar intercha,-vi5eabili ty of inar;es is evident in Fals-Semblant 1 s 

speech in the B.2.£'l_aunt, where the appearance of false priests 

(wolves in sheep's clothing) is described in terms of knights 

treacherously attacking the city they are supposed to defend: 

. If ther be wolves of sich hewe 
Arnonges these apostlis newe, 
Thou hooly chi:eche, thou rnaist be wailed! 
Sith that thy citee is assayled 
Thoure;h kn.yghtis of thyn O\T.i:1e table, 
God wot thi lordship is doutable! 
If thei enforce hem it to w;ynne, 
That shulde defende it fro withynne, 
Who myght dei'ense a.yens hem nru::e'? (6269-?7) 

The secular role of knighthood is adumbrated in 

conventional terms in the Parson's discussion of temporal 

power: 11 
••• therfore was sovereyntee ordeyned, to kepe and 

ma;yn.tene and deffcnden hire underlynges or hire subgetz 

in resoun, as ferforth as it lith in hire power, and nat 

to dest:r:.'O~fen hem ne confounde" (X, 773). The Parson enumerates 

faults associated especially with the knights when he attacks 

those 11 that devouren the possessiouns or the catel of 

:povre folk" (774); he declares that 11 to pride hym in his 

strene;lihe of body, it is an heigh f olye 11 
( 458), and castigates 

the nobility for their pride in 11 gentrie11 or noble birth (L~GO). 

Th.is latter .form of pride, as well as the chivalric 

pursuit of fa.ma generally, is satirised th-cough the prominence 

of heralds in the largely meretricious proceedings of the 

house of Ti'arne, where they cry out for largesse on the grounds 

that tb.ey are the self-styled representatives and arbiters of 



:E'rune: 

Thao atte last aspyed y 
That pursmrantes cu1d heraudes, 
TJJ.o:t; c.rien ryche folkes lo.udes 
11,rt t"'"'I'e·n aJ 1 e (T.T;;i 1 :;~ '">Q 7>) 

t.) J J ~ ~. --- • ft. • ;..=_, :.;c... - ./ 

In their lar(__i:;e books a:r·e the coats of arms 

Of famous folk that he.n ybeen 
In AuffriJ.(,:e, Europe, and Asye, 
Syth first began the chevalrie. (1338-l.J-0) 

The Vianciple's dir:;ression on social inequalities glances at 

the tradition of deflatins martial fame by comparing 

Alexander to the outle..w he captured: 

To Aliso..und..re vras toold this sentence, 
That, for· the tiro.nt is of gi·ette:c myght, 
By fo:rco of meynee, for to sleen d.ounright, 
.P...nd bx·ennGD. hous c:md ho om, and make al playn, 
Lo, ther:t:ore i:::; he clepcd o. capitayn; 
And f0:i.. ... t!-.i.O outl&1:Je hath but sm.o.l rue~rnee, 
And rr.a;;t nc;:c dool"l Bo greet an hai-·m as he, 
Ne bI .... ynge e. co::1tree to so c;reet rnescheei", 
1~en clepc-n hym an outlawo or a theef. (IX, 226-34) 

Fals-Sernblarrt, in the 1~or:.iatmt, claims that honouring false 

.friars is as sensi.ble as honouring the noble and chivalric 

clauseH for their rich clothes: 

And where is more wod folye, 
'J:he.n -to enhaunce chyvalrie, 
Ancl lovz noble men and gay, 
That joly clothis \•rnren alway? (724-3-6) 

Many oi.' the dicta of the chivalric manuals against 

rasJ:n1ess in w2.:r·fa.re are echoed in the "Tale of Melibee". 

P:l."'ud.e:nce advises her husband 11 that, for any presumpcion of 

youre strenr;the, that ye dispise nat, ne accompte nat the 

nyght of yotu~e adversarie so litel, that ye lete the kepyng 

of youra persone for youre presumpcioun; for every wys man 

dredeth his enem:;r ••• Tha1Lrie shul ye everemoore co11t;rewayte 
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embusshementz andalle 0spiailJ.6 11 (VII, "l31Ll--5. 1318). \'lhen 

Helibee proposes to f or-tify his house, she cautions that 

11 heighe toui•es 0 are 11 nat worth a streo, but if they be 

defended by tre\'Ie free~'ldes that been olde a.11d wise ••• Thanne 

seye I that in ven-ceance-talc.yng, in werre, in bataille, and 

in warnestooryng, e:r:· thou bi§;Jl'lne, I red.e that thou apparaille 

thee therto, and do it \·Ji th greet deliberacion° (VII, 1335, 

134'+-5). Prudence's identification of the decisive factor 

in battle is quite consistent v;i th Lull or Bonet: 11 For the 

victorie of batailles that been in this world lyth na.t in 

g:reGt nombre or multitude of the pei;1le, ne in the vertu 

of man, but it lith in the wyl and in the hand of oure 

Lord God Alrrr;:n;hty. A.-rid therfore Judas Mach:=tbeus, which uas 

Gadd.es ~;:nyght;., ..... seyde right in this wise: 1 Als lightly,' quod 

he, 1 may oui'o Lord God i1.lm:irghty yeve victorie to a fewe folk 

as to uany foJJc; for the victorie of a bataile corrrth nat b;)'" 

the c;rete norr1bre of pep le, but it cometh from oure Lord God 

of hevene 11 (VII~ 1655-7, 1659-62). 

The term 1 God 1 s knight', applied here to Judas 

Maccabeus, also appea.3.:s in L1etaphorical form in Chaucer's works. 

In the P-2.~ (IV, n.1:'14-7) man's thought 11 is makid Godis 

kn;yght b;y the sekyn.ge of cleer trouthe to comen to the verray 

knowleche of God11
• Tiburce,in the "Second Hun's Tale 11

, becomes 

11 Goddes knyght 11 on beinr; baptised by Pope Urban (VIII, 353), 

end when Cecilia visi.t.s the prospective martyrs she amplifies 

the f ir;ure by paraphr3.sing St o Paul: 

!'Tow~ Cr·istes owene l;::nyghtes leeve and deere, 
Cas7: alle auey the Herkes of derknesse, 



And ar.ueth you i:r1 arrnure of brightnesse. 
Ye han io:c scitb.e ydoon a c;reet b8.taille, 
Youre ccu:r.'~:. is doon, yourc feith han ye conserved. 

(VIII, 383-7) 

The Ch::'ist-knight imo.5e is also used by Chaucer. The Man of 

Law comments that Constance, accused by the false knig;ht of 

the ::mrder of HeI·m.engyld, has no knightly champion to fight 

for hGr in e ,j-..idicial d.uel but Christ: 

Allo.s ! Custru.i.ce, thou hast no chmnpioun, 
Ne ficl1te kanstow nosht, so vreylaua;y ! 
But he that starf for our redempcioun, 
And. boond. iSathe .. n (and ;yet li th th or he lay) , 
So be thy strone;e char,1pion this day I (II, 631-5) 
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The ideo.. is repeated by the Fx•iar, who conc;ludes his vi tupera-

t:i.ve t:ale with the sanctimonious assurance that the fiend 11 may 

nat tempte YO'•l over youre r1ye;ht'I /For Crist wol be youre 

char::i.p:!.on and. ::'=n:ych t 11 (III, 1661-2) • 

Thi..s j<>amilio.ri ty on Chaucer's part with the common-

places o.f chivalric thought is perfectly congruent with my 

assertion th.:i:t bis interest in the subject lies, as might 

be m::pE~ctcd, in. the syr.ibolic possibilities it of·fered, 

rathe:c than in the opportunity it afforded for comment on 

curro:at poJ.it:ic2.l or social developments. The military 

dj_.scussio:a.s of the "i>ielibee 11
, for instance, are primarily 

allegorj_ca1 ~ and the Parson, in his use of chivalric 

conrao:·.cplac es, i.s mainly concerned to ai:iplify his treatment o:f 

pride e.nd ave.rice with e:z:arnples from the stock failings of the 

nobility. '.l'i:i.ei.'e is of course, apart from this evidence, 

every I·ec-.J.son to S'.lppor:;;e that Chaucer was f arnilia:c with the 

liter·atv .. :ee oi' c:1ivalry in -,r::-.i.rious forms, ancl--oncc we nave 
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un.de:cstood the natm·e of chivalric ideas--virtually no reason 

f0r believing; that he felt pa:cticularly detached from it. 

We may therefore return to the point from which I deviated. in 

chapters IV and V to survey in greater detail the subjects 

of amorous and Christian chivalry. I wish to set the Knight 

and Squire of the General Prologue firmly in the context of 

the conventional polarity between worthy knighthood in the 

service of God and unworth;y knighthood in the service of a 

lady. The distinction is not indeed nevi, but the perspective 

ir: .which I believe we ought to see it has not been previously 

suggested. as far e.s I am o..ww::e. 

2. T]?0 Knic;ht and the Sgy.ire 

At a historical level, the Knight of the Prologue 

is a very specialised and restricted figure. As a knie;ht 

in the strict sense he is by no means representative of the 

J:...nights of his day, nor is he described as a complete 

exemplar of the standard knightly functions. There is 

nothing of the landed gentleman and local administrator 

about him; his career contains no mention of the secular and 

social pr.otecti\re function atti ... ibuted to knights, or of the 

national wars of the time. Instead he has concentrated on 

defence of the Church in the form of crusades, which--though 

ia practice usually off ensive--represented the only way in 

which that crucial duty could be practically realised. 

Ultimatel;yi however, the Ynight is a much more inclusive 

figu:ee than these .facts appear to indicate. In the first place 



he embodies, as a knight, the '·Jhole concept of temporal 

power divine1y or<J_ained for the preservation of society .. 

Despite the foreic;:n. nature of his rnilj_tary enterprises, he 

cannot escape this identification, for he is set squarely 

before us like an~,r fictional knir;htly hero as a model of 

prowess~ He is not, I think, described as being actually 
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in armour (lines 75-6 appear to tell us that his tunic reveals 

the maeks caused by recent wearing of a mail coat over it: 

were he actually wearing the 11 haoergeon11 now, an unlikely 

event, the narks would presumably not be visible) nor is 

there any mention of his clrns. But the mention of the 

evidence of his having been in armour recently provides a neat 

compromise botrwe<?n the mimetic demands of the situation--a 

peaceful pilc;ri:aac;e--and the emblematic fit:,-ure o:f the armed 

and nou..."lted knignt. 

Chaucer chose not to elaborate here the s;ymbolism of 

tempm.'al pouer in the .directio:n. of social a.'lalysis by revealing 

in the portrait the precise nature of the knight's secular 

role as a fisure of c;overnI.aent; such a process might in any 

case have detracted. from the force of the symbolism, since.,as 

I have noted, knights had no concrete domestic social role 

to match thej_r cor.i.ceptual importance. In the "Knight's Tale 11
, 

as we shall see, the knight's role as temporal lord and 

governor is given considerably more scope. But in the Prologue 

we have, in the fieure of a defender of the Church, a man whose 

practical function, by association with the co!11Illon and important 



metapJ1or of the r:iiles .9h~"'i1§.ti, adds a symbolic dimension at 

two d:i.r.:tinct levels to his basic identity as a knight. He 

e:xpresses the fundamental postulate of the pilgrimage in its 

movement from J.Jondon to Canterbury, from the seat of secular 

goverrnnent to that of spiritual: the commj_tment of temporal 

power and goods to spiritual ends. At the same time he 

encapsulates the prima-r.y duty of each individual to be a 

soldier of Ch:cist ancl to iDi tate Christ 1 s mm knig,.11.tly 

stru[;r;.le in tb.e knie;hthood of this worldly life. It is not 

perhaps far-i'etci:.i.ed to say that the position of the Knight's 
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port.r:·a.i.t; in the ~l!lJ'.:._1alos bestows 1:;m echo, albeit a 

fleeting one, of a chivalric. quest on the whole enterprise. 

The pilgrj_1::.age and the l;:nightl;y que:::t, especially that of the 

Grail, were tir!O cul turall:l central it1ages linl;:ed by their 

<.;ommon purpose of oxpressi:c:c; the appropriate linec.r direction 

that should underlie i:r..an' s apparent \·1anderings. 

The Knigh-C 1 s embleTI!atic quality makes his salient 

position in the narrative a standard against which we may 

assess other characters in a fairly comprehensive way. His 

impo::etance is ~o-:; confined, as Jill Ma.rm has argued, to his 

PI'ofessional e:x:perti.se, or to his example of zealous fulfiln;ent 

of the duties of' his estate and fidelity to strenuous ideals .. 

As a Christian k~1i.ght he invites a wider frame of reference than 

the merely chivalric--or, nore precisely, he broadens the 

scope of chivalry to inclucie basic moral and religious 

consider:::~tions. r:!:ihe attitudes of othei... chr::.:1'acters to chi val:ry, 

ar,cl -~-'no·i.,-, ccnf"'ep·'-·i r.ns ot' J. -··-.J. \, 'OJ..l-..l. J.-¥ "'----' - __ v, ta.Ire on a la:eger ir:1portance in tbis 
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:perspective. 

This hypothesis of ·che purpose of the Knight's 

description is supported by the juxtaposition of his portraj.t 

with tt.st of the Squire. The latter is ir.:imediately 

char·s.cte;:-ised c:.s a 11 lmryere", and the idea is repeated twice:· 

he has n born hylli. we el ••• /In hope to s bonden in his lady grace 1' , 

and 11 So hoote he lovGde that 'by nyghtertale/He sleep nai11oore 

tha...11 dooth a nyghtyngale. 11 This wakefulness and this 1 hot 1 

loving clearly do i.1ot indicate the kind of chaste stimulus to 

'ltlorthinc.ss oi: uhich \'Jriters on chivalry approved. Hatton 

cornpa..r..·es the Squire 1 s kind of love to the concupiscence 

condemned by Geoff'roi de Charny and the Boucice_ut cb.ronicle-c. 

He alsc attacks the commo11 attitude that the Squire is to be 

indulg;ed for the recog:c1ised. failings of youth, by pointinc out 

the censori.cu~'] attitude to youthful failings customarily f m.i.nd 

in r:ied.ieva1 wr:Ltcrs, and. claiming that twenty 1-;as not at the 

' time reg.:::.Tde::d ns c.n age of i~aturi ty .. 0 

l:V-er1 if we accept the associs.tion of the Squire with 

the figure of the youth in the common scheme of the ages of ms.n, 

the judc;ment upon him is :not waived. The folly of youth, like 

th<.:3 devoutness of age, i•<::presented a natural tend.ency rather 

than a stand.a.rel or an ideal. The point may be illustrated 

b~y- a passage from the late morality pla;r, Uundus et Infc:.ns. 

Infans has progressed as far as nineteen years old, at which 

point his name is Lust-and-Lykin3, and he makes a speech 

which bea.rs a r_otable resemblance to the portrait of the 

Sqtl:Lre: 
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A ha.1 now Lust and IJ;yLing is rny name! 
I am as fresshe as f'lourys in l·1aye; 
I am seme1y shapen in same, 
And prou.dely apperelde in garment es ga;ye; 
hy lokes ben full louely to a la.dyes 0y•:3, 
And in loue-long;ynge mzr harte is so:ce sette. 7 
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These are the characteristics of youth, but they are also the 

signs of the speakel." 1 s continuins thraldom to the world. 

The play makes clear that unless Inf ans takes the advice of 

th8 spiritual r.:tentors who come to him be will remain on the 

path to perdition. 

The element of schenatisation in the relationship of 

t~1e two portraits in the Prologue is clear: the Knig_bt 1 s 

service of God, his austerity and the suggestion of chastit;y 

in his maidenl~l meekness~ contrast with the Squire's see~:ing 

aft;er the 11 t;racett not of God but of his lo..dy 5 his concupiccc-cee 

an<l his J:·ich apparel. •'fhis is essentially the same distinction 

as that \·Ihicb. ve ha-,r2 :noted in Gower, Chretien, the Prose 

Lar.,;e~ ot, Malory, and Sir GawairL..§lJ:d the Green Knip;ht, and 

may jv.stl.~,c be considered to reflect a coramonplace of chivalric 

s;y-rabolism. A :ceeot:ni tio:o. of the traditional nature of the 

contra.st: is b.elpful to an understanding of the moral perspective 

it est<::blishe3; out it also clarifies the confusion many 

readers have feJ.t about the degree of sympathy the Squire 

is intended to elicit. 

Many critics, especially in recent yea:rs, have 

recognised that the Squire falls short of the standard 

set by hj_s father, but have hesitated to characterise the 

to:::-1e of tho peirtrai t as condemnatory. 'I1he passage is full of 
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emphatic stater;1ents; but whereas the immediately incongruous 

element in such a positive approach is evident in many portraits 

(Guch af:> that of the lrriar), the Squire 1 s has an exuberance 

and ebullience 'l.'rhich are not so easily dismissed. His physique 

is both pleasing and. strong, unlilce that of the grotesques 

who are so strongly represented at the Tabarcl.. Ile is energetic, 

11 fressh 11
, merry and demonstrative, and has 11 born hym weel, 

as of so litel space 11 in \"1ar. He is, furthermore, court.3ous, 

snd his social accomplishI:!ents are varied. The attractiveness 

o.f ·tho descriptiv~'l is evident, and need not be a disturbing 

factor Hhe:n vH~ reali~1e hi3 affinity to the chivalric tradi t:i_cn1 

which produced. the Lan.celot of the :Prose Lancel:)t a.Yld the 

In worldly ter>ms he is likely 

to prove a .fine knit.:;ht--strong in battle, courteous and socially 

pleasin13. Rd; he r1ust also bG evaluated in the more crucial 

dinension of which his father's deeds remind us, just as 

Lancelot must submit tc. the test of the Grail quest--to the 

dismay of his tvrnntieth-contu:cy admirers. 

The Sqnire 1 .s relationship to the criterion represented 

by the Kni[;bt is suJ'.:'ficientl;y broad in its implication to be 

regarded 2,s a forcshadowins of the subsequent departures by 

other pilgrims frow t;ho:t ideal. The Knight/Squire contrast 

announces the main structural pattern of the Prolot;,u.e, in its 

constant S-!lf;!jGStions of an order and an ideal which relapse 

into iE".1·ersion f.l.nd chaos. The choice between the two fig;ures 

is one which aI.l earthly :pilgrims are confronted with, whether 

of noi; thE-;y are mcmbei~s of the practical world of chi val::-;r .. 
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If the Knight and the Squire are intended .to resall 

a ·bradition of chivalric sycbolism embodied in literary works 

rather thruJ. contemporar.7 historical realities, we should 

not be surprised that their tales have yielded so little to 

the seeker after political allusion. Rom3llce, in a broad 

sense, is their natural haoitat, and claims that the Knight 

is retreating into an unreal idealistic ·world by not telling 

a story based on his own crusading experiences are beside i:;he 

point. Yet ~t is true to say that had Chaucer allowed him 

to tell such o.. 1 reo..listic 1 tale he would have risked 

introducing an unpredictable element:.. The response of 

his audience to the pract~cal results of the crusading 

idBal mig.c1t have been d.i;;tinctly mixed., as my s'.lrvey of 

vie\'lS for and against cr·us&-ding has ~;uggested. The 11 Kni€)3.t 1 s 

Tale11
, on the other ha:i.1d, vindicates the romance as a vehicle 

.for the presentation of important ideas, while the 11 Squire's 

Talell, us has often been shmm, illustrates its possibility 

of degenerating into nonsense. 

The Kn:i.gl::t 1 s exemplary function within the Prolosue is 

matched by th&t of his tale in the overall structure of the 

~.§!.~ \vhich has bean well described rece11tly by John Norton-

Smith: 

The deliberate position of the tale within 
the ~iourney seq_uence suggests that Chaucer 
wished the first pilgrim t;o provide 
a representation of experience in a unified 
coherent 2ccount ••• in order to exDlain the 
cor:::positi.on of our u::.J..iverse, especially 
comment inf; on 2,ction, choice, \•rill and appetite. 



Thereafter the reader ::;houlci have the sensa
tion of unity of represented experience breal:
ine; dmn.1 into a less coherent, sometimes trivial 
multiplicity.,. At the S::'.l~<J time, the Host 1 s 
authori t:y fo:c a:cranging the order of the telling 
of the t~i1.G3 f;iv2s ·way to the anarchic pressure 
of contn.:1dir::.c; personal wills.. \'Jhen v1e have 
finished. re.::.i.di:D.g tb.e tales we may see the 
Knip;ht's contribntio:i o.s oceupyint; this 
po,si tioD of ini tiatine; uni-Cy in the narro.tive 
&."ld so pr·:ividing a C-E.n·tain parB.llel with the 
:t,e.rson 1 s 'T'<:lle :i.1!. its exesetical and. ultimate 
:..-:-r"1 ·1 t-.:..-;:;- ;~~)-!:i 0 •::> - _1._,n .. -· 
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The tale (iOE:s net, hu11B-ver, amplify the Knight/Squire contrast 

of tt.e ?rclof;ue in a completely straightforward \·my. In 

Palamon and l\J'cite we recos--r,.ise without difficulty tho 
---·- ----· • •••' "» •- •• ··-~~ ~ --·~ ~•~ ·~· ·-~-~·r·"'""-~·--..·r-~,.~.,.._,._ ·--·, • ~ -•·---.-·~'" -·--- •• . 

propensi.ties of tho .2r.i_:.."!.ir.·e, but the c~ssociation of Theseuc 

wit.h the Knight involves a significant metamorphosis. \·Jho..t 
····----------· ~-----·-------~----------- --·· -·· -

the Knight appears to cJ o is to complement his m·m knie;btly 

role es defender of the Church by creating an ideal ciefenc.lcr 

o.f the cor;:mo:1.Wcalt:'..".;.. A.s bJ1s been widely recocnised, 

Thesecw is primar:';..l;f a fif;ure concerned with the regulation 

and mai.nterl2mce oi.' lav,r. \'.'bile firmly the warrior and follower 

of Iftars, he exeG1.~·ces through hi.s prow·ess and the author:L ty 

irsusta.ins a series of qua.si-judicia.1 procedures: the conquest 
---......... ~~-;-.·~---·~.~"-• ·- --~-------~---------------
of the Am3.zons a.YJ.c'L the Thebarrn, the two judgments on Arci te 

-~(i Pai&!.'1or1~ o_1cl the mai~I·iage of Palamon to._ ... 1:."':nily •.. L:Lke the 

defeat of the t·linotaur depicted on bis :penr ... on, these actions 
. . Q 

all represent the control of disruptive ancl lawless elements • .-:1 

The lm.7less ele1Jiont most fully studied in the poerr. 

is the pe.ssion c-:f" :?alamon ::i.nd. P..rci te--the successors of 

Pol;ynices and ~Steocles--thc lcd;est example of the trarlitionall7r 

destructive behaviour of· th.::~ r-oyal house of Thebes., '10 rneseu3 1 s 
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decision not to release the pe.ir is vindicated when they 
-----------·--....·-·-·~·- -- .-.····- - --·-- '' --- J•-

renounce even the oath r.1ade between themselves. As Norton--

Smith points out, Arcite's 11 gretter lawe 11 of love--the natural 

lew of each man for himself--is 11 110 'law' at all11
; Arcite insists 

that no one can prescribe a law of any kind for a lover 

(I, 1163-6, 1604--6) :· 

Arci te chooses a phj_losophy which c0mmrcs 
him to a siD;J.e act of anarchic appeti ti.veness; 
in so do ins t.e donie.s the validity of 'f orr:ie.l 
law 1 cu1d 'rn:i.tura1 lm·; 1 ; when bJ:·ou.ght '1:Jithi11 the 
compass of iornal lo.u by ':J:.lhr::Br.ms he prays to a 
Ears ·who is tota~1.~:L _ _9.~_;:;_t:r,·uct_:i.ve m1d. overj;J_y 
J.:·---rl-·e.-.~11-e_c.'L • .. ,·:;:c~:,·--1~'.--. ..;~'(°'.,..,..~1 ,.;;i ,,.,~~·.r1;:.:»r · c::."+-u.,...n the 

.U.., .&. ... V ..hr--.- \'Y -- V..LJ. , .-...1...L..l. -~ _::_::-:_-~.~--·---· -~---· :- l.1..1- ._ . ..,...,.._ ' ..._..,.v., "-' .J.,. I. , 

·---g-0•'·-·-0·;~~~~--;:;0-r-7:~-.~.,· .('1:•'1; 0. c•'1·) ·:>r~(> r:-< -(-·_,ln '.~J (";>C'tr·ti -'•ti• ~Te . "-""" .L ,__;_~ ... ::>..., ........ ..,__ ... , ... ,,,:) .• >.A • ..,.._J i...•. v .. v>-.> ~'-' v 

features of I-1&.r::::.), settles h::..s fate .. "1'1 

As I hnve c.lre:icl.y noted (section III. 2) the violent and 

anal":'chic lengths to uhic.L F<:\lcu;wn and J,~-.r::-i te arB (.rm·m in thel\'l 

combats, as \·rnll as tl1e concern or The;:;;aus for formal control 

of such activities, are heightened lJy Cbauc.er' s choice of 

descriptive detail and disregard of purely mimetic consideratim1s 

in the fight in the g-rove end in the tournament. 

:La.w-oniorc;ement is in fact as closely related to 

Theseus 1 s statl_LS as a knight as is his military prmvess. 

The latter alo::-:ie is not ct sufficient qualifico..tion for 

knightliness. His banner displays the red statue of Nars (975-6), 

and he periodically invokes t;he name of "myghty Viars the 

rede" (in lines "l?OS m1d '17'~? for ex:illlple), but the portraits 

in tJ.ie-temple 01· ifors re..,.real that in isolation the spirit 

of warfare i.s r:1ere s}.aur--;llter and bloodthirstiness. Detached 

from wide:.r con-side2-atio:-1s 'I1heseun i ~-; conquests wculd be delusive 
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bonour,/With the sharpe swercl over his heed/Hangynge 

by a soutil twynes threed'1 (2028-30). Arci te is also a 

servant of Mcu:·s, and bea.rs a red banner at the tournament~ 

But he invokes the principle o.f destruction in order to 

further his service of Ven.uf.:-;, whereas of Theseus we are told 

that 11 a.fter Uars he serveth now Dyane 11 (1682)--a juxtapocition 

and contrast so sit;nificant that it can hardly r,iean simply 

that after fig.b.ting he hunts. 

Theseus combines. military _ _:g.;r;-qyress with judicial 
~ ~ _. T' ~· " • 

res·ponsibilit;y, conquering the Ar:iazons with 11 his wysdom and 

his chivalrie11 (855), and er:iploying tile ~:-nightly practice 

of the tournament as an ins-t;rument of regulatory policy. 

Arci te and. Palauon, ai:: knie:;hts and nobles, are bound by duty 

to uphold law' ,uut instead they renounce and attempt to 

subvert it, disregarding a-C the same time the rules governing 

specifically knif;htly activities such as the judicial combat. 

L:iJ:e 'l1ristan, A:::,c~i te dee;:;x-ades hir,1salf in wta,tus, and 11 cladde 

hym as a povTe Jci.borer- 1
: ( 111-09) , becoming appropriately enough 

'?age of the chambre of Er1elye the brighte11 
( 1427). 'l'heseus, 

hm·rnver, from his marriage of I:Iippolyte to his arrangement 
-------·~--

of Pala.mo:n' s marriage, sbous that love and order are. not incompatible .. 

Chivnlry provides a regulation for love as well as for war., 

Some critics, hoi10-r;.rer, have claimed that Theseus' .s 

attempt to preserve c:::-d.er :i..~1 fru2trat(~d by the event-c..al 

outcome of the tcurnarner...t., Jcseph Westlund, for example, 

oJ:·der:!.y plan th:r.0 oush the uilful -o:.ctioas of the r:;o<ls .. 
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The 11 Knig.b.t' s Tale11
, he asserts, 11 }-_)resents the continued 

subversion of noble efforts to bring order out of disorder11
• 

According to Eerle Fifield, Saturn's intervention malces a 

mockery of the tournament; A:cci te' s death 11 illustrates the 

f 11 f t cl . d b th b . 1 . ' 11 12 a o corporR -e or er o..s represen0e y e c iva ric coo.e .. 

These objections seem to me to miss the point of both the 

borrowinr,s fron Boethius and the function of the tournament. 

Saturn is not the ultimate disposer of the universe, but he is 

:part of the mechanism of Fortune o Those who trust in pm·.;ers 

so.interlinked with the workings of Fortune a.s Venus and I-iars 

put themselves in his power too. As far· as the tournament 

itself is conce:cned, Theseus 1 s responsibilities end ·when he 

has followed the usual procedv..res attendant upon a judicial duel. 

He ensures that the scales of divine justice are not vrni5hted 

by the hand of me .. n--that both sides are theoretically equal, 

and fight according to recoe,-nised rules--ancl q,nno@ces e. rule 

for the recog:n.i tion of the \11inner. An arena, literally 

and nctaphorically, lw.3 been provided for the operation of 

Providence throush Fortune. If events turn out favourably 

for Palc-nnon, despite the fact that he is the one captured and 

brought to his opponent 1 s steJce, we may nevertheless assert 

that those events are contained within that arena. Moreover, 

the tournament proves to be a very successful way of deciding 

the fatality. Order and harmony are, 

in the end, the result of Arcite's death; they mic;ht not have 

bee:o. the ultimate fruits of his victor;l. 
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The way in which Theseus's behaviour demonstrates a 

'politi.:;' use of a ruler's power--dealing firmly with ·t;ha 

r\).thlessness l.~I'E1d by struggles for both lordship and love, but 

eschcwi:::1~; t:rrc. .. :rn;y and reI!laining responsive to the influence 

of friends, 1·rn;Ten and counsellors--has been well demo.:1st.rc.>.ted 
1~ 

by Haller. ) Theseus, \'le may conclude, is the complete 

ruler in the three senses which seem to have appealed most 

to the med.ieval mind: he is a powerful soldier, a just and 

disj_nterested judge, and a prudent receiver of advice. Not 

content with a practical demonstration of these qualities, hG 

sums up, in a magnificent and strangel~r moving speech at 

the end of the tale, the proper attitude to 11 al this thyng"--

the v1h0le of the temporal world, including its positions of 

authority: 11 He moot be deed, the kyng as shal a page11
--

relating its instability to the order and 11 faire cheyne of 

love 11 by which men mc:.y 11 wel discern.e/That thilke Moevere 

stable is ar.ld eterne11 (3003-4-) .. 

Returning to the fictional author of this ~ ~ .fore~, 

we notice a ma:rked contrast between the omission of the 

societal impl,_;i:~at~_<:>~-~- of k:::iighthood. in the portrait of the 

teller an.d their centrality in bis tale. The Knight himself 
---~-----·-"-"·"·-····· -- . ~ .. 

is a defender of the Church and a sym\:>C>.1 .. 9;L:the Ql,J.ristian 
·~. - , '·· ··-·-~··" .,-..,._. -,• ~-·-···-- < -·--· 

life, sorr1ewhat; removed from the ties of society just as he 

has been from its geographical location._ Theseus, on the 

othE:_r hand, is de.fined by his :q.odal position. j"n the social 

net\"JOrk. 

In his choice of su}.>1j ect-m:-.:i.t.te::..", vrn :way perhaps be 
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intended to see the Knight venturing out cf his normal 

--territory in response to the challenge embodied by the Squire. 

The austere cI·ucader moves into the world of the love-romance 

in order to assert the validity there of the principles he 

represents. He does not, however, as has sometimes been 

claimed, settle on a story of love-casuistry. Love in the 

poem is a vol8.tile and potentially lm·1less element, capable 

of disrupting the social and morc;.l order; it is a}.s9_, c;i.~_ .. ';re 

have seen, a traditional syi.11bol of the forces uhich threaten 

to undermine 0nd. invert specj_ficall;y chivalric functions .. 

There is, however, a mere direct appropriateness in the 

Knight's choice. The tale is a vigorous exci.mination of the 
- . ,., ...... ..,._....,._,_,_..,... ____ ,_....._..._,,,_ ___ , ____ ~-~~.- , ..... ____ _ 

proper function of law and lord.ship, and as such :perfectly 
_____ .,,_R,....,,.._~ ...... .., ....... .._.~,~...,.,-~.;;...· ,_,._·~- '-' ,-· ,. 

e.ttuned 'Go the Kn.ig;ht 1 s function as exenplar of the,whole 

apparatus of 3ecule~· authority and the possibilities of 

worldly endmvrnent ~ The Knight himself is, after all, not 

just one of the l!1ost senior of the pilgrims, but virtually 

the sole representative, in strict terms, of one estate--

a whole thircl of soci.ety. 

We still have to e:...'})lain the discrepanc;;r between the 

Knight's choice of knie;lrtly emphasis in his :pre.ctical affairs 

and his choice of emphasis in his tale. l'lhat Chaucer appeaI's 

to have clone is to di vid1~ the two main resuects in which 

kn.ir;b.tb.ood was of ideol05ice.l c"'-nd symbolic impo:r·tance, not 

between the Knig.11.t mi.cl the Squire, but bet1·rnen the portrait of 

tlw l~nis;ht a_Dd the tc.lo he telJ.s... At one level tr:e coLlplement-

D~"'S relationship indico.tcJ ·hs the Knight n:n.d. his t1::~le is 



between the defence of the Chlll~ch and the maintenance of 

society. In addition to his role as governor and judge, 

Theseus exemplifies the latter duty by his defence of widovrn 
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and orphans; he acts in lo_£Q uarentis to Emily, and chmapions 

the ladies conspicuou.sly widowed at Tl1ebes. At another 

level, moreover~ the Knight and his to.le complement each other; 

in terms of the duties of all men, whether or not knights 

or· men in positions cf temporal authority, the Knight's 

portrait is a re~inder of the obligations to spiritual 

warfare of each Ckristian soul, Hhile ~rhe.seus, his E:.~ter ~S£, 

e:cplains and demonstrates the wisdo:u for the individual of 
~-__.--~--~-~~-· -- _,,_,_ '-. 

contemplating all temporal goods--including fleshly love--in 

the perspective of Providence rather the..n of Fortune. 

· The imbalance of the ?roloc;ue 1 s presentation of 

knie;hthood is thus redl.'essed 5 ·1;1hile maximum impact for the 

symbolic extensions of the concept of chivalry is obtained 
,. -~·~.,,..._ ......... . 

through the separate treatment of its two main positive aspects. 

Furthermore the arr2ngement allows Chaucer to express the 

rang~ of chival:cj_c symbolism he desires without sacrificing 

the solidity of the figures he creates. Had he atterJpted 

to create in the Prolog1.rn an ideal knight who combined in 

practice all the dictates of the chivalric handbooks we 

would probably be co::.1.frs.nted by a less than convincing figure, 

a. person of generalised and diverse achievements for whom, 

a;;; I have c..rgued, there v1as no real place :Ln fourteenth-

c ~n tury E:a c;l a n.rl • 

But the Knight es we have him is a apeeialist and a 
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r>rof e:3sional in addition to his sxrnbolic et.spect ~ Likewise 
---------""-------~,..,.. ... - , .... ,, ....• -~-, ~-- ·~---~--- .... - .. ~ .. ~ .. ·~~. -.~"- ....,,_,,.__~_...........__~-··--..--....... ---_,---~ .. 

Theseus is both a v.ra.r:cior and a protector of his people; 

the theoreticEl interlocking of the military, judicial 

ancl protective functions is realised in him in a more 

compellinc; we.y th9.YJ. it would have been by any knight that 

Chaucer could bave picked out of the society of his day--

or, say, by a kni.Q:ht of the shire in one of Hichard II' s 

parliaments. Theseus is indisputably convincing in the role 

oi' n.dministrntoI· of justice \vi th m1orcl in hand, a corJbination 

that uus prima.Til~/ theoretical by Chaucer 1 s time: 

A:!:ld at a stort ho 1:·ras betv1i::.:::: he1:i tv10, 
And pulled. out a svrnrd, and cride, 11 Hoo ! 
Narnoore, up peyne of lesynge of youre heed! 11 ('170~-7) 

Hy analysis of the contrc..st between the Knight and 

the Squire leads me iri tvrn directions from this point--

towards the further deployment in the Tales of the theme so 

plangently announc6d at their outset, and to a further 

scrutiny of the motif of the lover-knight in some of the 

ec:.r:U.er worlcs. I sball deal with the latter subject first, 

starting by returning briefly to the nook of the Duchess. 

4. Knip.:htly T...iove in the r1!inor Poems 

In the ]?ook ot_ th~. D~chess a knight recounts his 
...... _____ , ... 

youthful,_.:ventur.e. int.o. love. The black knight• s initial state 

i:3 one which the reader of Geoff:r.'oi de Charny and the Chevalier 
•"• '• - •• ~-..:·,. > - .,.,. •''"~- •• ·.··--'·'- _._, ~-'-L" 

cl_~ l~ T_ou:.c-Le,ndry \'Jill find familia:c: youth governed him 

]'or .J.l ~;y 1:rnrke,s were flytty:i:1;;;e 
TD.at tyme, and. al rny t;hop;h t vm:-singe. (801-2) 
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The object of his unstable attentions, by contrast, was 

11 hool enclyned to alle goode 11
, with a virtue not bred of 

mere ignorance.. nTrouthe 11 had chosen her for 11 hys maner 

principal 11
, and she was disting,llished for her 11 stedefast 

perseverau:ncet)'.nd esy, atempre governu.unce 11 (1007-8). 

Unlike Geof.froi de Charny, however, Chaucer is not 

int ere.st ed. in presenting a scheme for producing knights who 

will aim above llll at gaining honour on the battlefielc~, or 

in any practical scheme at all. It is not with any such 

practical end in mind that Chaucer suge;ests the proper 
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role of a woman 1 s love in the formation of a knight. Fo:iz.~.hiliL, ____ ...,...,...~ 

the important qualities of knighthood are inner ones--as 

indico.tori' of .moral states rather than of FCactical utility--

arid the black knight's development is an inward process, 

described (appropriately in view of his rank) in terms of the 

chivalric convention that Geoffroi cmd others discussed. 

The lady does not send her admirers off to fight in far 

countries as a tes·t of their worthiness, for she desired 

11 to b.olde no wyf;ht in honde 11
• That kind of 11 knakkes smale11 

:Ls identified \·Ji th caprice and frivolity. Had the desire 

to crusade been a result of the inner worthiness which the 

lady 1 s example eventually produced .in her lover, no such censure, 

we may assurae, would have been passed on the activity. 

The black l1':night ?-qes not, however, undergo any 

dra.r1atic transf orr:iation. Having been rejected rather bluntly 

he tries agair: t1 Emother yex·elf and is this time successful. 

After the leisurel;;r :pace of the poem so far these developments 



come with surprising rapidity; less than thirty lines separate 

the lady 1 s yea and nay. The l."'ea.sons for the reversal are 

~ff5t--e}~pI1cit1y given, and D. \'I. Robertson's statement that 

the lover 1 s motives are at first r:ierely selfish but eve:ntuall~r 

are not so perhaps insufficiently acknowledges this fact. 1 ll· 

Yet there is a discernible shift in emphasis between 

the lover's first and last states. The str-ess on his inexperier_c.e; 

his 11 yonge childly \-Jit 11
--

I was ryE_:ht yon2~, so th to say, 
And :ful gret nede I hadde to lerne (1090-1) 

--amt the comic in0uti tude of his first courting ( 1208 ff.) , 

is dispelled eventually by the sense of a time lapse which 

tempers, confirus e.nd l!mtures his attachment. He and his lady 

botb J.co.rn that he 11 loved h;7r in no 5ere11 ('1257)--bis love was 

b;:r no i:-ieans transient. Though there is no recantation of 

the early h;_yperbole--

For certes she ·was, that swete wif, 
My suffisaunce, my lust, my lyf, 
Myn hap, m;yn hcle, and o.l my blesse, 
hy vJOrlcles welfare, and my goddesse, (1037-40) 

--yet the COl!(9arative brevity and matter-of-factness of the 

account of the second declD.ration imply a calmer and more 

delibe.L"'G.te st.3.te of i:iind. Moreover one aspect of his love occu1iies 

a much more 1:irominent place the second time around. 

Toward~., the e11d. of b.is first speech the knight swears 11 al 

hir worship for to save 11
; but not until later is the lady 

.fully CCff\7 inced, v1h0n the consideration, unambig,-uou:Sly expressed, 

becor:.:es the prime grouncis cf her change of mind: 

and she \:!el Ut;..derstod. 
The.t I ne wilned t:ny~1s but god, 
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And vrnrship, and to kope hir nar:ie 
Over alle thyng, and di"'ede hir shame.. (1261-4·) 

To call the Book of the Duchess a chivalric poem 

would be to exaggerate the ioportance of the aspect of it 

that I have briefly examined. But the mention of the lady's 

refusal to send her admirers crusading (1024-33)_~~. _8.: _c._1_~2.x 

reference to the significant chivalric motif which I have 

already discussed, and which Gouer, for instance, introduces 

in book four of the Confessio.. He are thoreforejustified 

in seeing the poem in the context of the trad.i tion which 

scrutinised the relationship between k:aight and lacty. The 

main reason why Cbauce:C' linked his indirect eleg,-y to this 
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tradition was undoubtedly ti1at it allm·1ed hir~ to capitalise on 

that a:::~pect of the conve!ltio:n uhich concerned itself with 

tho 1:-:..d.;)~ as tho kn:i.fEht' s inspiration. I11. this way he wa.s 

able both to pra.ise Blanche and to suggest that an important 

cleD~ent in her p:P~d.seworthiness was the extent of her influence 

on Gaunt; tl::i.e cat::<.logue of her virtues iB a reminder of 

so:meth:Lng that must be live:i up to. But the ar:ibiguity of 

the chivalric trc.~dition in this respect was such that tvrn 

ir.;portm1t conditions' had to. be established: the virtuousness 
~ " ..... --. ·~--

both of the lady and of the lover's motives. T·he former 

is of course beyond question, though the poet is nevertheless 

carefal to establish it, ivhile the latter is tested by time, 

and confir1~1ed by the lad.y' E:: recoz,nition that he ;'ne wilned 

thyng but god"--3.S vrnll as by the b}_c:t~k }:night f s own dismisso.l 

of thB idea thrd-: his lacly' :3 'me:c·c~r' :Lrivolved any cor:1promise of 

hA~ ~bactl
0 tV c~~ry~J-2' ...,,.;...y ... Q 'v tC:., -)• 



Subject to these discriminations, the relationship 

of knigJ1t and la.d:y was evidently not one which Chaucer 

invariably recurded as an example of misplaced chivalric 

allegi2J1cee Yet it a9pears that more often than not, 

especially when the fisure of the knight is allowed the full 

emblematic force of ru:·ms and armour (lackine; in the Book of 

the Duchess), he found the negative and destructive aspects 

of the conjunct:i.on of chivalry and love more engrossing than 

its potentially positive implications. Other of the minor 

poems provide examples of this more sharply neg2,tive attitude. 

The ;Legend of Goocl Ho.£.:.~, for example, explicitly attribu:tes 

Antony Is downfall in the 11 :Gegend. of CJ.eopatre.11 to the 

snare o.f a madd(~ning love: 

But love :t.o.clde brouc,;ht this man in swich a rage, 
And hyrJ so narue bound.en in his las, 
1H for the love of Cleopataras, 
That n.l tl:.e world he se tte at no value. 
Hym thout=;hto th.ere nas nothyng to hym so due 
.As Cleopatras for to love and. serve. (LG1.1 5 599-60L!--) 

Vincent Dir:1a.i--:-C'.o is convinced that this indicates that Antony 

is ennobled b;,iir love: 11 His love for Cleopatra enhances his 

already f orr:;ida.ble prouess in arms, but, more important, serves 

to correct the deficiency in his character. Thus it is that 

the knight's f·light .from battle and his later suicide are 

in no way depicted as despicable or ignoble by the poet ••• it is 

t · d ·-· · n15 a. ragic an ennoolins experience. But about the irony 

invol verl in the presentation of Antony there can surely 

be little doubt.. At tne moment of prosperity, we are told, 

he becGDe a rebel to his city and a betrayer of his wife 

(589-94). Though he is no. ful worthy gentil werreyour 11
, his 
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prowess is not sufficient to the occasion, and his heroic 

stature is distinctly questionable in view of the fact that, 

though 11 Hym rour;bte nat in armes for to sterve/In the defence 

of hyre and of hire r;yght 11 (605-6), he actually dies by his 

ovn.1 ho.nd at the v-ery i-;-ioment when Cleopatra herself (though 

her 'right' has been lost) is in greatest need of defence. 

The qualifications that Chaucer plaees here on 

Antony's heroic stature cannot be attributed to the same 

stro.tegy as that v1hich results in the denig,Tation of Aeneas 

in the 11 Legend of Dido". 1I·he humorously reductive attitude 

towards traditional heroisu displayed there is intended 

as an obvious distortion--a distortion ·whieh emphasises the 

falsity of the id~a of' producing a martyroloe:,7 of love. 

But the ostensible aim of the !!Legend of Cleopatra11 is not 

to show Cleopati.'a as o. victim of iU"'"ltony (in the way that 

Dido is, v1i th the reservation I have noted, of Aeneas), 

but to celebrate her fidelity to him, for 11 Was nevere unto 

hir love a trewer quene 11 (695). In fact, of coui'se, the legend 

reveals the folly of both the lovers, as the ironic 

ambiguity of the last word of this line reminds us. 

In its own way the 11 Legend of Dido 11 also attacks 

the idea of love as an inspiration to chivalry. In fact 

the unifying feature of the Lerend of Good Women appearc 

to be its sustained undercutting of the tendency to apply 

inflated, and especially religious, concepts to love. Thus 

the narrator s11ggests that Aeneas faJ.sely abandons a privileged 

position as Dido's lover; his proper function was to have 



performed sincerely and permanently his knightly services 

to Dido: 

And wayten hire at festes and at daunces, 
And v,rhan she co th to temple and hora age;yrn., 
And fasten til he hath his lac\.y seyn, 
And beren in his devyses, f'or hire sake, 
Hot I not what; and songes \·Jolde he oal;:c, 
Justen, and don of armes many th;ynges... (1269-7L~) 

But of course the narrator's approving attitude towards 

3/'6 

Aeneas 1 s amorous atte~tions is undercut by the obvious violence 

it does to the true nature of Aeneas's position as explained 

in. the Aeneid; Aeneas must liberate himself from D.n enslavement 

to passion in order to pursue bis true mission as a conqueror. 

The narrator has not only declined to 11 fol we, word for word, 

Virgile11 (".1002), but has stood Vergil's story on its head. 

The clearest and most concise treatment in the minor 

poems of the antagonistic tendencies of love and knighthood is 

found in the 't:omplaint of Lie.rs 11
• This poem has puzzled r.ian;y 

critics, and attempts at interpretation have concentrated 

on possible historical allegories such as that asserted by 
1c 

Shirley. 0 Manly however decried the allegorical approach 

on the basis of his conclusion that the astronomical conditions 

described were not fulfilled at any time between 1369 and '1400, 

declaring th3.t the poem is na mere exercise of ingenuity in 

describing a supposed astronomical event in terms of human 

action and emotion"c'17 The poet's attitude to the action and 

emotion described is nevertheless a matter of dispute. C. S. 

l1ewis claimed that Chaucer depicts "the relation of mistress 

and lover in uhat was then conceived to be its normal or 

heal thy condition11 
, al thou&I-1 the poem's nbint of the opposite 



point of vie\·J11 s1J.ggc::si;c r;;ow;) loss of confidence in the 

he;ul tr1 of such x-eJ.o. tio:c-.:.:-h.ips .. 18 Other comm.onto.tore have 

point cc. out that the love affair docs not e):actly thrive, 

but not until the recent e:xtensive re-ex2.mination by Chaunce:'/ 

Wood of the poem, its astrologiGal implications, ani the 

history of tl'rn Venus and liars myth, has the poem's full 
1q 

satirieal edge been exposed.. · 

Professor \'Jood argues that the cls.ssical story as 

kno',iln in the Iiicidle Agos we.n genf:rally rega:cded as a corn~.e 

conde:n:nation of immoderat(; love, and that the reprosentc1.tic:~1 

of the story tb.i'ougn the a::-..tr0lo5ice:.l phenor:1enon of conjunc:t:i.on 

would h2.ve con.firmed this eondemnation, since the E~2;:.:ocic.i;io .. 1 

of Venus and Nars in a horoscop0 ind.::_cated a te:.:1denc~r to 

sexun.l depravity. I·ioreover the con,j 1.mction occurs in a 

sign in which hars i:; \·Je<:.tl~ but Vell'.is powerful, suggesting 

that Chaucer "wished. to satirize those love rel':.:.tionships in 

which men subject '(;hemse1ves to women11
• The story is a m~,:r·EJ.J. 

tale presented by the bir(i in reproo.f of those whose lov0 

who t.:a:::; associ<J.ted with 5ood or vrndded love~ The bird ur5es 

the lecherous to put off the works of darkness and to choose 

a new 'mate' (in a bro2.d. sense), rather than .following the 

example of Mars, whose complaint 11 is simply a demonstration 

of the subjection. of reason to passion as it was astrologic&lJ.;-7 

ac·i;ed out eo.rlier in the poem .. 1120 

In addition to being the god of classical legend 

and the planet of medieval astrology, hov1ever, dars is s. k!.1it)1t 
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in the poem, and this fact allows us a further angle from 

which to contemplate tho affair. He is referred to as "thys 

worthy t:nye;ht 11 (4L~), as Venus's knight (64, 187), and as "This 

worthi Mars, that is of kEyghthod welle 11 (75). This last 

appellation has t·wo senses, since Bars is_ not only a distinguished 

knight but also the 11 god of armes" and hence patron and 

archetype of all knights, as Theseus acl;:nowledges in. the 

11 Kni.ght' s Tale11
.. Indeed at the end of bis complaint Mars 

appeals for ~ompassion on his plight first of all to the 

11 hardy knyghtes of r:enoun11 who are 11 of my devisioun" (272-?3_). 

The chivalric terr,'ls of the description are sustained wllen, 

at the approach of Phoebus, he dons his hauberk o.nd helmet 

and .seizes his Eword e.nd. spear, while Venus flees to l·iercury 1 
;-:; 

castle. 

John Norton-.Srnith has pointed out tha·t; this l~nic;htly 

figure is leBs crudely violent than the Mars vJho appears 

in many classical sources, and has inferred that "fue Chaucerian 

liter8.ry account of r.Iars and Venus can only come into being 

after the exclusively medieval creation of the concept of an 

iclealiz.ed knighthood and chivalry. 1121 Horton-Smith appears 

to suggest further, though in elliptical fashion, that this 

transformation mal-;:es more appropriate Bars' seemingly total 

concern with love rather than war. But in the light of my 

conclusions about the treatment of love in the fictional 

and non-fictional literature of chivalry~ such a judgTnent is 

unjustified. The references to knighthood link Chaucer's 

poem to a chivalric tradition which, except in special 
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circumstances, exploited the antipathy between true chivalry 

and the chivalry of love. As a ma.n totally in thrall to his 

mistress, Hars is a farnilis.r :r.epresentative of the latter kindo 

The chivalric tradition thus provides a perspective on the 

poem analogous to those examined by Professor \iood. 

Mars falls fatuously short of the stature we expect 

from the 11 patroun11 and lord of all knights. In the first 

instance there is his icnominious bridling by Venus, who 

reciuces him to cor:1plete submission 11 ~·ti th nothing but i::i th 

scourgins of her cheren (42). Roles have been reversed, and. 

Venus erllploys the warlike aspect by \·Thich he is so often 

chara.cterised (see, for exanple, 11 Knight 1 s Tale 11
, I, 2042) 

against. him. In addition, as Professor 1;J'ood points out, 

Mars swears an absolute oath of perpetual obedience, \lhereas 

Venus sweat".S to love him only on condition that his beh2.viour 

warrants it (4-7-9). Despite this, hars blithely sings, the 

e:pi tor".'.le oi' .false security. He has been r·eO.uced to a state of' 

childlike dependence, revealed by the maternal solicitude of 

Venus wl-ien 1·1ars is obliged to enter Taurus alone--"Por hyt 

stod so that thilke tyme no wisht/Counseyled hym ther, ne 

seyde to hyrn welcome 11 (66-7). 

1 Gonjunction 1 in finally, and briefly achieved, but on 

the approach of Phoebus Ears' first reaction is fear, succeeded 

by a most unmilitary frenzy of pain, impotent fury and. despair. 

Fiery sparks instead of tears burst out of his eyes, and onc.e 

he is armed he shakes his spear so violently that he almost 

breaks it (95-6, 102). His armour proves merely an enc1.UDbra.11ce 
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because of i·ts wej_5ht, and instead of protecting him fror:i his 

enemy roasts him in the heat of the sun. nFurious and wod", 

he contemplates self-destruction--a common phenomenon among 

knights disappointed in love, as we have seen--and une roghte 

not a myte for to dyeu (123-6). 

We are therefore well prepared for the absurdities of 

the complaint its elf, and especially of the px·oern: 

The ordre of compleynt requireth sJ.,::ylfully 
That yf a wight shal pleyne pitously, 
Ther 1!1ot be cause wherf'ore that meD. pleyne; 
Or men ma~r de:c1e he pleyneth f olily 
And causeles; alas! that am not I! 
Whe:cfore tile groujJ.d. and. cause of al my peyne, 
So as r;w troubled 1:1i t rnay hit atteyne, 
I wol reherse; not; for to have red.resse, 
But ·to declare my f.,round of hevynesse. (.Qll, 155-63) 

The first three lines are conically redund.a:nt, suge;esting not 

a direct expression of woe but the cur:ibersome, nervous 

hesitancy of a vrnak speal'..:er rather in awe of the decoruu 

demanded by the situation. Ears goes on to reveal that his 

main concern is to avoid tbe scorn o.f his hearers; he will 

explain 11 the ground and cause of al my peyne" not in order to 

have redress but 11 to declare my ground of hevynesse., 11 Beneath 

this circularit~r is perhap3 the notion that mere expression 

will brin5 relief o:f some kind, but i·iars manages to sound as if' 

he is merely satisfying the arbi:brary dictates of genre. 

'I'he tone of the stanza is self-pitying, as is that of 

sone of the ensuing ones. Once again he threatens suicide 

(189), and eventually settles into a wholesale questioning of 

the purpose Of J.oye (2'18 ff.). 1PhiS passage too is not without 

absi.u·dity ("And somme ha."'l never joy til they be ded11
), but more 

significantly ii-:i.dicates a basic failure of perception on ·the 



pa1::-t of :Mars himself. If he is generalising from his own 

experience, he is drawing much lar3er conclusions than his 

evidence warrants; if on the other ba.:id be is statine; a case 

that is self-evident ( 11 as men alday may se"), he convicts 

himself of folly in having accepted in the first place the 

11 angle-hok'1 of love which so torments him. Although he 

blames "the God that sit so hye 11 for creating the cause of 
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his misfortune, he recognises his ovm nunwitu and foolishness 

11 That made oe coveyten and purchace/M;yn oune deth 11 (269-70). 

The fact that l'~a:r-s has turned against himself the death-dealing 

power he sy1~bolisas is constantly before us. 

Mars' recog-:r1i tion of the disastrous nature of the love 

he has indulged is most forcefully expressed throush the 

image of the brooch of Thebes. The centrality of this image 

is suggested by the fact that it appears at first to have 

given its name to the entire poem. 22 The 'Theoan' behaviour 

for \\'hi ch it stands is important else\·1here in Chaucer--notably 

in characterising the behaviour of P..rcite and Palarnon, and of 

Troilus and Criseyde. 23 The brooch is at the same time both 

supremely suitable to the complaint and comically anachronistic 

since, as Statius explains, its manufacture was an act of 

revenge for the adultery of Mars and Venus. 24 Vulcan moulded 

it out of evil passions, 11Luctus et Irae/et Dolor et tota 

pressit Discordia dextra11
,
25 stamped it with figures of 

ill-omen such as serpent heads, plagues, and the girdle of 

Venus, and presented it as a bridal e;ift to Hermione 

(Harmonia), the daughter of Venus e.ncl Mars .. 26 As a result, 
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she and her husband Cadmus were eventually turned into hissing 

serpents. The brooch was inherited by the daue;h.ter of this 

match, Semele, who was in turn blasted by Jove's lightning 

through Juno's intrisue. Jocasta, the mother of Oedipus, wore 

j_t; Eriphyle, one of Jankyn ts 11 ·wykked wyvesn in the 11 \'Jif e of 

Bathts Prologue 11 (III, 740-6), coveted it, n.nd sent her 

husband Amphiaraus to his death after being bribed with it 

by Polynices. She in turn was killed in vengeance by her sori... 

Eventually Argia wears the brooch at her ill-omened marriage 

to Polynices in the T.h'ebaid. The introduction . of the bx·coch 

thus emphasises that Na::-s' misadventure is a primal and 

archetypal dist;urbance of concord. 27 

When Mars finally addresses those to whom he wishes 

to direct his complaint, he turns first to the knights, 

Al be I not worthy to so {?;ret a name, 
Yet, seyn these clerkes, I ru::i your patroun, (274-5) 

somewhat bashfully requesting: them to complain for him, since 

11 The proudest of yow may be mad ful tame'! • Underneath this 

plea that they mock him not is the inference that knights are 

particularly liable to the plight of their patron. The 

figure of complainins Ears, ·vrn may conclude, is analogous 

to a.."1.d.~-invoke-s the equally emblematic motif "of the knight 

e~·ri.~:nralled by his lady, central to the chivalric tradition .. 28 

5. Troilus the Knight 

The similarities between hars • situation arid that of 

Troilus haYebeen recoi;nised by critics with strongly 

contrasting views of both poems. T:.:.'oilus places himself 
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entirely in the hands of the woman he loves; he too undergoes 
~--~-------··---------....... _ --· .. .. 

a forced separation in \Jhich his·· seemingly grief-st~~icken 

~mrstr~ss strikes up a complaisant relationship with someone 

with 1-lc:ccs directly or indirectly, and book III is ironically 
""-·-,-•-....... 

dedicated to Venus, who can 11 fierse Ears apaisen of his ire 11 .31 \ 
_.J 

This pe.:i::allelisn suc-cests th:1t in Troilus too ·we will··-
find an example of the invel"'Sion of the proper chivalric 

~~~-~ ... ·----~-~--,- -- - ·-·- -- __ , - -· - ' ---· -~-·-

fun~_tiou~.- Traditional estimations of the poem do not, however., 

recognise this, but he.ve tended to praise its hero. Accordins . 

to W. Go Dodd, Troilus is, for Chaucer as much as for h:i..s sources~ 

11 a valiant and thol'ouc;hly practical kni[:.;ht11
• C. s. JJewis 

commented that 11 As an embodtment of the medieval ideal of 

lover and WB.rrior, he stands second only to Haloryts 

JJaunceJ.ot: far, I thinlc, above the Launce lot of' Chretien .. n 

According to G. T .. Shepherd, Troilus is 11 strong, resolute in 

action and successful in 't'7ar ••• both masterful and humble i.n 

the consummation of his love • 11 Harion Green declares hi n t>) 

be a-a ideal Christian knight, whose initiatio:i:l in the 1 reJ..igion 

of love' is intended to recall the chivalric association of 

the l:::nightinf.~ cerenony with that of priestly ordination,. Karl 

Your.1.g descri.bes him as ai:. id.cal 11ero of romance, displa;-yinr; .. --·"' 

.. -
11 the valor .L'eq_uir€=d of a. courtl.;y lover", and asks us tQ note 
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his 11 rnanly behavior" at the parliament, where he 'is "a model 

of fortitude, concealing his extreme distress, and in the 

~-Hri:ttS_f.·of the turlmlence planning a courageous course of 
--------·2 

--action. 11 3 

Several reassessments of the poem in recent years, 

hovrnver, have been distinctly less flatterine; to its principal 

figures, and T:roilus' s kn::.e;1tly excellence has been disputed .. 

Gaylord has anal;ysed the am"'oi§,-uity of Troilus' s 11 gentilesse 11 ~ 

arguing that ultimately he abandons the characteristics 

associated vlith this term in both its oain senscs--the dictates 

of "moral vertu 11 and the behaviour proper to his exalted ran..~ .. 

Adrienne Lockha.i"'t trnces a somewhat si.11ilru:· degeneration of 

the concept of 'worthiness' ~s it is ap~olj_€cl to ~:rcilus 

through0~1t the poem. In contra.s1; to the worthiness of 

Hector, the "uorthi dedes1! inspired :i.n 1J:"roiJ.us by love 
__.... . ...._.~ ......... ~.-...._,,. 

become ... e.ventuaily a matter of military prmvess only e 33 In a 

similar vein, J·une Ball Hartin notes "the protagonist's 

tendency towa.:ixln :PC<-l:'odyin;; the perfect knight rather than 
- -- •.. ·~- ... 

being onen. His passivity (wh.ic:ii periodically obliz,es 
'""-·-·-, 

... _...__,·'"-·--. 

Criseyde to exchange roles with him and take the initiatit.re 

herself), his lachryn~osity and lug,ubriounness, and his comic 

foolishness in the bed.room scene, identify him strongly i.~i th 

figures like Aucassin. Instead of being proclaimed as the 

'bes·\; knig..11.t 1 in accordance with coramon practice in chi v~dri.:; 

romances, 111:rroilus, by contra.st, is always pointed up as 

second best 11
, and Hector's primacy frequen-i;ly l'lentioned. 
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nAs a kn:i.ght 11 s June na:rtin. writes, 11 Troilus 's reputation 

J:~---~-~~--~1- echo of Hector's; as a lover his pr()ficier:J.C'.Y __ i_s 

dependent upon ·the pr~ctical arrangements of Paudarus." 34 

Frank Whitman compares the treatment o.f Troilus to the 

condemnation of the love affairs of knights in Vox Clamantis 
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--a subject which I have already discussed. The debilitatinr; 

results of love described by Gower are exemplified, Whitman 

claims, in the 11 ludicrous 11 behaviour of Troilus, on whom the 
'--.. ....... ,, _______ --- ···-··. 

e.ffect of love is u one of emasculation11
• The narrator who 

.~-;ppears to approve of the liaison, venerate Criseyde, and so 

forth, is as unrepresentative of Chaucer as the narrator of 

the General Prologue.35 

~l'he absurdities into which Troilus falls as a result 

of love make hir;'J. a recognisable fit,llre in terms of tb,e 
- ,.• ~---'· . 

chivalric tradition of lover-lcnig.~hts I hav_e. examined. His 

failures to take any kind of physical initiative in love are 

in obvious contrast to his capability in battle, and arE:! 

similar to !imicclot' s failure (in the Prose ~ncel'ot) _to do 

so much as ,k_eep his horse from jumping in the river while he 

gazes on Guinevere. As with other knightly lovers, however, 

the comedy of this passion is matched by its desperateness .. 

JJove, for Troilus as much as for Tristan, is mainly a matter oi,' 
ill, ..... ~-.. -~.,.----.. .,.,,, ..... ,______,__~~_.._.... ..... ,..,. ... ~" ~ ... ,.,,,,_~.-- .... ____ _... ......... ~ .... ---~ ~- ~-~-·· • 

suff eri.n3; it leads him~ lil\:e Chretien 1 s Lancelot, periodically 
........ _ ,., ._ .... __ ,. , .. - . " --- ·-

towe.r·ds self-destruction. Troilus frequently calls for his 
---·--------.,·-·--··-·--·~ ,._ ... '• .. -

own death, and ends his life in a suicidal frenzy. As Wyclif 
. .• 

-,,..~.-............................ ,,,,__ • ...., ... ~ ·-· -· ·--- - ' - ., -" - . ' ~,.~· -- -..,j_ .. , ',< ·-- ,,. .,-,·-· ' < 

declarea:;·-' .. men 11 s11yttid wip lecchorie" become npure batelouse 11
, 

and 11 bi ·pis .fals lu.f ben rr:.ade pure hardy to assayle hor en..r1:yes, 
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by i'oly J?at ledes bom. 11 36 Criseyde' s question on observing 

Troilus ride hone from battle, 11 \'lho yaf me drynke? 11
, is surely 

a reminder of' the love-poticn administered so fatally to 

Tristan and Isolt. 

In accordance with this tradition, hm1ever') Chaucer 

engages in a certain ew::>unt of deliberate ambiguity about 

the effect of love on hie knight, just as Gottfried does. As 

with Lcu.1celot too, ther~ is a case to be made for the idea 

that love inspires '..Croilus to exceptional deeds; not only 

is he formidable in the field, but he also becones 

The geirtil~3st, 9..nd 0k the mooste fre, 
The thriftiest and oon the beste knyc:ht, 
That in his tyme ws.s or my[:hte be. CI, 1080-2) 

He rE::~;2cts p::;:ide, is 11 "tJenigne" to all, llAnd in despit hadde 

alle \vrecched.n2sse 11 (III, 1787). Like Gottfried, Chaucer 

u.nnounees near tt.0 beginning of his ':lork the possibilit;y of 

the beneficial effects of lcrve: 

.And. oft-e it hath the cruel herte apesed, 
And 1:10J:thi i'ol:t: maad. v:orthier of narae, 
PJ1d causeth moost to cL:-eden vice and shrune. (I, 250-2) 

nut like Go-Ct;frie(l also, Chaucer proceeds to undercut this 

asser-t:ion (er at least it,s applicability to this pru."'ticulaT· 

case) by sbowin2: a rather different development. 

The hypothesis of the beneficial effects of love is 

qualified by various fsctors besides those of Troilus's comic 

inadeq~acy and passivity as a lover, his suffering, and his 

self-destructiveness. This affair, like Lancelot's, must be 
.,,,~.. . ..... 

jude:;ed by its eve:1tual :fruits, which are despair and death'" 
-------------------""~,.,-~--~-»-- . ., . ..... -· . < 

I-101.'t"'OVe:c. the two stories shr~.1'.'e tl1e background of a s:reut but --._....-'.--...... ,, _____ ............................ . 



doomed political structure; the worlds of Troy and of 

Arthur's cou:r:-t were conn.ected, as . the introduc_tion and 

conclusion to Sir Ge:wai.n and the Green Kni~:ht indicate., 
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Although Troilus's liaison is not directly responsible for the 
-·-·------~~-~--,, .... ·- ·-----------· 

fall of lJ:r~y,. the fate of the city should evidently be his 

prime consideration. 1-:Ven if they \'lere not knip;hts, and ti1us 

~pecificall;y committed to the defence of the people, Troilus 
---------~-----~·-··- -- .... ,-' . -· 

and Lancelot; would ooth be recognisable as men \·1ho fail to 

put the conn;wn wc3.1 above the satisfaction oi: their pri ve.te 

desires. 

It is in tb.is :r.:-espect mainly that Troilus suffers 

fro:n the fre(~uent conrna:r:-:i.son bet'l:Jeen him und Hector. Hector's 
_, ____ _..,.--,~-·---··-·•"'-"••,J.,. • • •• ~ >••' • • • •+ •• • •••" •••- ·- • • •'•-••.•co• •o 

motive~~,_§l:E_\3 __ QpOf1.<P:~ socio.1--he is ttthe tm'i'nes we..1" as the _____ ,,,_ '• 

11_1:1.::erator tells us--\1her00.s Pan.darus' s co;:npa!'aole description 

of r11:eoilns HS n sheld. a:-:.d lif .for us'! i.s suspect because of 

his zpecial plead:i.:n.r;. It is in i'c.ct Hector who speaks in 

C&_~e' s defence at Priar.J.' s ps.r1:Larne:nt, and who is rebuked 
----··~---- .. --. - " _________ ,,., ... ,_....,., -- , - - ' -

by th~~ po3mlace i'or atteL1pting to 11 shilde11 her (II, 154, 201; 

IV, --i?G-·38).. Jt..1-Vcn :Oeip:1ebus' s caxliex· disinterested readiness 

to char;ipion G.rise;yac asainst; .ber e:!1ei:nies 11 with spore and 

YE,.,,,-1 e" (TT 
'"",..J.. l"- ' .J--l.. ~- v~2~~-8) works a~; a foi::i. to ~·:i:·oi1us ts failure to 

ccmsider a."l.ything of the kind. He. fails to do so because he 

believes any public action will run co1Jr1ter to his ciut;ies as 

a lover. The clileilisa shm·TS the knichtly duty of protectinc 

a widcY•'l in sharp conflict with the effects on a knigbt cf love., 

The knight cannot; even protect the person he:: lovPs, thouE_:.h 

she is a widow to boot. 

Nevertheless, at times ~croj_} us o.:p1,earo to be cai:·:r.:·;:,ring 

out a e;eneral social duty with as much d D.igence as Hector: 
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In alle nedes, for the tm,mes werre, 
He was, and. ay, the .first in armes dyght. (III, 1772-·3) 

In reality, h.oweyer, IJ'roilus does not. fight ."for the rescous 

of the tovm 11 but in the furthera.T)_ce of his passion for 

Criseyde, to !!liken hire the bet for his renoun11 (I, 478, 4-81): 

And this encrees o:f hardynesse and rnyght 
Com hym of love, his ladies thank: to iHyri..ne. (III, 1776-7) 

The last phrase here adds another dimension entirely to the 

statement and to -the enti:ee enconium at the end of book III. 

As for Troilus 1 s social benevolence, we see no examples of it, 

and the connection betueen this benevolence and the traditional 

chivalric obli5ation to succour all defenceless people is 

obscured by Troilus's evident preoccupation with love. The 

nature of his concern t:o 11 esen hem that weren in c~estressen 

(~I- 1DOQ) ~ . t . l"f" d b "t . t "t" J. ___ L, , 7 , I or ins .ance, is qua i ie y 1 s JUX aposi -ion 

with this special interest: 

Anet glad was he if any wyght wel ferde, 
The.t lovere was, v1han he it wiste or herde. (III, 1?9'1-2) 

In a sor.leuhat similar wa:s, DioDede' s more cynical offer to 

Criscyde of his protectio!l 11 as a knyght" appears to invoke a 

genex·al social duty while in fact being a deliberate ploy for 

her seduction (V, 109-'16, '12lJ--LJ-O) o It is clear tho.t in 

carrying out his social and milita:r·y duties Troilus • s 
--·---~·--- --------·----

con tri but io:ns a:'.'.'e o:( a largely incidEmtal nature, that he is 

prepared to aba_.v1don those duties for the furtherance of a 

love affair (IV, 1503 ff.), and that in the end--d.0spi te his 

great slaughters on the battlefield--he renounces them. 

If we are i11te12ded to view Troilus to soue degree in 

this light, his condition as a knight is clea.-r.ly of some 

http:rea:l_J.ty


importance. It is my contention that Chaucer stresses the 

linl:: between his knighthood c::nd his personal activities as 
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a lover, so that knight and lover become almost interchangeable 

terms. -~!_ro_~~u~ is not just a l~n_ight, or a knight of Troy: he 

is Crise,.Yde 1 s knight. This nanoeuvre calls attention to 
··- ··- -., ....... ·-· - , .. ,. ---··· ~ .~.-·_,...._, ·~--- --'·- ... . _,, -·- ,- -

Troilus 1 s ancestors in a lj_terary tradi-tion which identifies 
" - ·" 

his choice o.f allegiance as a false one in both chivalric <J.nd 

more general terms. 

Troilus' s knit:;l1thood is mentioned several tiraes :i.n 

book II in connection with his eligibility as a lover--ei theI' 

by Pandm.·us to his niece, or by the narrator, or by Crise;yd.e 

hersel:' (II, 331, 761, 1263, 1594). The crucial formulation.--

as in 11 rnyn owen kn;n~ht'' o.nd other phrases--is introduced in 
-·· •'-r •' ~··<- < - - --~· •--·--~•-

the rathe~ ... :foolish son~; sung by Criseyde' s niece, Antif;one 

(II, 827 ff,).37 The sone; praises the perfect bliss of love, 

but; its argu11ent is transparently \'leak. In the i'irst place it 

equivocates on the g_uestion of whether love involves suif ering 

(see especially lines 854 a::i.d 86S), and secondly it rests 

errt:i.rely on the supposed happir...es0 of the sinser with 11 m;yn 

owen l\:nyght", who is 11 moost ententif/'110 se:r.'vcn w0l, unwer:i 

or unf eyn0d:1 (871, 833-39). r.rhe byp0rbole of the stan2'.a 

descr·ibing the lover (!10f trouthe grov;nd. ...... sto~n of sik~:enessen) 

sur::;cests that no one but; Christ deserves such praise, and the 

clim2.x reveals that the perfect lover is :.!1 fact lost, or uore 

likely a figment of -Che singer's imagino:'c:ion: 

IYlis, I love h;ym best, so doth he me; 
How good thrift have he, wherso that he (II, 8ll-G-?) 

http:J?:ig.ht


Hevertheless it is this sonr; which seems to convince 

Criseyde that lovers re all::,- feel such blisses "as they konne 

faire endite11
, causine; her to abandon her previous belief 
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that uTher loveth noon, that she nath i·1hy to pleyne 11 (II, 777). 

The sone; thus sets up the formula into which Troilus is 

expected to fit, \·1hile at the same time the falseness of 

Criseyde's expectations is foreshadotved. It is therefore 

significant that C:riseyde picks up the phrase from the song, 

receiving rrroilu.s into her service at their first interview 

as ·udeere herte and. al my knyght 11 (III, '176). The use of 

the \·:ord cleverly plays on tl1.e ambig,uous possibilities of the 

situation, for IJ:roilus can be her knight either in the sensE: 

of bein;; her tempo~:al lord or in that of being her vassal and 

servant. In fact he moves rapidly away from the former t;o the 

latter. ~he scene stru.:-ts with Criseyde rs formal request for 

the continuance of his 11 lordshipen, but almost immediately 

the :r-elationship of fealty is inverted as Troilus pledges 

a sort of vassalage to her as a knight in her service, and 

Criseyde in turn adopts a distinct tone of indule~ent 

authority. 

As Troilus' s novitiate draws towards its end a.i.J.d 

consurmnation approaches, references to him as Criseyde 1 s 

knif;ht cluster more thickly. "Ye knm·rn ek how it is youre 

ow en knysht, t: declares Pandarus, urging his niece that she 

sho'J.ld tberef ore 11 bi rig11t 11 put Troilus out of his misery 

(III, 915-6)0 11 Troilu.s hire knyght 11 is indeed ttto hir so 

deer~" (920) that c1~iseyde' addressing him again as 11 deere 
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he:r·te alld al my knyght 11 (996), agrees to assure him that his 

jealousy is broundless, 

Al thOUf"Ehte she hire servant and hire knyght 
Ne sholde o.f ric;ht non untrouthe.in hire gesse. (III, 983-4) 

Again in this phrasing there is a strong suggestion of formula: 

her servant and knight has adopted a role which technically 

does not qualify him to hRve his ,jealousy indulged. The fact 

that Troilus is a knight continues to be an important aspect 

of their rel~xtionship even in bed. Having s·t;arted to caress 

itemised :Jort:;_cms of Criseyde' s a.11.atorny, he proceeds to hymn 

the prGi~1es of Cupid, bnt :Ls recalled. to the task in hand by 

her visorous words: 

And c:.:t o ·word, wi~houten repentaunce, 
W clcoDc, my knyg,ht, my pees, m;y- suifisaunce ! (III, '1308-9) 

Troilus 
. . 
lS a[';ElJ..'n n;youre humble servant and youre knyf:;ht" 

(III., 14e7) i1b.en ~ :i.nterrupted by dawn, they pledge fidelity 

to e:::tch othe:c .. 
~~-· 

_ _._ ~ ...... -· ~~-·-·"<·- ~-

//?he significa:nce of these references appears to be 

tbat they highligi.1.t the i:r:1p1ications in chivalric terms (both 

practical and syr:ibolic) of Troilus' s choice of the service of 
·~-~. ( 

Criseyde. \ ~:1-:e e:i)isode of the consummation is a crucial one 

for this choice, and it is of course the moment at \1hich the 

lovers most obviously re-enact the history of I·1ars and Venus. 

Another critical point in terDs of Troilus's knightly 

allesia:.'1.ce is that at which he ponders his response to the 

news -:>f Criseyde 1 s impending ~xchange, and here too the theme 

of knighthood is shm.·m to be relevant through the use of the 

kind of phrases I have been discussing. Criseyde laments that 

http:allesia."1.ce
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she must 11 departen fro my knyght 11
, and swear.s- that she will 

never be false to 11 my Troilus, my kn;y3ht 11
, (IV~ 746, 1537) .. 

Pandarus 1 s advice to 11 manly sette the world. on six and sev·ene 11 

is presented as being particularly suitable for a knic;ht 

(or at least for such a knisht as Troilus has become). It is 

of course the same argument as that advanced by Arcite: 

Ji'orthi tak herte, and thynk risllt as a knyght, 
Thorugb love is broken al day every lawe. (IV, 617-8) 

Troilus himself meditates on his quandary--in particular on 

whether to truce a stand on the matter--in terms which indicate 

that 'knight' and 'lover' have become parallel ideas for him: 

-~-··-~,_, __ .,, ___ ~ .. ~"·"-For"··~erteyn is, syn that I am hire knyght, 

I moste hire honour levere han than me 
In every cas, G.s 1overe ought of richt. 
Thus am I wi tll desir and reson twicht. (IV, 569·-?2) 

The connection. of knie;hthood with 'honourt and 'reson', however, 

must su:rely remind us that being a knight involved obligations ----------,------·-·-··· .. ., ..... .,. ... ..... . ..... . . ' . . ·' . .. .. .. .. . .. 

of honour in a 11ucb. more inclusive sense than that i.n which 

the term is used. here--broader obligations than those of 

a 10"'1er.. The insistent possessives--"Youre owen knyL<llt 11
, 

11 al my lcnyglrt 11 --act as a continual reminder of the narrowing 
_.... .... ~~-..--·•-• ~__..,_-.-4,..-..,,-,.no•-•-rn 

'. ·- , . - . '' ·- - -

of the role: of kni{'.:;ht which Troilus' s choice of service involves. 

5. 'The nerchs.nt Is Tale• 

In the "Complaint of Mars" and •rroilus, we see Chaucer 

emp1oyin::; a central feature of the literary inh.eritance of 

chivalr;y to di='ect our judgment of ·the central i'ig;ures, and 

to establish distance between tho reacler and tile lovers.. In 

the Gern?.)ral Prol0gue and the 11 Kni[ht' s Tale 11
, I have argued, 



he complements the symbolism of the knight-lover uith its 

obverEe,-th~-t.---~f---the knic.;ht whose concerns are fighting 
. ____ __.,,....,,_,......,.~..-~"·~- .. ··.~ .. •" ·-·-· 

for God and defending the cor:rnwmrnal th. I wish now to 

turn to the further developoent of this theme in the 

~terbur_;y Tales. 

I have stressed that the symbolic possibilities of 

cbi valry \vere rao:ce potent than its practical ramifications, 

and that Chauce:;:'s knights, not excepting the Knight of -cbe 

Prolot,1.l.e, .?:PE<?.§.£ to have little con.nection \·Jith the wo.:rld 
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of practical knic;hthood as Cbaucer would have known it. 'I'he · 
'----~---.. , .............. -

knie;hts of the tales do no-c provide evidence of an interests 

on the part of the actual author or his fictional narrators, 

in tb e practical i~s.ues _ o_f _fourteenth-cen-cury knighthood. 

Atter::i:pts to in.dic2te that particular tales \·rnre intended as 

attempts to re:fo:".'ra a pal"'ticule.r social institution, or as 

rebukes or objec.t-·lessons to conteopora.ry knig_h.ts, or that 

non-h:nightl;:7 nar:-cators :reveal pretensions or hostility to 

knightly status, I have judged unsatisfactory. 

If we look for a concern with chiv2J.ry at the symbolic 

level :Ln the tales~ hot·rnver, we do find there some sic;nif icc:n.t 

reflections oi· the prominent Knight/Squire contrast, outside 

the to.les of the Knir~;ht £!..nd the Squire themselves~ In 

pn.rticular, I wish to consider again the contributions of the 

Merchant, the W:.i.fe of Bath and the F:I'anklin. Each of these 
------~-.. ·---~---"-----·-----~- ---- .---· ·-··· -··· 

fig;u·es is a conseq_uentiii.1--oi~-~9:t--ie.=tst highly visible member 
'-'-··--

of the social f'abric, but· not ·t;echn:Lcall3" a knie;ht (or, in 
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the c.ase of the Wife, a knight's wife or daughter). Yet 

each one tells a story about a knight, in the context of 

some of the traditional trappint:;s or associations of knight-

hood--lordship in the case of the 11 Herchant's Tale", the 

Arthurian settine; in that of the 11Wife of Bath's Tale", 
·~l 

and knight errantry in that of the 11 .B'ranlrlin' s Tale 11
• ! ':£1h.ese 

stories neither glorify nor attack chivalric ideas, but 

they present us with alterns.tive conceptions of the chivalric 

life which are reflections of their- tellers, and \vhich 

bear signi.ficent relationships to the chivalric theme in 

the C<:.'.nteroury Talcs as a "•lhole. 

It is therefore not only the Knight a.TJ.d Squire \J'ho 2cre to 

be judr_;ed aecordin5 to their conceptions of the knisht' s 

function. If' i::13r conclusions about the nature of chivalry 

are vs.J_id, it: cornprised a ze:r-ies of liri.lced ideas i1hich \·Jere 

not the distinct property of any one seg1nent of society. 

The-; concept of chivalry i:ras acknowledged as a cultural positive 

by society o.s a whole and the bur[;ess did not feel rebuked 

or oppressed by :Lt any more thar1 the peasant or cleric, 

though all three complained bitterly of departu:r·es from what 

they regarded as proper chivalric behaviour. To a lesser 

extent, this m1iversality a:9plied also to chivalric practic.e. 

Both the civil aad the military functions of knights, as 

I ha>;--e pointed out, were heavily encroached on by people 

who hod not bee1J. l;:nightecl., &..."1.d this was not a new developr:ient 

in c:1:1aucer' s tirr:e. As a result, ue ruay hypothesise that 
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\·:Thatever an individtw.l' s soeial aspirations, his conception 

of chivalry could be regarded as an importar1t indicator of 

his w5der attitudes. The possibility of alternative forms 

of chivalry was an issue of concern to merchnnts and fralli:::1ins 

as Hell as knights. 

This is perhaps especially valid an assuuption in 

the context of tbe Ca~ury Tales, \·1hicb is in one sense 

a literary competition, where the participants are judged by 

their literary tastes (in tho widest sense) and skills. 

Chivalric ideas and practices comprised a substantial part of 

the lite:c·al:'y and quasi-literary entertainment of people of' 

all ranks~ a fact which the first tale of the journey could 

only cmphasiBc.. If in 11 Sir Thopas11 Chaucer was satirisin[; 

not chivalric r·omance as such but the particular absurdities 

--reflc1..~ti:1c pgQi.,,tlQr literary taste--of certain of its forms, 

we ,·,;a~/ enter-Cain the possibility that he was doing rauch the safas 

thine; in a rather clifferen.t way in other tales. 

The satiL~ic&.l literature of chivalry provides 

several instances of wor·~>s in which people of non-knightly 

cJ.ass a:ce judt:;ed by theiJ:· responses to chiv(3.lric notions. 

In spite of all del1.}_sions, the 5enerosity and amplitude of 

mind required to sustain Don Quixote's idealism frequently 

rebuke the petty viciousness, intolerarJ.ce, small-mindedness 

and sh0er prosaic nG.ture of those he encounters. Cervantes 

reveals that even a discredited version of chivalry :Ls able 

to act as a touchstone of human values. An even more 
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pertinent example is Beaumont's ~10 KnirJ1t of the Burnin_g 

Pestle, a. play rouz;hly contemporaneous with Don Ouixote. 

Neither chivalry· no:r the late chivalric romances a.re themselves 

objects of more than incidental satire here; the victims 

are the London tradesmen an.d their i.nflated sense of self-

importance. The citi:zens 1 lack of understanding of the idea 

of chivalry is an emblem of their lack of moral and artistic 

discriwination. They fail to see the incongruity of a g:eocer-

errant or the absurdity of his 'adventures', and they reveal 

themselves as literal-minded believers in the grosser 

eler;ients of the ronances. Offered a play about a merchant, 

the;y t:c~.; to tu:i:m it into a p1a;1 about a kni§')lt. But more 

bo.sicc._ll;y ~.;heJr can mako no sense of t~1e play aesthetically 

or morally, imposing arbitrary demands on the plot and 

syrapa.t:hising ah'lays \·Ji th the wrons chsracters--the oppressive 

father~ -che absurd lover, the shrewish wife, and so on. 

Taken too far, this parallel proves misleading, i'or there 

is no thorough-g:oing satire of mercantile or knightly figures 

in the tales. Yet I sugcest that we are asked to judge 

those of Chaucer's .characters I have mentioned in part by 

their literary portrayal of the chiva.lric world. 

Tho Ne:echant presents us vli tll a knight whose two 

p1"eo_~"Y:.I2a'.ti an.s __ .fil2~ __ §.QP._~l:1.C3.li ty and material possessions. ----- -·· .,,, .. , - - '-· - -

Adt;littedly the r;e:::·~~1c=mt does not endorse January, and his 
. ...------------ -- . . . . - .. . . .... 

conme11ts on his wisdon are sarcastic. But from the Merchant's 

point o_~~~yi_e:~~ Januar;;-' s folly is that of entering j.,p.iJ9 
- .-------------
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mar:riage when he is an old man, and especiall;y with a 

wishes to t1al'..:e a more general condemnation of him. We 

may therefore sugc;est that the tale contains a depiction 

of the noble life as envisae;ed by the herchant, and which 
..__,.____~,-.,.~. •-'-•·'""'' ... n-·-~·..,.~i·-..• -~'''"'' ,_.,.._ '" ' 

reflects his own propensities. To assume that his choice 

of a knisht rather than a merchant is intended to dissu5.se 
-----·-~--~~·...---·-,..,.- . - - - . -

the teller's self-revelation, or to make it possible for him 

to talrn a dete::_ched attitude towards his chaL'acters, is 

perho.ps to ind'-1.:q:;e in too modern a view of' the idea of 

character in li-Cm·atu:r·e. l'iore consistent with Chaucer's 

US'..lal method :i.s the belief that even \·lb.en de.scribing a 

knic:Jrc, s J.if e.f.- the-.Lerchc;.n'i.: reveals bis own characteristics--.. --~---:::.---------- ... . . . . . . . . .. .. . ........................... ' . 

and pe::c·ha::;s those associated with his occupation. The quality 

oi' ~Tarn.rn .. ry' s knic;hthood should then direct us back to his 

fictional creator rather than to the estate of knighthood in 

Chaucer 1 s bnsland. 

Heturning fo:c the moment to the tale itself, rather 

thm1 its dramatic context, we may note that the salient; 

features oi' J-anuary' s no1Jle 1if e cons:Lst of 11 e~reet prosperi tee11 

and. '"lid0-r·anc;ine; inc:..ult:;ence in 11 bodily del;yt" (IV, 12LJ-7-50)" 

His luxu.rio1,;_3 li:fe-·style is a result not only of his ae;reement 

with those clerks who 11 hoJ.'i0n that .felicitee/Stant in delit 11 

(202'1-2), but also of his l;eJ.icf that !1.2.£.~£. oblir~e: 
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Z:P:he deli d.ousnecs of his household appointments is partic.ularly 

repr8sented b.e:i.:e by the garden, v1hich is emblem and venue of 

his amorousness and also symbol of his honourable social 

poHition: 11 Amon(;es othere of his honeste thyne;es ,/He made)\\ 

a gar<l.yn .... 11 (202,3-9). His honour is vested in the greatness 

. ?8 of his possessions.· 

Just as there is a direct connection established here 

between January's knightly rank and his :material well-beinr.;, 

so this garden links his ma-cerial possessions to his sensual-

ity.. His concern foJ.' the privacy of tbe garden and his concern 

to E~ono1~~:L~-i:3e:_ the sexual activ-iti.es of his wife--in fact his 

l:Jhole need to ponsess--ai·e sm:imed up in the walled garden with 

it;g __ small wieicet, tl1e ke~v of which Jan.uar-;y will not allow an;1one 

else to bear. '.0r!~ ke;y is both traditional sign of ownership 

as Gottl':<:'isd shm-;ed in the episo.<:1.e. of t_he I-Iinne[Tott~, 

convenient :::::r·ot:i.c_s;ynbQl. 

:-·-~- -~:~~~~:.~.---"~~,y, January• s veJ~J' d_~?fs.~on to marry is 

the resuJ.t- of his_ t-~10 l>c.sic preoccupation~./ The narrator at 

first; -professes if~noI·ance as to the specific reasons why 

January shouJ.J. 11s.nt a \·1ife, but then obliquely suggests that 

he may desire to produce .::m heir and to be cared for in time 

of s:i.ckHess (1~~'?2, 1289). 'l1he knight's o\·m professed motive--

re;norr=;e :for sinfulness (1402-l+. )--is not perhaps to be disr.1issed 

as bocus, thout")1 his continued desire fo:c sel1sual plBasures 

indicates a laclc of understanding \of who.t his :t"'eal sinfulness 

has bE:cn. IIis .most urgent reasa:ti.s nev0rtheless a.re those which 
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dic-i:;ate his choice of a young and pretty woman. Al though 

January never mentions his lust in this wa.y, it is evidently 

uppermost in his mind continually. His days of 'i:lild oats, 
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however, are over; 11 bodily delytH, vrn may assume, is no longer 

so easy to come by. He desires a sexual partner who is 

constantly available.. l"urthermore, he believes that a young 

womai.-i. uill be more easily moulded ("1429-30) and, finally, 

will enable him to produce an heir and secure the continuance 

of his prosperous estate--for he would rather be eaten by dogs 

Than that myn heri ts.ce sholde falle 0 
In strrn.in2;e ha,"Jd, e.nd this I telle ·;/OW alle. c~1439-L1-0) 3 7 

Indeed, January di.splays a frenzied enthusiasm to minister 

to the special requirements of his wife's pregnancy-- 11 theron 

shal be no lak,/i-lighte I 7101.:J helpen with myn herte blood" (234-6~?) .. 

He there;fore to.kes a wife whor:1 he can regard as one 

of his possessions, seA-ually and mentally, and who \vill 

eventually provide a recipient for his material wealth. She 

will be 11 the fruyt of his tresor 11 (12?0), and naturally 

Januc> ... .ry is fiercely possessive. His jealousy and suspicion 

are so i: out:::-ac:;eons n after he becomes blind 

'_chat neither in halle, n' yn noon oother hous, 
Ne in r..oon oother place, nevertherno, 
He nclde suffre hire for to ryde or go, 
But if that he had hond on hire alway. (2088-91) 

The thought of her remarrying after his death is as repugnant 

to hi~ as the idea of her present unfaithfulness; his position 
I 

is so intolerable that 11 he wolde fayn/That som man bathe hire 

and hym had sla;yn11 (2075-6)--a neat reversal of the Merchant's 

earlier sardonic reference to Ephesians 5:28-9: 



If thou lovest thyself, thou lovest thy wyf; 
No man hateth his flessh, but in his lyf 
He fostreth it ••• (1385-7) 
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January's suspj_cion of Nay is implicitly compared to a merchant's 

concern for the fate of his investments in the narrator's 

rhetorical question pointing out the inevitability of the 

deception: 

0 Januarie, what myghte it thee availle, 
Thogh thou myghte se as fer as shippes saille? (2/\07-<..J) 

There is tberef ore a distinct irony about Ja.nuai:.--y' s 

ass.ertion in tb.e c;orden thnt 11 ~Ioght for no covei tise11 had 

he married Mo:y,. He did not indeed take her for her material 

i1eal t:::-1, but be had certainl;y coveted her. The materialistic 
'-

·--· --- . ,_ ,_ . 

basis o:J:.' the relationship is made clear a few lines later, 

appealing first to her love of 

Ghrist and r~er own honour, and then resorting to bribery: 
_._, .... -.. ... - ,,q .... ~ --· -· -· ,.,.~ - ··~ '"'• - .,,,... .. -... 

Hye \·.ryrme the:cby ••• a.l r.ryu heritage, toun and tour;/I yeve it 

yow, r:!eJ:::.eth chartres as yoH lest;e" (2170-2). 

The point of all this is of course that the Herch<:mt' s 
------...... -.--~ ...... 

·:;uI':i.U .. ~ m.:t to have. -~b.e · quaii ties traditionally 
---------·--- -- - .. --·· ---~------

The vices almost invariabl3.,. 

at;t;:i::·ioutod to ;1:ercllants in estates literature \:Ie::t:'e fraud and 

• L:-0 2...varicc.,, hut more important here is the conventional 

~-~:~bu!io1~_:?!_____9~~~---an~- ~u~~i_c~_'?I.1.. _a_f3 __ _t;l;:!,_e_ir __ domd nant---traits. 

Re2 .. so:;:i, in the n.01:'.launt, com1ents in this fashion ·on the 

11 chai;:L:ta:..'1 or marchaunt 11 v1ho has 11 of cold many bes aunt": 

For in the getyng he hath such woo, 
And in the kep:yi1g dreti.e also, 
And set evermore his bis;ynesse 
]'or to e:ncrese., and not to lesse... (5593.:.6) 
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A little later he returns to this example: 

Ther may no marchaunt lyve at ese; 
His herte in sich a were is sett 
That it quyk brenneth more to get, 
Ne never sha.l ynoch have ceten, 
Thouch he have gold in gerners yeten, 
For to be nedy he dredith sore., 
\·Jherfore to geten rr:ore and more 
He set his heor-te and his desir; 
So hote he brennyth in the fir 
Of covei tise, that maki th hym wo·:id 
To purchace otb.er mennes good. (5698-708) 

Evidence that this portrait is not mere homiletic 

hn)erbole j_s provided by Iris Origo in her biography of the 

fourteenth-centuI'y Tuscan merchant, Datini. She notes the 

insistence of De.tini' s con.temporaries on the necessity cf 
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shrewdness to the point of morbid distrust. 11 The earth a_nd se2c11
, 

her suuject h5 .. mself \·.Jrote, 11 are full of robbers, and the 

c;reater part of man.kind is evilly disposed .. 11 The harchesa 

Ori;:;o explains what this vim-1 of human nature involved in 

practj_ce for a co:cl.tmrrporary li'lorentine, Giovanni Frescobaldi: 

Anzr deal must be regarded wi ~h_J~P.i.t .. t~--~11-53-.PJ:cion, 
-rior many are----ulesriares' aiicf tialicious devices 
used to attract a merchant , __ ar;i.__d____ey_e;r;y:J)}_Q,:g. __ j~~~?-!11~E3 
thnt ~~~t.1b"'Jle will turn into gold in his hands r. 
Friends should b6""cn'6-Se!r"011TJ' for\;iha t canoe got 
out of them-- ~'t__:"i:_§_.f!i.~.<? .. <i .. :Y9. l!:ay_e.. :fI'.i~:rlCL?. _of all 
~in.<i§._, __ j:;;:t I.?:.9...t .. l1_$.~J~e .. ss_j~l.~U-1 --and even with prosper
ous friends, ~~n __ 9];l,9µ19-..... ?-lY!. .. ?:Y.§ ... _Q.~.-c;m_lt;h.~--~:?.rd. 
'lforr:ember ~ ' he wrote, 1 e:ivy is !!lore general in 
all men's heru.-.ts, than is commonly believed ••• 
and so you \·rill not e:r:-r in ever keeping your 
business secret and not making a sh01:1 of it 
~l not spe_cg::.:i,p,g :i,p. .. Y~::mr shop of your riches and 
of ym.ir-pl:~ofitsu.' Secr~ts;· __ ol'.~:co_ur.s_·e_:~:snolii.'Lh-e 
;t~!~!f;EEf~~;~~Is ~;i~~~~ft~~Lj-nJLJD.qA ... is . i1.o .turn 

..._____ _____ , .,...p~~.._ .. ______ ...._.___,~..._-...._ ...... ,_,. ... .,,.~ ..• ~ .. J°;~_,J·-•-.-. -.·~' 

!;1_1::_~!1-P.~ .. ~P.E_~_§l:C:_~---~() .X.~t. _nea,~1.Y _not only with 

Ja...·--rc.ci..r;r 1 s obsessive suspicion of Hay but ::i.lso wi tb the portrait 

of the Merchant in the General J?rologue. His talk is alv1ays 
~----··--·---
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of 11 th' encrees of his \·1yn.11yng11
, and the conventional 

anxiety of merchants is displayed. in the fact that 

He wolcle the see \·rere kept for any thyng 
Bitwixe Uicld elbur·gh and Or-euelle. (I, 2?6-7) 

Nevertheless, vre should 1.cot t1i thout further scrutiny assume 

that Chaucer uses January 1 s conception of knic;htliness to 

se:tirise the nhor-tcor::iings of merchants 5enerally, or in a 

way directly applicable to the society of the time. We may 

further ask whether Chaucer rebul-:es mercentile 'sadness 1 by 
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reference to its opposite, 'franchise', a virtue often associated. 

with chi valr;y, and whether he sets up a contrast in the ~Cales 

between a set of values associated with knights and a conflicting 

set of ve ... lues co11nected 111itl1 rJercl1ants. 

There j_s not, I think, convincing evidence to support 

any of these hypotho.scs. As fG.r as chivalry is concerned, 

Chauc.er stresses its ambivalent possibilities; the chivalric 

lj_fe, after e.11, could be as mate::.:·ialistic as the mercantile 

one. 11enuncL1tions of the rapaciousness o:f knights were 

enorI'.lously com:-:ion, as I have indicated, and the Parson turns 

for his first example o.f avarice not to merchants but to 

lords ancl knights (X, 751-68). The _Qg_§sb~ urges merchants 

to flee avarice ru1d covetousness, but it similarly adjures knic;hts 

to avoid covetousncss~·-which leads them to despoil the people 

. '+2 --and. instead to be 11 lar5e and liberal 11
• As for merchants, 

Chaucer~ s tJ.."'ea.tment of them indicates that they provided him 

ocea.sionally with a conver..ient matrix for the satirical 

prese:nt.atio:i.1 of mat:erie.1:i.stic e-tti tucies, and with a symbol for 



-------

an inappropriately intense concern with money and material 

welfare; but it is also clear that for Chcucer merchants 

did not have any kind of monopoly on these characteristics, 

nor did they in any complete sense et1body those attitudes. 

This conclusion is supported by Chaucer's treatment 

of merchants in other tales, where we are initially invited 

to identify L1erchants with avarice and materialism, but 

ultimately obliged to recognise that men and women of other 
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occupations are equally prone to such vices. 'J:he Han of Law, 

for instance, cites merchants as support for his prudential 

atti-t;ud.e that nBet is to clyen than have indigencen, but 

turns out to be 2. model of the \vorldly and materialistic 
• l\.:) 

man hliiiself. .. In the 11 Shiprnan Is Tale 11 Chaucer presents a 

mercha::).t \lho appears to be a stereotype of prudence (in this 

special sense) arrd avarice, bu..t who turns out to be far less 

c,.-raspir~g 'th.an t;:i--1e wi~fe and morJc who cuckold him. Albert 

Silverman sugf_:estG that the tale is 11 a satire upon the merchant 1 s 

serious, sober, business-like manner of livins", and Stillvrnll 

regards it as the centrepiece of Chaucer's interest in the 

mercarttile mind, cha..:..--acterised by the concept of 'sadness'. 44 

But it seems to me equally important to note that Chaucer 

in fa.ct rejects the idea that the merchant in the tale is 

especie .. lly concerned with 11 th' encrees of his wynnyng 11
• 

By contrast he emphasises the merchant's hospitality, his 

generosity in lending.money, his embarrassment at having 

been obliged by sudden exigency to request payment of a debt 
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alre .-~ d.y dJ' ,...ch ".>">V"pd 45 c o..\.. ... u .... .1.CJ..l.. t;....... • The merchant's supposed 11 nygardye 11 is 

almost entirely the invention of his \·life's avarice and the 

result of her extre.va\;ant tastes in clothing (she also claims 

to Daun John--f alsely as we learn--that her husband is a poor 

) 1+6 
lover • The frequent puns lin..-:.Cinc sex and money are thus, 

for the reader (Es opposed to the narratoI·), not priraa.rily 

jokes at the husband's expense, but, more immediately, 

reflections on the fact that the most inclusive form of 

carnality in the ·!Ja.le is that of the wife, despite the 

contenpt for a careful ha.~dling of money which both she a."'1d 

Daun ,John aff. ect. The reduction of the merchant's marriage to 

a comrr.:ercial t:c-anse.ction is the wife's doing rather than the 

husband 1 s .,·47 

The life of merchandising thus provides Chaucer with 

an embleL'l of rnaterialism, but he is at pa~n-~_ to note that 

a monJ;,: or lav;yer, a knight or a physician can be as carnal 
~~ - ~-

,......- Lj.8 
as a merchant, or more so. 'l'he fact that the Herchant 

:portrays in bis tale a kD.ight who displays the vices often 
-- -----------------

-.........----·- ---·-
attributed to merchants.cannot therefore-be seen in terms 

-·- ----- -- ---
,....----

of a clash of_ tv10. value-systems •. -Th_~ ___ rri_e:i;_cantile characteristics _..,. .... ----

of January ar<:'! reminders that, 'even in his attempt to portray 

a scene of noble life in another country, the I•lerchant is 

bo11-~-~--~-~--~is own ~.L'eoccupations with possession, and that in 

envis_~§!::.:iI ~--!c;:~~-€i_l1:_t' s life in these terms _he. is committed to 

--------the chivalry of caL'nality rather than to true knighthood. 
__ ____. ---~-·------
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'The \'life of Bath's i:I.1ale 1 -
Perhaps the most stril(ins example in the Canterbury 

Tales of a 1 bcrD.rgeois' charo..cter \'lho is to be judged in part 

by her conception of chivalry is the Wife of Bath. Her 

Prologue int;rod-c~ces us to the eccentric results of her 

reading, and when she turns to her tale itself she invokes 

a literory t3::-adi tion which bad inspired a great variety of 

purr;oses and treatments and, in view of Dante's mention of it, 

probably acquired a. certain notoriety fer being misinterpr·eted., 

If she has be2n abJe to kick up so much dust with scripturc.1-1 

and patristic r.mterials, what will she not do v.1ith a sto:cy 

of JIT-!Jhur? Her intery:-cetation of the significance of the 

A.i::·th•J_-r:~:.an stories turns out to be as wayward as her previous 

foray::; in-Co excsesis, and she believes she has found there 

8XJ)OSit;ion of he:.-~ o~n-::. convictions about the justification 

o.f la.st and. ti:le C.es.i:ee))ili ty of the supre~nacy of \·Jomen. As 

a reClder, the \.-:if'e inverts the advice of St. Aus'Ustine, 

fin.dine ove:.::;·;n,-1>wre not the lesson cf charity but that of 

Many o:i: Chauce:c 1 s coi1nnentatcrs ha.ve assumed that 

in t.reat.inL J.rtln.n·ian r.;~8-tters in this light she ':lO.S right. 

The story sb.e tells~ nccordins to \-J. \-J. l1awrence, ll is an 

excH1lent illus-tration of the conventions of chivalry, 

acco:!:'(\iug tc wh:Lc11 a kni[;ht must obey the will of hi~ lady,,.,. 
-----.,._.~....., .. ,,..,-.,,.,..~ ... ,. ....... ~.,,...,,. -·· -, , ... ~~-. 

Chivc.lry hs.d insisted on blind devotior1 to the f;entlcr sex .. 11 

The Wife, 5.!J. this vie\v '} he.s a ,just estination at least of 
---------~~----· 

Arthurian li te:r·atl.lrG, t~'.'lOU1:'.;"h 11 Gllo.:mcer is here having a little 
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flinr:; at the weaknesses of the system of chivalr;y.1fl-9 As I 
------·~- -·- -···--~~--~d"-~-~---·•·< ~ ...... , .. _,.~, 

have indicated, this a.ssurnption involves a misreading of the 

central actions of thG story of Arthur. L'"'ren if Chaucer 

associatGd the Arthurian romances primarily with popular 

distortions of chivalric values, he would have recognised 

the di.st0rting elements as S'-lch, :?.nd is unlikely to have 

taken :popula.r ve::csions as definitive. 

It has been suggested, however, that the Arthu:ria."'1 

element in ·C;t.e tc..le is unimportant. Ton;-;.r Slade points out 

the.t referonces to Arthu::- form <J. stari.d2...:rd introduction to 

ma:n;r iolk-sonc/J a::.:d bs1ls.ds 11 ·,-Jhich us1.J&lly i1ave little or 

nothins to do \·.J:.i.th sny romance tradition11
• G. H. Gerould 

comments thc.t t.'1.e tale is not really a romance because of 

the 11 f:I·oteDcp_e absurdity of beginning a tale of r gentilesse' 

v:ith .r·ape 0 • That kind. of incongruity seems to me, on the 

otb.e:e hru1d, to ind_icate that -vrn art~ indeed intended to 

pay careXul attention to the claims of the story to be 

associated \-Ti th Arthurian events.. Halone notes that most of 

the bal1sd and. ror;1ance ai'1alogues have Arthurian settings, 

though not l."fot·rnr 1 3 version (~, I, 1407-1861), but claims the.t 

Chau0m~ 1 s redaction is a simple "tale of wonder 11 with an 

.P..rthurian LC'a;ne, explaining the rape as a relic of the 

original pre-A ... "".."thurian fa.ir;;r-tale source. s. Eisner's source 

study revea:Ls that Artb.1n:ian elements are very prominent in 

the numerous p:z:ec:e(ients and &.nalogues, but also indicates that 

the great variety in literary value e.nd social level of these 

materials denies any definite answer :co the question of 

mailto:ai''l.alo@les
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whc:d; the current 'tone' and status of Arthurian literature 

. C" I t. 50 were J.n nau.cer s -:i.me. In this uncertain situation the 

most helpful conclusion appears to be that Chaucer is as 

un}ikely to have inserted a prefatory reference to Arthur 

sii.1p}y to c;ive the performance the air of a folk-tale as he 

is to have retained such a reference simply because he found 

i.t in his source. 

As :Dorothy Col1;ier has pointed out, the Wife is 

something of a village gossip a..'1.d therefore the natural 

retaiJ.er of folk-stories of' all kinds.51 One might in fact 

arsue that there is a greater sense of representative 

popular tasi;e a.bout the 11 Wife of Bath's Tale" than is found 

in any other of the tales, including; the 11 Thopas", despite 

the rnc.>.v0ri.cl:: :r)OSi tio!1 occupied by the Wife among the other 

·1 . pl. f::l"LE1S" All the other tales have in their choice of 

subject-·mattc:r.' or in their treatment, however universally 
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unexcepti0~able their purpose, stronger sectional overtones--

whether eourtly 13-n e.. broad sense), homiletic, pious, clerkly, 

exotic, bawdy or whatever. In lirL1cins _her ... s.t.o.ry. __ to Ar·tbur:j.@-ll 

chive.l:cy, the llife mRy po~~]oq,ps ._b~e r_e~;.a"C'ded as the spokesman 
~ .... -... -.- ----.-. ... ,_ ..... _____ , ________ ..... __ _ 

for a pop-CD <:il'-vieu which misrep~~~ented a traditional literary 

'-----enterp:r."';J::se;·--a..."Td:-"bf doing so misinterpreted the whole dominant 
----------- - ,____________ . ' . 52 
secular idealism of society. 

S:ne·-·an:cient British world which the Uif e describes 

lechery; it is i:nstead permaated by licentiousness .. The land 

is 11 fulfild of fayerye 11
, whose activities inclu_de lurking in 

http:Artbur:j.pn
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bi..1.shcs ~~nd under trees to imprer;,~1ate passing \·rornen. Appropriately 

enm:ti:::h in th:i s context, one of Arthur 1 s knights rapes a 

vi:r..•c;in and is sc..ved from the legally prescribed penalty 
-------;...,, ........ ,,.,,..,,..,_. c,..._. • ·~- -. ~.~ .. • 

tw Guinevere 1 s a3c,0.Gdancy over the king. The kni5ht is sent 

v,rhicll rna;y stand as a_n epitome of the kind of knicht-

service of' 1::1dies. ui1ich is scrutinised in a great deal of. 
---~-----"~-·---....---r_....-..--· --~- ~ . 

T~e /?a:rerr of, : say, ~hre~ien/ s 
·. . r 

chiva.lric lit0:cature. 

Lancelot or Wolf:eam' s Gawain can be roughly summarised as s. 

search for \·t2.y·;::, of pleasing their lady or ladies., 

Hot; surp.cisin::~;ly the knight turns eventually for his 

goal on this ouest to the elvish emblems of lechery .first 

mentioned, uho a:;:i2J.J_!1Ced ful ofte in many a Grene uede" (III, 

861). 'rhis :is in fact just what they a11 e doinE when the 

knigh·c eventually finds them (991-G).. The clear implication 

of' the Wife 1 s ee ... rlier comment that ~ the only in cu bi are the 

friG.rs is t:1at t>lle :cegards elves as incubi.53 He are therefore 

invi tcd to o.B2u1ne that the old hag is a succubus, and her 

t:r:-a.:r:si'or~nation into a beautiful young woman in bed can 

only strent·i::hon tho:i; assumption. Her off er to save his 

life if he will put hiuselI in her power is one of the oldest 

motifs of d:i.abo}j sm in Ch:i.:-isi;·ian literature. 

Hall er and. ~rhor::s.s Ha·tto:n b.ave all pointed out, is a false 
-~--:--- ..... ~ . . . L)lt 

and 1111..:Bive one .. ~ · \·i'bsree..s the Wife wishes us to infer 

Iron the. tale th9..t a r~1()~!l .. -~s12 .. 9nJ;y see the true .. 'Qea..uty of -- '"'. - ' ·'- - . --·- ... - . . ~- .,_ ,, --··- ... , .. , ' 

sc.r:e::e:i.cnt~l-·-eveTi. tho.ri,g;l1,. like 
~'""-··~· - ., -· -, - ' 

http:incubi.53


Alison, she may be gettine; ugly on the surface--Cb.aucer' s 
----·-----,-~---·.__ .. _w ___ ,_-,,~.•·,•-~--•-· •• ·• .• .•. • ~··· • 
meaning is 9.1.l.~t~ oppo_site. l1evy compares the hag to Dante 1 s 
--~..,,.,-_ .. ~'---····"···---

siren (Pur5., l.'lX, '1-33), who is originally ugly but becomes 

beautiful as the poet looks on her 1Jith eyes of' desire. 

The moment at which the knight in the tale finds the hag 

beautiful results therefore from his final submission to 
··' ·---- .. 

beautiful and faithful~ whether she is or not, in the same 

way as the \-life has treated her husbands. Once they have 

resi;;ned to her the 11 sovereynetee 11
, she can convince them 

of anything she wa:rcs. The knight submits to the illusion 

that si:a is beautiful.. His physical life has been p:reserved 

but hs has been led to spiritual death, fer the old. hag is 

literally his 11 darnpnacioun11
• He, like January_, is doubly 

blind a.t the end of the tc:.le, having deliberately closed 
------·-···-·~---- -- -· 

11io eyes,.. ... ·~. 
~---~...._ ... ,_., _____ --- _...,._. __ .. _ ... .,-. 

As Hatt;on points out, this is the cl:i.ne.x o.f a series 

of inte:r.·linl:ed. :i_nversions in the tale. By the original 
-------··-----·" -·- --

rape t:h_9~JSBJ-6l~"'-1:3!Y5:~~~~-? .. 4.:i,.~.J--::n.,ie;lr~ly .o.uty ... :tf.L .. P.:roJe_~t women, 

and at anoth:1:~.- ~~'!~l. yi~lds his reason to_ his passions • 
....,.......,,.,,~' d •,•'"•'-•,'V···..'r<-•.'-· ,•' • • • 
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Arthur hands over to the Queen_ 11.i.s duty to_ 8:~m,inister justice, 
~...._.~·~~-,.-----~-, ..... ,_, .... _ _,,_ _____ ~ -.-,~ .... , .. --.-~ .. -, ... --·----· . ... ' . - ... · ·-· 

unlike Theseus, who takes the counsel of \V'Ornen but malrns 
. -~ ... ..... _____ "",.., . -----~ -~·· - - " 

his otvn decisions. 1:.'ho knif;ht 11ext yields to the hag, promising 

-~~- do_, the next :~nine; that she asks hiri,, .. Ha·~~ng ~arri:ed her, 

his 11 vrnrldl:y.- appetit 1r. One oight _say tha.t, _b,aving started 

as a ra~_)ist ~ h6 ends up gettir.g raped ... 
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Bernard Huppe has suJ:-mised that the Queen intervcneo 

:i.n the judicial p::oceedings consequent upon the rape because 

the knight bas raped a pensa::rt woman and this action, though 

conderJned by o::r·dinary law, was little more than an indiscretion 

or lack of~..££ according to the 'courts of love'. The 

Queen sets hii11 his task to find out whether he is still 

loyal to the carcli1-:i.o.l precept of •courtly love' --the sovereignty 

of women--and the hag confirms the lesson in her speech in 

bed. Although based on a very dubious reading of Andreas 

Capellnnns, tl.J.is r,1ay be the view which we are to suppose was 

held ~y the Vif e But if \·Te look at the actual 

legaJ. situation with respect to rape, an al ternati.ve conclusion 

The se:::1te::lce tha.t the \-/if e tells ;is was passed on 

the knight; for his crime is death--nParaventure swich was the 

statut tho 11 (891-3). Bracton in fact looked back to a t:i.me 

when an.cient law prescribed death for ravishers of virgins, 

and. a few years afte:i.."' he wrote the Second Statute of Uestruinster 

( ) S6 ,"'1285, named rape once more as an offence punishable by death ..... 

ggnd);.ZJ}.f'J~z'Tl!-:~ also warned. that the le5al penalty was death: 

3yf JJou. rau.;yssh any mayden clene--
A7.ens he:r.-e wyl, pat ys to mene,-
hyt ys seyde purf)l laue wrete, 
P,at pyn hede shulde be of smete 
(Ls.we mak8Y j;at cor.mandeL'1ent) 
with-out;vn arq iu.r;gerne:it; 
pat mayst '}Jou fynde al an sum 
In code, 1 de raptu virginum'. (2'177-84) 

Margaret Gist notes that the Middle English romances also 

usually t:ceat death as th.e natural penalty for rape .. 57 In 

p:??ac·cic.e, hov.'2-\re.r, a vru.•iety of accommodations mir)rt be ma.de 
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wit;hout resort to this drastic extremity; less severe 

pur.1.ishr:1ents, money fines, a.r1d restitution of some kind 

were common. 58 

'.J:he most widely recognised theoretical penalty for 

the rape of a virgin in medieval England, however~appears 

to havi:: been castration and blinding. Castration \'las the 

practice of ~:J:U.liam I, a.ccordinc to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, 59 

e:c.d. Eracton ~cec;at'ded that, along with blinding, as the 

normal procedure. The off ender is to suffer 11 the loss of 

members, that there be Iilember for member, for whe:11 a virgin 

is defiled. she 1osos her member and therefore let her de:CiJ.er 

be punished. in the parts in which he offended. Let him 

thus lose his eyes which gave him sie:llt of the maiden•s 

beaut;/ for ·which he coveted her. And let him lose as ·well the 

testicles \:Jhich excited his hot lust. 11 Bracton also mentions a 

provision fer the rapist's horse, dog (such as a greyhound) und 

even his hawk ·t;o be siwila.rly mutila·ced if present on the 

. f th . 60 occas1.on o · e crime. 

This last practice susgests that the incident describec 

by Chaucer has a certain emblematic character. The };:night 

comes riding .f:Pom a hawking-ground on the banlzs of a river, sees 

a maid walkinc before him (the poet thus dwelling momer..tarily 

on the process of lust being stimulated by the siejlt of beauty), 

and "rnaugree hir heed 11 --a phrase which raeans perhaps that he 

threatens to kill her if she will not submit--forcibly 11 rafte 

hire :mayd0nhed11 (8e.Lt-8). At f"irst the most severe penalty 

known for such a crime is imposed, and he '1 sholde han lost his 



heed 11
; but as in so many real-life cases a compromise is 

reached. 

At first it appears that the knight has Got off 

quite free by being handed over to the woL1en, but eventually 

\-Je see that the death penalty has in effect been conmuted 
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to tbe punishment most associated with his offence (especially 

in view of its particular circumstances) and in a crude sense 

most appropriate to it. In being set to discover women's 

greatest desire, judged by a court of women, and forced to 

marry (and give over 1 maistrie 1 to) a foul wife, the knight 

has been sentenced to e:.nasculation; in believine; that his \·ii:fe 

is beautiful, young and faithful, 11 His herte bathed in a 
~ -- ------·--'--·--~ - ~ ..... 

'--!'ath o:f blisse" (1253), he has lost his eyes. But there is 

perhaps a .fui .... the::> t1'list to the hur.:io.rous irony of this situation. 

J?ollock and lI;:;,it;land. note that if' the criminal's wife 

ir1tm .. ,.\rened in his fG.vour the sentence of blindine; and 

err,asc'..llation vas sometimes reduced to blinding alone. 61 By 

inte:1.•veni11g fo:r:· the k:nig)lt in return for his promise, which 

turns ou.t to be a promise of marriac;e, the hag has played the 

wife's pru.:t, and achieved what is for the Wife of Bath the 

p0ri'ect coi:i1prornise, a husband nmeelce, yonge, and fressh 

aoedde:i--a.i.J.Ci. blinci. to all her shortcomings. 

The \!ife' s main purpose is to demonstrate the wisdom 
- -.! • ~. • • • . -

of' a man's resig~1.ins his power into the hands of a woman. 

B"lit she is not satisfied to make her point in the crude form 
~ ,.,_.,,,..~,,,..,._.,.-..,~r-'<-• .. ~ ~.-.." • ~- ,, 1•ft~-, .-..,... -- i--~'.- ••• 

of the popular fabliau; there will always be Millers on the 

·anarchic frine;es of soqie:ty. to attempt to ovEg·throw the 
.. ,, ~ -.• --" - ---··-· ·-'" -- _,, ......----



established order by running at it with their heads, and to 
'o -- ~ •o ·~··-A''"<' •• 

provid.e mere parody. Instead Sll!L'V{O:nt~--"-~o. make 8.: C..8.:_'.3e,_ __ that 

will claim a more universal validity. She wishes to reveal 
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chivalry its elf as a principle which embodies her own cause--

to capture the foremost symbol of human (and especially male) 
-_,~~-'"'~-·--------------.----·- ~--· . ·----· ·---·-~-·~----~---- .. -· --~~---. ··-- .,, ____ _ 

11 0.uctoriteeil. In particular the world of Arthur, from which 
-- ~·-" -~~ . --- ' - -. ' 

chivalry was thought to derive a substantial part of its 

lustre~ is invo~::ed as a sanction of sexual licence. In this 

respect t:1e \'.fife bives a strong impression of representine.; a 

popular m.isocrweption) though other parts of the Cmn:erbury 
~---~.-- --- ,,--·- ----------·· ' -- ---.-.. ~. ---- -

Tale§_ :cen.Lnd 1:s tl18.t the ~entlo classes are themselves 

susc. ::,yt;i;;lG -::.c ;:;o;-uo•.-1h3.t slrnilar delusions. In vie\·J of his 
- ,. ... __:: :___, ..... -·-·...,.,~ ............. -•. -~ --·-~ _,.....-~-~<·--~. . 

1wa:i..se of the Squire, the Franklin would appear to be an 

e:x:arn9le of ·th:L.s latter tendenc;y .. 

8. 1 ~rhe Franlclin' s Tale 1· 

·:ru:enine~ from the Wife's ·tale to that of the Franklin~ 

the reader ~.s liLely to notice especially two passages which 

seem to echo t~10 forraer tale. In the first place the Franklin 

as WBll as the Uife sets his story in the remote past: 

~1.1hise olde e:;entil Bri touns in hir dayes 
Of d:i.vffese 2.ventures !:laden layes, 
I-{yrJeye<l in hir firste 3ri ton ton.ge; 
Whiche layes with hir instrumentz they songe ••• ( r 

J ' 

Both narrators refer us back to the :aritons or Bretons, and 

though the F:ca"'Ll\:lin' s tone is a trifle more antiquarian than 

that of' the Wife, both a.re consciou.sls evoking a f_9r8-_~?!1 

setting.. In each case the f oreic;nness is balanced by more 

709-12) 



familiar elements. The Wife's opening,, 

In th'olde dayes of the Kync Arthour, 
Of which that :Britons speken greet honour, 
Al was this land iulfild of fayerye, 

il1troduces the well-known figure of Arthur before moving 
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to the alien suggestions of a land filled with sprites, while 

the Franklin's hint of the exotic or primitive ( 11 hir firste 

Briton tor.1.ge 11
) is modified by a sense that that early 

literary trac.i tion is still accessible to him and his 

listeners: nimd oon of hem have I in remembraunce". 

In tbe secor,_d place there is a distinct resemblance 

betw6Em tl.:.e paradoxical situation of the uarried couple at the 

end of the Uife' s tale ai.J.d that of Dorigen and Arverat:,Lls at 

the start of the I:'ranklin' s. The knie;ht in the former decides 

to 11 put me irl youre wise governance 11
, and is rewarded by 

being told that his wife \vill be 11 also good and tre"ltle/As 

cvere was wyf, syn that the world was newe" (III, 1243-4). 

Arveraf; .... lS, in similar fashion, swears that he will obey 

Dorie:;en 11 ancl folwe hir wyl i!l al," and in return his wife 

promises to lJe his "humble trewe wyf 11
, despi te--or because 

of---his in,lulge:::ice. The Fra..'1klin. to some extent tal;:es over 

where the ~·Ji:f:e left oif. 

In botb cases the purpose for the narrators of the 

appeal to a special literary tradition seems to be in part 

to establj.sh &I1 ambience, with particularly chivalric 

c.he..:r..•acter.istics, within \vhich such arrangements as this 

mar·ital one will appear to be the normal course of things. 

It is a:n e.:ppeal to the spirit of chivalric romance, and, as 



we ha.ve sseE, a ver;y questionable one. Moreover the Fran.k:lin • s 

defence o~ the decisions of his protaconists, 

Love is a thynr; as any spirit free. 
Wommen, of kynde, desiren libertee, (V, 767-8) 

links him both to the \:life 1 s outra5eous inversions a.I1d to 

Arcite' s a..71archic 17 v1ho shal yeve a lovere a11s lm·1e? 1162 He is 

also of c:,our.se linlrnd before the start of the tale its elf to 

the chief exer:J.plar of carnal chivalry, the Squire. In 

regard:i.ng the Squire as an epitome of' 11 vertu11 and 11 5entilesse 11 

he identifies his conception of noble behaviour and of what 

chival:cy for him is all about. There is no need for us to 

assume that he is being sycophantic or pretentious in doing 

so. 

'l1he essential cru. ... r:ali ty reflected. by this identification 

is '..iE;ll prepa:r.'eci for by the portrait oi' the :Franklin in tlic 

GeneraJ. P:colocu:e, \'Ji th its close attention to the variety, 

d.elicacy and exJ,;ent of his diet, a feature perhaps intended to 

indicate the hn.bitual tenor of his conversation: 11 To lyven in 

d.e:1_i t vrn.s eveI'e his wone 11 (I, 335). Ironically, however, b.e 

<~orJbines this t1a.terialism with a quite opposed posture: 11 Fy on 

ponsess:i.ou::::, 11 he cries, 11 But if a man be vertuous withal! 11 

The ending of his story, indeed, features a 

comparison b0tueen three men who display that they are "f're 11 

by re11ouncing obligations owing to them. Taking 'freedom' 

mid 'gentilesse' as the hallmarks of the chivalric character, 

however, the Franklin is undercut by his inadequate understanding 

of those conce1/~s--a fact revealed both by his identification 

with th0 Squire and by his comraents on the progress of his 
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own talc. 

The inadeque.cy of the Franklin's version of 

'gentilesse' has been well arg-J.ed by Gaylord in a rebuttal 

of the older view that the tale portrays an ideal marriage 

1-· h I · t 6') as a summa\,ion OI a marriac;e group .. ·- Gaylord points out 

that none o.f the three 'contestants' doe.s anything truly 

n ge.atil 11 
, and that in the case of the 'trout he' of Arverasus 

11 a knig._11.t 1 s concern for his 01:111 name and exaggerated conception 

of knightly word x·esul t i!l a harsh decision which ignores 

the welfa:ce of the pa:i:ty nost intimately co~cerned. 1164 

The point is driven home by Gaylord's analysis of the 

non-binding natu:r-e of rash promises, and a rewarding cor;iparison 

with the situation :i.n Il_ :B:J.l.oeolg .. , where the husband's action 

is declared to be foolish. 

The Fra.nl;:lin' s idea of freedom, whether his o\'ln 

self-proclaimed freedom from worldliness, or the generosity 
6~ 

he attributes to his characters, is likewise largely bot,LJ_s. :J 

The quality of freedom, we will rece.11, fiQlres prominently 

in the description of the Knight in the General Prologue, 

and occurs frequently in chivalric descriptions more or less 

interchangeably with franchise (used in V, 1524) and largesse. 

The cluster of terms appears to stand fo:r.:· t'>.ro related virtues-

generosity, ann the freedom from selfish or worldly 

considerations which pro1:iotes it. In the Franklin's version of 

the kaightly past, this concept is invoked to explain first 

of all the rela-tionship of Arveragus and Dorigen. 11 0f his 

free wyln·t;he knight; swears to allow his wife all freedom and 
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to renounee 11 maistrie11
, for "Love is a thyng as any spirit 

free." The Franl\:lin's justification of this is somewhat 

misleading. He dir;resses to praise patience, suff eran.ce, 

temperance and 11 governaunce1
i in human relationships. But 

n governaunce" is what in an equally importa..Ylt sense 

Arve:eag,lls does not have, and his decL>ion to impose no 

constraints on his \·rife appears not to be based on a prudent 

consideration of human needs and frailties but on the desire 

to 11 lyve in esen (788)--and also perhaps on the fact that he 

has little option, his wife having accepted his suit in the 

first place partly because of "his meke obeysaunce" (739). 

The hollowness o.f Dorigen's freedom becomes apparent 

when Arveragus goes a1·my to seek "in armes worshipe and honourn, 

having already ir;1perilled his honour at home. His absence 

is not perhaps c~i:eectly a symbol oi' his abdication of 

authority, as RiJ.ssell Peck suggests, since fictional knights 

at least were expected to do such things--as is evidenced 

most obviously by Erec et Enide; but it provides the test of 

Dorigen's announced need for freedom. Peck conments that 

the equality in marriage which had appeared at first perhaps 

a wise arrru1e;e17tent turns out to be anarchic, as Dorigen is 

1 d , h t . d -"' 66 I d d h 1 t e oy er emo ions an . iears. n ee s e seems a mos 

to seek enthralment rather than liberty. It is surely with 

a certain pe2verse ingenuity that she fastens her attention 

on th:e rocks after her friends have tried to distract her 

from her .frantic grief by taking her for a walk on the cliffs .. 

Her desire to be f'ree oi' the rocks is also counter-productive, 
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for their banishment would represent an absence of shores 

and bounds, giving a superficial sense of freedom from 

restraint but in fact denying the ordering and controlling 

purpose of that Providence to w:h.ich Dorigen appeals. 

Fittingly, this craving is answered. by an illusion ( 11 It semed 

that alle the roh:tes were atveye 11
), and in the context of the 

other i.llusions in the Q§.filerbury T~es (especially in the tales 

of the I·;erchant and the Wife) this development is surely 

intended to re.fleet prir:i.arily the blindness and self-deception 

of the per.sons \·;ho are thus tric};·ed (in this case both 

Dorigen and Aurelius). 

Finally, the freedom of Arva.ragus and Aurelius at the 

end of the sto:r.;y is illusory (1604-5). Dorigen' s freedom 

militates againnt that of her husband, since as Hatton points 

out Arverag,11.s really r;ives up nothing, having already renounced. 

the 11 maistrie 11
•
67 Aurelius, on the other hand, does not 

so nr:J.ch commit an act of generosity as prevent himself e.t 

the le~st m01:1e:o:t fi•om doi::.1s the opposite. He realises that to 

insis-c o~:t his ba:c'gain \·rnuld be to "do on so heigh a cherlyssh 

wrecchec.L1esse/A'.j3.yns franchise and alle 5entillesse 11 ('1523-4). 

The spring v1hich sets in motion these supposedly 

Ii .fre11 a."tJd 11 gE.:.-.. til 11 actions is Dorigen 1 s rash promise. Why 

does she suggest it? If intended even partly seriously it 

would of coux·se be foolish, since the removal of the rocl;,:s 

would ·ch en not be more than a very mixed blessing: it would 

safeguard her husband's Yoyage home to some extent, but 

also result in her infidelity to him. It is, however, offered. 
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-
11 in pley11

• If intended to soften the blow of outright 

rG:fusal it is surely a strange n:iscalculation. The:i::·e would 

appear to be several vmys in which Dori sen could off er 

Aurelius advice of a consolatory or moralistic nature, and 

her own proposal must appear a rather heartless jest, as 

indeed Aurelius does seem to take it: 

11 Nadame, 11 quod he, 11 this were an inpossible! 
Thanne moot I dye of sode;yn cleth horrible .. 11 (1009-10) 

Dorigen 1 s action seehls instead to be a response to the kind 

ol fictional world the Franklin has imagined for her to 

m::ist in. It is a vrnrld in which knights win ladies or 

langu.ish :for t~iem, in \';hich the resources of chi valr;y are 

deployed in the cause oJ love. Dori::;en's conditional offer 

of her love to AureJ :i.us thus appears to be a fortmlised 

entering into the spirit of the i:-:iagined chivalric ·1.-10rld, 

and in pai·ticular in.to the spirit of the garden of earthly 

delights (the central feature of this societ;y, and appropriately 

the place Doric;en appears to set out towards to fulfil her 

obligation) .. But to some extent the offer is also a 

continuation of th0 attitudes consecrated in her marriage. 

In the Franklin's idea of the noble and chiva.lric life these 

activities are normative and give the participants a 

consciousness of noble and heroic status. Dorigen, in her 

rather squalid dileLlllla, spends "a day or tweyen comparing 

herself to illustrious women of the past. W. W. Lm·1rence 

thus perhaps speaks for the Franklin himself when he claims 

that the 11hero 11 o:.-: the tale (by whom he r1ee..ns Aurelius) is 

"a flo·wer of chivalry", in that he falls in lova with a 

married woman, pines away for her, and so on~ Certainly the 
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:F:r:anlclin appears to endorse l·luriel Bowden' s judsment that 

Arverag1.ls, 11 altho'IJ.g;b. quite different from the Knight of the 

Ca."1terbury Pilg,-rimaGe, may also be described as 'a verray, 

parfit gentil kny[;ht 1
•

1168 This heroic status is of course 

endant;ered by Dorj_gen' s promise and its consequences, but 

the Fre~nklin oa..~es sure that nobody has to pay for such 

mistal\:es. 1rhe patina of ru.vicient chivalr:i.c romance is cast 

over the story and obscures necessary distinctions, allowing 

all participants to retain, quite meretriciously, the esteew 

of their creator. 
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Why then is -!;he J:i~ra.11.klin, like the 1:Jife of Bath, Ghowr~ 

to have a mislefLdinE sense of the values end lit;ex·ary 

traditions associated with chivali~y? .As suggested above 

(section III, 3), we raust probably abandon the cherished 

notion that :!:le is a pa:.cven.u atter.:iptins to assert his merabership 

in a chivalric class or his in:!:leritance of a chivalric 

tradition, a.11.d even the idea that he is trying to define a 

sector of soc.ial gentility with himself inside it. Nor are 

there sfatisfactor;y- grounds for thinlcing that in shmving that 

a clerk can cl.o a "gentil dede 11 as well as any knight or 

squire he displays a hostility towards a knightly caste .fr·om 

which he feels excluded .. 

We are faced with the conclusion that chivalry is relevru1t 

to a ~g1~sideration of the Franklin- and. hiR . .t,s;i.;:l._g_-primarily ___ , .. ~-
in that l~is f:dulty conception of it exte:n<;i.:;> 01J.r perception 

~--... 9f_ hi~_ materialistic view (in the wide S8nse) of life. 

But knighthood., though an ideal \vith general social implications., 
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rE)lu.i;es pH.:cticularly to ideas of lordship and secular power; 

if the 1;'Jife i.s to some extent the representative of the vox 

P..~i, transmitting a view of chivalry associated with 

SOI!1e of the popular romances, the :l!'ran..1>::lin is a suitable 

repre8entative of the role of lordship, involved as he has 
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bf; en in both local and royal governr.:ient:. Arveragus' s f ailur0 

a.s a knight is a failure of proper lordship, as is that o:f 
.---··-----·-,.----~---,-·~·"'-··-- , . 

. Arthur and of the protagonist of the \'life's taleo In both 

stories the failure is m2.sked by a diversion in the form 

('"' '"'", ap1)e::-l +o 1 c-en~.: 10 s·~,,, 1 
,J... v..i.. 'i.A, v _ ~ ... v.t .. ,...'\;"~ i:'Jv • The Hif e's knight is prem .. 1ffie:~bly 

ind1.wed by the e;.,,--plaHat;io:c.. of the concept to relinquish his 

objcetion. to the hag's supposed low birth, not realising 

that the x·ea.l significance of the exposition is to reveal his 

mm lack o:l.' a.Ji-:/ claim to 'gentilesse' i~1 the first place. 

Arveragu.s is saved :~ro.n the results of his imprudence by the 

F:i.'Dnl\.lin' s CI'\?.:at:i.on of a spurious context in which his 

actions, anG. those ci' others yet more culpable, can be seen as 

69 1 e;-cr1til 1 • J:n both tales 'gentilesse' serves only to obscure 

the real dist:i .. nctions about models of social aspiration which 

Ch::1u.cer indic.o.tes ir: his contrasting portraits of the noble 

life as re1)rese:n,,1~ccl by the Knight and the Squire. 

Y 0t ·there r.amain intriguing possibilities in the 

J?ranklin' s po~rnession of lcnif;htly status \-Ti thou t actual 

k:r~ighthood" In praisins:~ the Squire, he declares that he 

would 11 levo:.'.."e thm1 twenty pound '<'!Orth lond,/S:hough it rigbt 

now \.;ere fallen in myn honcl11 (683~4) that his own son were 

lDce the Squi.re ~ T11ent;f l.iorates, or land 1·10rth twenty pounds 

a yea:r, had been since the thirteenth century consid.ered 
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equivalent to a knight 1 s fee, and thus the traditional property qnal:i..-

ficatioa for a man 1 s being obliced to become a knight , 

though the actuo.l figu..re stj_pulated in the writs for distraint 

varied conside-.co.bl.;y c 70 Tilis perhaps means that the Franklin 

would rather have, like presumably the Squire's father, an 

i.nl.lcrited right to knighthood than the posses9ions (which he 

surely has) v1hich qualify him to become one.. Is Chaucer then 

indicating that the :Franklin can not, for all his weal th 

and social rank, be a :proper knight? If so, then surely 

the distinction is valid in symbolic ·terms only: the Irran.klin 

i0 :::1ot; a true knisht in the same way that the Squire is noi.; 

a tr·ue knic;ht--not so much because of any social disabilities 

or beca-,rne he bas not been formally knighted, as because 

unlike the Kt1it;ht of the Prolosue he has opted for the 

sensual :catb.er tbe.n the spiritual i::lterpretation of' the concept 

cf };:nie-;hthoocl .. 

Co11clusion _ _.._~---~~,.,. 
.~-C. _?:s_,. __ I. c_?!Lclude, the s:ymbolic possibilities of 

ch:tvg.l~Y-Vb-i_<;:fl. ___ Qh~aµcer \·ms prir.mrily :i,.ntG_:r.~~§:t.ed in, and 

which o:tfel.' the greatest scope to analysis in his works. 

In this respect ho has more in common with other writers 

of fictions about knights in the i"iiddle Ages than is usually 

assu.medc ~tJo doubt in terms of actual life he had views on 

tlle practical chivalric issues of his day; but \vhether 

he enthusinstica.lly sup:ported the crusadeI·S who left the 
____ ,;.r···•,-•-

court at IJc,nC..on for ·the East, whether he lamented the 1 decaclence' 
... , .. 
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of co~'1tt::r:Jpo:i:'&T'y l:::nighthood, whether he wo..s absorbed in 

or det;ached from the whole ethos of chivalr;y·--these are 

questions vrllich P...re unlikely to find answers since they are 

not anm1ered in Chaucer's i,·rnrks. 

In several of those works, I have argued, Chaucer 

made fairly e:::°tel1sive use of certain traditional preconcep-

tions about uhat constituted the proper behaviour of a 

knie;ht and therefore the proper attitude of men towards 

the things of this v10rld, especially ·the love of vromen. 

He used chivalry conventionally in works lil~e the 11 1\:nit;ht' s 

Tale': o.::::d Troil§ as a means of focusing on the alternative 

possihilit.ics, i'o:r good or ill, corfrontin5 the man who 

is free to n :n.o~cysh hys herte in th;;,rs worlde 11 
.. 

11.'hl."; analysis of chival:i:·ic ideas which has led 

me to i;b.cse conclusions has involved extensive documentation. 

If r~:n..i.ch prel.:iJ:.:.inax·ies seeu a.t time.s disproportionately 

bulk;t, I rua:.r nonetheless clsim that atte1:1pts to interpret 

ifJE':dJ..eYa.t litera.tu:rc by reference to the idea of chivalry 

ind.icate that such a roccnsid .. eration of the subject was 

overc:ue.. Tbj_s :ceas2essrc!e11t required not just ru.J.other 

su~vey of th2 chivalric 'virtues' but an investigation 

of the hasic e::enerating principles of the subject and its 

reasons for e.xi;..:;tence.. I do not claim that chivalric 

ideas have up to this ti:o.e been neglected, but that dubious 

re&.dings o:f med:!..ev3.l literature (including Chaucer) have 

frcqt:0:::!.tl;'l 1001.:od. :foj~- s1.1.ppor-t to an assumed syste1:i of speoio.1 
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chivalric values. In scrutinising that support I have 

co:ucentrated. main.ly on Chaucer, but my finding;s also 

provide, I hope, a useful contribution to the study 

of other medieval \·J:!'i tsrs. 
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Knight Ther Was". PQ, 17 (1938), 321-30). Jill Mann ha.s 
claimed t~wt the search for rea.1-life models is unrewa1·cUng 
"not because of the impossibility of finding any real four
teenth century knights whose careers are similar, but on the 
contrary because of the frequency with which suitable candi
dates pre3ent themselves." She suggests tbat Chaucer•s ai~ 
"is not to impart knowledge of a particular career, but rather 
to introduce references to RS many C8rnpaigns and battles a3 
possible so that the accumulation of examples may suggest a 
whole professional world" {Chaucer and Medieval Estates Sat
irG: the Li t.exa tu1·e of Soc i21 Glas8c·u~·id"t"'Fie- 11 Genc:::-~1 J?r'O= 
logue" ..!,p_ tbe-·-,~·ca~}t.erbu_ryc··J:'.sfes" ·z-carnbridge, 19'?J).-pp-;ll, 
110-11. On litergry sources for the portrait see Schofield, 
Chivalry tn En..s:J-ish L~.terat~, pp. JO-J; Bowden, A Cogitn~
tary on the G_eneral ProlQEUEJ to ti1e Cn::"ii;e:rbury 'l'ales-f~nd ed.; 
New York, 196"/~, pp. 4b-9; ?. E. Bryan'\;, "Did Boccaccio 
Suggest the Character of Chaucer's Knight?H, MLN. 17 (1902), 
470-l. -

9
HA Knight Ther Was", 107. 

lOThe Triumnh of English, 1350-1400 (London, 1969), p. 73. 
11

"A Knight Ther Was". 
12 

"Humor in the Knight's Tale", ChauRt 3 (1968-9), 88-
94. Cf. Willia.ui Frost's comment that the Knight has a "p1our> 
and logical mind"--Cbristian, chivalric and beroic--but a. 
tendency to charming ingenuousness which leads him into un-
w1 tt1ng irony ("An Interpretation of Chaucer's Kni~ht's ra1e•) 
RES, 25 (1949), 290-304, repr. in R. J. Schoeck and J. Taylor, 
eds., Chauc0r Criticism (Notre Dame, Ind., 1960), I, 98-116). 
See also JuC:1th Herz's comment that the Knight in his tale is 
limited by "the assumptions of chronicle history" ("Chaucer~s 
Elegiac Knightn, Criticism, 6 (1964), 223). 

13
Artist19 Amb,valence in Chaucer~~ "Knight's ~!:'ale" 
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(Ga1nesv11le, Fla., 1968), pp. x, 80, 227-9. 
14"Chaucer•s Precarious Knight", in Charles A. Huttar, 

ed., ~~inatian. and tbe SEirit: Essays 1~ Llteratur~~d the 
Cbristlan Faith Presented to Clyde S. K_!.lbJ'.'. (Grand Raplds, 
Nicl1., 1971), p. 100. 

l5"The Worthiness of Chaucer's Knight", MLQ, 25 (1964), 
66-75. Mitchell argues that the Squire embodies chlva.lry's 
vanity, self-indulgence and materialism, while the Prioress 
foolishly aspires to be the kind of romance heroine for t~hom 
the chivalric man would fight. The Knight•s courtesy 1s th~s 
brought into question by its association with the Squire, the 
Prioress and eventually even the Friar, while his worthiness 
is equ~lly ambiguous because it is a quality ascribed also 
ta the Friar, the Merchant, the Fra.nkl1n and the Wife of Ba.th. 
This 1s & rather heavy-handed treatment of Chaucer's irony. 
On the question of the Knight's career as a mercenary see 
also Edound Reiss, "Cha.uoer's Parodies of Love", in Chaucer 
the Love Poet, ed. J. Mitchell and W. Provost (Athens. Ga •• 
i97.3}, pp. J9-lrn. 'rhis dubious assumption is based on lines 
64-6 of the General Prologue. (All citations of Chaucer's 
works refer to ThG h'orirn of Geoffrey ChE·:v.c er, cd. F. N. Rob
inson [2nd ed.; Boston, 1957].) 

16 
"Literary and Historical Researohes Respecting 

Chaucer's Knight and Squire". DAI, .33 (1972), 1677A (Penn-
sylvania). ~ 

17n1marco. pp. 294-5, 305-8, 317. 
18 

Dimarco, pp. 329-57· This argument ignores the 
unstabilisinQ effect on the situation in the Near East of tbe 
rise of Timur (Tamburlaine). A. s. At1ya comments: "If the 
Crusade of N1copol1s •.. had been postponed for six years until 
the time of the battle of Angora (1402), the power of the 
Ottomans might have been wrecked for ever. and--who knows?-
the dream of uniting the forces of the West and the Far East 
in conjunction with Timur the Tatar against the Mamluks 
realised and the Holy·Land regained for Latin Christianity ..... 
The failure of this movement was not entirely due to the 
Mongol adoption of Islam as their state religion. but •.• rather 
to the inability of the crusading countries to take united 
action at the right.moment" (The Crusade in the Later Middle 
~ (1ndeJ.;Nei.•t'crk...1%·>), pp. 22, 24). For a similar view see 
J. J. N. Palmer, England. France a.nd Christendom, 1,)77-1:222. 
(London, 1972), p. 207 •. 

19see Dimarco. pp. 359-91. 
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20n1marco, pp. 29-40, 53-8, 68, 93-111. 

21 Dimarco, pp. 114-5. For a more convincing inter-
pretation of Theseus's willingness to listen to advice see 
R. s. Haller, "The Knight's Tale and the Epic Tradition" • 
.Qbau!!, 1 (1966)-;-B1-Ll,. 

22A Rea~~·s Guide, pp. 19, 42-4, 177, 182. 

23 
]:btd •• p. 4.5. 

24 
20. Ibid .• , p. 

25 
40-1. Ibid • , pp. 

26
Ibid., PP• 35-6. 

'+28 

27 "The Phi losopbical Knights of '.]:'he Cs.nterbury Ta"!_e~", 
South Atla.ntjc ~uarterll., 64 (1965), 99. See also his A Knx.ght 
There Was: the Evolution of the KniRht in Literature (Lex1ngtonr 
Ky., 19671, ?P. 7}5.:~13. Por a somewhat sim11-ar approach see 
Gervase Mathew~ •Marriage and Amour Courtois in Late 14th 
Century Englond~t i~ ~6 NBwstead, ed., Chaucer and hie Con~c~
porari~s: E~_~..§.}1:.;'!....2.12. Medieval Ll terature and 'l'houal1t (New York, 
i968). pp. 104~11. 

28Chive1!J:_~p_Engl1sh Li~erature, PP• 26-J5, 47 ff •• 

29Fleming identifies the source of some of the Squire's 
accomplishments in the God of Love's advice to Aroant in the 
_g~!!_d<:J.a go~ (~Chaucer's Squire, the Homen de la Rose, and 
the Ro~aunt"p N&Q, n.s. 14 {1967), 48-9). For a concurring 
1nterpretati<:m of the passage see Chauncey Wood, "The Signif
icance of Joustlng and Dancing as Attributes of Chaucer's 
Squire", English Studies, 52 (1971), 116-8. Cf. the claim of 
E. P. Kuhl and-H. J. ~!ebb that the Squire is "in the great 
traaition, worthy to follow in the footsteps of his father, 
the • parf 1 t knyght "' ( ttChaucer 's Squire", fild!, 6 ( 19.39), 284). 

30Mar1e Neville claimed that the Squire. out of caste 
loyalty, reasserts the chiv8lr1o ideals discredited by the 
Wife and the Merchant, to whose tales his own ls ln the 
sharpest co~trast "ir. its attention to the niceties of the 
chivalric code, in 1ia insistence on seemliness, compassion, 
and tbc other obligations of the gently born" ("The Function 
of the Sauire's Tale in the Canterbu~y Schemeu, JEGP. 50 (1951), 
177). The t'chivalr~.c code"' referred to here appears to be the 
same nebulous ~ixture of q1mlities advsnced by Muriel Bowdene 
A more persuasive interpretation of the dramatic context of 
the tale is that of Joyce Peterson. who concludes that "in the 
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effort to dissociate himself and Courtly Lo~e from the Ner
chant •s crude caricature, the Squire has exposed his own 
spiritual anarchyo His misuse of the fable has underlined 
the carnality he was attempting to deny, and he hes demon
strated the oerniciousness of his kind of gentilesse" (uThe 
Finished Fragment: A Heasse~rnment of the Souire 's Tale 11

, 

ChauR, 5 (1970), 74). Robert Haller comments that "unlike his 
father the Knight, whose ordered vision of the world allo-vJs 
h1m to tell a tale in which all of the narrative devices illus
trate an order, the Squire is as disordered philosophically as 
he ls poetically" ("Chaucer's Squire• s 'rale and the Uses of 
Rhetoric 11

, MP, 62 {1965), 293). D. A. Pearsall comes to similar 
ooncluslons~n P.The Squire as Story-Tellern, lf.£9, 34 (1964), 
82-92. John P. McCall attributes the tale's incongruities to 
the fact that the Squire has »the trappings of nobility without 
the practice; he knows the theories or knighthood, art and love_ 
but his performance ls still adolescent and immature~ ("The 
Squire in Wonderland", C,.h_~, 1 (1966), 109). 

31 "Themat1c Relationships between Chaucer•s Squire's 
Portrait and Tale and the Knight's Po:::trait and Tale", Studies 
}n Medieval Culture, 4, part 3 (1974), 452-8. 

32 
11 Chauceris Elegiac Knight", 212~24. 

J3 
Hi~to!:il-9.f_ En~lish. Literature, tr. H. M. Kennedy 

(New York, ld139J, I, 22b. See also H. Cbute, Geoffrey Chaucer 
£f_ EnglaP:.£ (New York, 1946), pp. 50-2. 

34oeuvres de Froissart, ed. Kervyn de Lettenhove 
(Brussels.~fbo?-77), I, 418-9. 

35.Ql}a_ucer's London (New York, 1968), pp. J-4, 1J6-9o 
154, 217-8. For the Squire's involvement in the 1)83 expedition 
see Alan Gaylord, ~A85-8: Chaucer•s Squire and the Glorious 
Campn.ign", Patiers of the Mic hii:ran Academy of Science, Arts and 
Lett~. L~5-ff9b"o), 3L~1-01. " 

.36 11 Themstic Relations between Chaucer.'s Squire's Por-
trait and Tale and the Knight's Portrait ana Tale", 458. 

37 . 
•chaucerts S~uire's Tale and the Decline of Chivelryn, 

ChauR, 7 (1973), 194-209. 

JB.,'T'!- (' t b . _Je ... a~- er urv Tales and Late Fourteenth Century 
C~iv~lry: L1tel'~ry Stylization and Historical Idealism", DA, 
2t (.1966-7), 1J.5bA (Nebraska). Parts of this argument are · 
published in ~he article, "Thematic Relationshi~s"~ mentioned 
above: and otners in ~chaucer•s Crusading Knight. a Slanted 
Ideal 'Qh~. J (1968)f_ 77-87T_and "Chaunt.icleer and the Monk, 
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Two False Knights 19
, P.Id!. J, supplement (1967), 31-9. 

J9Hatton subscribes to some extent to the idea that 
knighthood was in practice in a state of decline resulting 
from specific and unique historicAl circumstances (as distinct 
from the general tendency for practice to fall short of ideal
ism); he claims that "most writers saw the problem of chiv
alric degeneration as more real end pressing than ever before." 
Yet, as he justly points out, medieval writers "did not pos
tulate changes in the ideal to adapt it to the changed oon
d1t1ons. Instead they called for changes in men's attitudes 
and practices to make the ideal once more viable." He concedes 
that the social ills of the 14th century would not in fact 
have been cu!"ed by a. reformation of chivalric practice. but 
explains that people of the time inevitably sought help from 
a supposed past golden age ( 11 '11he Canterbury Ta.les", pp. 27-8, 
60). 

40 
l.Qid., P'P· 7-18. 

41 Ibid., pp. 61-84. See also •chaucer's Crusading 
Knight. a Slanted Ideal". One might of course object that if 
Chaucer believed the failures in tho Nar \~i tb France were 
partly the responsibility of unsatisfactory and outmoded 
knights, it is questionable whether he would have seriously 
believed in the feasibility of plans to employ these same 
knights in a great crusade enterprise. It is also likely 
that if Chaucer had a keen eye for knightly failures he would 
have realised how dismal was the performance of most of the 
knights who took part in Peter of Cyprus's expeditions. 
Hatton's analysis of the impact of political events on crusade 
plans is, however, supported and more fully documented by 
Palmer in ~ngland. J:J'!3.122~,?n1 Christendo!!-1· Palmer points out 
that the war was the most potent factor preventing the ending 
of the Sch1.sm (rather th9.n the ott1er way round), and that 
on1~r England e.nd !<"'ranee were equipped to lead a oounter-offensi ve 
agninst the rapid and alarming success of the Ottomans. By 
1.395 the restoration of Catholic unity and tbe dispatch of a 
crusade were generally agreed throughout Europe to be t9e , 
ultimate objectives of Anglo-French negotiations, and Mezieres' 
writings on the crusades appeared ln response to hopes raised 
by periodic ~ruces. Three of the four 'evangelists' of his 
projected order were used as intermediaries between the two 
courts, and peace conferences were always connected with 
crusade proposals. Palmer believes that a Christian victory 
at Nicopolis "might very easily ha~e led to the complete 
expulsion of the Ottomans from Europe" (p. 207). 

42 
R. s. Loomis suggested long ago that the listing of 
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campaigns excJ.us i valy Ctf'.·S inst pagans 1n the Knight's portrai 1; 
indicated Ghaucer 1 s dis&n~rcval of secular wars generally 
("Was CbDucer a Lr.:-to1iicea~\ :?tJ, Esaa s nnd Studies in Honor of 
Carleton Bro~rn ( Nev-1 Ycrk 1 '-940 • pp. 129='2+13; re pr. in Sc boeck 
and Ta.ylo1·, Chc.twcr Crit.:..c1sm, I, 291-JlO). The point was 
disputed by e;-;--8tfllwcll and H. J. Webb, who argued that the 
Knight would have fought wherever his son did, the campaigns 
being divided between father and son according to their 
religious or national nature "on aesthetic grounds" only 
("Chaucer's Kni.\lht and the Hundred Years' War", HLN, .59 (1941.l-), 
45-7). In the light of Gaylord's findings this s~eems unlikely, 
though Gaylord rewarks that nit would seem preposterous to 
claim flatly that Ch~ucer made his ideal knight a crusader in 
order to crlticlze covertly the English wars against the French 
and the Spanish~ (MChaucer's Squire and the Glorious Campaign". 
360). The further point that Loomi.s makes is thet the Knight's 
portrait is evidence of Chaucer's Lollard sympathies. The 
argument depends heavily on the assu~ption that the knightR 
who were Chaucer~s friends were Lollard8, a belief convincing
ly challenged by M. Tc Waugh, "The Lollard Knights", Scottish 
Historical Review, 11 (1913), 55-92. 

4-J 
"The Ce.n!erbury ~ales", pp. 124-7. 

44 
Ibid., pp. 126-7. The two main political allusions 

Hatton suggesFs rnlUJt of course be constdered quite separs ce, 
since 1n terms of the tale they are not compatible. Further 
topical allusions, also scarcely satisfactory, are identified 
by Hatton in the ti}fonk•s Tale" and tbe "Franklin's •rale" (pp. 
146-7, 1.82-J). 

45cr. J. L. Hotson's suggestion that the "Melibee" was 
written to dissuade John of Gaunt from invadtng Castile in 
1386 (NThe Tale of Melibeus and John of Gaunt". SP, 18 (1921), 
429-52), wl1ici1i°'le.sd1sm1ssed by w. w. Lawrence. Lawrence 
argued that "to conclude that John of Gaunt would have been 
moved by;c1ose translation of a popular and well-known work, 
written in the preceding century, and containing nothing 
pointing directly to the invasion of Castile, is to attribute 
to that robust hero a supernormal sensitiveness" ( " 1:Phe Tale 
of Nelibeusff. Ess_ays and .Studies in Honor of Carleton Brown, 
pp. 100-1). Stillwell argued that the tale shows support for 
R1charri II's peace policy towards the war with France, but 
provided no compelling evidence (ttfhe Political Meaning of 
Chaucer's ,Tn.1;.e of Helibee". Speculu~. 19 (1944), 4JJ-44). See 
also John Ea.:cnie, War in r!edieval Societ : Social Values and 
the Hundred ~enr~ War 9 1137-9.2 London, 197 .rr.1J2-J. -

46 
"Ttrn .Qanterbury 'I'.sles". pp. 134-47, 153-64·. On the 

!!onk as a parody of knighthood see R. E. Kaske, "The Knight's 
Interruption of' the Monk's ·~alf?.."• F:I-·11· 24 (1957), 249-68. For 
an opposing view of the interruption ~ee Dean Ebner. "Chaucer's 
Prec~rious Kn~Lght"' f 87-92. 
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47chaucer and Medieval Estates Satire, pp. 106-20. 

48Mann, p. 115. 

49 Mann, pp. 116-7. 119-20. 

Notes to Chanter II -
1For references to early studies of chivalry see R. 

B~rber. !rye_~ a~d Chivalry (London, 1970), p. 351, and 
F. J. C. tle~rnsha~. "Chivalry and Its Pla~e in History", in 
E. Frestcgs, ed., Chivalry: a Series of Studies to Illustrate 
It~-F~-~t?.;-:..1~~'..~)- Sie;nifiC.3"nce and Civilizin.Q'. Influence {New -
vo'Y· 1

·• 1°?o'' pp 34 5 ...... ..._Yi,, 7-../Jj) .- • 

2see, for exar:role, E. A. Freeman, The Historv of the 
Norman Conquest of Em(land, V (Oxford, 187'b), 47-9;l.J."""'82; J-.--.FL 
Green, ~~·s12£!:..t H_isj:o1~i of -the English People (New York, 1882), p. 
203~ See e.lso Thct1as DL(lfinch, Thr~ /iJiC of Chiv&lr r; or LG ':EH1tl3 

oi'_:.'";1.ng__[\.rt 11::!£ f re-pr. tn }dulf 1 n2_h 's I·iyt hologr New York: 
C8.rlton House, n ~d.), p. 304; J • .A. Symonds, An Introd.~ic t 1 on 
to_ tbe~Stndg_s.~ .. f.-"IJa_71t(~ (London, 1893), pp. 255-6; Hearnsha.w, 
VCr)lvalry ard I~::: P1ace 1n History", pp. 1-35; H. O. Taylor, 
The_ l'~~;:1..iai!,V9"l __ J.'Ii_r;d: <::1. History of· th.e Development of Thoui:.:ht 
and E..'..~1on 1~~ th~ Middle Ages (4th ed.; Cambridge, Mass., 
I925). I, 522 e 

JA. P. Stanley, The Life and Correspondence of Tho~as 
,&rpoln, D.D. (London, 1844), I, ·245-6. 

4 See L. Gautier, La Chevalerie, ed. J. Levron {Paris, 
1959; originally published 18841, pp. 35-52. See also Symonds, 
Introdu~ti~h to the Study of Lante, pp. 257-9· 

5TB.ylor~ The Mediaeval Mind; Cohen, Histoire de la 
chcvalerie (Paris, ·194-9); PEd.nter, French Chivalry: Chivalric 
Ideas and Practices in MP-diaeval France (Baltiwore, 1940). 

6 see Huizinga, "The Political and Military Significance 
of Cbivalriu Ideas ln tbe Late ~iiddle Ages", in his Men and 
Id~as, tr. J. s. Holmes and H. van Marle (New York, 1959), 
pp.-1j6-206, and 1he Kanina of the Middle ARes, pp. 47 ff .. 
For Huizinga•s wider argument about culture of this kind as 
fplay' sea 129_mo Ludens: a._ Study of the Play-Element in Cult~ 
(Boston, 1955)." 'I'he quotat.ion from Borst is iil"Das Rittertum 
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in Hochmittelalter, Idee und Wirklichkeit", Saeculum, 10 
(1959), 214; that by Rocher is in "'Chevalerie• et Litterature 
'Cbevaleresque' 1

', Etudes Germaniques_, 21 (1966), 165. 

?~'Chevalerie' et Litt~rature 'Chevaleresque'"• 178. 

8see, for instance, G~ Ehrismann, "Die Grundlagen 
der ritterlichen Tugendsystern". ZD4_ 56 (1919), lJ?-216; 
GervRse Mathew, "Ideals of Knighthood in late Fourteenth-Cen
tury Englandut in Studies in Medievnl Historv Presented to 
Frede:cicl':: ?1iaurice FO'Wfeke, ed. R. w. Hunt, W. A. l'Jantln and 
R. w. Souther!1 (o::ford:-1948), pp. 351.J.-62; Eduard Neumann, 
"Der Streit um das ritterliche Tugendsystem", Erbe der 
~.I:.earnren~e 1 t: _F~~tr:abe fil.r Karl Helo ( Ttibingen:-0 51). pp. 
r)?.;,:55. I«or rur·'tner comments on the controversy described 
by Neumann see Henry Kratz, Wolfram von Eschenbach's Parzival: 
an Attempt at a '.r"otal Evaluat"1or.(Ben1, 19"73). pp. li-49.::S2:--

9European Literature and the Latin Middle Aizes, tr. 
w. R. Tras'kli:Onaon. 1953), p. 535: 

10 
" _ S~u~~iei\ zuM Ritterbegriff im 12 un£_1J Jahrhundert 

(Held.elherg, 196+). 

11 ' / 1 'Chevalerie' et Litterature 'Chevaleresque'". Etudes 
~rrnani~.2_, 21 (1966), 167-8, 1?8-9: 23 (1968). 348-56. -

12
!"'rench Chivalr:£_, p. lh9. The most recent attempt 

to give an c\CCount of 'the v~hole subject is that of Barber in 
The Knight and Chivalri, which usefully summarises a large 
body of relevant m~terial. A recent popular account of 
conventional :tdeas about the htstory of chivalry is Raymond 
Rudorff 's The Kntp:hts and Their kiorld (London, 1974). 

- I -- -

1 "'.) 
"'sec J:::ihn &rn1.e, War in H~die\·al Society: Social 

Values and the Hu_nured Years War, fJJZ-99 (London, 1974L pp. 
"5?5-E". 

14 . 
See, for example, F. Warre Cornish, Chivalry, pp~ 

J25-7; P. Lac:r·o1x, 1-U.lj.tarv and Relj_p:ious Life in the Niddle 
!a~-~-3:i..nd at tho rert_q_c?- of the Renaissance (London, 187L~). pp. 
1)8-9; Gautier. La G~1eva1-arie, pp. 53-6; R. L. Kilgour, The 
Decline of Chi valrY-as Shown in the French Literature of""t11e 
~:3. te Ei5J_dle·~ ( Cawbrtdge. Hass., 1937}, passim.· 

15see Lynn White, Jr., Medieval Technology a.nd Social 
( Oxf r,rd, 1962), pp •. 3-11. 
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17see c. w. c. Oman, The Art of War in the Middle 
Ages, A.D. 378-1515, rev. and ed. J. H. Beeler (Ithaca, 1953; 
originally published 1885), pp. l0-26. 

l8see Marc Bloch, Feudal Society, tr. L. A. Manyon. 
(London, 1961), pp. 147-75· 

l9Bloch, PP• )12-6. 

20 6 Oman, p. 2 • 

21 
See Nichael Powicke, Military Obltgation in Hed1~.Y~l 

England: a Studv in L1bertv and Dut .. x (Oxford. 1962), esp. pp. 
J0-7; A. L. Poole, Obli~etions of Societ in the XII and XIII· 
Centuries (Oxford, 19i , p. 52; J. Boussard, 'Les Mercenaires 
au XIIe si~cle", ~iblioth~gue de l'Ecole de Chartres, 106 
(1945-6), 189-224; IL J. Hewitt., The Organisation of War _,.::;g1der, 
Edward III (Manchester, 1966), p. 95. 

22 See Barber, The Knti:z-ht and Chivalry, pp. 190-1. 
23see Oman, pp. 67-72; Barber, pp. 191-2; M. H. Keen. 

The Laws of War in the Late Middle Ar7es (London, 1965), p. 131. - -·--- -
24 See A. E. Prinoe,."The Ar~y and the Navy", in The 

English Government at ';·}ork, 1327-1'."236. I (Washington, 194-0), 
pp. JJ6-52; May HcKisack, The Fourteenth Centuryt 1307-1392 
(Oxford. 1959), pp. 234-41. 

25see A. T. Hatto, "Archery and Chivalry: a Noble 
Prejudice", MLR, 35 (1940), 40-54. 

26 
See Lynn White, p. 35. 

?7 
- See, for example, the section on knights in the 

very pouular Chessbook (Solacium ludi scacorum sive Liber de 
moribus.horn1nun::, c.1275) of Jacobus de Cessolis; in Caxtones 
translation,C!axton's Game and Playe of the Chesse, 14?Lh ~ 
Verbatim Rc:.P.rint of the First Editio..!l, with an 1ntrod. by 
W. E. A. Axon-t"London, lBBJ). see book II, ch. 4. See also 
Honore Bonet, Tree of Battles [Arbr.e des Batailles], tr. G. W. 
Coopland (Liverpool, 191~9), p. I21. 

28 Oman, pp. 59-60. For modifications of this view 
see Barber. p. 190; Huizinga, ~nina. p. 88. 

29 
~s of War, p. 1JO. 

30Gest!!__Re~1s Rlc~rdi, in Gesta. R~gis Renric1 Secund1 
Benedicti Abbatis: the Chronicle of the Reign3 of Henry II 
and Richard I .... ; k:1own cotJJJonlY under the name of Ben€cTICt 
of Peterborct!a.h· eir:-w. Stubbs-crc;=-ndon [Rolls Series, no. ~9], 
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1867), II, 186. See also Rudorff, The Knights and Their 
World, pp. 67-70. 

435 

JlVerbruggen. "La Tactique m111ta1re des armees de 
chevaliers", Revue du Nord, 29 (1947), 161-80; White, p. JS. 

32see, for examples Hearnshaw, p. 26. 
33 See Bloch, pp. 325-9· 
34 See Cohen, pp. 37-8. Merchants aspiring to knight-

hood were usually admitted only for reasons of military 
exigency. In such cases the requirements of birth were set 
aside by formal dispensation. and the kings gradually assert
ed a royal prerogative over the frequently lucrative right 
t.o do so (see Bloch. pp. '320-5). L. Foulet notes examples 
of bourgeois knights in France ln tbe 13th century, a11d 
quotes a r~ferenLle by the 14th-century chronicler Jean le 
Bel to "chevaliers nobles et non nobles" (~'Sire, Messire", 
Romania, 72 (1951), 76-7). 

35F. M. Stent on, The F1 ~'.'st Cent_ury of En2"11sh Feudal
ism, :10§6~11.66 (2nC. (;d.; OxforC:, 19bl). pp. 143-5; Bloch, p. 
170; Fowicke, Pllitary 0.!2!-l~_e.tion, pp. J0-7. The cnlht was 
originally a youth or servant, and hence the word was applied 
to a retainer in the personal service of a nobleman. These 
An~lo-Saxon cnihtas fou~ht on foot~ but after the Conquest 
tbe term became l.dentifled with the Norman chevaler. Cnibt 
and chevalei: were translated into Latin as miles. 

36see F. :M. Nichols, "On Feudal and Obligatory Knight
hoodn, Arc haeolog ia, 39 ( 1862), 189~24'+ 9 Stenton, hoNever. 
notes that the addition of the word miles to names in legal 
documents as a mark of distinction wasri'ot usual until the 
lJth century (First Centur~, pp. 142-Jn.). 

J7 See I. J. SRnders. Feudal Mi 11 tary Service in Eri__g_-
land: a Study of the Constitutional and M111tar Powers of 
the Ba.rones in Medley_el Enizland_ London, 195 , pp. 9-90. 

38For this complicated process see Sir Maurice Pow1cke, 
The Thirt~enth Century, ±.216-12Ql (2nd ed.; Oxford, 1962), pp. 
3IfJ-1+; A. H. Noyes, 'l.''.'le I~ilitary Obl_iw~tion in Nedieval Eng
land (Col~mbus, Ohio. 1930}; Powicke, Filitary ObJ..io:ation; 
A. E. Prince, "The Indenture System under EdNard III", in 
Historical Essays in Honour of James Tait (Manchester, 1933), 
pp. 283-97. 

40-1; 
Early 

39 , 
Pow1cke, Uilita:q~ Qclig_£,tior!"• p. 26; Poole, pp. 

Sanders, p. 51; J. O. Prestwich, n-l'Jar and Finance in 
Norman State 0

, ·r·ransactior!E_of the Ro~al Ristc;:rical 
the 
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Society, 5th Series, 4 (1954), 19-43. 
40 See Bloch, pp. 220-4; Painter, French Chivalry, 

p. 15. 
41 . 

. Powicke, Thirteenth Cent~•P/'539-4·1; Powicke, 
Military Obligation, pp. 70-2; Poole. pp. J6, 45-6. 

42 see Powicke, Military ObliRation, PP• 108-17; 
Powicke, Thirteenth Centur..z, p. 548:~ 

43see Powicke, Thirteenth CentuE~· pp. 546-7, 552-3; 
Powicke, Military Obli~ation, pp. 71-9, 103; Sanders,~91; 
W. Stubbs, 'l1 he Constitutional Hist o_ry of Engls..no_ in its 
Origin and Devel~nt l5th ed.; Oxford, 1926-9). III, .56J-4; 
l~oyes .y.208. 

44see N. Denholm-Young, "Feudal Society in the 
Thirteenth Century: the Knights", Histor:z. 29 (1944), 119; 
Prince, "Indenture Systemn, pp. 28J-97. 

45see Denholm-Young, "Feudal Society", 118; Jlowicke, 
Military Oblirration, pp. 107-8, 170-2; R. S. Loomis. "Chivalric 
and Drarnattc l:ni tat ions of Arthurian Romance", in Hedie~1al 
Studies in Memorv o:i':' A. K. Porter. ed. W. R. w. Koehler-· 
(Cambridge,-1'las:G, 1939), r. 79-97. 

46
see Bloch~ pp. JJO~l. 

47see R. B. Dobson. The P~asants' Revolt of 1381 
(London, 1970), p. 1.07. -

48 
See Michael Powicke, "The English Aristocracy and 

the War", in rrhe Hundred Years War, ed. K. Fowler (London, 
1971), pp. 12"6··'7; I'1i:Litarl__Qbli£ation, p. 171; Powicke, 
Th_!_rteent h Century, pp. 551-2; Stubbs, Const 1 tutional History. 
III, 565-8. 

49 lfFeudal Society", 110-2. Poole's est1irate (p. 36) 
is higher but much vaguer. Sir M. Powicke notes that the 
theoretical number of knight's-fees due to the King was more 
than twice as large as the esti~ated number of "potential" 
knights in this period (Thirteenth Cet2.!'.ury. p.541n.). See also 
D. Hay, Europe in the 14th and 15th Centuries (London, 1966). 
p. 69. 

"O - See E. F. Jacob, "The Beginnings of Medieval Chivalry", 
in Ch1valr[. ed. Prestage, p. 53; Poole,"53-6: Denholm-Young, 
HFeudal Soclety'', 114i R. F. TrefaY-ne, •:The Knigbts in the 
Period of Reform and Rebellion, 1258-1267: a Critical Study ln 
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the Rise of a New Class". Bulletin of the Institute for 
Historical Research, 2i (1946), 1-12. 

51see G. Laps le~·, "Knights of the Shire in the 
Parliaments of Edward II", Enp-lish Historical Heview, J4 
(1919), esp. J4-42; Powicke, Thirteenth Century, p. 542n •• 
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52
Rotul1 Parliamentorum (1272-150 ), ed. J. Strnchey 

and others-;-Y\tondon, 17 7 , 11 • See McK1sack, pp. :!.88-9; 
Stubbs, fpnsti.tutional Ristorl, III, 410-6; Powicke, J.!111ta.r;z 
Obli2atio~, p. 175. 

53see A. B. Ferguson, The Indj.§ln Summer of English 
Chivalry: Studies in the_ Decline nnd Transformation of Chiv
alric Idealism (Durham, N.,C., 1960), p. 116; Hay, Eur_Qpe, p. 
6J; Barber, p. 21; Stubbs, Constitutional History, Illf 569. 

5Ji-
See Robertson, Cba_ucer•s Londor~, p. 119; 11. 11. 

Postan, "Some Social Consequences of the Hundred Years War", 
~1omic Histo1:L_Re_y~. 12 (1942), 6; J.,. F'oulet, "Sire. 
Messire", aoo~nia, 72 t1951), 349. McKisack (p. 264) notes 
examples ofthe knjght1ng of kinsmen of successful lawyers 
and influential bishops. See also G. G. Coulton, Chqucer And 
His Ensland, p. 172. 

55oeuvres de Froissart, ed. IL de Lettenhove, IX, 415. 
56 

See GP, J76; Robertson, Chaucer's London, pp. 4-5, 
77-8; Sylvia Thrupp, The Merchant Class of Medieval London 
(1300-1,500) (Chicago~l948J, p. 18. Examples of the mingling 
of techh1cally chivalric and non-chivalric classes are record
ed by Bruce I1cCully in an unpublished Harvard dissertation 
of 1910D "Chivalry and Romance in 14th Century England", pp. 
89-95. The assumption of a conflict of values between the 
merchant classes and the military nobility is made by G. 
Stillwell in hls analysts of the 14th-century alliterative 
poem, Winner and Waster ("Wynnere and Wastoure and the Hundred 
Years War 11 , EL:·I, 8" {191.J."1}. ~41-7). For the poem itself see 
A Good .'3!1ort'l5e:.1ate Between Winner and Waster, ed. I. Golla.ncz 
nnd ed., rev. M. Day; London. 1930). In a recent study of 
the poem, however, Thomas Bestul concludes that the satire is 
more traditional than to~1cal; it portrays a confrontation of 
the vices of avarice (Winner) and prodigality (Waster), and 
its comments on the King's extravagance are an aspect of 
totally conventional advice to (and complaint against) medieval 
kings (~a tire a.nd Aller-o_.!:y in 'Wynnere and Wastoure' [Lincoln, 
Neb., 1972tJ). . 

5?See L. Foulet, ns1re, Messire~. Romania, 72 (1951), 
74; J. S. Roskell, The Commons 1n the Parliament of 1422 
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(11anc hester, 19 54). p. 92; Mc Cully , "Chivalry and Romance", 
PP. 86-7, 120-2. 

58oeuvras de Froissart, V, 289-95- Froissart offers 
no cbjection to the holding of a judicial duel between a 
squire and a knight (Oeuvres, XII, 29-39). According to 
Foulet's findings, strict distinctions were made between 
knights and squires only in occasional formal situations in 
the 14th century (ttSire, Messire", Romania, 72 {1951)~ 509). 

59 McK1sack, p. 264. 
60 See Gervase Mathew, "Marriage and Amour Courtois in 

Late 14th Century England", pp. 104-11, and his I1he Court of 
Richard II (Louden, 1968), pp. 102 ff •• 

61 
Waningi pp. 58, 89-90; see also Bloch, p. J26; 

Barber, pp. 31-2. 
62 

Quoted by Huizinga, Wanina, p. 56. Hearnshaw (p. 
28) notes that when F'rancis I made Henry VIII a member of a 
French order of kni~hthood he claimed. Michael as the first 
knight. 

63 See the translation by Caxton, The Book of the Ordre 
of Chnalry, ed. A. T. P. Byles (London, 1926), p. 20. Lullt.si 
Libra de la Orden de CRballer{a was written in the late 13th 
century, and. exyJanded in a 14tti~century French translation~ 
Lordre de c~evalerle (ed. P. Allut. in his Etude b1oaraEh~qu! 
et biblioganbiq~e sur. Symphorien~ 9hampier [Lyons, 1B59J). 
which was well known in England and accurately translated by 
Caxton. 

64 
Tree of Battles,p.100; ]10, 23617-28. This and sub-

sequent references to Gower• s works are to The Com£lete Worlrs 
of John Gower, ed.. G. C. Macaulay (Oxford, f899-1902) . 

65 See R. s. Loomis, "The Heraldry of Hector, or Con-
fusion Worse Confounded", Speculum, lJ.2 (1967), 32-5. 

66 ' ,, ' ( L Epistre d'Othea a Hector, ed. G. Campbell Paris, 
1924), purports t~ instru~t the young Hector in matters of 
knighthood. The work was translated into English in the 15th 
century by Stephen S~rope (!he Epistle of Othea, ed. c. F. 
BUhler [London, 1970J), See also the work of Christine de 
Pisan translated by Caxton as The Book of Fayttes of Armes and 
91._CQ_z~~l!'Ye, ed~ A. T~ P. Byles (London, 1932), p. 12. 

67ordre of Chyual!:z, pp. 96, 101. 
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68The Vuli:mte Versj on of the Arthurian Romances. ed. 

H. O. Sommer {Washington, 1908-16). III, iD-4. 
69Ede W. Foerster (Halle, 1884), lines 30-5. 
70c, II, 102-5. This and subsequent references to 

Piers Plowman are to Tha Vision of WllJiam Concerning Piers 
the Plowman, -·in three parallel texfi: ed=:--w. W. Skeat (ox
ford, 1886). 

71Ed. A. Longnon (Paris, 1895-9)~ lines 9130-1. 

72see, for e.xamnle, J. G. Ha.nn, "Instances of Anti
quarian Feeling in Hedi~val and Renaissance Art", Archaeol
~gical Journal: 89 (1932), 254-74. 

?3See, for example, Huizinga, Wnnin~~ pp. 59-60. 
74 

Matt. 8:9; 27~27, in The N~~ . .1'.estament in English 
:&_ccording: to tb~ Versi.Q_n by John Wycliffe, ed. J. Forshall 
and Sir F. Madden (Oxford, 1850). In English the words 
'knighthode' and 'chevalr1e' were re~ularly used in reference 
to soldiers and military activity generally. as well as in 
Llore restricted senses. The MED gives approximately the 
following meanings of 'chevalrie' in the late 14th century: 
1. A body or host of armoured, mounted warriors or knights 
serving an overlord. 2. The nobility (knights and their 
superiors) as a social class or estate. J. Knighthood as a 
ceremonially conferred rank. as in the order of chivalry. 
4. Warfare, war enterprise or feat~ prowess or skill in war. 
5. The ethical code of chivalry, typically comprising such 
quallt1es as allegiance, honour, valour. generosity, courtly 
manner. Two basic senses of 'knighthode' are distinguished, 
each with several sub-divisions: 1. (a) Active military 
service, military operations, warfare, fighting. (b) Body of 
knights, soldiers. an army. (c) Military training, soldiering. 
(d) Skill in fighting, fighting ability, prowess, courage. 
2. (a) Rank or status of a knight. (b) A particular knightly 
order. (c) The knights as a class, the aristocracy. (d) Qual
ities or actions befitting a knight, the knightly ideal. 
nobility of conduct, courtesy. The two main senses of 'knight' 
are: 1. A noble warrior; & member of the land-holding class, 
owing service to his lord and fighting on horseback; one who 
had received the status of knight from the king or other 
important knight. 2. A soldier of Biblical or ancient times; 
(fig.) a fighter in God's cause. On the subject of terminol
ogy see also Bumke, Studien zum Ritterbegriff, p. 69. 

75see Rutb Mohl. 'i1he T!iree Estates in Medieval and 
~atssance Literat~ (N'ew York, 1933), p_p:-2.77-80; John of 
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Salisbury, Policraticus, book VI, tr. J. Dickinson as The 
Statesman's Book of John of Salisbury (New York, 1927), P• 190. 

76see Keen, Laws ~f War, pp. 56-9. 

77The Articulate Citizen end tbe English Renaissan~ 
(Durham, N:c •• 1965), p. 57. 

78see, for example, Kilgour, Decline of Chivalry, 011. 7. 

79u ''rhe Unknightly Knight': Anti-Chi valr1c Satire in 
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Century English Literature", DAI, 32 
(1972), 5742A (Texas). See pp. 192-J. 

80 Indian Summer, p. 143; see also Eugene Vinaver, 
Malori (Oxford, 1929) ;-p. 64. 

81 Ordre of Chyual:izl.., p. 122. 
82 

For a list of 15th-century translations of chivalric 
manuals see Ferguson, Indian Summer, p. 5n.; see also Diane 
Bornstein, "The Chivalric Fanual in 15th--Century England", 
fl!, Jl (1971), 654oA (New York). 

83 Ordre of. Chyua1ry, p. 52. 
84 

Game 1--:i.nd Pl aye of the Ches se, pp. 176, 160. 
85see Anthony Steel, Rich~rd II (London, 1941), p. 41; 

Oeuvres de Froissart, XVI, 199-200. 
86

see, for example, Gower's "Sunt Clerus, Miles, Cultos, 
tres trina gerentes;/Hic docet, h1o pugnat, alter et arua 
colit" (VCt III, 1-2). For other examples of this common 
formulation see E. Kennedy, "Social and Political Ideas in the 
French Prose L:'lncelot", l"~E, 26 (1957), 101-2. 

87see Mohl, -passim; Ferguson, Indian Summer, p. 134. 
For examples of estate formulations which approach more near
ly the diversity of social roles see the list presented by 
Jill Mann in Chaucer and Medieval Estates Satire, pp. 20)-6. 
Merchants and tradesm€n presented an obvious problem in the 
tripartite scheme~ G. R. Owst cites a 14th-century MS. which 
cla1os that God :nade the clergy, knights e.nd labourers, but 
the devil made the burghers and usurers (Literature and Pulp!,! 
in Medieval En~land (2nd ed.; Oxford, 1966), pp. 55J-4). 

88sea. for example, Bonet, Tree of Battles, p. 114; 
Sommer, Vul~ate Version, III: llJ-4; r:Iohl,p.277. Gower was 
to some extent aware- of the discrepancy be.tween the order of 
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kni~hthood and the idea of the knight as exemplar of secular 
aut~ority. Although occasionally ~sing the latter concept, 
he declared at one Doint that knighthood is not an estate 
but an order (MO, 23593-604}. 

89se1ect En~lish Works of John Wycl1f, ed. Thomas 
Arnold (Oxford,"""1%~?-71), III, lJO, 143, 145: In certain 
situations the tr1uartite formula was suscentible to the 
pressures of social reality: a sermon delivered before 
parliament in 14JJ grouped the nobility and the bishops 
together in the first of the thr~e estates, and relegated 
the knights to the second, along with esquires and merchants. 
Such a ~rocedure was, howeve~. exceptional. See Ferguson, 
Indian Summer, p. 134. 

90statesman's Book, n. 203. See also the Lady of the 
Lake's comment, Sommer, III,-115. 

91see, for example, Ordre of ghyualrJl, pp. 20, Jl; 
game and Playe of t_he Cb~, pp. 53~ ; Wyclif, Select Ena. 
Works, III, 145. Piers .Plowman approves of hunt 1ng by knights 
for agricultural reasons {c. IX, 28-Jl)t while Christine de 
P1san warns the young knight against too much hunting in 
Othea, section 63. . 

02 
' Tree of Battles. p. 213. Cf. a passage from the 14th-

century religious treatise ~culum Christiani, where the miles 
Christi is described in terNs normally applied to the good 
judge: °Cristes knyght goo3 bi gud loos and euyl fame of the 
ryght syde and of the lefte syde. He is not nroude of 
praysynge, ne-he is broken by blamynge" (ed:G. Holmstedt 
(London. 1933), p. 2J6, lines JO-J)o 

93Ed. A. J. Perry (London, 1925). 
94 Hist9ire de la chevalerie, p. J9. 

95see The Articulate Citizen, pp. 61-6. 

96see Ferguson, Indian Summer, pp. 111-2; Keen, Laws 
of W~, p. lJJ; Robertson, Chaucer's London, p. 4. 

97The injunction to defend orphans and widows originates 
with James 1:27. and was included in various liturgical 
accretions to the knighting ceremony. See the exa~ples of the 
"benedictio armorum" in Monumenta L1turg1ca, PL, lJB. cols. 
1121-4. The knight is to be the ndefensio atque protect io ••• 
eccles1arum, viduari;,,m. orphanorum, omniumque servientium, 
contra saevitiam pa.g.lprum" (ool. 1121) e 

98rnd!an Summer, pp. 106-10, 125. The idea did not 
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always command acceptance: Gower protested that since knights 
should be fighters they should be exempt from civil duties, 
such as service on a. ncommun enquerrernent" (MO, 2J761-72). 

99For an example of this very common sentiment see 
.Y£, v, '4·69 ff •. 

100see R. w. Ackerman, •The Knighting Ceremonies in 
the Middle English Romances", Speculum, 19 (1944), 285; 
McCullYt "Chivalry and Romancett, p. 183. 

101 ordre of Chyualri, 1ntrod. and p. 57. For the general 
principle see Mohl, pp. JJ2-9. Bromyard compared society to 
a harp, where each string must keep its correct place and 
length (Owst. Literature and Pulnit, p. 558). 

102A Poem on the T~.mes of Edwe.:.rd II. ed. C. Hardwick 
(London, lBJ9), st. 52. For other contemporary examples of 
this see rhomas w. Ross's introduction to "A Satire of 
Edward IIfs Enr.i:Iand": a Critical Editl.on (Colorado Springs, 
1966). pp-: 46-7. ' 

lOJThe Life an.ct Ferits of Arms of Edl·iard the Black 
Prince, ea.. l''rancisque-Nichel (London and Paris, 1883), esp, 
ITneS-65-88, 1616-27. For the association of largesse with 
chivalry, see Marian P. Whitne1, nQueen of Medieval Virtues: 
l.a.rgesse", in Vassar Medieval StudlcD, ed. C. F. Friske (New 
Haven, 192)}, pp: 181;215. 

104 For examples see Painter, Erench Chivalry, pp. 56-7. 
That virtues like courtesy in a chivalric context were not,, 
howeve~always restricted to questions of social demeanour ls 
clear from a number of medieval texts; see, for example, the 
early 13th-century poem, uLes Ailes de prouesse", by Raoul de 
Houdenc (quoted by Cohen, Histoire de chevalerle, pp. 149-50): 
the 'wing' of "courtoisie" contains several feathers, symbol
ising such things as the duty "d'honorer toujours sa1nte 
Egl1se". 

105 . 
Le Li "•re de chevalerte, in Oeuvres de Froissart, ed. 

K. de Lettenhove, I, part 111, p. 480. See also Mathew, 
"Ideals of Knighthood in Late 14th-Century England", pp. 61-2. 

106 Llvre de chevaler1e, p. 528; Ordre of Chyualr;'l, p. 113. 

l07L1nes 467-70 (Specimens of the Pre-Shakespearean 
Drama, ed~ J. M. Manly (Boston, 1897), I. pp. j68-9. 

108veget1us ts De re mili te.ri was the most influential 
mi 11 tnry treatise 1n tne westernworld from Roman times unt 11 
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the l9th century. See Flavius Veget1us Renatus, The Military 
Institutions of the Romans, tr. J. Clark, ed. T. R. Phillips 
1Harrisburg, Pa •• 1960). ·The treatise was widely used by 
medieval writers. Jean de Neun translated it, and his trans
lation was versified by a contemporary, Jean Priorat. For 
details of other F.rench medieval translations of Vegetius see 
Christine Knowles, "A 14th Century Imitator of Jean de Beung: 
Jean de Vignay's Translation of the De Re Militari of Vegetius;', 
SP, 53 (1956), 452-8. There is also a Middle English verse 
translation, Knyg_hthode and Bataile, ed. R. Dyboski and z. I'1. 
Arend (London, 1935 • 

l09see Nilitarz. Institutions, bk. I. 

llOstatesman's Book, esp. p. 18). 

111 See Christine's Fayttes of Armes, pp. 29-JO, and. 
the discussion of Bonet'~ LaAppa.ricion l'laist;re Jehan de l(eun 
in R. L. Kilgour, liHonore Bonet: a 14th Century Critic of 
Chivalry", PMLA. 50 (1935), 358-61. See also Kilgour's 
account of Jean Gerson's attack on contemporary knighthood 
as le.ckj,ng pee.sant q1.ialities of stamina in a sermon of 1405 
(Decl1.!!~ __ of Chivnlr£. p. 18J). Descb.amps describes the 
ideal trainlng of a knight as being a prog~ession up through 
the ranka of the army, starting at the bottom with the 
archers (qLay de vaillance", Oeuvres comgletes, ed. G. 
Ilaynaud ana Q. de St-Hilaire (Paris, 187 -190J), II, 216). 

112 . 
Tree of Battles, u. 213. Geoffroi de Charny also 

denounces th'ed.e.bili ta.ting effect on knights of physical 
comforts and luxuries (Livre de chevalerie, pp. 486-8). 

llJEd. J. G. Nichols (London, 1860), pp. 50-1. 
Philippe de ~'zi~res in his Eplstr~ lamentable, written after 
the defee.t of t.he Nevers expedition at Nicopolis, despaired 
of the norgueil, convoltise et luxure" of the nobles, and 
for recruitment to his new Order of the Passion put his faith 
in kc1igbts, squires, 'bourgeois' and mere hants (see N. Jorg&. 
Pht~ippe de r!ezi~r~s. lJ27-1405, et la croisade au XIVe 
~cle (Paris, L,96), p. 501). 

S. E. 
ll4Bra.c-:;on en the Laws and Customs of England., tr. 

ThorneTC'ambridge, Hass., 1968), II, 19. 

115w·ar in Nedi.eval Society, p. 95. 
116~ee 1 228 u a so CA, III, 5-90. 

ll?Ep~stle of Othe~, tr. Scrope, text 39. 
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118Ed. E. J. Arnould (Oxford, 1940). See Barnie, 
PP• 61-5. 

41+4 

119v. J. Scattergood, "The Two Ways. An Unpublished 
Religious Treat1 .. se by Sir Jobn ClBnvowe", English Ph1lological 
§tudies, 10 (1967), p. 47, lines 458 ff .• 

120select En~. Works, III. 139. 
121see, for example, CA, III, 2363 ff.; "Manciple's 

Tale", IX, 233 ff .• Ale.xanderwas also conventionally 
associated ;.;tth tbe idea of maa:nRnimitas, which presented an 
analogous problem and elicited similarly ambiguous responses; 
see Margaret Greaves, The Blazon of Honou!:!._a Study in 
B!?£:.f::lssa12£.~ !1..agnantrnity (London, 1964). pp. 31-6. 

122 6 PL, 207, cols. 293-7. See Owst, pp. 331, 33 . 

lZJMohl, pp. J46-55. 
124 . Owst, p. 407. See also The Sermons of Thomas 

Br5.r.:..ton, Bishop of_Rochester (13?3-g-2.l, ed. M.A. Devlin 
TLondon, 19~), p. 261. 

1".)5 
L Fifteenth-Century Translations of AlAin Chartier's 

"Le Trai te dfiL'Esnerance" and "Le Quadrt logue Invec t if"', ed.~ 
M. s. Blayn~; {London, 1974), p. 156. 

126 Stanzas 50 and 56. For other examples see Bernard 
of Clairvaux, Ad Milites Templi de laude nova~ mllitiae lih?r~ 
PL, 182, cols.-921-40: John of Salisbury, Statesman's Book;·~
pp. 184, 238; Wyclif, Select En~. 1-iorks, III-,' 145. For the 
attacks of preachers on the ;'varietas vestiurn" of knights, 
see Ow st, pp. 332. ll-Q?. The author of l'I~d the SothseE£eI~ 
denounced the luxurious dress of Richard II's courtiers, and 
declared that lords should choose kni~hts who are "sad of her 
sawis", tempered by suffering (ed. M.-Day and R. Steele 
(London, 1936), book III, lines 110-206). 

127 
See Ross, "A Satire on Edward II's England"• p. 46. 

128 
For examples of general attacks of this kind on 

knights end their current degeneracy, see Bernard of Clairvaux, 
~. 182, cols. 923, 926; The Exemula or Illustrative Stories 
from t~s_rtiones Vul~are s of Jacg_ues de Vi try_. ed. T. F. 
Crane lLondon, 1890), p. 6J; Owst, pp. 95-~. 331-8; A Poem 
on t~e Times of Edward II, stanzas 48-56; Ordre of Chyualry, 
pp. 1il}':b (and Caxton's . epilogue, p. 122); Fayttes of 1,rmes, 
p. 25; Etienne de Fcugares, Livre des m~ni~res, ed. J. Kremer 
(Mar burg, H387 L p. 128; Alarius de Insul is ·;--summa de .e.rt e 
.Er:aedi.cs.t~r1a, ch. 40 (PL. 210. ools. 185-7); .!iQ, 23665 ff.; 
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VC, V, 497 ff.; R0be£~--2(2runne's 'Handlyn~ Synne•, ed. F. J. 
Furnivall (London, 1901-J), lines 2264-5, 2275-8. See also 
the JS"lt.-century Engli sb translation of the Suadri logue Invec t if, 
pp. 150-6, 166-8, 226-40. One of Chartier•s four debaters, 
howevert is a knight, who defends" his profession, blaming the 
people's indiscipline and their refusal to pay for armies, and 
pointing out that fighting is not easy, that it involves 
great hardships, and that it sometimes calls for restraint 
(which may appear to be cowardice) rather than immediate 
action (pp. 174-94), References to other attacks on the 
knights' "rapine, injustice and oppression" are given by 
Jill Mann, p. 261 (n. 39}. For the numerous attacks by 
Deschamps and Chartier on the decadence of French knights, 
see Kilgour, Decline of Chivalry, pp. 91-107, 198-206. 
Robertson notes thet Peter de la Ma~e deplored the degenerate 
condition of English chivalry in a speech to the Commons in 
1377 (Chaucer's London, p. 138). In the satirical poem. Le 
Voeu du Heron, Edward III's knights are bitterly mocked--one 
of them being commended for his feudal zeal in swearing to 
kill all in his pa.th in the coming war, sparing neither church 
nor altar, pregnant woman or child (see B. J. Whiting, "The 
Vows of the Heron", Speculum, 20 (1945), 261-78). 

129ne civitate dei, PL. 41, cols. 6)7-8. For the 
development of the Church's attitude and the conflict between 
pacific and militant views see Carl Erdmann, Die Entstehung 
des Kreuzzugs~edapkens(Stuttgart, 1935). For a typical 
medieval expression of the Augustinian position see Gower's 
In Praise· of Peace, lines 65-9. 

lJOsumma theolo31ca. tr. Fathers of the English 
Dominican Province (2nd ed.; London, 1921-J2), part II, ii, q. 40, 
art. 1. Seo also Bede Jarrett, Social Theories of the Middle 
Ages, 1200-1500 (We st minster, Md··.. 1942), p. 206; Keen, Laws 
of War, pp. 21-2, 65-7. 

l3lFor Christine de Pisan's discussion of the subject 
see Fayttes pf Arnes, pp. 9-25. 

1 ~)2 
J See Keen, Laws of War, passim; G. D. Squibb. The 

High Court of Chivalry (Oxford,~1959), pp. 1-24. ~ 

133 Keen, p. 185. 

lJ4s1nce the maintenance of the law of arms required 
the mutual consent of kings to its validity there was little 
polnt in attempting to decide legally the justice of individual 
causes of war. In effect the issue at stake was that of who 
had the right to declare war; the old feudal right of anybody 
of noble status to carry on a private war was gradually 
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restricted to sovereign princes alone. See Keen, pp. 68-81. 
1J5see F. H. Cripps-Day, The History of the Tournament 

1 n EnQ'land and France (London, 1918); N. Denholm-Young, "'l1 he 
Tournament ln the 'l1 hfrteenth Century", in Studies in Medieval 
History Presented to F. M. Powicke, pp. 240-68; Ruth Harvey, 
Moriz von Crann and the Ch1valr1c World (Oxford, 1961), PP• 
'122-207; Barber, pp. 15J~88. 

136see Th~ F~empla ••. of Jacaues de V1try, pp. 62-4; 
Handlyng Synn~, lines 4571-636; Owst. pp. JJ4-5; Painter, 
French Chivalr_x., p. 156. 

137see Denholm-Young, "The Tournament", p. 241n •. 
138 Quoted by Jarrett, Social Theories of the Middle 

Ages, pp. 192-J. 
139 . Cited by H.J. Weigand, WoJ.fram's 1 Parzival': Five 

Essa~s witt1 an Introduction, ed. u.-Hoffrnan (Ithaca, 1969),-
pp. 165-6. 

140 See Livre de chevaler1e, p. 466; Deschamps, Oeu~~p 
II, 219: Barber--;-D:3'7-ff. 

141 
Chaucer, p. 11. For the development of the 

tournament as a theatrical spectacle see Glynne Wickham, 
EarlY. Engl~sh Stages, lJOO to 1660 (London, 1959), I, 19-49. 

142rt was prohibited and never took place. The first 
'Round Table' actually held in England was probably that at 
Walden in 1252, held in defiance of royal prohibition (see 
Denholm-Young, "The Tournament", pp. 254-5). R. s. Loomis 
finds records of 'Round Tables' held outside England as early 
as 122) ("Chivalric and Dramatic Imitations of Arthurian 
Romance", pp. 79-97). The cult of Arthur was already 
flourishing enough to spill over into practical gestures 
when Richard I presented the sword 'Excalibur• to Tancred 
of Sicily {Denholm-Young, "The ·rourna.ment", p. 255). See also 
G. H. Gerould, MKing Arthur and Politics", Speculum, 2 (1927), 
JJ-51; R. s. Loomis, NEdward I, Arthurian Enthusiastu, 
Speculum, 28 (1953). 114-27. 

143see Ruth H. Cline, "The Influence of Romances on 
the Tournaments of the Middle Ages~, Speculum. 20 (1945). 
204-11; E. Sandoz, "Tourneys in the Arthurian Tradition", 
~Eeculum, 19 (1944), J89-420; Cripps-Day, pp. 59-61. BJ ff.; 
Loom1s, "Chivalric and Dramatic Imitations", pp. 82 ff •. For 
the conversion of the tourn~ment into a complicated game with 
scoring systems etc., see Barber, pp. 166-9. 
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-l44Pa1nter, French Chjvalry, pp. 57-8; Froissart, 
Oeuvres, V, 46-70; Chandos Herald, Life and Feats of Arms, 
lines 302-55. 

145see Keen, Laws of War, pp. 12J, lJJ, 155. 
146see Huizinga, Wa91ng, pp. 84-6. 

147 Wanin_g_, p. 56. 
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148oeuvres, VIII, 41-2. Keen, however, points out 
that the Prince's behaviour at Limoges had a certain legal 
orthodoxy (Laws of War, pp. 121-JJ), and Barnie comments that 
it was by no means a unique occurrence (War 1n Medieval 
Societ_y, pp. 77-9). 

149 Life and Feats of Arms, lines 236-9, 1616-JJ. 
Other examples of-di~ortp.ancieSTn the chronicles between the 
behaviour of knights and political and military realities 
are recorded by Kilgour (Decline of Chivalrl• pp. 7-11), 
who regards them as symptomatic of 11 the decay of the true 
chivalric ideal". 

150 
Oeuvres, II, 1. On this subject see also Hatton, 

"The Canterbury Tales and Late 14th-Century Chivalry", pp. 
29-JO, where the chronicles are compared to saints• lives in 
their purposes. 

151 . 
Life and Feats of Arms, lines J02-55. By contrast, 

a recent study of John Barbour's Bruce suggests that in that 
work the traditionally formalised-elements in chivalric 
accounts of warfare were pushed into the background by 
Barbour's concern with other, irreconcilable aspects of the 
14th-century wars beh~een England and Scotland, especially 
his conception of the wars as part of a national struggle 
for freedom by the Scots. See Bernice W. Kliman, "The Idea 
of Chivalry in John Barbour's Bruce", MS, 35 (1973). 477-508. 

152see MAdiaeval Mind, r. 549-57. 

l53see s. Painter, William Marshal (Baltimore, 19JJ), 
p~ 289; cf. Barnie, pp. 75-6. · 

l54cuvel1er, Chronique de Bertrand du Guesclin, ed. 
E. Charr~~re (Paris, 1839): Deschamps, ''Le Lay du tresbon 
connestable B. du Guesclin», Oeuvres, II, J24 ff.; Perroy, 
The Hundred Years War, tr. w. B. Wells (London, 1951), pp. 
I4E-9. For a fairly uncritical view of Du Guesclin see E. V. 
Stoddard, Bertrand du Guesclin, Coni2table of France: His Life 
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and T~ (New York, 1897). 

l55Kindrick, "The Unknightly Kn1ght~s pp. 24~5; cf. 
Taylor, Mediae~al lJind, I, 528-9; Hearnshaw, PP· 5-10. 

l56Note, for instance, the Church's continual 
endeavours to enforce the "Peace of God" and "Truce of God": 
see Bloch, pp. 411 ff., and Frederic A. Ogg, ed., A Source 
Book of Medieval Histort (New York, 1907). pp. 228-9. 

l57ordre of Chyualry, p. 25. For an account of som~ 
sermons which expounded the knight's religious duties see 
A. Leooy de la Marche, La Chaire franraise au Moven A~ 
(2nd ed.; Paris, 1886), pp. 387 ff .. 

l58statesman's Book, np. 190, 196-204. See also the 
Livre des m8nrerGs of J"obnTs contemporary at the court of 
Henry II, Etienne de Foug~res, pp. 119-4J. 

l59see Ordre of Ch~ualrz, pp. 25-7; Sommer, Vul~ate 
Version, III, ll~L; Livre de chevalerie, p. 517; 11um and tl1e 
Sotbseg.~, lines 17)6-42; fl:, C, XVIII. 289-·93· 

160 
See, fer example, PL, 1J8, cols. 1121-4. 

161 Oeuvres. XV. 176-7. 
162 

Ordre of C'1yualr3"'.. ch. 6. See also L'Ordene de 
~~al~, a 13th-century French poem in which a captive 
Christian explains to his Saracen captor the religious 
symbolism of the initiation rites and of the various stages 
Of arming (Fa.blia.ux et contes des ooetes francais, ed. 
Barbazan {Paris, 1808), I. 59-82). There arejsimilar 
accounts in the Llvre de chevalerie, pp. 514 ff., and 
Sommer, III, 115. For references to other accounts of the 
religious significance gr knightly equipment, see P. Meyer, 
"Nouvelles catalanes 1nedites", Romania. 20 (1891), 579-80~ 

16J"De armis sace::-dotis". in Gemma. anirnae, PL, 172, 
cols. 569-70. For further discussion of this kind of symbol
ism see section V, 3, below. 

164
see S. Armitage-Smith. John of Gaunt (London, 1904), 

pp. 168-71. 
165 Wills and Inventories Illustrative of the History, 

.Manners. LStngu~e, Statistics etc. C:f the Northern Count i~s. 
of EnglaD:,4._~tc., ed. J. Raine\London, 1835), I, 71-2n.. . 

166 In Praise of Peace, lines 249-52. See Erdmann, 
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Die Entstehun~ des Kreuzzu~s~edankenst pp. 312-J; Hearnshaw, 
PP~ 7-9. , 

167A Poem on the Times of Edward II, stanza 49. - -
l680rdre of Chyualry, p. 91. See also Lecoy de la. 

Marche, Chaire fran~als~. pp. 397~8. For further discussion 
of this subject see section III~ 5, below. 

160 . 7 Information about the crusading orders is summarised 
by Barber, pp. 225-90. The idea of orders of chivalry within 
the order of chivalry was revived in the 14th and subsequent 
centuries for frankly symbolic reasons. Orders like the 
Garter (1J48), the French Ordre de l'Etoile (1351-2), and 
the later Burgundian Golden Pleece, were founded as a means 
of furthering national unity, emphasising personal loyalty 
to the king or duke, and enhancing his prestige (see Barber~ 
pp. 305-13; Huizinga, Wa~in~, pp. 75-7). Although the 
highest ethical and religious ideals were announced at their 
founding, these orders show how chivalry could incorporate 
the new sense of patriotism and royalism. Chivalric 
enthusiasm pressed into the service of a nationalist policy 
is also a feature of The Boke of N0blesse; see FerRuson, 
Indian Summer, pp. 145-8'. ~ 

170 Luis Weckmann, "The Niddle Ages in the Conquest 
of America". S_peculum, 26 (1951), 131-2; At1ye., The Crus'.3.de 
in the Later li_iddle AQ'.es, pp. 258-9. 'l'he Portuguese 
colonist Albuquerque proposed in 1513 an expedition via the 
Red Sea to capture Mohaffimed's body and demand in exchange 
for its release the temple at Jerusalem. See Anthony 
Luttrell, "The Crusade in the 14th Century", in Europe in tne 
Late Middle Ages, ed. J. R. Sale, J. R. L. Highfield, B. 
Smalley (London, 1965), p. 154. Norman Daniel notes the 
enduring hold on the European imagination of the idea that 
the First Crusade was one of the greatest events 1n the 
world's history (The Arabs and Medieval Europe (London and 
Beirut, 1975), ch. 5). 

171 For eyew1tne8s accounts of Urban's soeech see D. C. 
Munro, ed •• Translations and Reprints from the Ori inal 
Sources of E~roE~an History, series I, vol 1, no. . rev. ed.; 
Pniladelphia, 1902), pp. 2-J. 

172 . 
Ad Hilites Templi, PL, 182, cols~ 921-40. 

l73Erich Auerbach, Mimesis: the Representation o( 
Reality in Western Litera~ure, tr. W. R. TrBsk (Princeton, 
1953), pp. 116-7. For simiiar opinions see A. c. Gibbs, 
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Middle English Rorna.~2 (London. 1.966). p. 6; J. Stevens. 
!Led1eval Homance! 'rhemes and_Approaches (London, 197)), pp, 
106-7. 

174rn Snecimens of the Pre-Sbaksperean Drama, ed. 
Nanly, lines 199-203, 210~~1, JJf-2, ZJ.[}5-ff. 
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l?5L1nes 740-1, 746-50. The Macro Plays, ed. M. Eccles 
(London, 1969), p. 25. 

Notes to Chanter III 
1£!.:!. lines 44, 75, 97-102, 1JO, 272-5. 
2 On the sea-fight, see the note in Robinson's edition. 

p. 84·7. R. W. ?ranl: comm~nts tbst in the naval battle an 
obvious chance for "ohivalric" ~aEoription is ignored: "At no 
point do the values of chivalry emerge; there 1s no sense 
that they control the scenorr (Chaucer and the "I.i0.Ji§'nd uf 
Good Women" (Cambridge, Mass., 1972), pp. ~0-5). Frank's 
discussion of chivalry in the poem is vitiated by a lack of 
precision about what he means by the term. 

3Fra.nk (p. 105) asks why there is "no appeal to a 
larger morality" than chivalry, and answers that the confron
tation of Ta.rquin and Lucrece represents the opposition of 
two codes, the "code of chivalry~ and the "code of modestyu. 
I find this forced. · 

40Tro1lus and Criseyde 11
, in Compgnion to Chaucer 

Studies. ed. Beryl Rowland (Toronto, -196 r;-pp. 'Jn:-380. 

5Chaucer's London, p. 221. 
" D A Knyght There Was, p. 80; "The Ph1losopn1cal Knights 

of The Canterbury _Tales", 90. 

7see Burrow, Ricardian Poetry .• pp. 97-100. 

80The Philosophical Knights", 91-2, 

9"An Interpretation of Chaucer's Kn1~ht's Tale", RES, 
25 (1949), J02~ For dissenting views see Peter G. Beidler, 
"Chaucer's Knir.!ht's Tale and. Its Teller'', Enalish Record. 18 
(1968), 54-oo;Paurr-r. Baum, Ch§:UC~ a lrrit"ical A£preciatio11 
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(Durham, N.C., 1958), p. 104. 
10 Brewer. Chaucer in Hts Time, p. 201; Bowden, Reader's 

Guide, p. 2J; Schofield, Chivalry in English Literature, p. 
ziQ; .rtobertson, 11Elements of llealism in tbe Knifht 's Tale", 
JEGP, 14 (1915), 226-55; Thurston, Artistic Ambivalence in 
Chaucer's °Ki:1i,:i:htes Tale", pp. 176 ff.., See also H. s. Wilson, 
lf"•rhe Knivht's Tale and the Teseida Again", UTS, 18 (1949), 
1Jl-4b. 

11Be1dler, "Chaucer's Kni~ht's Tale and Its Teller", 
56-8; Herz, ttChaucer 's Elegiac Knight", 212; Haller, .. The 
!£~1.s,b.,t. 's Tale_ and the Epic Tradition", ChauR, 1 (1966), 67-814-r 
Benson, n'.l1he Kni!Zbt 's Tale as History", ChauR, J (1968-9), 
107-23. 

12 Art1:E_!!c Ambivalence, pp. 79-86. 
1 3Bonet wrote that "mercy is indeed due to a prisoner, 

and his captor must give it to him and prevent discourteous 
treatment of him while he is in his power. He must give him 
reasonable food as far as ~e can, and must bear himself 
companionably and charitably towards him for the love of our 
Lord; and if he does not \'Jtsh to let him go free, let hlm ask 
reasonable and knightly ransom, such as 1s possible for the 
prisoner to pay ... If he do otherwise he is not a gentleman 
but a tyrant, and no knight" (Tree of Battles, p. 15J). 
Chaucer emphasises Theseus's refusal to take ransornt and the 
fact that Palamon e.n:i Arc1te are imprisoned in a "grete tour, 
that was so thikke and stroong" (1056). Palamon is at one 
point fettered (1279), and lies seven years "In derknesse and 
horrible and strong prisoun" (1451). But the two prisoners 
have a garden view of sorts, and Palamon is able to roam "in 
a chambre an heigh"(l065). Their "angwtssh and ••• wo" (1030) 
cons1st mainly 1n mental suffering at the orospect of perpetual 
imprisonment. There is a further consideration. Bonet 
suggests that a cai;itured enemy should not be set free if "by 
his deliverance there is danger of having greater wars" {p. 
1J4). 'l'he t\'1~ knights are politically dangerous to Athens; 
Palaruon assumes that Arcite will attack Athens when he has 
returned to Thebes (1287), and plans to do so himself {1484). 
Moreover, in refusing ransom to two prisoners of royal blood 

- Theseus is sacr1ficlng to this consideration an opportunity 
of slgniflc~nt financial gain. 

14"Elements of Realism". 235. Johnstone Parr compares 
the tournament to that held in 1J90 at Smithfield ("The Date 
and Revision of Chaucer's KnifJ'.'ht's Tale", PMLA, 60 (1945), 
317}, and George Netlson points out markedresemblances between 
some details of the tou~nament in the tale and procedures at 
the new kind of treason duel of chivslry, which became fairly 
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common in the 1I~th century (Trial by Combat (London, 1890), 
pp. 186-7). The 'realism' of the tournament is also maintained 
by Sister ?-! • E. Uhl tt!lore, Ned ieval Engl i_sh Dome st 1c Life and 
Amusements in the Works of Chaucer (Washington, D.C., 1937), 
PP· 2"08-19. 

l5Bruce Cowgill, "Chaucer and the Just Society: Conceptions 
of Natural La.w and the Nobility in the Parliament of Fowls, 
the KVJ!ht's Tale, and the Portraits of the Hiller and the 
Reeve' [ Dg, 31 \19'11), 5J57A (Nebraska)], pp. 78-1J6. See 
also 'rhomas A.,, Van, "Second Meanings in Chaucer's Knight's 
Tale", ChauR, 3 (1968-9), 70. 

16 "The Knigh~'.s Tale as History". 
17see "Brotherhood in Arms", gistory, 47 (1962), 1-17. 
18

"The Knight's Tale and the Epic Tradition", 70. 

l9Trial b_y Combat, p. 187. Gloucester's ordinance, 
based on an earlier one of Philip the Fair, was published by 
Hurnld Dillon, "On a MS. Collection of Ordinances of Chivalry 
of the 15th Century, Belonging to Lord Hastings", Archaeolog1a. 
5'? (1900)1 61-6. and. is also to ba found in E. Rickert, 
Chauoer~s World. ed. C. C. Olson and M. M. Crow (New York, 
19i}8-y;-pp. 151-=6. "Hoof" is also the word with which the 
Knj.gbt interrupts the Honk in the midst of his tale (VII, 2767). 

62. 
20n111on~ "On a MS. Collection of Ordinances of Chivalry", 

21 See Tree of Battles, pp. 117, 192-200. Christine de 
Pisan also con~ed such combats, but conceded that although 
they ube of our doctours reproved" they were "in usage" by 
noble men and knights, and she would therefore discuss the 
procedures for nthe lernynge of thoos that shall most iuge 
thereof/ And semblably of the1m that shall vndertake them" 
(Fayttes of Arme~, pp. 261-7) 

22 See Tree of Battles, pp. 192-200. 

23cowg111 suggests that men who are "1rrespons1ble" 
enough to fight on this scale for love represent a dangerous 
and aggressive element who might otherwise seek an outlet for 
their energies in \var--by aiding Arc1te or Palamon in an attack 
on Athens, for example ("Chaucer and the Just Society", pp. 
126-8). . 

24see Harvey, Moriz von CraOn and the Chivalric World, 
p. 153. 
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25see Denholm-Young, "The Tournament in the lJth 
Century", pp. 253-62: Barber, The Knight and Chivalry, PP• 
156-7. . . 

26~der's Guide, p. 27. 
27ucharacter and Class in the Wife of Bath's Tale", 

JEGP, 72 (1973), 329-39. Robert Haller also suggests that 
the Wife may represent parvenu commercial values ("The Wife 
of Bath and the Three Estates", fil:!.!1, 6 (1965), 6J). 

28cr. MO, 2JJ89 ff., and Le Rorean de la Rose, ed. E. 
Langlois (Pari~ 1914-24), lines 1B~o7 ff~. See also the note 
1n Robinson's ed., p. 704. 

2
9Deschampsr Oeuvres, IX; ~·?i:33J-56. See also The 

Literary Context of Chaucer's Fabliaux: Texts and TranslatTOns, 
ed. L. D. Benson and 1'. lf. Andersson (Indianapolis and New -
York, 1971), pp. 20J-7J. 

~o 
~ The autobiographical case is argued by G. G. 

Sedu-ewick, "The Structure of the 1-lerchant•s Tale", UTQ, 17 
(1947), 337-45. ~ 

Jl"The Merchant•s Lombard Knight", .!.§11:, J (1961), 
259-63. 

32Ho, 7319-20. 

33Mo, 25429-88. 

J4
.,The Merchant's Lombard Knight", 262. The Merchant 

is definitely a man of some importance in the commercial 
world. Sylvia Thrupp notes that "in late medieval usage the 
term imerchant~ was usually reserved for a specific type. 
The merchant was a man of mixed enterprise, who primarily 
represented wholesale trade but combined with it one or more 
of a number of other interests" (The Merchant Class of 
Hedieval Lond,£11, p. 6). 

J5"January, Knight of Lombardy", !:Q!, 72 (1971), 735-8. 

36"chaucer's 'Sad' Merchant", ~. 20 (1944), 1~18. 
37see rv, 1246, 1266, 2042, 2254, 2259. 

381rhe theme a.lso appears in the "Knight's Tale", 
"Man of Law's Tale", "Wife of Bath's Tale", "Summoner's Tale", 
"Clerk's Ta.le'•, ttMelibee", and "Manciple's Tale", as well as 
in PP, _Ci IV and .v. and ~ Sothsen-p:er. 
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39R. K. Root, The_, Poetry of Cha~ (2nd ed.; Boston, 
1922}, pp. 271-2; G. L. Kittredge, Chaucer ~His Poetry 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1915), p. 204; R. M. Lumiansky, "The 
Ch~racter and Performance of Chaucer's Fre.nklin", UTQ, 20 
(1951), )44-56., See also Lumiansky's Of Sondry Folk: the 
Drs.matic Principle in the Canterburv Tales (Austin, 1955), 
pp. IB~-5. - -

4o "Sentimental Comedy in the Franklin's Te.le 0
, f!ri£1, 

6 (1965), 19-27. 

Tale'' _, 
41 "Sovereignty and the Two Worlds of the Franklin's 
Ch~, 1 (1966-7)~ 253-71. 
42 •rchaucer's ~1:-e's Tale and the Uses of Rhetoric", 

43"The F-Fragment of the Canterbury Tales", ChauR, 
1 (1966-7), 88-102, 135-56. Stanley Kahrl theorises-that 
the Franklin attempts to set the Squire right about what 
'gent11esse' really is ("Chaucer's Squire's Ta.le and tbe 
Decline of Chivalry", 207). 

44 
"ChF.<.ucer's Franklin and the Literary Vavasour", 

ChauR, 8 (197J), JJ-59. P. J. Frankis links the term 
Tvavasour' specifically to Chretien's use of the term in 
Yva1n and Erec, concluding that "What determined Chaucer's 
usage was the-literary exer:iplurn of the vavasour as a model 
of hospitality." ?ra.nkis notes that the reference in Yva1n 
ls translated as "knight" in the 14th-century English 
Ywain and G8wain, and suggests that "it is therefore likely 
that the word vavasor did not mean anything very specific 
to the fourteenth-century English translator ••• " ("Chaucer's 
'Vavasour' and Chretien de Troyes", N&Q, n.s. 15 (1968), 46-7). 

4511 The Social Status of Chaucer's Franklin", PMLA, 41 
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Sister Le May, The Allegory of the Chr1st-KniRht, pp. xi-xii. 
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s. BloCKTLondon, 1922), p. 150, line llJ; Carleton 
ed., English LyriGs of the XIIIth Centurl (Oxford, 
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48 See, for exs.mple, Henry of I.ar..caster 's Li vre de 

seyntz medicines, p. 1J8. 
4 9Middle En~lish Sermon~, ed. W. O. Ross (London~ 
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82,28. Cf. Queste del Saint Graal, 163:17-20. 

51see Rosemary Woolf, The English Religious Lyr1c -1.!1 
the Mid'1Je A~~ (Oxf9rd, 1968), PP• 5)-6. . 

52Brown, XIVth Century, p. 22J. The South Enqlish 
Le~endary describes Christ as a kni~ht who is 'armed' by 
Jo n. his standard-bearer, at his baptism in the Jordan 
(ed. D'Evelyn and Mill, I, 2-3). 
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5.3The exem.E_lum, but not the allegorical exposition, is 
printed by C. Horstmann in "Die Evangelien-Geschichten der 
Homilien-Sarnmlung des MS. Vernon~. Archiv fttr das Studium 
der neueren Sprachen und Literaturen, 57 (18~7), 274-5: quoted 
by Rosemary Woolf, 1'The 'Theme of Christ the Lover-Knight in 
Medieval EnR"lisb Literature", RES, n.s. 13 (1962), 1. 

~ ~ 

54The Townele.Y Plays, ed. G. England and A. W. Pollard 
(London, 1897), X.'CI II, st. 16 ( p. 261) • Sister Jean lf:arie 
Kant:. argued that the 11 sarlyll" was a •seat' thought to have 
been built into the cross ("The Cross in the Towneley Playstt, 
Traditio, 5 (1947), JJl-4), but Rosemary Woolf rightly discounts 
this unnecessary notion ("The Theme of Christ the Lover-Knight", 
p. 14). For examples from sermons of the image of the cross 
as Christ's horse. see Woolf's article, p. 13. 

55Brown, XIIIth CentU!,l, p. 67. 

56Le May, p. 42~ On the sources of the Piers passages 
see Le May, pp. 44-5; Wilbur Gaffney, "The Allegory of the 
Christ-Kni~ht in P1ers Plowman", PMLA, 46 (1931), 155-68; 
R. St. -Ja.c.que s, "La~gle,nd' .-3 Christ-Knight and the Li turg.y", 
Revue ~A J'Unlversit§ d'Ottawa, J7 (1967), 146-58. 

57For other references to Christ's joust and his 
coat-armour see B, V, 507-8; B, XVI, 162-6, 176-82. 

58woolf, The Enqlish Religious Lyric, pp. 58-9. Geoffrey 
Shepherd associates the shift of emph2sis with St. Bernard's 
sermons on the Song of Songs. See his edition of the 
Ancrene Wisse, Parts Six and Seven (London and Edinburgh, 
1959), xlix and 55. For other examples of the idea of Christ 
wooing the individual soul, see PI.., 159, cols. 618, 640; 176, 
cols. 964-5; 204, col. 1!J1. ~ 

59see Woolf, uThe Theme of Ch~1st the Lover-Knight". p. J. 
60The En~lish Text of the Ancrene Riwle: Ancrene Wisse, 

ed. J. TI. R. Tolkien (London. 1962), pp. 199-20). The image 
of Christ as lover is of course very frequ~ntly found in the 
writings of the Katherine Group. For other examples see 
Woolf, The Eni:rlish ~el1gious Lyric, pp. 45-62. See also the 
"Corpus Christi Carol~, in which Christ is visualised as a 
knight with bleeding wounds (The Early Eni:rlish Carols, ed. 
R. L. Greene (Oxford, 1935), Pe 221). In a variant version 
of the famous lyric. "Quia amore langueo". the speaker is 
not. as is usually the case, the Virgin but instead Christ, 
who has fought for his erring 'sister', ma.n's soul (The Faber 
Book of Religious Verse, ed. Helen Gardner (London, 1972), ~ 
PP· 56-60 J. ---
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61 The Book of the Kni~ht of La Tour Landry, ed. Wright, 
p. 14); cited by Le May, p. 27. 

62
The Early F:_QB.lish Versions of the Gesta. :aomanorurn, ed. 

S • .,T. H. Herrtnge rLondon, 1 !379), pp. ZJ-6. See also, for 
example, Henryson's "The Bludy Serk", in Poems, ed. H. Harvey 
Wood (Edinburgh, 19JJ), pp. 173-6. Rosemary Woolf compares, 
as pBrt of the same phenomenon, those exet'lP1_a which relate the 
seizing of a man's inheritance and the rightful owner's regaining 
1t throu~h the efforts of a friend ("The Theme of Christ the 
Lover-Knight", 15). Another version is the story of the two 
sisters, which appears in Yvain and the Queste. 

6JPp. 11-2. Sister Le May further argues (see esp. p. 
52) that at the end of the 13th century the vogue of the 
Christ-lover-knight motif declined with the passing of the 
heydtJ.y of' the romances, leading to a resurgence of the 
Christ-warrior-knight concept, exemplified for her in Piers. 
Her evidence is, however. highly selective, and ignores the 
cont1r.uing popularity of the former them~ in the 14th and 
15th centuries. 

61* . 4 See The Enp:l ish Re11gious Lyri.c, p. 9. 
65Ib1d., p. 60. 
66 . 

"Gawain's Snir1tual Journey$ Iruitatio Christi in Sir 
Gawatn a!1d the Green.Kniizht!\ AnM, 6 (1965), 65-106. -For -
paraJ-=-lei movements in Fmch rom~moes see La Mule sans frein, 
ed. R. C. Johnston and D. D. R. Owen (Edinburgh and London, 
1972), esp. i~trod •• pp. J-4; D. D. R. Owen, The Vision of 
!fell :__Infer:_na.1 .Journexs in Medieval Freno h J_,i terature 
(Edinburrrh and London, 1970). 

67 Sir Gawain and the Green Kni~ht, ed. J. R. R. Tolkien 
and E. v. Gordon-(2nr1-eci., rev. by N. Davis; Oxford, 1967), 
line 2529. All references are to this edition. The relevance 
of the Christ-1{night mot if is also noted by Hans Schnyder, 
but whereas Levy argues at length that the Green Knight is the 
devil, Schnyder sees Christ echoes in the Green Knight as well 
as in Gawain. Bertilak, according to Schnyder, is Christ 
the hunter of souls, and his castle is the heavenly city or 

h ~ t e Church. Schnyder therefore treats onlyAv1s1t of Gawain 
to the Green Chapel as a descent into hell ("Sir Gawain and 
_!;he Green Kr:~i;rh.t": an Essay in Interpretation (Berne, 19ffi, 
PP • 41. - J :-35-°b: 6 3 ff . ) . 

68
L1nes 619 ff •• See R.H. Green, "Gawain's Shield 

and the Quest for Perfection", ELH, 29 (1962), 134-5. Ironies 
· ar0 also involved here: D. H. Gree·n points out that Solomon is 

connected with the perfection of the pentengle in lines 625-6, 
but clted as a~ example of falling into imperfection through 
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women in line 2417; Gawain proves similarly fallible ("Irony 
and Medieval Romance~, SJ). Schnyder (pp. 53-4) argues that 
the parrots and doves on his helmet are a reference to the 
helmet of salvation. 

69Schnyder glosses the seven kinds of beasts as the 
seven deadly sins, a~d more questionably claims that the 
wintry landscape reflects the lack of charity in Gawain's 
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soul (pp. 51 ff.). Though not concerned with the spiritual 
aspects of Gawain's adventures, John Speirs claims that 
Bertilak's castle is 0 unmistakeably a version of the Grail Castle" 
(

11 Sir Gat>rnin and the Green Knight", ScrutinY,, 16 (1949), 287) s 

70"Gawa1n's Shield", 1J4-5. 

71see Schnyder, p. 44; Levy, 104. 
72 r.evy' 91 ff •. 

7JI.Etrry D. Benson, Art and Tradition in 'Sir Gawain and 
the Green Kni~ht' {New B~unswick, N.J., 1965), pp. 240-8. 

7411Kni~ht in Tarnished Armor: the MeaninR" of Sir Gawa.in 
and the Green~Knia:ht,., !-'!LR, 62 (1967), 11. ~ 

'"'S f~"Ga~~ain's l'wo Confessions Reconsidered", ChauR, 9 (1974), ?J-9. 

1748, 
76Lines 85J-9. 875-81, 1120-1, 1470-2, 1686-7, 17J1, 

1873, 1928-·Jl. 

77Lines 1178-81, 1468-72, 1729-J2. 

78Erec et Enide, lines 2430 ff., esp. 2442-J; Malory, 
Works, 74J:2-J. 

79see, for example, Geoffroi de Charny's Livre de 
chevalerle, pp. 486-8; Bonet, Tree of Battle, p. 21J. See 
also section II, 4, above. · 

80cr. Matt., 25:13; Rom., lJ:l.1; Ephes., 5:.14. 

81H1stor1a reau~ Britanniae, ed. Griscom, p. 4J8. 
Arthur's connection with the Virgin is stressed also in the 
Historia Britonum attributed to Nennius. See R. H. Fletcher, 
The Arthurian 1:~1terial in the Chronicles, es eciall those of 
Great Britain and Fra~ ,,6oston, 190 , pp. J2-!.1-. 

82 Brown, XIIIth Centurr. p. 116; The Minor Poems of John 
J_.ydR'<•te {part I). ed. H. N. l1acCracken (Londont 1911), p. 367. , 
On St. George as symbol and figurehead of chivalry, and his 
close association with the crusades, see G. J. Marcus, St. Geor2e 
of Enp:land (I-0ndon, 1929}, pp. 39-59. -
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BJThis aspect of the romance is admirably commented on 
by Donald Howard in ~structure and Symmetry in Sir Gawaintt, 
Speculum, 39 (1964). 427, 429: "(Gawain's shield) is at base 
a worldly object, a part of his warlike gear, designed at once 
to protect his body and remind him of his immortal soul, so 
that it suggests at once his knightly valor and his spiritual 
indifference to destiny ••• It thus points to the proper 
attitude for a knight: to be indifferent to one's life in 
the world and yet preserve it, to use the world well and yet 
1oVG it little ••• [Gawain] is admirably suited to put his 
destiny to the test: he is devoted to the articles of faith 
and has the virtues appropriate to the ideal Christian knight. 
The problem is to maintain the fine balance between this 
religious ethos and the unavoidable necessity of using worldly 
means to preserve life and accomplish knightly deeds." 

84 Shedd, "Knight in Tarnished Armorff, 13. See also 
Green. "Irony and Medieval Romance", 61. For an account of 
the poeru which shares several of the assumptions of my own, 
see G. V. Smithers, "~hat Sir Gawain and the Green Kni~ht 
is About", MAE, J2 (196J), 171-89. Smithers draws a 
parallel between Gawain and the Queste s •'The behaviour of 
G8~Ja1n in the English poem is utte'rly at variance with the 
rnedireval Gallic conception of the knight who was the 
embodiment of courtoisie •• oThe poet's concern ••• is with 
spiritual and Christian ~nd ecclesiastical values, and therefore 
with the spiritual rather than th~ sec~lar aspect of the 
knightly ethos as efubodied in Gawain." Gawain is •committed 
to certain ideals substantially like those of chevalerie 
celestiel 11
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1s1r I. Gollanoz, "Chivalry in Medieval English 
Poetry"1 in Chivalrl_, ed. Prestage, p. 173; Haller, .. The 
Knight's Tale and the Epic Tradition", 84; Brewer, "Chaucer 
and Chretien and Ai."'thnrian Romance", in Chaucer and .Middle 
English Studies in Sonour of Rossell Hope Robbins, ed. Beryl 
Rowland (London, 197ij), pp. 257-B. 

2 w. Matthews suggests that the alliterative M~ 
Arthure is to some extent a criticism of Edward III's we.r 
With .t<·rance (The Trap:ed:v of Arthur (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 
1960), pp. 178' ff •• See also Barnie (War in Medieval Societv, 
pp~ 147-50), who believes that The Awntyrs of Arthure contains 
a similar criticism of Edward. 
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)"Chaucer and Cbr~tien", p. 256. Brewer suggests that 
the roentton of women's reverence of the story of Lancelot 
refers to the part played hy Marie de Champagne in the 
composition of Chrfitien 1 s Charrette. ChaucAr, he proposes, 
kne~ the romance and had seen "whaf a farrago of nonsense it is". 

4 on the Squire's mention of Gawain (V, 95), see B. J. 
Whiting, ~Gawain: His Reputation, His Courtesy and H1s 
Appearance in Gbeucer's Souire's Tale", .M~. 9 (1947), 189-
234; F. P. Magoun, Jr., "Chaucer's Sir Gawain and the Old 
French Roman de la Rose", MLN, 6'? (1952L lBJ-5. 

5Haller comoents that the ~truthu of the "Nun's Priest's 
Tale" is 11.ke that of the story of Lancelot with respect to 
the self-deception of Chaunticleer in letting Pertelote's 
beauty blind him ("The Wife of Bath and the Three Estates 0

, 

AnM, 6 (1965), 6on.). 
6,.Thematic Relationships", 454-6; "The Canterbury Tale?_", 

pp. 95-8. The colours associated with the Squire, ~whyte and 
reect••, are al~rn ~.hosE: mentioned tn the Parcon's discussion 
of immodest male dress {X, 424), anu were also tho colours 
worn by the personal retainers of Richard II, whose court was 
noted for shameless extravaaance (see G. Mathew, The Court of 
fil.£.tiard II, p~ 125). But red. and white ar-e also important 
chiva.J.rie colours in the Q.uestE, since tbQy are Galahad's 
colours. and associated 1·1Tth ttie Grail, Pentecost and Christ. 
See Pauphilet, Etude S<Jr 18 Queste, p. 108; Locke, Quest for 
the Hol_y Grail,-pP:-46-8,°-66. The Squire's embroidery also 
emphasises his carnal use of a spiritual pot~ntial. Cf. in 
addition tho ironic attack in TC, III, 1384, on those who 
"call'3n love a woodnesse or foITe", for they shall "forgon the 
white and ek the rede 11

; see also the Pardoner's "Now kepe yow 
fro the white and fro the rede~ (VI, 562). 

7L1nes 131-6 (Specimens of the Pre-Shaksperean Drama, 
ed. Manly, I, J58}. 

8 Geoffrey Chaucer (London, 1974), pp. 126-?. 

9webb, claimin.a that Theseus ls cond.etnned for cruelty 
in the °Kn1.ght 's 'l~a1e 11 : points out the att.s.c~~s on the perfidy 
of Theeeus in LGW. 2171 ff. and HF, l-1-05 ff. ( 19A 11e1nterpretation 
of Chaucer 8 s Theseus", 289). Butiri view of the multitude of 
classical stories involving Theseus, and their lack of any 
consistent characterisation of him beyond the heroic, we cannot 
assume th~ Chaucer intended any connection to be drawn between 
his roles as conqueror of Thebes and betrayer of Ariadne. The ironic 
possibilities of the passages from LGW and HF also make any 
a:pplication of them to the wKnight 'sTale" problen;a.tic. 
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10see Haller, •1 The KniP"ht's Tale and the Epic Tradition'~. 7J~ 
11 Norton-Sm1th, pp. 129, 133. The same critic points 

out that "the closing funeral of Arcite is int~nded to balance 
the opening denial of funeral rites by Creon", which had been 
a uaenial of the observation of formal law" (p. 1JJ). 

12 
Westlund~ "The Kniaht's Tale as an Impetus for 

P1lgr1rnage", PQ. 43 (l96I;J'7526-J7;Fifield, "The KniA"ht's Tal~: 
Incident, Idea, Incorporationff, ChauR, J (1968-9)s lOJ. 

lJuThe Knight's Tale and the E1,1c Tradi t j.on", 7)-84. 
14

"The Historical Setting of Chaucer's Book of the 
Duchess", in Mediaeval Stvdies in Honor of' Urban .TI~rner Holm'1E_, 
pp. 187-8, 19J-4. -- ----

l5"L1 terary and Eis tor ical Researches Respecting Chaucer's 
Knight and Squireu, pp. 126-7$ 

16
n R bi ~ 1 r 8~6 7 F th 11 1 J ~ee 0 noon S nove, pp. J - • or 0 er a egor C&. 

suggestions see G. H. Cowlin2, "Chaucer's Coro~lsintes of Mars 
~ng_ Venus"~ gEs, 2 (1926), 4C5-lO; George w<Ttiarris, "wrwtiS 
the Meaning of Chaucer's Comnla1nt of Mars'/ 11

1 JEGP, 57 (1958), 
167-76. -;.J::;..':. - --~-

17" on the Date and. InterpretE-:tion of Chaucer's Comp:l::?int 
of N~s", Studies and. Notes in Philology and Literature, 5 
rBoston, l~b)"; 124. 

18Alle~ory of Love, p. 170. Cf$ Dimarcc's assertion 
(p. 1J4·) thatMars' 'subn:iiss,on to Venus is regenerative of 
bis character. 

l 9wood, Chriucer arA.~tie Conn ttl_of the 3t£'!Fs; Poetic 
~<:>__QJ'_;<\str_oloz ,_cal j_rpaf!er.z TPr·i nee ton, 1970), pp. 1 OJ-60. 
Norton-Smith claims th9t the poem establishes "an archetypal 
plot or pattern of tragic love, a complex yet compressed 
~~11lmg, of doomed, unf ortuna ts fine amour" ( p. 28). Gard in er 
Stillwell cowoents that as far as 1111c1t love ls concerned 
Chauoer exhibits "sympathetic, but nonetheless very pointed 
irony and humor" {"Convention and Individuality in Chaucer's 
.9.2.!£Ela1~n._t of Mars". ,fS. 35 (1956), 69). J. J. Hogan compares 
the relationship of Hars and Venus to the liaisons in the 
"Kr!ight 's Tale" and J"roi lus: the use of planetary symbols 
indicates that love ls initiated and tragically terminated in 
each of these works by fate (Chaucer end the Theme of 
!i!:!labiliSl_ (The Hague, 1969),-pp. 79-80). 

20 In another study of the "Complaint~ and its classical 
inheritance, Melvin G. Storm concludes that for Chaucer the 

http:Traditj.on
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affair between Venus and Mars exemplified the disabling of 
power by lust. See "Chaucer's Poetic Treatment of the Figure 
of Mars", Q!!, J4 (1973), 742A (Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). 

21 Norton-Smith, p. 25. 
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22Lydgate referred to the poem as "the broche which that 
Vulcanus at Thebes wroup-hte 11

; MS. Harl·. 7333 entitles it •The 
Broche of Thebes". See-also Robinson's note, p. 856. 

23when Pandarus interrupts Criseyde to initiate his 
intrigue she is listening to the story of Thebes, including that 
of Oedipus and that of the death of Amphiaraus through the 
treachery of his wife, Eriphylc (TC, II, BJ-108). Cassandra 
introduces her interpretation of the boar in Troilus's dream 
by t~ll1ng the story of Thebes; Diomede {the boar) is the 
inheritor of the Theban tradition and thu3 an appropriate 
nemesis for Troilus and Criseyde's indulgence in 'Theban' 
behaviour (Vt 1464-1515). 

24 . 
See Thebaid, II, 265-305. For a survey of the horrors 

involved in the story of Thebes, and Jove's use of them as 
punishment for the city's evil conduct. see _Thebaig_, I, 4-14, 
227-39· 

25 !_beba1d, II, 28J-4. 
26 For Venus's girdle, see Iliad, XIV, 214. 
27 

'Norton-Smith's argument (pp. 32-4) that Chaucer transformed 
Statius's necklace into a more ambiguous symbol by softening 
some of the harsh implications of the original is unconvincing~ 
The parallel between the brooch and Venus's face which he 
mentions is an obvious and necessary one for Mars' purpose, 
as is the insistence on the brooch's beauty, which aroused such 
fatal covetousness. It 1s not true that "Chaucer transfers the 
authorship from Vulcan to the ultimate Maker" (p. J4); Nars 
uses the making of the brooch as an analogy to the creation of 
Venus, but does not suggest that they are both made by the same 
person--a point which is obscured by Norton-~mitb's loose 
employment of quotations from the poem. 

28s1milarly 1n the "Canon's Yeoman's Tale" the idea of 
a knight fighting fo~ love appears in a setting of lust and 
folly. The duped priest, 1n his eagerness to attain the secret 
of the canon's alchemy, is compared to a."knyght in armes" 
eager "to doon an herdy dedo,/To stonden in grace of his lady 
deere" (VIII, lJll,7-9). 

29wood (p. 114) compares Nars' attack on God with Troilus's 
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curses of everyone except Criseyde (TC. V, 206-10). See also 
Robertson, Preface, p. 492. 

3°rn both cases the image involves the reversal of the 
normative use of the figure as the curbing by the soul of the 
body's sensual appetite (see Beryl Rowland, Blind Beasts: 
Chaucer's Animal World (Kent. Ohio, 1971), pp. 129 ff.). 
The point is that Troilus has no business being identified 
with a horse in the first place, especially a restive one. 
His proper function as a rider i~ doubly important since he is 
a knight. Lull insists on the importance of a knight's control 
over his horse in both allegorical and practical terms (Ordre 
of Chlt~al!:,l, pp. 85-6). The "Treatise of Ghostly Battle" 
supports the injunction that the soul should control the body 
by pointing out that "thcrA may noo mane fy3te ayenst hys 
enemy but yef hys horse be meke and mylde~ 1Yorkshire W~iter~, 
ed. Horstmann, I, 421..i cited by Le .fl!ay, p. 35). The knight's 
rolation to his horse is of continual importance in chivelric 
literature. Arcite, for instance, rides out to the woods on 
a ncourser, startlynge ns the fir" (I, 1502), but is later 
thrown; Hatton gives exaoples of the sin of pride symbolised as 
a man falling off a hor~e ("The Canterbury Tales", pp. 121-J). 
A priest in the Vulpate Queste takes the mounting of a powerful 
warhorse by the sinfully-wrathful Hector as an emblem of pride 
(159:24-6). Pauphilet notes that a large horse was a. common 
symbol of pride, and cites a Cistercian source to the effect 
that "le cheval est un animal orgueilleux et fier, qui aime 
les rivalites et la guerre, les cofts ardent et les desirs 
sans frein" (Etude sur la Queste, p. 114). In Gawain and the 
Green KniRht, Gawain's horse, Gringolet, is described as "huge" 
Tiine 204?) just as Gawain is leaving for the Green Chapel, 
where his pr1.de will be humbled. Cf. also PP, C, XI, 1J4, where 
the devil is referred to as a nprout prikyere of Fraunce". 

31see, for example, II, 630, 988; III, 22, 4J7; V, 
306-7. The undiscriminating praise of Venus in the proem to 
book III is as susuect as the similar passage in CM, 174-81, and 
for similar reasons. The "gladnesse/Of Tro1lus, to Venus 
heryinge" (III, 47-8) will be reversed in the last two books, 
just as Mars•s good fortune is reversed. Mars's judgment is 
unreliable because he is a buffoon and still enthralled by 
Venus, while the narrator of the Troilus claims to be Venus•s 
clerk (III, 40-1). This continues the ironic stance of I, 15-6 
(the narrator must be taught the joys of love, since he does 
not himself participate "for myn unliklynesse"), familiar to us 
from a number of Chaucer's other works (on this widely discussed 
subject see esp. Wood, 8 Chaucer and 'Sir Tb6pas'u, 394-7); it 
also implies an admission of biasp a hint of coercion (he can 
only write what Venus approves), and a comparison between 
himself and Genibs in the Roman de la Rosee who delivers a 
fatuous sermon proclaiming reproduction to be the highest duty 
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of mankind. It is the dramatic context that 1s ignored by 
D. s. Brewer in his discussion of th~ stanza in praise of 
Venus from CM ("Chaucer's 'Complaint of Hars'", N&Q, n.s. 
1 (1954), 4b2-J}. 
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J2Dodd. Courtly Love in Chaucer and Gower, p. 142; 
Lewis, Allegory of Love, p. 195; G. T. Shepherd, "Troilus and 
Criseyde'l, in Chaucer and Ghaucerians: Cr1 tic~i.l Studies in 
Middle Enp.-lish Literature, ed. D. s. Brewer (University. Ala., 
1966), p. 78; Marion N. Green, nchr1st1an Implications of 
Knighthood and Courtly Love in Chaucer •s 'I'roilus", Delaware 
Not~.1§_, 30 (1957), 57-92; Karl Young, "Chaucer's 'Troilus and 
Criseyde' as Romance", ~ML~, 53 (1938) 1 50. For other examples 
of the common view that Troilus is ennobled by love see Thomas 
A. Kirby, Chaucer~~-_1..roilus: a Study of Courtly Love (Baton 
Rouge, 191.f·O); Brewer, _Qh?.uce:i:- in lHs '.11im€, pp. 168-9. 

33Gaylord, "Gent1lssse in Chaucer's Troilus", SP, 61 
(1964), 19-J'+; Lockhar~. usemantic, Moral and Aesthetfc 
Degeneration in Tr0ilus and CriseyQE._", ChauR, 8 (1973), 100-18. 

14 - Love's F0ols: Aucass1n. ~ro1lus~ Calisto and the 
E.~E.o4L_o_t_~he Co~~!'tl.L.L0~1.£.r• pp. 37-70. \For the reversal 
of roles see also R. E. Kaske, "The Aube in Chaucer's 
Troilus", in Chaucer Criticism, ed. sc1-i'oeck and Taylor, II, 
I67-79.) Muscatine concedes that "It is difficult to think 
of a single hero of French romance who ls quite so prostrated 
by love. so removed from the actual business of courtship. 
who depends so completely on an intermediary" (Chaucer and the 
Frenc~itiDn (Berkeley, 1960), p. 137). 

J5"Troilus a.nd Criseyde and Chaucer's Dedication to 
Gower'', TSL, 18(1973), 1-11. D. H. Green comments that we 
d1strust"t'he objectivity of a narrator who appears to fall 1n 
love with Criseyde, and corn~ares Chaucer's setting up of the 
fictitious Lollius to Wolfram's use of the probably fictitious 
Kyot as a method of dissociating the author to sowe extent 
from"the·narrator (•Irony and Medieval Romance•, 54-5). 

36sele2t E~Works, III, 165. 

37cr. CM~ 64 and 187: Venus has "compass1oun of her 
knyght", and Hars in turn promises "To ben her truest servaunt 
and her knyght~ In the "Merchant's Tale" (IV, 1723-4) Venus 
laughs (from joy or amusem~nt} when January becomes "hir 
knyght". Saturn ("Knight's Tale", I, 21+70-1) assures Venus 
that he will accommodate Palamon, athat is thyn owene knyghta. 

38cr. Muriel Bowden's comment that "January ls termed 
a 'knight' by the pompous and not very discerning Merchant, but 
Chaucer would expect his audience to look beneath the surface 
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and recognise January as being the antithesis of the ideal. 
January, that lasc1.vious old man, lives luxuriously, because 
he believes that that way of living 'longeth to a knyght'" 
(Reade.r's Guide, p. 20). 

39rt ls perhaps noteworthy that Jezebel is eaten by 
dogs as a punishment for assisting Ahab's covetousness of the 
garden of Naboth. See 1 Kings, 21, and 2 Kings, 9:30-7. 

40see, for example, MO, 25237-500, and the confession 
of Avarice in PP~ C, VII, 196-285. For a host of other 
references see ""Mann, Chaucer and Medieval Estates Sat ire, 
pp. 99. 25J-4. 

(rev. 

of Law 

PQ. 32 

J8J-'~. 

41 The Merchant of Prato: Francesco di Marco Datin1 
ed.T Barmondm·rnrth, 1963). p. 121. 

42 Caxton's Game and Playe of the Chasse, p. 49. 
43rr, 114, 122-J. See Chauncey Wood, "Chaucer's Man 
as Inte~preter", Traditi~, 2J (1967), 149-90. 
44Silverman, "Sex and Money in Chaucer's Shipm~~~~ale"~ 
(1953), 329-36; St1llwell, "Chaucer's 'Sad' Merchantrr:-

45see esp •. VII, 20-2J 38-42, 254, 283-6, 291, 327, 

46see VII, 172, 179, 245-8. On the question of the 
merchantcs capacities as a lover, cf. lines 112-23 and 377-81. 
In an analogue in the Decameron (VIII,1), the main point of 
the story is that the wife is deceived as a punishment for 
treating avariciously the advances of her lover (see S&A, pp. 
439-43). The narrator of the "Shipman's Tale" tries unsuccessfully 
to change this emphasis. 

47As an unsuccessful attempt to set up a pejorative 
image of merchants the tale is suited to the Shipman, who 
habitually steals wine which he ls carrying from Bordeaux 
for merchants (GP, 396-7); as an attempt to portray the folly 
of being a stingy husband the tale is also suited to the 
Wife of Beth, for whom it was at one time perhaps intended 
(see Robinson's note), especially since the wife is revealed 
as the more acquisitive of the two. 

48 . 
One might argue that the avarice and miserliness of 

the Physician (see GP, 427, 441-4; for general remarks on the 
avarice of physicians see Romaunt, 5721 ff.) a.re revealed in his 
tale by the inappropriateness of his attitude towards Virginius, 
who 1s deccribed as a knight in VI. 2, 5, 180, 193. 203, 261. 
The version of the story in the Roman de la Rose (5589 ff.) 

' 



is designed to exemplify the fallibility of judges and of 
human justice; the Physician turns 1t into a glor1f1cat1on 
of the heroic deed of Virgin1us. Vlrginiusis deed is very 
dubious, and one might suggest that he turns his knightly 
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sword against the wrong person in killing his daughter rather 
than the false judge, since Virginius appears to enjoy 
popular support. He does not have the excuse of Jephthah. 
who had sworn an oath to God (see lines 240-1, and Judges, 
11:30-9). As a knight~ Virginius carries out his duty by 
killins the oppressed innocent party he is supposed to 
protect; as a parent. he abuses his power, treating the life 
of his child as if it were his own property to dispose of. 
Hence the digression on the duties of ~arents (lines 93-
102). There is a fine irony about the Physic1an•s warning, 
"Beth war, that ••• by youre necligence in chastisynge,/That 
they ne perisse ••• " (97-9). For a convincing account of some 
of the Physician's inadequacies as a narrator see Anne 
Middleton, "The .Eb_zslotan 's Tale and Love ts ffartyrs: •Ensarnples 
mo than Ten' as a Method in the Canterbury Tales", ChauR, 8 
(197J), 9-32. See also Richard L. Hcff:nan, "Jephthah's 
Daughter and Chaucer's Virginia", C.!Jl1¥R, 2 (1967-8), 20-Jl. 

40 . 
"~1edieval St_Q.rL~}}.d the B~_!nn1:_.ni:rn of the Social 

Ideals o~ English-S2eal~1n.o: Peonle, pp. 210-1. 

50s1ade, "Irony in the Wife of Bath's Tale", MLR. 64 
(1969). 241-3; Gerould. Chaucerinn EssaE (:Princeton:-1952), 
p. 75; Kemn Halone, '"The Wife of Bath's Tale'"• MLR, 57 
(1962), 4Si-9; Eisner, A Tale of Wonder: a Source--st'udi of 
'The Wife of B3.t h •·s Tale~ (Wexford, 19 57). · 

51 "Character end Class 1n the Wife of Bath's Tale", JJl. 

52Another reason for the ap?ropriateness of a tale of 
kn1ghthood for the Wife is suggested by Bernard Levy. who 
notes that the W1fe ls presented in the GP as a parody of a 
knight. Her hat is "As brood as is a bokeler or a targe". 
and there are "on hir feet a paire of spores sharpe" (I, 471, 
47J), while her AXtensive "wandrynge by the weye" to foreign 
shrines parallels the campaigning of the Knight ("Chaucer's 
Wife of Ba.th, the Loathly Ledy and Dante's Siren", Symposium. 
19 (1965), 371-2). Note also the Wife's assertion that "Mars 
yaf me my sturdy hardynesse" (III, 612), on which see Wood, 
Chaucer and the Cou~try of the Stars, p. 114. Cf. Bruce 
Cowgill 's assertion that the tiiller is a. ,.knight manque". 
Besides his brawn, his belligerence and his victories at 
wrestling, he is the bearer of a sword and buckler. 
The sword 1-:a.s restricted to the knightly classes, for whom 
it was of c~urse an important symbol, and therefore illegal 
for the Miller to carry ("Chaucer and the Just Society", p. 151). 
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)J The point 1s made by Wood, "Chaucer and 

393. 
'Sir Thopas'"• 

tjl~ 
- Bernard Levy, "Chaucer's Wife of Bath", 366-701 

Haller~ lfThe Wife of B~th and the Three Estotes", 47-64; 
Eatt.:.Jn. ttThe Canterbury T':~e~", pp. 15J-64. For an opposite 
view {that the kr')ight is refor;:ned by the curtain lecture, the 
hag's magic working on hi~ as well as on her), see J. P. 
Rcppolo, KThe Converted Knight in Chaucer's Wife of Beth~ 
Tale", Colle~e En~lish, 12 (1951), 26J-9. -- ·----

55"Rape and Women's Sovereignty in the Wife of Bath'::: 
Tale", MLN, 6J (1948), 378-81. See De arte honeste am~ndi, 
I, xi { tr:-Parry, pp. 149-50),, -

56B:E"3':2ton on the Ul.rJS and Custorrs o~and, II, 
lH5, 418; Sir F'. Pollock and F. W. rlaitland, The History pf 
EnQ'l i sh Law Before t be Time of Edward I (2nd ed.; Carri bridge, 
1898 )"; II, L.~9f; S lr 1l. Holdsworth. A History _of English 
Law (!J.th ed.; London, 19.35), III, J61. 

57Lov~nd_l~0-:' in the 1'!1Q_dle English Romances~ p. 1.11. 

58
Poll.ooJ..o: e.nd i''1a1 tland, Hist or~· of. Jil'l.elish ~~~ II, 

L;.91.. Bracton noted that a woman had the right to marry her 
ravisher if she wished, even if she were common and he noble 
(II, 417), and mentioned a series of graduated punishments 
listed in ennient laws for offences ran~ing from indecorous 
touching to cutright rape. He also pointed out tha.t, although 
all rape incurred severe punishment, the penalty is adjusted 
according to the status of the victim. "according as she is 
married or a widow living a respectable life, a nun or matron, 
a reeognised. cot1cubine or a prostitute plying i1er trade 
without discrimination of per~on. all of whom the king ruuot 
protect for the preservation of his peace, though a like 
punishment will not be imposed for each" (II, 415). 

59~he Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, tr. G. N. Garmonsway 
(London, 1953), p. 220. 

60 Bracton, II, 414-5, 418. 
61Pollock and Maitland, II, 492n •• 
62The sentiment is also discredited in that it is a 

quotation from the argument of La."Vieille in the Roman de la 
Rose, l391:1-o-66e See Flerning, '!'he 'Roma?} de la Rose·': a Study 
in Allegor_y __ 9.nd :t_c ono~:rap~l.'i_, pp. 180-1 • 

()".:! 
""'"The Promises in the Pranklin's ~u" ELH, 31 

(196!.~). 331-65. 

,,. 
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61~Ibid., .349. Por defences of the Franklin's notions 

of· 'gentilesse' a11d. •trouth3 • see Lindsay A. Mann, "'Gentilesse • 
and the Franklin's Tale", SP, 6) (1966), 10-29; Berger, 
"The F ... Fra.sment", 155-6. -

65ror an Clpposite view see Gertrude I1. White, "The 
Franklin's Tale: Chaucer or the Critics•r, ~. 89 (1974), 
7+51~-52. --·-

66 :..i"Sovereignty and the Two Worlds of the Franklin's_ 
Tale" 261. -· 

67"The Canterbury Tales", .P• 174. 
68 Lawrence, ~1ed 1eval Story, pp. 102-J; Bowden, 

Reader's Gulde, p. )5. 
69For a similar· conclusion see Hatton, "The -Canterbur" ~ 

Tales", pp .. 159, 174. 

7°see Sir M. Powicke, The 'Itiirteenth Ce~urz, :P• 5'-"8; 
Stent on, The First Century of' En~l ish F'e~dal 1§.J!!, pp. 16I.t-74. 

, 
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Pret.:s" 1941. 
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